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The basis of this study ia to attempt to throw li^ht 

on some of the problems arising froa* the public ownership 

of industrial entarprlao through making a comparative 

examination of tha records of public un<3 private ownership 

in the gas and electricity industries before nationalisa 

tion. The peculiar advantage of studying gas and electricity 

supply is that only here (and to i leaser oxient with the
'.-..•* ,,

other municipal f trading* se^vicea of water anr* transport) 

can the two forms of ownership be seen existing .aide by 

aide, operating in similar circumstance ^ in the same in 

dustries and over the same period of lime- There i u no 

other sector of British industry in tfhich comparable con 

ditions have existed• >. . ; .- > :- ^.
, *' £

There is of course one obvious diaadvanta^e in baaing a 

comparative study of puoiic o.vrirfrah.ip on the pr-e-nat ionaliaai 

gas and electricity industries. Today in Britain 'public 

o*nor3hip' almost invariably means ownership by some form 

of Jrublic Corporation. That being so there arc clearly - 

aiany questions to which no answer can be foun:i In a study of 

municipal enterprise. but there ara some underlying proo- 

lenja which relate to ill forrr.3 of puoiic o^n-jrship to .vhicti... _ 

the record of municipal antarprias id relevant. Indeed it



i.3 possible to e$o 30 far as to claim uhat ^exclusive con 

centration on the organisation of the Public Corporation / i
may have diverted attention from some of the n.ore general ; x

v -

i3sue3 connected with public ownership.

The plan of the study is to examine firat of all the 

phenomenon of municipal 'trading' enterprise, studying its 

development, and considering it In relation to other muni 

cipal services. Then the genera.*, structure of the gas ind 

electricity1 industries is described* ^ftar this tha main •; " 

comparisons ^re attempted, unoer the headings of efficiency; 

financial policy; location policy; and administration- (In 

studying the difficult problem of the relative levels of 

efficiency achieved under public and private ownership in 

these two industries sorr;e attention is given to thy meaning 

of the flord efficiency itself and to evaluating the signi 

ficance of the different methods of making efficiency 

measuresont 3) •

The chief specific questions to which answers are sought 

hero are as foliows:-

1« i&'hy did the public ownership oi industrial enter 

prise develop in the nineteenth century?

Jt« In what essential ways did the nature of the f triding* 

services of local authorities differ from those of th<3ir other
* . \

activities? (This question links up in some ways with that



on purpose) • v :

3« Hojr far can the relative levols of efficiency 

achieved by the two forma of ownership be compared?

4« .Yhat #as the significance of any differences in 

the financial policies an^- practices of municipal and 

company gas and electricity undertakings?

5. Did the type o.f ownership affect location policy
*

in ar.y way?

.' '' 0V ' What differences in the pattern of administration 

existed between company and municipal undertakings?

-. T* Aa3 there an^ Daaic difference of outlook and 

purpose inherent in the two alternative types of owner 

ship?

...'""."•• ' Ho* far can any coticlusion^ resulting from the 

study be applied to the possible future levelopn.ants of 

municipal ana 3tate 'trading' enterprise?

*.
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JS.C. - R.ji-F.S. = electricity commissioners - electricity 
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tics relating to authorised Undertakings in Groat 
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Min.F-& P. - R.E.F.S. - Ministry of }-uel and Power - 
electricity Supply - Return of Engineering and 
Financial Statistics relating to authorised Under 
takings In Great Britain.

L.Q.F.B. - Ministry of Health - Local Government 
Financial Statistics.

E.C. - Gen.jilec. = electricity Commissioners - Generation 
of electricity in Great Britain.



The main theme of this study i3 an examination of some of 

the problems of public enterprise as revealed in the gas and 

electricity industries under company and municipal ownership.

The first topic is the development of the pattern of 

public and private ownership in the gas and electricity in 

dustries in the nineteenth century. The different reasons for 

allowing local authorities to supply public utility services 

are examined. Then the particular position of municipal 

f trading' services, and the difference between these and 

'social' services is discussed.

In the next section the general structure and problems 

of the gus and electricity industries, as they existed at the 

end of the period of company and municipal ownership, are in 

vestigated .

In the central part of the thesis the results of the two 

forms of ownership are compared. Before attempting to compare 

the efficiency levels of municipal and company undertakings, 

some attention is &iven to tha general problem of efficiency 

measurement. Besides efficiency the other main bases of com 

parison are those of financial practice, location policy, and 

methods of administration-

Finally, the results of these comparisons and their 

relevance to the more general issues of public ownership are 

di scussed  
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SECTION I

THE DEVELOPMENT AND MATURE OF MUNICIPAL 'TRADING*

ENTERPRISE



CHAPTER I

Reasons for the development of municipal 
" enterrise in the

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the reasons 

for the growth of municipal trading enterprise in the 

nineteenth century and to describe the development of 

public control and ownership in the gas and electricity 

industries up to 1900.

Why were local authorities allowed, during a period 

in British history when the influence of laissez-faire 

theory on the relationship between government and industry 

was very strong, to operate undertakings which could 

be also run by private enterprise? Why did successive 

governments impose some controls and restrictions even 

on those parts of the gas.water and electricity industries 

which were owned by companies? There are a number of 

answers to these questions though they might be summed 

up by saying that because of the peculiar nature of the 

industries concerned unrestricted private enterprise 

proved to be extremely unsatisfactory.

'The first, and easily the most iiaportant, reason for



the develops at of public ownership (and of public 

regulation of company undertakings) in the gas f water, 

and later, electricity industries was the strong 'natural 1 

tendency towards monopoly. It is almost impossible to 

maintain cosrpetition in services like gas and water supply 

which involve the laying of pipes to the house or factory 

of each consumer. It is obviously extresaely wasteful 

to have two or more sets of gas mains in the same street, 

but this is the only way of ensuring direct conspetition 

betwoea rival gas companies in the same district. It 

would be equally expensive and wasteful for the individual 

consumer to purchase his supply of gas or water now from 

one company and now from another t with all the resulting 

trouble of connecting his premises to the different 

systems of supply. Apart from this consideration, a gas 

or water works must be of a certain size if it is to be 

at all efficient. Most towns could not support more than 

one gas or water works of optimum size. The almost 

inevitable result of unregulated development would be 

the establishment of a local monopoly. Nevertheless, 

it was not without a struggle that the effort to maintain 

coispetition in Gas and Water was abandoned. The Parliament 

of the 1830 f s and 1840*8 had an almost religious belief 

in the beneficial effects of competition. Just as, for 

a time, it was hoped to encourage competition between



railway companies so an attempt was made to grant 

powers to rival Gas and Water companies. The areas of 

supply of water companies in London, for instance, were 

deliberately left vague by Parliament, in order to 

encourage "healthy competition". Brat the experiment was 

predestined to failure* Experience soon showed that 

competition meant an inefficient and expensive supply of 

gas or water, and that a period of fierce competition 

between rival companies was almost invariably followed 

by combination and consequent monopoly* In London, in 

particular, the results of competition between water 

companies proved little short of chaotic* The Engineer 

of the Trent Water Vorks, which supplied ^Nottingham, 

(f. Hawksley), reporting to the Commission on the State 
of Large 2?owns of 1844-5» spoke of the wastage in London

through divided control - contrasting this with the
2 unified system with which he was concerned. J, Quick,

Engineer of the Southwark and Yauxhall Water Co,, 

described how two companies, the St. Johns Go* f and the 

Tauxhall Co., laid duplicate pipes in the same area in 

1841. Xhe water rate was lowered temporarily, then

1. L* Knowles, Industrial and Commercial Revolutions 
in Gt* Britain during the jaine tee nth century, p. 265 
et

2* Commission on the State of Large Towns and Populous 
Districts, 1844-5, 2nd Report, p. 44*



raised again, when the rival companies made an agreement 

in 1842 •^ With the multiplication of gas and water 

companies 1 laying mains, together with public sewers, 

the ground under London's streets became a maze of pipes 

and conduits. W, Mylae, Civil Engineer to the Hew River 

Company informed the Commissioners that beneath one part 

of Upper St* Martin's Lane were to be found the following: 

one main belonging to the Chartered Gas Co., two belonging 

to the London Gas Co., three to the New Hiver fater Co., 

two to the Equitable Gas Co,, and the public sewer, This 

confusion of supply pipes sometimes bad surprising results. 

Hr« Marine stated that when water pipes belonging to his

company were opened and a light applied, r:as in them
2 

ignited "as if the pipe were a 5 as-pipe"* The results

of Parliament's desire to encourage competition led to 

other undesirable consequences. "It was no novel thing 

for two or three cosspanies to be in the same street 

touting for customers just in about the same way as the 

milkman does today, 3?his naturally meant that the 

streets were constantly being dug up, and the navvies

themselves would engage in battles royal with their
*

pickaxes and shovels from opposing entrenchments.""^

1. Commission on the State of Large Towns and Populous 
Districts, 1844-5* 2nd Report, p.44.

2. Ibid.
3. G.F. Stringer "The Romance of London's Water Supply" , 

The Morning Post*. 9th December, 1935.



The Commission came to the conclusion that competition 

between water companies was "disastrous"* It was soon 

realised that to allow the gas or water supply to continue 

in the hands of an unregulated private monopoly was equally 

unsatisfactory, entailing high prices, a restricted and 

often inefficient service, and the constant danger of the 

exploitation of the consumer, 'Bae State of Large Towns 

Commission discovered one company paying a dividend of 

30$, The Liverpool and Harrington Water Co. made a 

charge of one shilling in the pound of the rental of 

premises supplied, and for this payment water was 

available only on alternate days. It was calculated that 

Liverpool Corporation could supply water at one sixth 

of the price charged by the Company.

A local builder complained of the shortage of water 

in Liverpool for combating fires. If it did not offer 

a satisfactory supply of water the Liverpool Company 

seems to have been able to use its monopoly position 

to make a comfortable profit* At the time of the 

Commission's Report its £100 shares were valued at £610. 

In London also competition usually gave way to monopoly. 

John Liddle, the Medical Officer of the .Thitechapel Union, 

told the Commission in evidence that the Hew River Co.,

(Evidence of Samuel Holme.) State of Larg Towns, 
etc., Commission. 1st Report, p.278.



would charge £63 for supplying 100 houses. (The Hew 

River Co., was founded by Sir Hugh i^ddleton in 1606 to 

bring water by means of the "new river" which was cut 

from Hertfordshire to London, and "became the most 

important Lbndon water undertaking, eventually buying 

the undertaking founded by Merrys.) He added that: 

"Q?rere cannot be a doubt that the poor pay most exorbitantly 

for water; the water companies, being monopolists, charge 

the landlords extravagantly high*"

The results were deplorable* In 1850 there were

approximately 80,000 houses in London, with a total of
p640,000 inhabitants, which had no piped water supply.

i

!The threat of cholera epidemics was always present. A 

London surgeon, J. Toyabee, spoke to the Commissioners 

of poor children, living on the upper floor's of tenements, 

who were kept dirty "because their mothers were not able 

to carry water upstairs to wash them* Dirty water was

often used several times for washing both clothes
3and people .

The Commissioners found that the supply of water /as,

1. State of Large T-owns, etc.. Commission. 1st Report, p.107* ———

2. Jephson, Sanitary Involution of London, p. 21, quoted 
Know las, op.cit., p.8(TI

3. State of Large Towns Commission, 1st Heport.



almost; everywhere, highly unsatisfactory- 'They wrote of 

"... the almost universal scarcity of supplies of water 

for domestic use."
' Shere were two ways in which Parliament might deal 

with the situation. One was "by regulating the affairs 

of the private monopolies already established in the gas 

and water industries, fixing maximum profits or prices 

and laying down conditions about the supply of the service 

concerned* 'The alternative was to create a new or rival 

source of supply managed by some public foody, the local 

authorities "being the most obvious candidates* In fact, 

both policies were followed to some extent* The common 

African solution - the granting of monopoly powers 

for a considerable period to private firms or persons, 

was not adopted, largely "because of the adverse experience 

of the working of private gas and water monopolies.

•The second reason for the development of municipal 

! trading 1 enterprise, and of public control which applied 

particularly to the water industry, and in a less degree 

to gas supply was the special 'social necessity 1 of 

the services concerned. The particular importance of a 

satisfactory supply of pure water has already been 

illustrated in describing the results of unregulated

1. 2nd Report of Commission, 1845, P«8.
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monopoly. It was realised that the adequacy of the 

supply of water to the public was a matter vitally 

affecting the health of the nation. The State of Large 

Towns Commission report even professed the "belief that 

the general shortage of water in the urban cantres was 

a cause, not only of disease, "cut also of moral 

degeneration. 3?he profit motive alone had proved 

to "be insufficient to ensure the provision of aja adequate 

water supply to all sections of the community* The 

supply of water to soae working class districts was 

often difficult to justify commercially - it was not 

a good business risk* The price which the poorer 

consumers could afford to pay for their water supply 

was too low to yield a satisfactory profit. The 

entrusting of water supply to some body concerned with 

sccial welfare as well as, or instead of, with making a 

profit, was the obvious solution. The State of Large 

Towns Commission realised that it was often not worth 

while for water companies to supply water to the poor* 

•Xhe Commission recommended that water supply should be 

entrusted to "some independent and disinterested body" 

and that local authorities should contract with companies

for providing a water supply, or should themselves perform
2 the functions of a water undertaking.

l f Coiumission on State of Large Towns and Populous 
Districts, 2ud Report, 1645, p.S.

2. Ibid,, pp.92-5.



A second influence on the development of the trading 

activities of local authorities was the provision of public 

services which could not, because of their nature, be 

supplied by private enterprise. A leading example of 

such a service was public lighting - bofch of streets 

and public buildings, which could not be supplied in the 

ordinary way by capitalist enterprise because of the 

impossibility of apportioning the charge among the 

individuals who benefitted from the service* The Lighting 

and 'flat ching Act -of 183? provided for the election of 

Inspectors in parishes and boroughs who could provide 

lamps and lay down pipes for public lighting and contract 

with private undertakings for the supply of gas* Sxorn 

this stage it was only a short .step to the actual 

manufacture 'of £as by local authorities (when these took 

over the functions of the Inspectors and other similar 

ad hoc bodies). The Manchester Improver-rant Commissioners 

began the manufacture of gas to light public buildings 

in 1807, and began to sell gas to the public in 1817. 

The remaining factors relate specifically to the 

development of municipal 'trading 1 activities rather than 

to the growth of control over company undertakings. 

- The need for the co-ordination of water and gas

There was a similar development in the early days 
of electric it;> supply. See for example Select 
Committee on Electric Lighting Bill, 1S82, 3.23»
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with other local authority functions provided a 

fourth argument in favour of the municipal control of 

these undertakings. The State of Towns Commission 

Report considered the importance of the co-ordination of 

water supply with other local authority activities - "We 

recommend that the necessary arrangements for drainage,

paving, cleansing* and an ai^ple supply of water should he
1 placed under one administrative "body."

A fifth reason for the nineteenth century growth 

of municipal trading can, again, be found in the special 

nature of the services concerned. Gas, water, electricity 

and tramway undertakings all involvedthe laying; of mains 

or tracks in public streets. This raeant that before 

they could operate at all they needed to obtain powers 

from Parliament to break up the streets, and usually, the 

sanction of the local authority which was the Highways 

authority in their region. As in the case of railways, 

8OTA0 degree of governs*©ntal interference was involved 

at the inception of any service, if only to give the 

undertaking concerned the powers which it required to 

interfere with the rights and property of the public 

or of other persons* An entrepreneur wishing to build 

a cotton mill or an ironworks could complete his project

!  Commission on the State of Large Towns and "Populous 
Districts, 2nd Report, 1845, p. 11.
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without seeking permission or powers from the government 

or anyone else. It was only after such severe shocks 

to the public conscience as those occasioned "by the 

Reports of the Children's Employe nt Commission that 

Parliament could be persuaded to interfere in the affairs 

of the Coal Mining or Textile Industries. Bat with the 

gas and water industries, as with railways, some govern 

mental authorisation was usually necessary to enable 

entrepreneurs to begin operations at all. It was never 

possible for the most rigid teaching of laissez-faire 

philosophy to be applied to these industries. A tradition 

of governmental authorisation and regulation developed, 

through the necessity of approving Private Bills 

sanctioning the setting-up of gas and water undertakings. 

This made the introduction of public control, through 

local authorities, seem much less revolutionary than it 

would have done in any of the other industries of nineteenth 

century England,

Speaking before the Select Committee on the proposed 

Electricity Bill of 1882 the President of the Board of 

Trade argued that the Bill would not prevent anyone

1. First Report, May 1842, dealing with mining, Second 
Keport, 184-2, dealing with miscellaneous industries, 
including nail making, potteries, calico printing.
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manufacturing or supplying electricity so long as no 

public roads were broken up or there wag no interference

with private property. /here either of these things 

were done (and without doing them a public supply of water, 

or gas or electricity, would be practically impossible) 

the government felt justified in interfering. The 

undesirability of allowing private persons or companies 

to break up the public streets was one of the motives 

which made the local authorities themselves anxious 

to manage the public utility industries in their own 

area. The desire to retain complete control of the 

streets was given by the Town Clerk of Manchester as a

reason for the application of his city for powers to
2supply electricity, in evidence before the 1882 Select

Committee.

A sixth and final reason for the growth of municipal 

trading was the desire of councillors to make a profit 

on their undertakings which could be used in relief of 

rates. It is not easy to estimate the influence of this 

factor on councillors voting to take over or set up a 

trading undertaking. Although the incentive of a profit

1, Select Committee on Electric Lighting Bill, 1382. 
Minutes of Evidence, Q.2?. Witness -~-Thomas Farrer.

» Q-360. Witness - Sir Joseph Heron.
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for the rates might influence a council's decision to run 

a trading enterprise it would not "be very likely to be 

used as an argument in debate. Of the two earliest fields 

of municipal trading, gas and ?/ater, the profit motive 

applies much more strongly in the case of gas as the 

profits of a water undertaking were likely to be small 

and uncertain.
The nineteenth century development of municipal 

trading does not seem to have taken place as an application 

of Socialist theory* It was, rather, in the normal tradition 

of British administration and legislation, a practical 

attempt to solve the problems which had arisen concerning 

the management of the public utility industries. The 

historian R. Ensor writes of the founders of municipal 

trading - "(they were simply eispirieal Englishmen facing 

public needs, and trying to meet each of them specifically 

in what appeared the most practical way." It was not 

until the late 1880*s that the writers of the Fabian

Society gave their blessing to municipal trading as
2 municipal socialism. Once the supporters of Fabian

Socialism had pointed out that the municipal control of 

trading undertakings might be the thin edge of the wedge

1* Ht Bnsor - England 1870-1914- « p«128*

2. E.g. S. Webb, Some Facts and Considerations about 
Municipal Socialism t 18941



of Socialism, opposition to municipal trading on political 

grounds naturally developed. But the members of those 

Councils which managed trading enterprises were certainly 

not, generally, supporters of theoretical Socialism, 

fhus a writer in the Electrical Review of 1900 states, 

"The advocates of municipalism often were not socialists at 

all, "but for the most part worthy "business man." In 

Manchester, a pioneer of municipal trading, the Council

was usually cojsposed almost entirely of businessmen with
2a firm belief in the blessings of private enterprise.

• • ,- Some of the reasons mentioned for entrusting the 

management of the public utility industries to local 

authorities would have applied equally well to other 

f or -is of public control. The tendency until the end of 

the nineteenth century was to create ad hoc "bodies to 

raanage new locally controlled activities* Thus we have 

the creation of Poor Law Unions in 1834- managed by the 

B6ards of Guardians, and the creation of Schools Boards 

}2>y the Education Act of 1870. Why were water and gas 

undertakings not entrusted to special ad hoc bodies but

I. Electrical Review, 47 (1900), p f ?12. Cited Ballin 
:\ ' The Organisation of Electricity Supply in Great Britain, 
y \< p.23.

\ \'a, \ Cf* 8,0. Simon* A century of City Government., p.358.I V —— ——————————it—-.——————*———-———————————.* f

\



added to the other functions of the newly formed 

"compendlons" municipal corporations or to those of the 

Local Boards of Health which were the ancestors of Urban 

and Rural District Councils? The answer to this question 

may be found partly in the mode in which nineteenth 

century municipal trading developed. Parliament did not 

impose the management of gas and water undertakings on 

all local authorities, but left it to the individual 

council to take the necessary steps to acquire an under 

taking. There was no attempt to create an uniform system 

throughout the country, as in the case of Poor Law 

Administration. To create new authorities to manage gas 

and water undertakings would have meant adopting a more 

active policy, and probably interfering more with the 

existence of private gas and water companies than 

Parliamentary opinion would have approved. Another reason 

which made it possible to rely on existing local 

authorities to undertake management of water and gas 

industries was that these services had only developed 

in the urban areas, and in most of these after 1835* 

there was a satisfactory system of local government. 

Poor Law administration, on the other hand, had to cover 

rural areas as well as the towns, and the 1835 Act had 

done nothing for rural local government* The parishes,
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the only rural local governing bodies, apart from ad hoc 

boards, existing until 1888, would not normally have 

been adequate to manage the reformed Poor Law. The
«

advantages of co-ordination, particularly of the water 

supply, with other local government activities, also 

seems to have had some influence on the choice of local
i

authority control as the most suitable form of public 

managemea&# The great disadvantage of municipal control 

today - the areas problem - was of little consequence 

in the nineteenth century because the existing state of 

the technique of the public utility industries did 

not demand an area of supply greatly different from that 

of the .average local authority*

The methods by which local authorities were given 

powers to operate 'trading' undertakings, and the growth 

of public control over gas, water and electricity 

companies may now be sketched briefly.

It is one of the outstanding features of the English 

local government system that a local authority can only 

perform those functions for which it has specific 

authorisation from Parliament. '3?he continental practice 

of granting general powers to a local authority has 

never been followed in Britain. The application of the 

doctrine of ultra vires has made certain that no local 

government body can do anything for which the previous



sanction of Parliament has not been obtained. There is 

not usually a shortage of persons who will be prepared 

to challenge in the law courts any action of a local 

authority which appears to exceed its legal powers. Local 

authorities have therefore had to obtain powers from 

Parliament for any trading activities ;hich they have 

desired to undertake.
Parliament has developed various methods of granting 

fresh powers to local authorities. The early experiments 

in supplying water and gas in the nineteenth century were 

generally made under powers granted to individual 

authorities in private bills* An amusing account of some 

of the difficulties of private bill legislation is given 

in a recent history of the Borough of Wolverhampton. In 

1852 the Borough Council decided to buy the local water 

company which was not giving a satisfactory supply. When 

the coinpany refused to sell preparation was saade to 

obtain powers to set up a separate municipal undertaking. 

This raade the company change its mind, and agree to sell, 

the Council consequently applying to Parliament for 

permission to purchase. Meanwhile, however, a second

1. Attorney-General v. Fulham Corporation (1921 Ch.440), 
is an example of the application of this doctrine 
in which the provision of a municipal laundry in which 
machines were operated by Council employees, was held 
to be ultra vires.
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company undertaking was proposed, and applied to Parliament 

for a private bill. Considerable expense was incurred 

by the Council in backing their own bill, and opposing 

that of the company, before the Parliamentary committee. 

Expert legal and engineering advice was obtained. I'he 

Corporations bill was rejected, and that of the water 

company approved* JJ?he new water company, amalgamated 

with the old company which the Council had intended to 

buy, and the Council was faced with meeting the costs 

of the rejected bill of more than £8,500, without the 

powers to levy a rate for the purpose. Bailiffs descended 

on the Council seizing furniture from the Jown Hall, 

the equipment of the police station and even the fire 

engine. The aaatter was eventually settled by the means 

of a voluntary r ate, and the scaling down of the demands 

of many debtors. In 1368 the Council was allowed to 

purchase the water undertaking of the amalgamated 

companies. An enterprising local authority would apply 

to Parliament for a local Act to acquire or construct, 

for example, a gas undertaking* As the passing of private 

bills became more frequent, the need emerged to standardise 

the provisions made In these bills. -To do this, public 

Acts were passed, containing clauses which were to be

Article by L. du Garde Peach, pp.40-41, 0?he Book of the Century. * ———————-
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included in all private bills passed* A third method 

adopted by Parliaisent to confer powers upon local 

authorities was the passing of public Acts which gave a 

general authority to certain classes of local authority 

to engage in specified forms of trading. In so far as 

these acts related to trading functions they were 

invariably permissive, laying no compulsory duties on 

local authorities to engage in trading themselves. £rom 

the method of granting powers by public acts developed 

the use of Provisional and Special Orders. Provisional 

Orders were often necessary before general powers could 

be used by a specific authority. !Phe Order is mde by 

the relevant Minister, most usually the Minister of 

Health, on the application of a local authority. Obtaining 

a Provisional Order, although cheaper than seeking private 

bill legislation, can be a lengthy and expensive process. 

Before granting the Order the Minister must advertise 

the application and usually hold a local enquiry hearing 

evidence for and against the proposed extention of powers. 

When made by the Minister, Provisional Orders have to 

be approved by the passing of a Confirmation Bill in 

Parliament, If opposed the Provisional Order is referred 

to a Parliamentary Select Committee. A more speedy method 

of obtaining additional powers under the provisions of an 

existing statute is the Special Order. This only needs
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t?o "be approved by resolution of each House of Parliament. 

In practice the Provisional Order has been used to grant 

powers to initiate an undertaking while extensions in 

the size of existing trading undertakings are approved 

"by Special Order,

The first Public Act of the nineteenth century to 

have any relevauce to the growth of municipal trading was 

the Lighting and hatching Act of 1833. This Act 

applied to all parishes in England and Wales and was 

concerned with public lighting. Under its provisions 

ratepayers could elect* Inspectors who could provide 

armed watchmen, and erect public lamps* The Act is of 

interest in illustrating the process by which many 

municipalities became interested in gajs supply. One of 

the earliest and most important functions with which local 

authorities were concerned was the preservation of public 

order. One of the best safeguards against robbery and 

assault in the towns was to have well-lit streets* 

Municipalities were thus led to provide for street 

lighting themselves as a precaution against footpads and 

others of a similar profession. /hen Murdoch's inventions 

made gas the most suitable known method of street-lighting, 

local authorities became directly concerned in obtaining

1. 3 and 4 mi.4, c.90.
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a satisfactory supply for their lamps. The Manchester

Commissioners, pioneers of public gas supply

were also in control of the local police. 1 The 1823 

Act, however, did not pdve parishes the power to 

manufacture gas themselves. They were to contract with 

a coiagpany for the supply of gas, oil, or other lighting 

material, The 1833 Act, although not concerned directly 

with trading (the public lamps were to be paid for by a 

rate levied on houses and land) is also of interest in 

that it reflects the reluctance of Parliament to interfere 

with the rights of private property. Gas pipes could not 

be laid in privately owned land without the owner's 

consent, and the owner was allowed to alter the position 

of pipes laid in his ground according to his own 

inclination. The first legislation to lay down 

provisions which could be included, simply by reference, 

in subsequent private bills, was passed in 1847. The 

"Clauses Act" of this year made the effort in obtaining 

a private bill a little less laborious and introduced

some degree of uniformity into private bill legislation.
2The Gasworks Clauses Act of 1847 contained clauses

relating to the construction of gasworks and the right

1. Of. p. 9.

2. 10 and 11 Vlct. c*15.
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to break up streets in which mains were to be laid. The 

provisions of the Act related to company as well as to 

local authority undertakings. A check on possible abuses 

by private monopolies was contained in the clauses 

fixing a maximum dividend rate (if not specially 

prescribed in the relevant private bill the maximum was 

to be 1Q& on issued capital).

She Waterworks Clauses Act of the same year, aimed 

at consolidating the provisions usually contained in 

Waterworks Acts. One of the most important clauses 

related to the obligation to supply premises situated 

within the district of the undertaking and within a 

reasonable distance of mains* 'This provision, of more 

importance in regulating the affairs of company than of
i

local authority undertakings, i® based on one of the 

essential conditions for avoiding abuse In the public 

utility industries - that there »shall be no possibility 

of discriminating against any consumers, but that all 

prospective consumers shall be entitled to receive the 

service concerned on the same terms as any other consumer. 

Discrimination by withholding the supply of a service (an 

obvious method of blackmail by a ruthless company trying 

to obtain an exorbitant monopoly price) was an unlikely,

1. 10 and 11 Vict. c.l?.



though not impossible, danger in a municipal undertaking, 

which was not working primarily to make a profit,

"Clauses" Acts were also passed in 184? dealing with 

minor trading, or semi -trad ing, services. These were

the Markets and Fairs Clauses Act, the Harbours, Docks
2 34and Piers Clauses Act, and the C©BB tries Clauses ^'

all containing similar provisions consolidating the clauses 

usually contained in the respective private bills. In 

the case of harbours and markets (as with water) some 

corporations retained powers in the nineteenth century 

which they had obtained long before the industrial era. 

Some of these rights had been obtained by none of the 

methods described above, but were granted in, or subsequent 

to, the Corporation's Charter, by the Crown. Thus 

Chesterfield was given the right to control its market 

by charter in 121$.^

The Public Health Act of 1846 was not without influence 

on the development of trading undertakings. Following the

1* 10 and 11 Ticts., c*14.

2* 10 and 11 Vlet M e*2?»
3* 10 and 11 Yict., c.65,

4* O&her "Clauses" Acts related to Companies, Lands and 
Railways (1848) and Commissioners, Towns Improve nent 
and Town Police (1847).

Hart and PI art, Introduction to the Law of Local 
Government and Administration, p»639.
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report of the Royal Commission on the State of Towns in 

18451 the Act of 1848 aizaed at reducing the amount of 

destitution in the country and removing the constant danger 

of cholera epidemics by improving living conditions, and 

consequently the people's health in the towns* In order 

to do this municipal corporations were given 'public health 1 

powers and Local Boards of Health were formed where no 

municipal corporation existed. These powers included 

the regulation of water and gas works, the preservation 

of public water supplies and the provision of cerne tries. 

fj?he recognition of the importance of a satisfactory water 

supply in contributing to improved standards of health, 

and that local authorities had a duty towards their 

citizens in safeguarding water supplies waa a step towards 

an expansion in the number of municipally owned water 

trndertakings .
The first general powers given to local authorities 

in relation to housing were contained in the Labouring 

Classes Lodging Houses Act of 1851* This Act empowered 

municipal corporations and local health boards to supervise 

common lodging houses for artisans and also to procure 

their erection,

£he breakdown of coa^etition between gas companies

l« 14 and 15 ?ict. t c.$4.



In London was recognised by the Metropolis Gas Act

of 1860, which sanctioned an agreement between thirteen

gas companies in London not to compete in the same
2 district. A further Waterworks Clauses Act was passed

in 1863 » consolidating new provisions introduced since 

1847. 'The Gas and Waterworks Facilities Act^ of 1870 

introduced the method of obtaining powers by Provisional 

Order, Under this Act any urban local authority could 

obtain powers to construct or purchase a gas or water 

undertaking by applying for a Provisional Order to the 

Board of Trade. 3?he Act also gave to local authorities 

a limited power of veto over any proposal to set up a 

company undertaking in their area. ?he local authority 

concerned must give its permission before any Provisional 

Order could be made to a company, but if it withheld 

consent its action could be overruled by the President 

of the Board of Trade.

Further important provisions relating to gas supply
4. 

were contained in the Gasworks Clauses Act 1871* This

It 23 and 24 Victn c.125.

2, "... said companies, instead of supplying gas by
several mains in the same district, have agreed, as 
far as possible, each one to confine its supply to a 
separate district, in order to economise capital and 
avoid the too -.requent opening of the public streets."

33 and 34 Vict,, c.70. 

4* 34 and 35 Vict., c.41.
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Act gave extra protection to the consumer of this monopoly 

controlled service. Under certain conditions, it was 

made compulsory for all gas undertakings to supply the 

premises of would-be consumers if these were situated 

within twenty-five yards ox a public gas main. Company 

undertakings also had to provide a gas supply for public 

lamps at an agreed price, and to send an annual form of 

accounts to the local authority in their area of supply. 

The Act also prescribed minimum standards of quality

for the gas supply. This Act was amended in 1875*
2 5?he Public Health Act of 1875 made further extensions

in the powers of local authorities to engage in trading 

activities. General powers were given to towns to set 

up or control a local market. Existing market rights, 

however, could only be taken over with the consent of 

the owner, These provisions were extended to rural 

authorities by the Public He alt 1 ? Act^ 1908.

fhe 1908 Public Health act gave a general sanction 

to the acquisition of water undertakings. Rural, as well 

as urban authorities, were empowered to provide a supply 

of water either by providing a waterworks themselves, or

1* 36 and 37 Vict. t c.89.
2. 38 and 39 Vict. t c

3. 8 Edw.7, c.6.



by contracting for a supply with some other person or 

company. The local authority could not set up its own 
undertaking if there was an existing authorised water 
company willing to supply in its area. A municipal water 

undertaking wishing to "build a large new reservoir had 
to seek authorisation from the Minister of Health, which 
would be granted only after the holding of a public enquiry, 
fhe Act also prescribed methods of charging for a water 
supply. She two principal methods of charging were by 
a water rate assessed on the net annual value of the 
premises, and by measure. In practice very few local 
authorities adopted the meter system of charging. Another 
important provision relating to water supply was the power 
for local authorities to supply to the local authorities 
of adjoining areas in bulk* The giving of a bulk supply 
of water needed the approval of the Minister,

The 187$ Public Health Act also contained new 
provisions relating to the municipal ownership of gas 

undertakings, These provisions applied to all urban 
local authorities and to rural districts if these obtained 

an order from the President of the Local Government 
Board declaring that the relevant Clauses of the.Act 

should apply to them. The local authorities concerned 
could nov; apply for a Provisional Order to give them
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powers to form a gas undertaking, if there was no other 

authorised supplier already established in their district* 

If there was an established gas coispany the local authority 

was given powers to purchase the undertaking, should she 

gas company agree to sell.
The 1875 Act coinpleted the legal basis, in the 

nineteenth century, of municipal trading in gas and water* 

It was now possible for any local authority to purchase 

or set up a gas or water undertaking without the 
necessity of obtaining a private bill* In fact private 
bill legislation was still used by large local authorities, 
who required special or unusual powers in order to operate 
an undertaking. Thus the purchase and subsequent 
expansion of the Birmingham Corporation water undertaking 

required no less than three private acts within seventeen 
years, two authorising mainly the raising of capital, the 

third, in 1892, giving the Corporation powers to purchase 
the Elan Valley district watershed and construct such 
works as reservoirs, pumping stations and mains. The 

first steps of local authorities towards establishing 
their ownership of transport undertakings were made under 

the provisions of the fraioways Act2 of 18?0« This Act

1 * 0?he Acts concerned were the Birmingham Corporation Act, 
1875; Birmingham Corporation Act 1879* and Birmingham 
Corporation Water Act, 1892.

2. 33 and 34 Vict., c.78*



did not grant general powers to local authorities 

directly, Imt enabled them to obtain them through a 

Provisional Order made by the Board of Trade* The powers 

thus attainable were, however, limited to the construction 

of the tramway track in the roadway. Having constructed 

a track the municipality could leave it open to the 

public QQ run their own carriages thereon , on payment of 

a toll (a procedure which must surely have resulted in 

chaos), or lease it to a company, which would run trams 

upon it, fhe second alternative was the one adopted
•••',. .• - vlt, .,.- • . . ''..'•

fey all the local authorities which built tramways, the most 

usual period of the leases being twenty-one years* Local 

authorities were not granted powers to run their own trams 

on the tracks which they had constructed, the Act stating 

explicitly !f *.» nothing in this Act contained shall 

authorise any local authority to place or run carriages 

upon such tramway, and to demand and take tolls and charges 

in respect of the use of such carriages." The local 

authority was given powers to borrow for the purposes 

mentioned in the Act, but this had to be sanctioned in 

each case, by the Board of Trade*

The restriction of local authority powers to the 

provisions of the track for trams did not last for very 

long. In the same year as the passing of the Tramways 

Act (1870) Glasgow obtained powers to run its own tramway
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service, 1 Various difficulties arose under the leasing 

system - there wer« t for example, quarrels between local 

authorities as lessors and the companies as lessees about 

the maintenance of the road surface beside the track and 

about fares. The first English borough to operate its 

own tramway system, under powers obtained in a private 

act, was Huddersfield. Phe Corporation of Huddesfield 

could find no on© willing to lease the track which they

had built, and so in 1882 they were empowered to run it
2themselves, For a time Parliament would only allow

local authorities to operate a tramway where they could 

not find a lessee. Finally, however f all definite 

restrictions on local authorities wishing to become 

tramway operators, were dropped, The establishment of 

the London County Council Tramway undertaking in 1896 

marked the final recognition by Parliament of the right

of local authorities to engage in this particular form
x

of trading,-'

At the same time as local authorities were attesting 

to gain powers to run tramways they were venturing into

l t Report of the Joint Select Committee on Municipal 
Trading, 1900-0$, Q.100 - Evidence of Bir Courtenay 
Boyle, Permanent Secretary to the Board of frade.

2, Joint Select Committee on Municipal Trading 1900-03, 

3* Ibid., Q.108*



another sphere of trading activities, the last of the 

traditional "Big Four 11 of municipal trading - electricity, 

In the cases of -:as and water supply it was only after 

considerable experience in public control by local 

authorities under powers obtained in private hills, and 

after the impossibility of competition between private 

companies had been proved in practice, that Parliament was 

prepared to pass general legislation regulating private 
monopolies and providing powers for local authority control* 

By the time that the public supply of electricity "became 

technically possible Parliament no longer retained the 

hope that the unfettered workings of the private 

enterprise system ?>rould establish a satisfactory public 

utilities industry* la electricity supply legislation 

preceeded the developxaent of the service.

2he first general Act dealing with electricity 

supply was passed in 1882, when the Ind-ustry was still 

largely in the experimental stage* Before the passing 

of the Electric Lighting Act of 18821 the problem of 

who should control the new industry had been considered 

by a Select Committee of the House of Coramons. This 

Committee, reporting in 1879, recommended that ample 

powers should be given to local authorities to supply

1. 46 Yict., Ch.56*



electricity. The Act itself, as a Bill, had been studied 

by the Select Committee on the Slectric Lighting Bill, 

which heard evidence from representatives of the Board 

of Trade, scientists and engineers, and local authorities. 

The 1882 Act gave general powers to urban local authorities 

to become electricity undertakers. An undertaking could 

be set up after the issue of a Licence or Provisional 

Grdsr by the Board of Trade. These provisions also applied 

to company undertakings, "hut companies were placed at a 

serious disadvantage in comparison witb local authorities. 

Any coB$>any undertaking could be purchased coispulsorily 

by the local authority in its area of supply twenty-one 

years after its establishment. If the local authority 

did not than use its right of purchase it was given another 

opportunity to do so every successive seventh year. 'The 

price to be paid was :he T 'thenn value of the undertaking - 

that is the ajarket value of the works and plant at the 

time of purchase*

The 1882 Act was followed six years later by the 

Electric Lighting Act of 1888* '?his Act contained 

both an extension and a contraction of local authorities 

powers. The twenty -one years compulsory purchase period 

had proved to be too short to allow the growth of private

51 and 52 Vict. c.12.
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electricity companies* Investors were reluctant to lend 

to a new experimental industry when the reward for 

establishing a successful undertaking would probably be 

coB^pulsory purchase by a local authorit aftar only twenty- 

one /ear® 1 operation* The period for compulsory purchase 

was doubled to become forty-two years.

. , On the other hand local authorities were given 

powers to hinder, and probably prevent altogether the 

inception of a new company electricity undertaking in 

their area. Provisional Orders granted to companies by 

the Board of Trade were henceforth to be approved by the 

local authority in the proposed area of supply. A local 

authority refusing its approval could "be overruled by the 

Board of Trade* The general legislation of the nineteenth 

cantury relating to the electricity industry was concluded 

in 1899 by a Clauses Act - The Electric Lighting Clauses

A development which was important for the future 

of municipal trading was a change in the methods of raising 

capital "by local authorities* The important new power 

which local authorities gained in the 1880*3 was that 

of issuing municipal stock and thus borrowing from the 

public in the same way as a joint stool; corapany. (Municipal

1, 62 and 63 Vict» c.19*



bonds, paying fixed interest rates and carrying no rights 

of control over the enterprise must of course, be compared 

with the Debenture rather than the Ordinary shares of 

joint stock companies*) In I860 Liverpool roade the 

first; successful issue of municipal stock under powers 

contained in a Private Act. Following this Birmingham 

set an important precedent by obtaining powers to issue 

stock under a Provisional Order* This developiaent has 

been called "a revolution in municipal finance"*

The actual growth of municipal and company gas and
2electricity undertakings has been fully described elsewhere,

and need not be dealt with in detail here* There are a 

few points about the relative growth of the public and 

privately owned sectors of these industries which are 

worth making however.

Firstly, most local authorities were content to 

allow private enterprise to start the earliest gas 

undertakings and they did not enter the industry themselves 

until the pioneer companies had proved that a public gas 

supply was technically possible and a sound coBHsercial 

proposition. The four earliest local authority undertakings 

were i:eighley 1824, Beverley 1825, Salford 1831, Stockport

1. Ensor, England 1870-1914-. p.129,

2. See, for example Finer, Municipal fading, p.41 et se.fl.



1828, (This excludes Ivlancheater where the public supply 

started in 181? was controlled "by a quasi-local authority 

- the lajprovement Commissioners.) Compared with the 

municipal total of four, or t at most, five undertakings

formed before 1840 there ware at least twelve coiapan/
2undertakings foraed before 1820, This tendency to

allow private enterprise to undsrtake the more risky- 

pioneering work applies, though perhaps to a lesser degree, 

to the otber spheres of municipal trading also* Of the 

country f s three largest .municipal undertakings, that of 

Manchester was finally taken over by the Corporation in 

1843 , Leeds acquired its undertaking in 18vQ, and 

Birmingham in 1875*^

Secondly the much greater number of municipal 

undertakings set up in the North and Midlands (and also 

in Scotland where there were at present only four 

statutory companies in all) relative to the South is

1, Finer, Municipal Trad ing « p

2* Chantler, The .British Gas Industry, pp*5-4. The
companies were!- in London - 1812 - Gas, Light and Coke 
Co., 1816 - City of London Co., 1820 - Imperial Co. 
In the Provinces - 1816 - Sxeter, 1818 - Bath, Brighton, 
Leeds, Liverpool, Nottingham, Oxford , Sheffield, 
Worcester*

3, Harris Municipal Self -government in Britain" from 
Mun ic ip al Ye ar ' Book , 1938.



notable* The first five municipal undertakings were all 

in the North - of the first twelve English companies 

seven were in the South, two in the Midlands, and three 

(one of which was subsequently purchased "by a local 

authority) in the North, Of the 125 municipal under 

takings in England and -"ales formed by lS80 t 100 were in 

the Midlands and North. This greater strength of muni 

cipal trading in gas in the North remained until nationa 

lisation*

!Ehe development of municipal electricity undertakings 

followed more closely upon the discoveries which made 

this service possible than did the corresponding growth 

of municipal gas undertakings, This was partly because 

Parliament granted the necessary powers to local authori 

ties almost as soon as a public supply of electricity 

became technically possible, and partly because many local 

authorities could manage a trading undertaking satisfacto 

rily* It has also besn suggested that local authorities 

were influenced in applying for a Provisional Order to 

supply electricity by their desire to protect their 

investments in the gas industry, nevertheless the 

Electric Lighting Act of 1882 did not lead to any immediate

From figures given in Finer, "Municipal Trading" 

2* Of, Map. A & 0.
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large scale development in the electricity supply 

industry, either by local authorities or by companies, 

The local authorities still tended to be cautious about 

entering what seemed a speculative and uncertain industry, 

while private enterprise was deterred from entering the 

industry by the terms of the 1882 Act - giving local 

authorities the right to purchase company undertakings 

cosrpulsorily after only twenty-one years from their 

establishment. The developaient of company, and subse- 

fuently of local authority undertakings was more rapid 

after the Electric Lighting Act of 1888 was passed, exten

ding the period for compulsory purchase to 42 years from
2 the date of formation. The position by the end of the

19th century was that many local authorities had been given 

powers to supply electricity in their areas, but were 

backward in making use of these powers. By 1906 3&6 

Provisional Orders had been granted to local authorities 

in the United Kingdom, but no supply of electricity had

been begun by nearly two -thirds of the authorities con-
5cerned. Hie dates of acquisition for the largest

English municipal undertakings were;- Manchester 1893| 

Liverpool 1883 f Birmingham 1900.^"

2. Of. p
3. Electrical Review, 50, 1902, p. 35 - Cited Ball in "The 

Organisation of Electricity Supply in Great Britain".
4. Harris "Municipal Self-government in Britain".



The main motive for the nineteenth century experiments 

in public ownership and control of the gas and electricity 

industries was the breakdown of competition (in gas and 

water supply) and the essential mature of these industries. 

There was at first no particular objection to public 

ownership. The supply ©f gas and electricity "by local 

authorities was thought of as good "business practice, 

and not in any sense as 'municipal socialism 1 . Indeed 

it seems that the regulation of company undertakings met 

with more opposition than the giving of powers to munici 

palities* It is remarkable that "by the time of the 

passing of the llectricity Act of 1882 local authorities 

should he preferred to companies as undertakers in the 

newly developing industry. In the light of th© subsequent 

history of the industry it would see® that the government 

of the time was in fact a little too optimistic in its 

estimate of the advantages of municipal ownership.
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CHAPTER II

The distinction between 'trading 1 and 'Social*
municipal services

The object of this chapter is to investigate the 

essential nature of municipal trading activity and to 

discover to what extent there was any real difference - 

both in theory and in practice, between 'trading 1 and 

'social* services. In order to answer this question the 

position of the different services controlled by local 

authorities is investigated and a distinction sought 

between 'social 1 and 'trading' services. It is a matter 

for speculation rather than for research to know whether 

most of the councillors responsible for the management 

of trading undertakings consciously adopted an attitude 

towards these services differing from that towards the 

'social 1 services. It is probable that the majority of 

them would have found it difficult to define the precise 

difference between the underlying assumptions of their 

work on say, the Education Coianittee and the Gas Committee. 

Nevertheless there may have been some fundamental 

difference either in the essential nature of 'trading 1 and 

'social* services themselves or in some definite objective
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distinction between their respective managerial policies.

It is the answer to this question which is sought here
t 

fhere are several criteria which can be, or have

been, used, as a basis for the classification of some
< 

local authority services as 'trading 1 First there is the

attempt to find a basic difference in the nature of the 

two groups of services based on a distinction Detween 

'productive' and 'non-productive' or economic and non- 

economic activities which derives from the classical concept 

of the sphere of economics. r̂ he reasons for considering 

that the description 'economic' should be restricted to 

certain activities only of a local authority do not seem 

very adequate. If the subject matter of economics is 

taken to be the problem of scarcity, or, to use Professor 

Robbin's more precise definition - "the science which 

studies human behaviour as a relationship between ends 

and scarce means which have alternative uses, 1 then 

all the activities of a local authority can be described 

as being in some degree, economic. The provision of 

education services entails the use of scarce means (land, 

labour, building materials) which could have been used for 

some other purpose, and is as fully an economic under 

taking as the management of an electric power station.

1. Robbins - "An iissay on the Jfature and significance 
of Economic science", p,l@.



Both these undertakings serve what is ultimately an 

economic end or a consumer damand and involve the making 

of an economic, decision - the allocation of scarce resources 

to provide these particular services, and the sacrifice of 

the alternative satisfactions which the resources could 

have yielded. Similarly it is difficult to find any 

adequate reasons for describing, for example, the 

provision of public market facilities as a productive 

undertakingi while denying this description to a public 

drainage scheme, $ven such duties of a local authority 

as running elections and providing for child welfare, 

though they may be regarded as mainly * social 1 or 

'political' in nature, come within the sphere of 

economic activity* %is particular basis for the 

classification of the services of a local authority, 

although it ha© been used to distinguish trading from 

non-trading undertakings, must, then, be rejected as 

having no particular significance.

A second feature which might distinguish trading 

undertakings is that they include services which have 

been, or could have been, undertaken by private enterprise„ 

This idea is introduced by Professor Haldane into a 

definition of the Public Corporation - "a body not 

making a divisible profit, and engaged in commercial 

operation which had previously been, or at least might



previously have been, carried on by private enterprise."1 

This basis of distinction seems somewhat vague and 

i? an uncertain guide in classifying the activities of 

local authorities* Some services, which, from the 

financial viewpoint discussed later, are certainly not 

trading undertakings, might have been managed by private 

enterprise under certain circumstances. It is not 

inconceivable that even such a service as public lighting, 

despite the difficulties of apportioning charges amongst 

consumers, might have been provided by a private under 

taking. 2?he intermediate stage, where a company acts

as an agent for a local authority in providing public
2lighting is, of course, quite a common arrangement.

Furthermore, even if a particular service has oeen 

managed by private enterprise this does not necessarily 

mean that it will retain its * trading1 nature when taken 

over by a local authority, Elementary education has 

been, and still is, provided in Private Preparatory 

Schools as a profit-making enterprise, but no one will 

suppose that this makes it necessary to classify the 

activities of a local education authority as a trading 

undertaking.

1« Haldane - Public .iinterpriee (Edited Rob son),

£» See for example, Lighting and Watching Act, 1833.
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A third possible means for differentiating oetween the 
trading and other activities of local authorities mi;rht 

be based on the Local Government financial Statistics 
published by the Ministry of Health These returns are 

given in three main Tables - I, Hate Fund, II, Trading 
Services aad Corporation Estates and III, Special Funds, 

The list of services included under the heading fradlng, 

in the statistics for 1943-44 was - Water supply, 

Gas supply? Bleetricity supply; Transport (tramways, etc • ) i 
Cemeteries, Harbours f docks, piers and canals? Miscellaneous 
(including ferries and markets). This Table is useful 

as giving an official list of what are considered to be 
trading services, but It cannot be accepted without 

question, and has certain limitations. The reasons for 
the classification are not given, and may be based on 
little more than convenience and convention, The 

position of Cemeteries as a strictly trading undertaking, 
is, for example, at least open to some debate. Some 
services which are excluded seem to have quite as good 

a claim as Cemeteries to be classified as trading 

undertakings » for example certain parts of the functions 

of local authorities under the heading Baths, Washhouses 

and Open Bathing Places, and Parks, Pleasure Grounds

Cf. p.
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and Open Spaces which are included under Hate Fund 

Services. The official list is also unsatisfactory 

in that it does not specify the items included under the 

heading 'Miscellaneous* , and it is often these services 

which are most difficult to classify.

5?he fourth criterion of a trading service, and the 

only one which does provide a realistic basis for 

classification, is found in the method by which the 

undertaking raises its revenue. If the undertaking is 

(normally) financially self-supporting, and not 

dependent on any kind of subsidy from taxation, then this 

is an important distinction from a social service supported 

from taxation* If it is the policy of the undertaking 

that the full cost of supply must be recovered in charges 

from the consumer then this must have an important 

influence on the nature and actions of the management. 

Even this distinction is not, however, quite so clear 

and free from qualifications as it may appear at first 

sight. Firstly the way in which the revenues is obtained 

must be considered. If the charges made to consumers 

do not bear some relation to the amount (or quality) of 

his consumption then the distinction between the * trading 1 

and 'social service' principle may be l?lurred. If 

consumers of gas were charged according to the size of 

their income rather than that of their consumption of gas,



then the *•trading 1 nature of the enterprise would be 
affected, even although the revenue raised was sufficient 
to cover all costs. The charges for water supply made 
by a water rate depending not upon consumption, but on 
the rateable value of the house supplied,is an example 
of a service for which normal commercial principles of 
chargimg may be somewhat modified and which may contain 
some elements of a social service, supplying the poorer 
consumers at less than average cost and 'overcharging' 
more wealthy consumers.

Secondly, the consumer must be free to choose not to 
consume should he so wish. There are two important 
distinctions between a tax-supported and a self-supporting 
undertaking. One is that the tax may also fall on non~ 
Consumers or have no relation to the amount of consumption. 
The other is that it is compulsory. The consumer cannot 
avoid it by ceasing to consume* Thus even if a service 
like Public Lighting was paid for by a flat tax levelled' 
on all inhabitants of the area where the lighting was 
'consumed 1 this would still not make it a * trading* 
service since consumption would be, in effect, compulsory.

Thirdly, there is the difficulty that local authority 
services do not, in fact, fall into two clearly distinct 
groups, -self-supporting and rate-aided. There is rather 
a gradation from those which are entirely dependent on
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rate-aid or government subsidy through some which recover 

increasing proportions of their costs from consumers to 

those which are entirely self-supporting, or even produce 

a net surplus, *o complicate the issue still further there 

is the problem of the water industry, where average figures 

taken for the whole country are quite misleading, 

Generally speaking water supply is self-supporting in the 

town but very much dependent on rate-aid in country 

districts.
At this point a digression may be made to consider 

the meaning of the phrase * publie utility 1 . Professor 

Eobson has t defined the "public utility concept 11 as 

Involving ".„. the idea of an essential service requiring

either public ownership or public regulation ia the
x

interests of the consumers and of the general public. 

It also implies the existence of privilege or monopoly 

rights." Although both the gas and electricity 

industries are public utilities this particular basis of 

distinction cuts across the categories of public and 

private enterprise described above (private operation with 

some public control? public ownership of self-supporting 

enterprise; and public ownership with dependence on 

taxation). Gas, water and electricity undertakings are

Hobson "The Public Utility service", in A Century of 
Municipal Progress* p.299*



still public utilities whether they are companies, local 

authorities or public corporations. On the other hand 

some publicly operated services - for example Civic 

Restaurants - are not public utilities* The chief 

relevance of the public utility nature of the industries 

examined in this study is in considering the reasons 

for the development of public control or ownership.

Existing definitions of municipal trading and of 

Public Corporations have stressed the vital point of 

financial independence, but have not always made all the 

qualifications and complications very clear. Thus Sir

Henry Bunbury has defined the Public Corporation as
\

"An institution for producing goods or rendering services 

under the general condition that the cost of doing so is 

met from the revenue earned by doing so; ~ i*e. it has no 

taxing power." But this does not allow for certain 

awkward cases. ^or example the British Overseas and 

British European Airways Corporations are entitled to 

receive Exchequer grants until 1956 and the B.B.C. 

receives a grant to cover the cost of its overseas 

broadcasts. Professor Snoop's study of municipal trading

Cf «p. 2. et g



contains this definition "«.. where it is intended by a 

loeal authority that the cost of one of its economic 

undertakings shall be met entirely out of the receipts, 

obtained by the sale of the product or service in question, 

a trading enterprise elearly exists..." Professor 

Knoop then qualifies this definition by considering the 

case of 'economic* undertakings which are deliberately 

subsidised by local authorities. He makes a distinction 

between all economic undertakings and those which do not 

require a subsidy* These statements do not wholly solve 

the problem as the meaning of the word 'economic 1 is left 

rather uncertain* Professor Knoop does indeed suggest 

that the term might be confined to those undertakings 

which serve the individual rather than the whole community. 

This concept of the meaning of the word is unsatisfactory, 

not only because it conflicts with that generally accepted 

today, but also because it would include some services, 

such as Education f which Professor Knoop himself admits 

should be excluded. 3?be other feature which he associates 

with being economic - absence of a subsidy payment, 

merely takes us back fco where we started, and does not 

throw any further light on the problem of those services 

which are only partly self supporting financially, Mr.

1, D. liioop - Principles and Methods of Municipal 
Trading, p. 2 et seq. " —
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t la his tfdli-K&owa work on Local Oovemmant etafeas
that jamelclpal trading 1® % term applied to those
cervices for which local authorities as-ke a e&a-rge to

1 the persons fcenefitted , .He adds that It 6bould

also include services which "though o0t expected to 

profitable | might reaaooaDly be expected feo support
iad^paadeiitly of tho rates.*' In this 

category he would inelud© Housing and I^riv&te stra«t
h# <S^jtinitioa oi* fcb« term Ifc^elf eeemg to 00 

w!4t* iion® Public Libraries mak^ a small charge to

&M public bath iL^a washhouee facilities 

not mauall^r .provided ea&irely fr@d t &ut 
i«s0 ««rvio6s <u&u ^0 ^l&Ufflfiad as trading w 

queation* 5he concept of i§o.me service e which might o@
to support tbeasaalves without rate aid 

fco 5J^ £O'0 vague for practical purp&ses of 
classification*   ;

JSSr* Clarice theu procoe4s to give an i£tm*@sting 
c l&s silica t ion ot tradimg services based on their 
monopoly ctj&racter« and wbetfeer they yield a profit* 

fo^x classes

Clarice - Qulkl.iitt&ji ..of ,Local. Coveroiae.ot In the
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(a) Monopoly witb profit.
(b) Monopoly but no profit - ejg. water, cemeteries. 

• (c) Ho monopoly, but profit - e,.g,. gas by-products, 
(d) Ho monopoly and no profit - e«g. baths, housing, 

criterion of financial independence may now be used 

to show the actual position of both the gas and electricity 

industries and of the other main services operated by
•'«•.' . .' ' • ;•..";'

local authorities before the passing of the post-war 

nationalisation measures.

Three main sets of figures are useful bere - those 

for all local authorities contained in the Local Government 

Financial Statistics of the Ministry of Health, figures 

for individual authorities of costs and revenue, and 

those showing the number of cases in which payments 

from the rates have been necessary. The services are 

taken in the order in which they occur in the Local 

Government Financial statistics,

5he ! social* services can be soon dismissed. 

The financial position of eight of tnese is given 

in the following
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Table I. Financial position of municipal social services.

SBR?ICS TOTAL
EXPANSES

Tear ended 31st march 1937. C

Elementary Education

Higher Education

Public Libraries

Poor He lief

Highways and Bridges

Police

1943-44, All local

Elementary Education

Higher Education

Public Libraries

Poor Relief

Highways and Bridges

Police

(a) Including Loan

26,1

12.5

B
20,5

25*3

7.9

authoritie

89*2

31 . ?

3^9

28,3

38.9
36. C

Charges

,^ REVENUE

ounty Council

.5
1.7
.02

2,8

,i

.9

s 

4.9
5.6

35
3.2
3.1
1.1

GOVT.
GRANTS

s only

13^4

5.3

1.1

8.5
3.8

43.7
12.6

.01

.13
5.3

20.6

FROM

12.2

5-5

:*3
16.6

16.3,
3.2

40.6

13.0

3.5
25.0
30.5
14.4

There are three items under the general heading of 
Hate Fund Services which need further consideration, as 

fall into the category of semi-trading services.

1. Compiled from Local Government Financial Statistics, 
1936-37 and
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of these are sub-headings of the item Public Health, 
'Baths, washhouses, and open bathing places 1 refers to 
a mixed group of services, some at least of which are 
of a trading or semi-trading nature. The figures for all 
local authorities were:-

Table 2, Financial ...pos It ion of municipal 'Bathg,
ba thing places ̂

1940-41 1943-44 
Total expenditure « £3,095,225 £3, 395, 296
Be venue . "... » 1,021,173 1,301,697
Govt. Grants & 36,220 43, 576
Rate fund ourderi * 2,037,832 2,049,823

Of the items included under this heading it is 
the provision of public swimming baths which most nearly 
approximates to being a trading concern. Some individual 
examples of the financial position of swimming bath 
undertakings show, however, that these are a long way 
from being self-supporting and must fall into the semi- 
trad in £ cate gory .

1. L.G.F.3. 1940-41 and 1943-44.
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Table 3» Financialposition of municipal swimming bath

of Name of Expenditure Revenue Deficit
ocal own

authority

1946-47 Municipal Darwen £3f6S8 £1,390 £2,278 
(Kon-Coun- 
ty Borough)

1945-46 Count/ Plymouth £18,051^ £8,220 £9,841 
Borough

1947-48 Urban Exmouth £ 753^ b ' £ 749 * 14 
District 
Council

1945-46 County Birmingham £164,983 £-56,309 £106,674 
Borough

(a) Excludes loan charges

(b) Excludes loan and administrative charges.

second of the sub-headings -jcder Public Health 

which includes some services of serai -trading nature 

ia Parks, Pleasure Grounds, and Open Spaces, The overall 

figures for these services are shown in Table 4.

4 . financial position .of municipal Pleasure Grounds 
and ^C^en .Sace s^

1940-41 3.943-44
Total expenditure £6,178,983 £6.610,770
Revenue 977,619 1,359,468
Government Grants 60,529 79,058
Rate fund burden 5 t 140,635 5.172,244

1. Based on: Borough of Darwen, Treasurer's A/C, 1945-47'
Count y Borough of Plymouth, Abstract of

Accounts, Year Ending 31st March, 1946. 
Barmouth U.D.C. Abstract of Account, 1947-8. 
City of Birmingham Handbook, 1947-

2. 1940-41 and 1943-44.



fhese figures are, however, somewhat misleading, 
as some of the items included - the provision of parks 
and recreation grounds - are obviously purely 'social 1 
services, adding considerably to expenditure but bringing 
in very little revenue* It is the provision of certain 
entertainments in the parks, and on the 'oeaches of 
holiday resorts, which are of a semi-trading nature. 
The following figures illustrate the position of individual 
undertakings: -

fable^j). Financial posit ion of .pertain municipal
gervices-l

Service

Chairs and
Musical 
Performance
Bowling
green
Tennis, 
bowls and
golf

of
authority

Pate Expenditure Revenue HK, .or.
net

C.B,Plymouth 1945-6 €1,180

M.B.Barwen 1946-7 155

(a)

(a)

Esnaouth U. B.C. 194 7-8 973(b)

£1,847 + £667

50 - 105

1,164 + 191

Hotes (a) Excluding loan charges

(b) Excluding loan and administrative charges

1* Compiled from Abstracts of Accounts of r»arwen H.C.B.
1946-7| Plymouth C.B, 1945-6; Zzmoath U.D.C. 1947-8.



other item under the heading of Rate Fund 

Services in the X^ocal Government Financial Statistics 

which needs special consideration is Housing. Housing 

is really a semi-trading service, meeting about 60/*> of 

total expenditure from revenue. Rents are directly 

related to expenditure, but are not intended to make the 

service self-supporting - there is a permanent subsidy from 

rates and government grants. The figures for all local 

authorities in England and Wales for two recent years 

were s —
^

fable 6« Financial position of municipal Housing,

1940-41 1943-441 
Maintenance and other expenses £ 9,650,275 £10,187,233

Loan charges 32,562,770 31»645,247

Total expenditure 42,213,045 41,832,480

fievenue 24,709,352 25,158,902
Government Grants 13,508,325 12,580,425

( x 
u» v« *VM*. „«*««« a; 3,995,368 4,093,153

Kote (a) Actual H/F contribution was greater than this as 
some local authorities increased balance on 
Eousing Revenue Account during the year.

1. L.G.f.S., 1940-41 and 1943-44,



figures for the individual authorities are shown in 

Table 7«

fable 7* ffipancial position of individual Housing 
authorities•

Authority fear gjcpend iture %venue Deficit

M-B.Darwen 1946-7 £- ~9 f 733^ £ 5.499 £ 4,234
C .B .Birmingham 1944-5 I»499t593 1,017,145 482,448

U.D.C,Yarmouth 1947-B "10,756 6,692 4,C44

Note; (a) Including loan and tax charges,

The provision of Housing by local authorities is a vast 

subject with unique problems of its own. The local 

authority must be sufficiently interested in the financial 

stability of its Housing schemes to relate rents to 

expenditure, particularly of course to the most important 

item of expenditure f loan charges on the money borrowed 

to construct the houses. But it has always been recognised 

that rent charges which would meet the total costs of 

supply were socially undesirable, and the difference has 

been made up from the General Rate Fund, and to a varying 

degree, from grants from the government, The local

1. Compiled from Abstracts of Accounts of: Darwen N.C.B. 
1946-7; Exmouta U.D.C. 1947-8; City of Birmingham 
Handbook 1947.



authorities have not been able to choose their tenants, 

ag they have their gas or electricity consumers, simply 

by their ability to pay for the service which they 

have received. The main problem of Housing Finance 

has been the size of the grant which the government have 

been willing to make. The main problems of local 

administration have been mainly 'social 1 questions - 

what kind of tenants should be admitted to Council 

Houses; what amenities should be provided on a Housing 

Estate .

One other service which the Local Government 

Financial Statistics list as *&ate Fund 1 may be 

conveniently dealt with at this point - 'Private Street 

works and other works of private improvement 1 . Purely 

on a basis of the relationship of income to expenditure 

this appears to be a full trading service. The figures 

for two recent years are shown in -Table 8.

gable &• financial position of ̂ private street works*.

1940-41 1943-441

Expenditure 2 5 394,603 I,c87,449
Revenue 2,405,641 1,997,881
Government grants 17*679 7 f 483
Hate fund Burden Cr. 28,717 Cr. 117,915

1. L*G«F.S. 1940-41 and



Private street works can, however, be excluded from the 

category of trading services, as the payment made is 

a compulsory, and not a voluntary charge. The usual 

practice is for a local authority to give the residents 

in an 'unadopted 1 road notice to improve the read, and 

when, as is almost invariably the case, nothing is done, 

to carry out the work themselves and recover the cost from 

the owners of frontage on the road concerned (Local 

authorities may take action for the improvement of private 

streets either under the public Health Acts, 1875-1936» 

or under the Private Street w 0rkg Act, 1892.) This 

procedure approximates more nearly to the levying of a 

local rate than to a trading charge, and Private Street 

Works cannot be considered as a trading service.

Two other services which fall under the rate-fund 

category have some 'trading* characteristics. These 

are municipal hostels and salvage. Municipal hostels 

are rate-fund services erected under the Housing of 

the Working Classes Act, 1890 and subsequent Public Health 

Acts, but a charge is made to these using these facilities 

which makes the service partly self-supporting. The 

following figures show the position of the Darwen 

Municipal Hostel in 1946-7* l

1. Borough of Darwen, Treasurer 1 s Accounts, 1945-7.
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Working expenses - £2,428

Income ~ £1,785 

,,.,, Bate subsidy «•> £ 642 

The position of salvage schemes depends upon what 

allowance is made for the cost of collection. On the 

sale of the salvage itself a profit may be made, but 

this is never sufficient to cover the cost of the 

collection of all waste material Mr. T. Sturdy, the 

Cleansing superintendent of York Corporation has 

written in an article on -Salvage that - "No separate 

salvage collection, scheme, costed fairly, can be 

.termed in itself a sound business proposition." The 

figures for the York undertaking, given by. Mr. Sturdy 

are shown in Table 9*

Table 9« financial position of York Salvage Scheme.

Cost of refuse collecting and 
disposal at destructor and 
tsfuse tips. . . ...
Cost of salvage collection and 
preparing for sale

lorn
He venue from Salvage
Net cost of whole scheme
Net cost of salvage scheme Or.

1937-8
£ 

20,003

567
20,570

631
19,939

64

1, T* Sturdy "Salvage" Municipal Review, Jan.

1946-7
£ 

18,862

23,005
41,867
18,549
23,318
4,456

1948,

2. Ibid,
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It is now necessary to consider the services which 
are listed as 'Trading* in the Local Government Financial 
Statistics. The first of these, water, is the service 
aoout which it is most difficult to generalise, Hecent 
figure? for all local authorities in England and Wales 
are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Financial position of municipal water 
und e r t a& in grg V%

Working expenses^ 14,979,^41 16,775,635 23,306,000
Loan charges 10. 4 30 • 754 10 .407 .436 9,996.000

Total expenditure 25,430,595 27»lb3,G71 33,302,000
Transfers in aid of rates 100,193 101,358 304,000
Revenue 23,677,325 26,177,125 32,555,000
Government grants 208,903 224,353 94,000

Rate fund contribution 1H&3,327 1,455,339 1,920,000
let E/V contribution 1,363,128 1,353, 981 1,616,000

f • -

jfote ; (a) Including transfers to special funds and t©
capital accounts ,

5?hsse figures do not, however, tell the whole story. 
There is no uniform local authority policy on water charges.

1* L.G.F.S. 1940-41, 1943-44 and 1948-49.
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Some authorities attempt to make revenue from consumers 

equal to the cost of supply, while others are content 

to budget for a persistent deficit which must be net 

from the rate fund* Generally speaking there is a 

fairly definite cleavage between urban and rural 

authorities. Tne larger tcv?ns can usually make their 

water undertakings nearly or entirely self-supporting, 

while in the country, or more scattered urban areas, 

the cost of provision is so high that to recover this 

direct from tbe consumer is out of the question. This 

may be illustrated by the firrures of authorities of 

^afferent types.

Table3 11* Financial position of ind iyidual rural ,
and urban municipal water undertakings.<'/

0ate ^ype of Expend iture Revenue Surplus Transfers
or Defi- fromU'ibures to nearest authority n cit rates

1945-46 C.B.Plymouth Bet deficit after (Deficiency met
loan and income from Reserve Fund) 
Tax dedtns.

€ 1,962 Nil
1946-47 M.D.Darwen £ 27,013 29,209 + 2,196
1947-46 Joint Board,

& Salcombe 13,068 1,287 -11,780 -11,780 
(2JO.D.C.

1947-48 U.D.C.JSrnaoutb 21,586 15,39^ - 6,191 - 7,750 
C*B«BlrmiDgham !Jt9»jS4-2 1,240.555 4-45, b92 Nil

1947-48;
Birmingham 0,J3, Report of the.%ter Committee, 
1947-48.
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The position of water undertakings can also be 

illustrated from the number of authorities which have 

been obliged to make subsidies from the rates to support 

them, taken from tbe sample included in the Preston 

Rate Return, 1946-4?.

fable 12. Municipal water undertakings aided from Rate
yundsi94b-47. •*•

Authority No. in No .with Ho, of f with
sample service R^F cont. H/ffi 'coot.

County Boroughs 83 64 V <*' 10^ 15.6

Municipal (Hou ff>\
County Boroughs 169 133^ ; 19 14.3
Urban District /..>>
Councils 78 52^ ; 26 50.0

Hotee ; (a) Including II Joint Boards

(b) Including payments to 3 Joint Boards

(c) Including 49 Joint Boards

(d) Including 12 Joint Boards

next service, gas supply, falls clearly into 

the trading group. Tbe figures for three recent years 

are shown in Table 13.

'Rates Levied in Various Towns 1 1946-7. (Return 
made by Borough Treasurer of Preston, also known 
as * Preston Rate Return 1 .



Table 13* Financial position of municipal gas under 
takings.!

	1940^41 1?43~44 1948-49

Working expenses^ 16,341,88? 25,9^5,445 44,427,000
Loan Charges 2,466.075 2,163,393 2,437,000

Total expenditure 20,829,962 26,128,836 46,864,000

Revenue 20,666,805 28,509,947 46,823,000

Government Grants 53,392 111,706 6,000

Transfers from rates 105,183 55,628 99,000
Transfers to rates 67,589 55,223 155*000

Net Transfers to (+)
or from (-) rates - 37,594 - 405 + 76,000

Hote (a) Includes transfers to speoial funds and 
capital accounts

Individual examples of the financial position of 

gas undertakings, belonging to different types of local 

authority further illustrate the generally self-supporting 

nature of this service:

1. L.G.P.S. 1940-41 and 1943-^4.



Table 14 . Financial position of .individual municipal 
gas undertakings•£ ~~"

Type of Expenditure Revenue Net gate 
kocalSurplus Transfers
Authority or—————— Ueficit

1946-47 Darwen ii.B,£ 114,279 115,739 1,460 5000 to 
rates 
reduction 
Appropri 
ation A/c, 
Balce,

1947-48 Birmingham
C.B. 5,400,142 5,690,149 +290,007

1945-46 Plymouth 
C.B. 6,834 Nil

1945-46 Manchester
C.B. 2,214,805 2,165,617 - 49,188 Net from

previous 
balance

1945-46 Malvern 
U.D.C. 90,053 - 2,981 do.

Figures for County Boroughs, Son County Boroughs
i

and Urban Districts, taken from the Preston Rate Heturn 

sample, show that, .in 1946-47, only two Urban Districts 

needed to transfer sums from the General Sate Fund in 

aid of the gas undertaking.

Compiled from ADetracts of Accounts of: Darwen N.C B. 
1946-47; Plymouth C.B. 1945-46; Birmingham C.B. 
Gas Committee, Report to Council, 1947-46; Manchester 
'The City's Finances', 1945-46; Malvern - accounts 
of gas undertaking.
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Table Ig. Municipal gas undertakings aided from 
Hate Fund s 1 94 6~? 1

Authority No. in No. with Ko>of % with
sample service H/F copt . H/g "c"ont

County Boroughs 83 38^ a ^ Nil Nil 

Non County Boroughs 169 52^ Nil Nil

Urban District
Councils 78 26 2 7.69

Notes; (a) Excluding southend

(b) Including 1 Joint Board

The position of electricity supply, the next service 

listed in the Local Government Financial Statistics, is 

very similar fco that of gas.

Table 16. Financial position of municipal electricity

(^ 1940-41. 1943-44
Working expenses^ tt; 47,069,530 63,763,080
Loan charges 17,623,011 17,669,555
Total expenditure 64,692,541 81,432,635
Revenue 64,9^9,071 82,417,703
Government Grants 149,418 107,633
Transfers from rates 10,434 173,210
Transfers to rates 373,377 249,185
Net transfers to or from rates + 362,943 + 75,975

Note : (a) Including transfers to special funds and to
capital accounts

!• f Hates Levied in Various 'Towns* 1946-47. 

2. 1940-41 and 1943-44.
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Individual examples are shown in Table 17

Table 17, Financial position of individual municipal 
electricity undertakings >'I

Date Type of Expenditure Revenue. Net 
LocalSurplus Trans-
Authority or fere————— Ueficit

1944-45 Birmingham
C.B. £4,670,689

1945-46 Pi/mouth 
C.B.

1945-46 Manchester
C.B. 2,985,115

1946-47 Darwen M.B. 89,392

€4,703,820 + 33,131 Hil

14,765 Nil 
(Met 
from 
Reserve 
fund )

70,120 NU
(Met 
from 
approp- 
riatn. 
Fund ) 

4,550 Nil84,642 -

Although in two of the examples given above losses were 

made in the year chosen, this was obviously exceptional, 

as there were, in each case, ample reserve funds to meet 

the loss, and it was not necessary to draw on the rate 

fund. There are no cases, amongst the local authorities 

included in the Preston Rate Beturn of 1946-47, of any

1* Compiled from Aostracts of Accounts of Plymouth
ana Darwen; Manchester 'The City's Finances, 1946 1 ; 
Birmingham Handbook 1947.



transfers from the rates being necessary to support an 

electricity undertaking.

Table 18. Municipal electricity undertakings aided from 
Rate gunds. 1946-47,1

of authorit. Ho. in No.with No. of %
servce Hc ont . R/ff cont.

County Boroughs 83 75 Nil
I • •>•:• •; • . . • .

Non-County Boroughs 169 108 Nil Nil 

Urban District Councils 78 39^ $il Nil

Note; (a) Including 2 Joint Boards

The last of the "Big Four* of municipal trading 

included on the Local Government Financial Statistics list 

is Transport*

Table !Sj» financial position of municipal transport 
undertakings«"2

Working expenses(a) .£23,912,922 £32,601,936
Loan charges 3,032,987 2,437,883
Total expenditure 26,945,909 35,039,819
Revenue 27,037,903 35,337,059
Government grants 22,672 11,066
Transfers from rates 206,023 17,532
Transfers to rates 218,084 246,763
let transfer to or from rates + 12,061 229,231

Note; (a) Including transfers to special funds and to 
capital accounts.

1. »iiates levied in various towns* 1946-47.,
2. 1940-41 and 1943-44.
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fhis fable shows that the degree of rate subsidisation 

was comparatively small, and that in both the years 

shown the transport undertakings were not contributors 

to the rates* A factor which is disguised by these 

figures is that it has usually been more difficult to 

make tramway undertakings pay than it has to run omnibus 

and trolleybus services on a self-supporting basis. The 

deficit on tramways has often been made good, however, 

not from the rate fund but from tbe surplus on omnibus 

services managed by the same authority, These facts 

are illustrated by the figures for individual under 

takings which follow.

fable 20. Financial position of individual municipal 
transport undertakings. I

Pate Local B&pend iture Revenue Net gate
Authority Surplus Transfers

or 
ISeficit

1947-8 Birmingham Nil
C.B. £4,823,996 £4,882,90? +56,912 (Reserve

fund)
1945-6 Manchester

C.B, 3,767,778 3,713,879 -73,699 Nil
1945-6 Plymouth

C.B. - - +67 b80 Nil
1947-6 Walsall C.B. 575,414 604,652 +29,436 Nil

(Reserve 
, x fund) 

1946-7 Darwen K.C.B. 56,328 56,61?a4 289 + 1000
Note: (a) Not including interest on investments payable 

to Joint undertaking of £469 ___^___-
XT Compiled from Abstracts of Accounts of -Plymout and 

Darwen; Committee Reports on Birmingham,tfalsall, 
booklet on "The City f s Finances", Manchester.
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It is interesting to note that Darwen paid a larger sum 

in aid of the General Hate than the total net surplus 

(even if the £469 Interest on Investments Payable to 

Joint Undertaking is included in this), for the year, 
by means of reducing the Appropriation Account balance.

The subsidisation of tramway undertakings frr.rt 

the profits of omnibus and trollybus undertakings may 
be illustrated from the figures for Birmingham and 

Darweu* fhe net surplus of £58,912 for Birmingham 1 s 
transport in 1947-8 was made up as follows:-

Motor omnibus - gross surplus £579»236 

trolley " - n " 12.800

£592 , 036
Tramway undertaking, deficit 143,226

Gross surplus 448,810
Miscellaneous interest payments etc.

credited to ^oint undertaking 9.434

' • 4.?8; 244
Less loan payments, income tax and

depreciation 399,332

& 58,912

1. Birmingham Transport Committee, Keport to Council 
6th July, 1948.
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The position for Darwen was:*
Net profit - Omnibuses & 775 
Loss - !Pram®ays 486

£ 289

Plus interest payments 469 

Total net surplus £ 756 

The figures for the gross surpluses on the Birmingham 

Tramway Accounts show that, although the deficit for 

1947-48 was unusual (a strike in November 194? reduced 

the surpluses of all three transport services) the trend 

was for the surplus to decrease in size. Separate 

figures for loan and tax charges and depreciation are 

not given, but it seems probable that in several years 

these would have converted the gross surplus into a net 

loss. Figures for the gross surpluses for the oianibus 

undertaking are given for comparison, ^he gross surplus 

per car mile run declined continuously except for 

the two years 1942-3*

1. Borough of Darwen. Abstract of Accounts. 1946-7.
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(gable 21. Gross surplus or deficit, and miles run.
Birmin

j 
1

Tesir
:'/
/ ' 

/

1936

fl937
1^38

1939
1940

1941

1942

1943
1944
1945

1946

1947

1948

Car/ 
MtTes

1935-4
'Bus
HUB '

gham Tramways and Omnibus Undertakings.

Gross surpl
Gross sur

defic
iram 'Bus 

Millions Millions

16.5

W*7
16.3

15-2

14.3
11.7

10.9
10.7
11.1
11.2

11.1
11.3
11.4

10.9

18

19

22

26

27

28

29

30

30
29

29

31

33
34

• 7

• 5

.3
*5

.4

.6

.1

• 9

*7
.0

• 9

.5

.7

.4

Tram£ ••

4 252

4 214

4 199

4 176

4 138

4 73
- 14

4 62

4 131

4 97

4 77
4 55
4 12

- 143

,940

,101

,692

.729

,893
,668

,224

,306

,863

,251

,945

,165

,029

,226

plus o#
it

'Bus
',:*, '

4 262

4 308

•f 353

4 355
* 360

4 440

4 360

4 694

-f 885

4 752

^ 787

4 671

4 706

4 579

or loss
run

Tram

,429

,309

,015

,449

,750

,580

,711
,984

,153
,828

,006

,828

,370

,236

4 5

4 5

4 2

4 2

4 2

4 1

- 0

4 1

4 2

4 2

4 1

4 0

4 0

- 3

.588

•079
.942

.790

• 352
.511

.3132

.497

,852

.084

,685

.7466

.2533

.153

mil
us
e

'Bus 
d.

+ 5
4 3

4 3

4 3

4 3

4 3

4 2

4 5

4 6

+ 6

4 6

4 5

4 5

4 4

.558

.795

.584

.219

.159

.698

• 974

.397

.918

,230
.404

.118

.030

.041

These figures may be compared with those showing a 

division of all local authority tramway undertakings 

in Great Britain into six classes, according to their 

financial position.

1, Compiled from Birmingham Transport Committee, Report 
to Council, July 1948. '
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Table 22. Relation of income to expenditure, for all local 
authority tramway undertakings in Great Britain,

C lag sea:*' . •. • • •

Class I * Undertakings which showed a credit
balance for the year after meeting all 
charges including Capital Redemption
and .Reserves.

Class II * Undertakings which after meeting all
charges, including Capital Redemption, 
made Reserves in excess of the amount 
available from the year's working.

Class III = Undertakings which after meeting Interest
and Capital Redemption were unable to 
meet Income -£ax and other appropriation 
charges in full,

Class I? * Undertakings which, after meeting Interest
charges were unable to meet Capital 
Redemption in full.

Class V as Undertakings which were unable to meet
interest charges in full,

Class VI m Undertakings which were unable to meet
their working expenses,

CLASS NUMBEH OF UNDEHTAKINGS

1933-4

I
II

III
IV
?vt

TOTAL:

No.

69
5
5

19
6
1

105

%

65,7
4*8
4*8
16.1
5-7
0.9

100.0

1934-5
Ho*

65
4
4
15
1
—

89

%
73
4
4
16
1
—

100

.0

.5

.5

.9

.1

.0

1935-6
No*

58
4
5
9
2
-

78

*
74.4
5*1
6.4

11.5
2.6
-

100.0

1936-7
Ho,

55
2
6
3
1
1

66

. %

80.9
2.9
8.8
4.4
1-5
1.5

100.0

1937-8
Ho.

49
4
6
2
1.
—

62

%

79.0
6.5
9.7
3.2
1.6
_>

100.0

1. Compiled from Ministry of Transport Tramways and Light 
Railways and Trolley vehicle Undertakings leturns. 
1937-38.
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fable 23* Bunicipal transport undertakings aided from 
————— ftate ganaa. 1<^6~47TI

0?ype of authority No. io No. with No... ofHo. in
sample

County Boroughs 83

Ion County Boroughs 169

Urban District Councils 78

service cont.

Nil 

I

a

fhe fifth 'trading service on the Local Government 

financial Statistics list is Cemeteries,

fable 24. financial position of municipal cemetery 
und e r t aic.lnfr s J%

/ a\

Working expensesv ' 

Loan charges 
$otal expenditure 

Revenue

Government grants 

Transfers from rates 

(Transfers to rates

1940-41

£1,768,211

283• 049

2,051,260

1,415,636

3,514

645,849

13,821

3.943-44 1946-49 

32,010,053 £3,486,000

280,432

2,290,485

1, 526 , 927

5,171
790,657

17,126

218..0QQ

3,704,000

2,076,000

10,000

1,597,000

1,000
Net transfer to (+) or

from (-) rates - 631,528 - 773,531 ~1£96,000
Note; (a) Including transfers to special funds and

to capital accounts,

1. Compiled from 'Rates Levied in various towns 1 ,1946-7. 

2* 1940-41, 1943-44 and 1946-49.



These figures show that Cemeteries were not self- 
supporting, and needed a comparatively large rate subsidy

Table 25. Financial position of individual municipal 
cemetery undertaid.ng3.^

Date

1945-6

1945-6
1946-7

Local Authority j^penditure Revenue Het Rate
Surplus trans- 
or fer 
TFef icit ——

Plymouth
M "

Darwen H.C.B.
(a) Burial Fund
(b) Cemeteries Fund

,934

* +£1,844 *£1,844 

** 376 - 376

£2,578 - 1,356 - 1,356

gable 26* Hate transfers to meet deficits in cemetery 
UQderta&ing accounts yl 94 ?-7#

of Authority No.in Ho.with Wo. of 5/g % of R/g
sample 

County Boroughs 83

Non County Boroughs 169

Urban District Councils 78

service contri
butions

83 74

132

53

contri
butions

89*2
<M>

<«•

1. Compiled from Abstracts of Accounts of Plymouth and 
Darwen .

2. Compiled from return of 'Rates Levied in Various 
Towns 1 , 1946-^7.
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The next service on the Local Government Financial 

Statistics list is a composite group - Harbours, docks, 

piers and canals*

Table 27 • financial position of municipal harbours. 
g ocjcs« p ie r s and ca na 1 und e.rtakings > 1

	1940-41 1943-44

Working earpenses(a) £ 9,097,259 €13,786,249

Loan charges 3,959,136 4,472,640

Total expenditure 13,056,395 18,260,889

Bevenue 11,687,916 16,871,052
Government grants 288,241 335.483

Transfers from rates 257,563 243,215

Transfers to rates 4,491 3,036

Net transfer to or from rates - 253,092 - 240,179

s (a) Including transfers to special funds and to 
capital accounts.

Although this group of undertakings was a ourden 

on the rate fund in both the sample years, the relationship 

between total revenue and total expenditure was fairly 

close, the former exceeding the latter in 1945-44.

The figures for 1936-37, for each of the main types

1. 1940-41 and 1943-44.



of local authority show that in each case the services 

require a considerable subsidy from the rates*

Table 28. Financial position of harb ours T docks T 'PJe?i
and canal .ujadertajcings for County Borougas* 
n on County Boroughs'/ Urban and rforal district 
Councils in England. 1936-3? * -I

	C.B. M.B. U.D.C, RJP.C,

Working expenses 906,981 £116 ,204 €34 ,40 5 £19*

Loan charges 798.392 64.464 18.124 -

Total expenditure 1,705,373 230,688 52,529 194

Revenue 1,599,740 194,831 40,227 20

Governments-rants 79,176 3,397 547 ~

Transfers from rates 141,281 50,797 16,006 174

Transfers to rates 11,415 2,621 2,906 - ;

Net transfer to (+)
or from (-) rates - 129,866 -4b,176 -13,100 -174

Of the total of 20 county boroughs (including Wales) 

administering Harbours, Docks, Piers and Canals in 

1936-37, 6 authorities transferred £11,838 to the rate 

fund while 12 drew €141,289 from the rates. The seventh, 

and final group of services included in the 'official* 

Local Government Financial statistics list of trading 

services is 'Miscellaneous (including ferries and markets)

1. L.G.F.S. 1936-37-
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fhe total figures of expenditure and income are given 

below, but their significance is obviously very limited 

in a group containing a number of diverse services.

Table 29 + Financial position of miscellaneoug group of
Municipal

Working expenses^'

Loan charges

Total expenditure

Revenue

Government grants

Transfers from rates

transfers to rates

trading undertakings x

1940-41

£4,458,010

1,110,983

5,566,993

4,965,604

133,166
602,058

168,687

1943-44

£12,965,133

1,023.012

13,988,145
13,666,931

216,058

506,198

205,376

1946«4g

£11,047,000

838,000

11,885,000

11,516,000

253,000

795,000

590,000

Het transfer to (+) or
from (-) rates - 413,371 - 300,822 - 205,000

tote; (a) Including transfers to special funds and to 
capital accounts.

The considerable increase in the size of total 

expenditure and of revenue between 194Q-41 and 1943-44 

is partly accounted for by the development of the British 

Restaurant service which was begun in 1940. 3?he British

(or Civic) Restaurant figures were showc separately 

194b-49.

1- 1940-41 and 1943-44.
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Trading services which are included in the miscel 

laneous group arei- markets? ferries; catering; 

entertainments; savings bank; car parks; airports; 

farms and estates; oyster fishery; hostels; public 
lifts; conditioning house; telephone; mineral springs; 

dairy; hydraulic power.

Markets include a number of ancillary businesses - 
the provision of abattoirs, cold air 8tores, ice factories 
and warehouses.

Table 30* Rate transfers of County Borough Market
unfl e r t a fein ?: s 193 6 -3 7. ̂

Number of undertakings * 68

Number of transfers to rates as 58

Number of transfers from rates = 8

Amount transferred from rates & £ 16,078

Amount transferred to rates = -€272,270

Net rate transfer « €256,192

Only a small minority of market undertakings needed 

to rely upon a rate subsidy in this year.

Four out of five County Borough ferry undertakings 

were self-supporting in 1936-37- Under this heading are

1* 1936-37.
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included also similar methods of transport over water, - 

the 'floating oridge 1 at Southampton s and the 'transporter

Bridge 1 at Newport,

Table 31 • -^ate transfers of County Borough fferry 
undertakings J"%

Fuiaber of undertakings = 5

Number of transfers to rates « Hil

Number of transfers from rates = 1

Amount transferred from rates = €2,072

Amount transferred to rates s Nil

Ket rate fund transfer & £2,072

Entertainments include beach services; orchestras; 

concert halls; piers (for pleasure purposes); racecourses; 

provision of various games (golf, tennis, bowls); and a 

number of other activities. 1'he * miscellaneous 1 trading 

activities of Count/ Boroughs which can be placed under 

the general heading f Entertainments 1 can be subdivided 

into four groups - beach services, concerts, concert balls 

and Pavilions, and miscellaneous. In 1936-37 total 

income exceeded total expenditure for the beach services 

group (and there was a net transfer in aid of rates) but

1. L.S.F.S. 1936-37.
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fell short of expenditure with the other three groups

Table 32. Financial position of County Borough 
Entertaipiaeiat g services . *>

I - Beach services '

Town Working Loan gqtal Heyenug To From 
expenses charges expend re . rates rates

•€• & .<? <? <? l J ff L '~'-*J Sj •£> -U TO <5>Bourne 
mouth 73,552 7,140 80,692 99,478 17,797
Brighton 9,410 •-«•> 9,410 12,147 2,706
Gt.
Yarmouth 4,716 - 4,716 10,909 6,193
Ports 
mouth 42,414 6,445 46,659 40,100 - 8,926

Swansea 2,501 1,915 4,416 4,486 - 1,364

TOTALS* 132,593 15,500 148,093 167,120 26,696 10,290 
________________________________+£16.406

II - Pavilions etc.
Town & ^orlciRg; ' Loan Total Income To

service
expenses charges expandre. rates

Bourne 
mouth Pa 
vilion 132,97$ 18,270 151,246 152,766 - 2,643 
Bourne 
mouth 
Winter
Gdns, 549 770 1,319 - 1,318 
Brighton
halls, etc. 2,514 744 3,258 2,533 765 
Gt.Yar 
mouth Pier 
favilion

21,623 3,112 24,73-3 19,676 - 5,174

Pavilion 870 1.207 2.077 1.732 ______352 
TOTALS*. 158.534 24.103 182,637 176.707 - 10,272

1* Compiled from L.G.F.S. 1936-37
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Table 32 continued

III - Concerts

ffown Working 
expenses

O """""""'""•

&)
Blackburn 627 

Barb/ 1,126 

Eastbourne48,187 

Plymouth 4,249

ZOTAIB: 54,189

Loan
charges. 

£
MM*

3,018

3,018

Total Income To
expendre, rates

£
627

1,126 

51,205

4,249

57,207

£ £
289

958 

41,136

3,697

46,000

From 
rates
£ 
338

173 

10,098 

558

11,167

IV - Miscellaneous

Town &
Detls.o£

Working
expenses

Loan Total
charges expend re

Income To
fates

From 
rates

Service

Brighton 
Aquarium 18,172

Doneaster 
Racecourse57 *182

Eastbourne
Sea
bathing 4,865
Entertainments 
Hastings 47,926

9,775 27,947 25,117 4,373

542

7,712

57,182 61,088 4,000

5,407 6,553 2,000

Norwich 878

55,638 46,378

878 .536

802 10,555
119

Entertainments 
Southend 20,168
Bends & Cnairs 
SoMthport 21,827
Marine- ' .
Lake 7,214

463 20,631 22,002 1,371

3,475 25,302 18,368 - 7,395 

5,805 1.3,019 9,477 - 5,162
178,232 27,772 206,004 189,519 &,173 27,604 

_____________ -19.431



Sonis caution is necessary in interpreting these 

figures and in classifying the services, as their 

treatment in municipal financial statistics and 

returns is« by no means uniform. Thus, in the above (Table, 

Southend's 'Bands and Chairs' may be very much the same 

thing as Blackburn f s Concerts. In the accounts of 

individual local authorities there is often no clear 

distinction in the treatment of trading or non-trading 

services. In the sphere of entertainment services in 

particular individual authorities sometimes include very 

similar services in different parts of their accounts. 

Thus a seaside resort includes bowls, tennis, and golf 

(under the heading 'Heads and Aorks Committee 1 ) in its 

General Hate Fund Account, but its cricket field, and 

miniature golf in the Beach and Foreshore Undertaking 

Account. 5^his confusion does not exist only in the 

treatment of Entertainment. Individual local authorities 

do not always follow the Local Government Financial 

Statistics in their classification of services under the 

headings 'Hate Fund 1 and 'Trading*, For example, 

Cemeteries and Markets, both of which come under the 

'Trading 1 heading in the Local Government Financial 

Statistics of the Ministry of Health are usually included

X* Exmouth U*B,C, Abstracts of Accounts, 1947-8.
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by local authorities themselves in the General Sate Fund 

Account. An ©ntertainiaents service which is clearly 

unlikely ever to be self-supporting ia the provision

of orchestras* This hae not always been realised but 

local authorities supporting orchestras are now aware 

that some rate subsidisation Is essential. In an article 

on "Municipality and OrG hestran' Mr, steward Wilson, 

the Musical Director of the Arts Council of Great 

Britain wrote that music is an amenity which ",., should 

be provided like libraries, art galleries and recreation,

with a definite realisation that receipts will not equal
2 costs*" Some towns have confined their interest in

orchestras to making grants to independently managed 

bodies, but the tendency is now for those who 'pay the 

piper 1 to demand control.

The financial statistics of Civic Restaurants show 

that they have so far been nearly or entirely self- 

supporting, for the first three months cf 1946-47 the 

gross takings for all Civic Restaurants (or British 

Restaurants, as they were then called) was £893,000, 

and the net profit (after providing for amortisation)

1. Of. for example Borough of Darwen, Treasurer's 
Accounts, 1946-47.

2. 8. Wilson,"Municipality ft Orchestra" Municipal Review. 
Oct. 1947, P-343.



1was £36 j 000. The period for the repayment of the loans

granted by the Ministry of Food, ei^ht and one third 

years, was very short and amortisation charges were 

therefore unduly high for British Restaurants. -The 

trading surplus of the Londoner's Meals Service for 

1945-6 was £91,132. 2 For 1947-8 the L.C.C. Restaurants

made a net surplus, (untaxed) of £103,955. Out of
x

128 restaurants only 18 made losses. 'The following

Table shows the position of all Civic Restaurants in 

1948-49.

Table ^3* Financial position of Civic 
En^la.M''.'aM ' wales '

Item**>*"«*pi**"»

Working expenses^ a ' . 5,538 f 000
Loan charges _ a__ 45,000
Total expenditure 5,583,000
Revenue 5,430,000
Government grants 13,000
Transfers from rates 109,000
Transfers to rates 16,000
Net transfers to (+) or

from (-) ratea - 93,000

Hote; (a) Including transfers to special funds and to
capital accounts.

1. Statement in House of Commons 28th November, Cited 
Munioipal Review, December 1946, p,346 s

2 * Municipal •journal t August 15th 1946, p. 1397.
3- iSMjL* November 12th, 1948.
4. L.G.F.S. 1948-49
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;s •, fyaemouth Civic Restaurants made a net profit of 
£B90 in 1946-7. l

• \v..
fhe ^ristol Restaurants aade a net profit of 

£4,08? in the six months period to September 30th 1946. 

The Bath Restaurants made a net profit of £1,481

in the nine months to December 31st 1947.
4-The position in Plymouth in 1945-46 was:

Working expenses « 

Amortization *

Total « £2S f 617 

Income « £30,161

Surplus to deficiency account = -^1 

Table 34 shows the position in Hull, which

a Restaurants undertaking before the development of 

British Restaurants, though the growth of these and 

of the school meals service is reflected in the figures 

from 1942,

Journal, August 15th, 1946, 

» 1948.

4, O.jb, of Plymouth, Abstract of Accounts, Tear ending 
March, 1946
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Table

Year 
encflnp
3lst A

1932
133$
1934.
1933
1936
1937
1938

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943

1944
1945
1946

^4. City of
Statist

Income
B

Sar.

£ 13,471

16,417

15*815

16,765

18,091

19,895

21,173
20 , 852

21,317

20,506

95,240

85,964

95,763
87,913,
92 , 330

Kingston upon Hull - Restaurant
ice 1932-46,

Working; . 
expenses

£ 12,594

15*392

15,256

16,712

17,622

19,392
20 9 460

20,176

18,603

18,105

101,01?

10 3 , 930

95,642

08,319

89,597

Net 
HO venue
charges

£ 47

180

158

25
44

65

61

94

176

2,776
771

1,356
1,057

730
759

Net Surplus * 
or

deficiency

4- 830

4 845

4 399
+ 18

* 425

+ 440

4- 632

4 5BC

+ 2,596

375
- 6,548

- 19,322

936

- 1,136

+ 1,974

The municipal bank of Birmingham was shown to be 

self-supporting, ag would be expected, by the 1936-37

figures:-

1. Kingston upon Hull Restaurants Accounts, Year ended 
31sb March, 1946.



•^^'••• : " .- forking expenses « £765,048

Income \ * 764 , 331
fo reserve * 3»598 

Municipal airports were clearly in the class of 

undertakings partly dependent ou rate support in 1936-37. 

Of 34 countj oorough undertakings in 193^-37 , 33 needed 

rate subsidies totalling £97,117. Only orss undertaking 

(JSxeter) was able to contribute the sum of £17 to rate

relief. Sight undertakings paid £238 to reserves and
p11 paid £9 §86 3 from revenue to capital account. Comparable

figures for all non-count/ boroughs in 1936-37 were;-

Working expenses =_ £ 7,176*

Ijoan charges . . « ..6«3Q6 ' • •-

£ 13,482 

Sarned income s ..l.

Deficit , a 12,220

To capital a/c s ... L .4?g

. , -? £ 12.692

The telephone system operated by Hull has shown a 

Consistent net surplus since 1932,

1, !,Gr,f.S, 1936-37.

fc.. Ibid.

3- Ibid.
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fable 35 . City of Kingston upon Hull Telephones
Statietics 1932 -46. A

Tear
••MMMendiE
ilst
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

1941
1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

Income
JQ&CXJu *

iqrking

£124,852 £ 80,811

125,864

126,415

129,027

134,377
141,102

147,633

155,357
163,495
159,693
151,655
156,515
167,366

175,815

178,761

80,833

81,527

85,217

88,217

87,410

95 , 139
98,111
98,718

100,286

108 , 139

114 , 302

123 , 574

120,199

124 ,475

fhe financial position of

trading undertakings

given in Table 36,

of county

Gross
surplus 

£ 43,771 I
45,031

44,888

43,810

46,160

53,692

52,494

57,246

64,777

59,407

43,516

42,213

44,062

55 , 616

54,286

the other

boroughs

let 
Revenue 
charges

; 25,011 £

27,597
15,682

23,646

25,203

26,461

30,199
30,450
22,422

27,672

29,628

22,801

19,435

22 , 700

20,876

Net
surplug

18,760

17,434

29,206

19,964

20,957
27,231
22,295

26,796

42,355

31,735
13,888
19,412
24 , 627

32,916

33,410

miscellaneous

in 1936-37 is

1. Kingston upon Hull, telephone accounts - year 
ended 31st March, 1946.
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Table 36. Financial position of Miscellaneous trading 
undertakings County Boroughs

Town & Working Loan Total Income To
detail 8 of expenses charges expend re . rates rates
service" & £ £ £
Bath - 
Mineral
Springs 36,592 3,693 40,285 27,545 -

Bradford -
Conditioning
house 43,870 7,715 51,585 63,735 -
Wolverhampton
Cold Stores 2,473 2,562 5,035 3,843

Worcester
Dairy 611 * 611 808

Municipal estates and farms having a trading element 

in them when produce from them is sold* The mere owner 

ship of land and property, however, cannot be regarded 

as a trading function.

The Local Government financial Statistics include 

Corporation Estates in the same Table as Trading Services, 

though as a distinct item. The financial position for all 

local authorities is given below:-
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ffable 37* Financial position of 'General Corporation

1940-41 1943-44 1948-49

Wording expenses^ 879,622 1,106,304 1,707,000
Loan charges 533*068 353.369 617.000
Total expenditure 1,412,690 1,659,673 2,324,000
Revenue 1,563,744 1,534,346 2,069,000
Government grants 5,927 13, £39 9,000
Transfers from rates 201,058 386,994 566,000
Transfers to rates 360,187 247,565 324,000
let transfers + 159 t129 - 139,429 - 242,000

Kote i (a) Including transfers to reserve and capital
accounts.

Of 60 County Boroughs with corporation estates in 
1936-37, 32 contributed £302,318 to the General Hate Fund, 
while 26 required subsidies totalling £82, 193. 2 Bon 
county boroughs in 1936-37 had a total expenditure of 
£219,310 and an income of £252,338 for all corporation 
estates* They contributed £64,699 to the Hate Fund and 
drew £48,532 from i

1. L.G.F.S. 1940-41, 1943-44 and 1948-49.

2. L.G.F.S. 1936-37-
3- Ibid.
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On the basis of the degree to which they are 

financially self-supporting the main 'social 1 services 

and all the 'trading 1 services are placed in rank in 

the fable below (3&)» There was a cluster of services 

which obtained less than 12% of their expenditure 

back as earned revenue. These were clearly 'social 1 » 

rate supported services. Four services came in the 

intermediate group of what might be called 'semi-trading' 

services, the actual range of percentages of expenditure 

covered by earned revenue ranging from 21-65. The 

final group of the more obviously 'trading* services 

(with the exception of the anomalous position of water 

supply) showed a range from 96-103^*

The percentages shown are those of earned revenue 

to total expenditure (working expenses plus loan charges), 

and are taken from the Local Government financial 

Statistics for 1943-44.

A difficulty arises over the working expenses of 

Trading Undertakings, as the Local Government Financial 

Statistics include "transfers to special funds and to 

capital accounts" with this item. The sums so transferred 

are much more nearly akin to the profits of a commercial 

undertaking than to working expenses so that in each case 

the amount of the latter is inflated beyond its true value 

This means that the contrast between the 'trading 1 and



'rate fund* services is actually a little greater than 

it appears in this Table. Despite this difficulty 

the relation of total earned income to total expenditure 

is chosen as a basis for classification rather than the 

net burden on, or contribution to, the rate fund of the 

service. The size of the rate fund contribution to the 

service is certainly significant, but the amount of 

transfers in aid of rates does not give a fair picture of 

the profitability of undertakings because many authorities 

have adopted the practice of paying any surplus back into 

the undertaking (by amortisation of debt, purchase of 

capital equipment out of revenue, and accumulation of 

reserve funds) and no longer attempt to relieve the 

rates from trading surpluses. Any deficiency in the 

accounts of an undertaking (unless it is so small or 

unusual that it can be met from a reserve fund) will 

be reflected as a burden on the ate fund, but many 

surpluses will not be shown as a transfer in aid of 

rates. The amounts contained in the column headed 

"Income of service from Government grants" has not been 

included with earned revenue, although in some cases 

this might seem legitimate. The make-up of these 

government grants, according to the Ministry of Health 

is as follows - "A considerable proportion of the entries
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represent grants in respect of employment schemes; 

in addition there are a number of reimbursements from 

Government Departments for a variety of purposes, such 

as payments from the Admiralty for the use of harbours 

and piers and from the Air Ministry for the use of 

airfields. Certain payments are made by the War Office 

in compensation for damage to properties requisitioned 

by the military authorities. A payment is made by the 

Ministry of Food in respect of British Restaurants and 

Communal feeding. In addition the figures include 

receipts for civil defence and war damage."

Communication from Ministry of Health, Statistical 
Branch, 16.2.49.
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fable 36. Classification . of.... local _ authority ..services
the basis of relation of expenditure to earned
Income*!

Service Total
expen
diture

£ 
00. GGO's.

1. Higher Education 31.1
2. Fire Service 6.9
3. Pol ice 36.1
4, Public Lighting 1.5
5. Elementary 

Education 89.2
6.publio libraries 3.9
7. Highway s and 

Bridges 38.9
8. Poor Relief 28.4
9. Parks & Pleasure 

Grounds 6.6
lO.Bathst^ashhouses 3.4
11. Housing 41.8
3.2.. Cemeteries 2*3
13. Water 27-2
14. Miscellaneous 14.0
15. transport 35.0
16.Electricity 81.4
17. Gas 28.1
18. Harbours 16.3

Earned Income
Income as % of

expend re -
£ % 

omitted

5.6 1.789
.2 2.898

1.1 3.047
.07 4.666

4.9 5-492
.3 7.691

3-1 7-97
3.2 11.27

1,4 21.21
1*3 38.23

25.2 60.29
1.5 65-23

26.2 96.32
13.7 97.86
35-3 100.9
82.4 101.2
28.5 101.4
18.9 103.3

Govt. 
grants

£ 
00.000'

12.6
4.3

20.6
.003

43*7
.01

5.3
a
.08
.04

12,6
,005
.2
.2
.01
.1
.1
• 3

Hate 
burden

£ 
g omitted

13-0
2.4

14.4
1.5

10.6
3-5

30.5
25.0

5.2
2.0
4.1

.8
1.4

.5

.02

.2

.06

.2

lote ; (a) Figures to nearest 100,000

1. Compiled from L.G.tf.s. 1943-44.



fhe conclusion of this part of the investigation is, 

then, that the only distinction between 'trading 1 and the 

•social* services of a local authority was to be found 

in their financial olicy, where the management of the 

undertaking was governed by the guiding principle that 

it must be made financially self-supporting. Where the 

self-discipline of not relying on tax support was 

abandoned then the service was in fact indistinguishable 

from a social service. When this criterion is applied, 

however, it became apparent that the activities of local 

authorities could not be readily divided into distinct 

groups, those which were trading on one side and those 

which were * social* on the other, The general picture 

was somewhat more complicated. Besides the small number 

of services which were wholly self-supporting and those 

which were almost entirely dependent on tax support, there 

were a number of intermediate services depending on rate- 

fund aid to a varying extent* One service, water supply, 

could be divided more or less on a geographic basis, 

being mainly a trading service in urban areas, and 

invariably a largely rat© aided service in the country. 

Also there were what might be called sub-services 

connected tfith rate-fund services which were themselves 

of a trading or semi-trading nature. The two industries



with which this study is mainly concerned were (with 

Transport) the most clear examples of purely 'trading 1 

services in which the social service principle of 

subsidisation, and all that that implies, had no real 

influence up to the time of nation lisation.
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CHAPTER I

Structure and rfrleias of the gas industry "before

The main purpose of this section is to deal with the 

•background 1 of the problems of the gas and electricity 

industries in such a manner as to prepare the way for fch© 

comparisons made in the next section* In this and the 

subsequent chapter the structure and main problems of the 

two industries are described* Special attention has been 

given to that difficulty which has been used as the main 

reason for altering the form of control of the two 

industries - the problem of areas*

A* Structure

The gas industry serves three principal markets 

directly - domestic cooking and heating! industrial! and 

street lighting* The Industrial load may be subdivided 

into purely industrial (use in gas engines and for 

heating) and "commercial" (baking, fish frying, etc*). 

The latest returns of the Ministry of Fuel and Power 

divide gas sales between the categories - "Public Lamps"! 

"Domestic" (Ordinary and Prepayment), TT Indus trial", and
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"Other11 . She amount of gas sold to these different 

classes of consumers in 194? is shown in the following 

tables **

•Jable 39 Sales of Gas, all undertakings in England
and Wales, 1947. 1 ___ _____

Consumer Sales » 1A000_ cu. f t •

Public Lamps 4,493,549
Ordinary domestic 871502,731;
Prepayment domestic 170t606«654J
Total domestic 258,109,385
Industrial 85,420,677
Other 50,233 f 824
TOTAL 398,257' ti|5

Table 40 Sales2of Gas, England and Wales, 1947 - All
Local Auth or ity "Under t akinprs__________

Consumer Sale s « 1.OOP cu .ft•

Public Lamps 2,225,654
Ordinary domestic 25,199,433
Prepayment domestic 55,289,374
Total domestic 80,488,807
Industrial 34,256,968
Other 14,415,127
IOTAL 131,386,556

The domestic market is therefore much the most 

important for the industry. An estimate of the sales

It Return r'elating to gas_ under takings in G.B. 194 f .-.- 
Ministry of Fuel and >ower.

2. Ibid.
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"'I/

position before the war, made in the Hey worth Report, is 

as follows:- ............ f
* ' • i

7

Domestic load
Industrial load

of total output*' 
Commercial load

Street lighting 
load

10056

In some industrial districts these percentages are 
considerably altered. Estimates of pre-^war industrial 
loads for three highly industrialised towns were -
Sheffield 65 , Hotherham 62$ t and Stretford 42$ of total

2 sales, Hone of these markets represents an unchallenged
monopoly for the gas industry. For domestic cooking and 
heating there is competition from electricity and solid 
fuel. Electricity and oil compete in many industrial and 
commercial uses, and electricity is a competitor for the 

public lighting load.
Gas can be stored, but only to a limited degree.

Storage capacity is generally limited to about one day's
3 supply. Peak demand is influenced mainly by the domestic

cooking load, which causes peaks daily at about midday,

1. The Gas Industry - Eeport of ''Heyworth' 1 Committe^ 
para. 107.

2. Chantler, The British Gas Industry.
3. Bat son, -Price Policies of German Public Utility Undertakings,""———
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and a weekly peak on Sunday mornings and "by the demand 
for spaee heating which causes a seasonal peak in mid-winter, 
It is this seasonal peak which divides the greatest 
problem for gas engineers, The daily peak can be met 
mainly from reserves of gas in gasosae tors; the weekly and 
yearly peaks necessitate the installation of surplus 
manufacturing capacity.

A special feature of the gas industry is the iisportance 
of the by-froducts of gas manufacture. The principal 
residue products are coke, coal tar, benzole and aiomonia 
liquor (or ammonium sulphate where the undertaking made 
this itself)* The sal© of residuals forms a not incon 
siderable part of the incom© of a gas undertaking, This 
may be illustrated from the accounts of a small local 
authority undertaking, with (in 1944) 11,110 consumers* 
This authority sold gas to the net value of £ 67 t 713 and
residual® valued £ 41,013 in the year 1946/7* T&e

i
3*egiduals income was made up as follows (figures to
nearest £)«*» *f * - •

8>

Tar 7*889
Coke .. 30,263

.-,--, , Benzole 2 f 740
Aiasumia liquor 121

£ 41,013

1* Borough of Darwen. Treasurer's Accounts, 1946-47* 
p.61*
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Another local authority undertaking 1 with 5,750 consumers 

(in 1944) had an income from gas sales of £ 58,047, and 

from residuals of £ 31,369 in 1945/6. 3?hes@ figures, showing 

that* in these cases, the proceeds from sales of residuals 

were eo^ual to approximately 60 *6% and 54 > respectively of 

the income from gas sales, make clear the importance of 

these "by products. Municipal trading may thus be said 

to extend into the coke and chemical industries. 3?he coke 

is sold mainly as fuel, *» the coke produced in gas retorts 

is not suitable for "blast furnace us@ f Some coke is used 

in the gasworks to make water and producer gas, which can 

"be used to enrich the gas supply. The supply of coke 

on the market is made more elastic "by this factor* A 

fall in the price of coke may make it prof it aisle for aa 

undertaking to divert more to the manufacture of water 

and producer gas. Coal tar is the basis of a considerable
»

section of the chemical industry, - its derivatives 

including benzole $ phenol and cresylic acid (used for 

making plastic material f aspirin, high explosives and 

dyes)| toluene (used in the manufacture of the high 

explosive tri-nitrolnene, and of saccharin) ; cresote 

oil i naphtalenei anthracene oil (basis of a number of 

dyes) | and coal-tar pitch. 2he larger gas undertakings 

carry out the distillation of at least soiae of these

1* Malvern Urban District Council.
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fractions themselves! the smaller works sell their coal- 

—tar to coal-tar distillers* There are works for the 

distillation of coal-tar in all the larger industrial 

regions of Britan* The Aumonia liquor is used to make 

ammonium sulphate, an important nitrogenous fertiliser*

Another feature of the industry is that there is more 

than one method of producing coal-gas. A considerable 

quantity of gas in produced as a by-product of coke ovens*

At the time of the Heyworth Report (1945) about 12,':; of
2 the total gas supply came from coke ovens. la Great

Britain in 1944 local authorities supplied ^ust over one 

third of the total public supply of gas. All the conjpanies 

together (including non-statutory undertakings), accounted 

for 63.23S of the total supply. Of the remaining 

individual municipalities supplied 35-7^ and local

authorities combined in ;foint boards supplied 1

The figures for 1947 are shown in the following table:-

Table 41. Sales of Gas and number of eo>sumers, 
______ England and ffales 1947 __________

Class of undertaking Total sold therms Number of 
_______________________________consumers
Local authorities 605*242,506 3*237,530
Con^anies 1,278,504,896 6,995,529
•TOTAL 1,883*747,402 10,233,059

1. Wilmore, Industrial Britain^ p.187.
2 4 Hey worth Report, para. 76*
3. ibid^ para. 57.
4. Kin. F* & P. Ret. 194?.
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Of the total 1,047 separate gas undertakings (including 

36? very small non-statutory undertakings) existing in 

Britain in 1944, 275 were owned by local authorities of 

which 210 were in England and V/ales. 1 3?he 194? figures 

are shown in the following tables*

Table 42. Statutory £as undertakings in England and
i¥ales "

Ko*of undertakings (a) 
Local authority 212
Company 402

(a) Uote: Each undertaking is included, even 
where more than one is owned by the same authority - 
e.g, f Batley and Birstall undertakings are counted 
as two, although they were both owned "by Batley 
Corporation *

The average size of undertakings (to nearest 1,000) 

in 1947 was;-

Local authorities « 2,855,000 therms
Companies (Statutory) * 3,180,000 " *
All authorities m 3,068,000 rt *

The municipal undertakings may be classified according 

to the type of local authority by which they were managed 

In England and Wales, control of gas undertakings was

1. Klin. F.& P. Ret. 1938*44*
2. Ibid., 1947.
3. Ibid.
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confined to county and non-county "boroughs, urban and a 

very few rural district councils, and joint boards*

Table 43 Classification of Municipal Gas Undertakings 1944 

Type of local authority Ho. of undertakings

County boroughs 39
Non-county boroughs 69
Urban district councils 94
Rural district councils 4-
Joint boards 4-

TOTAL 210

The following table shows the classification according
2 to size and local government status*

1. Min. P.8s F* Set. 1944, and Municipal Tear Book, 
1948.

2« Compiled from Min. F.& P. Ret. f 1944*
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Table 44 Classification of liunicipai Gas Undertakings 
by size and ownership

Gas available
1000 ou.ft.

OTfer 10,000
8000 - 10,000

(Type of Local Authority
C.B,

1

1

j-ion-c.B

' "•*>..;.

-

, U.D.G.

*»

*•»

R.D.C* J.B, TOt,

* - * I

I

6000 - 8,000 - -> •-» * «*

4000 - 6,000

2000 - 4,000

1000 - 2000

800 - 1000

600 - 800

550 - 600
500 - 550
450 - 500
400 - 450

350 - 400

300 - 350

250 - 300
200 - 250

150 - 200

100 - 150

50 - 100
Under 50
TOTALS

2

7
15

7
1
2

1
-

~

-

1
*•»

-

-
**-

-

1

39

~
-

2
-

5
1
6

1

3
2

6

6

10

3
6

13
5

69

*

~

^

*..

-

*

I

-

I

2

-

3
5

11
16

23
32

94

•**•• ^«P. 2

18

* t 19
* . ** 7

6
«•> •*» 3

.8

- 1
«r «» 4

-^^ ^^ r

7
«*•• up, Q

T ^i•w .Mr j.^

1 15
- 22

2 - 33

2 - 40

4 4 210
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.H -Apart from the general increase in the population 
the raain causes of the increase in the demand for gag 

during recent times have been the expansion of the 

domestic cooking load, and the increased use of gas in 
industry, From about the middle 1920*3 until the outbreak 

of war the increase in demand for gas was not* however, 
keeping paoe with the increased number of consumers , 
i»e., the average consumption per consumer was falling. 
This was partly due to the increased efficiency of gas 

appliances and partly to the more successful competition 
of electricity. The number of local authority under 

takings did not increase very rapidly after 1900 there 

being a decline in their number after the peak year of 

1930*

Table 45* Number of Municipal Gas Undertakings in
Great Britain. 1897-19382

Year Ho. of Undertakings

189? 
1902
1907 
1912
1920
1925 
1930
1935 
1938

256
2?6 
306 
304 
316 
324
309 
298

1* "Hey worth" Report, fhe
1945, paragraph 17. 

2* Chant ler, The British

Gas Industry* Cmd, 6699.

Gas Industry, p«? f and
"Eeyworth" Report, paragraph 15.
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number of company undertakings declined from 494 in 

1920 to 40$ in 1938.
•*

fable 46 Sales of Gas and Total number of
Consumers all statutory Gas under—-i 
takings 189? ** 1938 Great Britain,

Tear

1897
1902
190?
1918
1920

' 1925
1930
1935
1933

Total Sales 
(Millions of therms)

611

739
864

995
1,177
1,329
1,383
I f405
1,494

No* of Consumers

3,025,000

4,071,000

5,665,000

6 9 876 ,000

7 t 448,000

3,200,000

9,344,000

10,517,000

11,215,000

Iharing the war years the demand for gas increased mainly 

because of the growing demands of war industries, which 

more than outweighed the disappearance of the public 

lighting load*

1. "Eeyworth" Report, paragraphs 8 and 15 »
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Table 4? Sales of Gas t All Authorised
—————— Undertakings in Great Britain, 1938-44

Year

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1945
1944

Sales 
Millions of Therms

1,49?
1,487
1,433
1,513

- 1,626
• 1,656

1,73?

This expansion of demand, was not uniform th.ro ugh out 
the country. In Greater London the expansion of industrial 
demand was insufficient to offset decreased lifting, 
domestic and commercial demand. The sales of gas declined
from 485 million therms in 1938 to 444 million therms in

2 1944, Ihtamples of local authority undertakings with
a considerably increased demand are shown in Table 48*

Dable 48 Municipal gas undertakings with large 
_ ____ increases in sales 1938-1944.3 ____

Undertaking Percentage increase of
sales 1944 over 1938

Manchester 30
Stretford 41
Oldham 4?
Wol ve rhamptcm ( a ) 71
Port Talbot 287 ______ ,.
Ca) "= doEipanj Undertaking """"""" —

IT "Heyworth Report , para. 25 5 Min.i1 ,&P.Ret •
2. I"bid», para 24 and Ministry of Fuel.
3. "npT3iyworth" Report, para. 2?-9.
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Apart from the increased demand for gas itself, the 

war expanded the deiaand for by products of the industry, 
particularly for benzole, coal tar and its derivatives, 
and for hydrogen for barrage balloons.

Three factors made the expansion of supplies difficult 
- the shortage of coal, manpov/er difficulties, and war 
damage to plant. The coal shortage created difficulties 
for all the public utilities industries, with the exception 
of road passenger transport. 'The weekly average output

of coal declined from 4,624 million tons in 1938 to
2 3 f 615 million tons at the end of 1945* The gas industry

had to compete with many others in its efforts to obtain 
coal. Between 1938 and 1944 the increases in the eonsunq?- 
feion of the main fuels used was as follows;** coal

V.

consumption increased from 16,734,169 to 18,037,836 
tonsf coke consumption from 510,032 to 1,073,836, and
oil consumption from 31,631,339 to 86,746,013 gallons*

2 
(These figures are for England and tfales. The manpower
position affected all the public utility industries.

1. "Eeyworth" Report para* 27-9.

2. Economic Survey for 1947.

3* Min. of Fuel and lower Returns relating to all 
authorised gas undertakings in G.3. 1936-1944.
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Table 4$ Manpower in the gas, water and electricity
————— industries, Gt/Britain, 1939 - 1946.1

YEAR

1939 June
1945 June
1946 June
194? Jtffi@

1948 June

J0TAL MAtt-POWSR
thousands

242
196
340
266
275

(a)

fiotes: (a) = Males 14 ~ 64; females 14 - 59* 
Includes part-time workers f two being counted 
as one unit.
These figures do not include manpower engaged 
in local authority transport undertakings*

The war-time decline in man-power was thus more than 

made up by the end of 1947 when the process of demobilisation

was virtually completed*

Variations In .con qua ti on iQ

The amount of gas consumed in relation to the 

number of consumers in different undertakings shows 

considerable variation, 1?he modal annual consumption 

falls into the group 100-200 therms per consumer,

1. Economic Surveys for 1947 and 1946 f iionthly Digest 
of Statistics, August 1948.
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•The range in 194-7 , was from less than 100 therms

per head to over 300 therms.
\ \ 

Examples of undertakings at each end of the range

were:*

Low Swadlincote U.D.C. = 60.3 therms per I \
consumer A 

ICirkby in Ashfield » 56.9 M \
High Rotherham Corp. a 386.8 

Swinton and Mexborough
Joint Board = 96^.3

There are a number of factors which might be 

expected to influence the level of total sales of gas per 

consumer. These are:-*

1. Price of the gas.

2. Amount of industrial demand.

3* Sales to other undertakings in bulk.

4. Sales for public lighting.

5* Competition from electricity,

6. Development of domestic load.

7. Success of sales policy.

The relationship of price to sales of gas (i.e.
2elasticity of demand) is considered below.

1. Calculated from F 'in. F.& F. Set. - 194-7,

2. Cf. p. 115.
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The amount of industrial demand is obviously likely 

to have a strong influence on the level of total sales per 

consumer since one industrial consumer will normally 

consume much more gas than the average domestic consumer. 

It seems likely that the existence of industrial demand 

is largely fortuitous, though in certain cases it may be 

"built up by a progressive sales policy* The three factors 

~ bulk sales to other undertakings, sales for public 

lighting and the degree of competition are also probably mainly 

deterained by influences v&ich are f given 1 rather than 

determined by the independent decisions of the managements 

of gas undertakings* There does not appear to be any 

important reason why domestic demand should vary in 

'Intensity 1 except in so far \s it is itself influenced by 

factors 1 and 7 in the above list - price and sales policy* 

A possible factor which may become of increased importabce 

with the present great preponderance of local authority 

building of dwelling houses is the influence of policy 

decisions on whether council houses shall be provided with 

gas or electric appliances. At the International Gas 

Conference held in London in June 194-9 a report was given 

on an investigation into "Factors controlling the demand 

for gas% analysing the domestic load, 'I'his stated that 

given the size of the house and uniform equipment the 

demand for gas for the base load (cooking, water heating
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and refrigeration) varies little with locality. Prices 

substantially above or below the average were shown to 

affect the quantity consumed however* Sales policy 

may be expected to influence demand per consumer in three 

ways* Successful advertising and sales promotion may 
induce doio^stic and industrial consumers to use extra gas 
appliances* The provision of adequate maintenance service 

mar have a similar effect, xhirdly the tariff adopted 

may influence sales ~ particularly such decision as 

whether or not to offer a two-part tariff | whether to 

scale down prices for increased consumption; whether to 

offer special rates to industrial and commercial consuiaersf 

and hov/ to relate the prices charged to ordinary and to 

pre -payment c onsumeia

In the following analysis an attempt is made to 

isolate some of the factors mentioned above and to examine 

their influence on sales per consumer and to relate this t 

where ^ osaible, to the fora, of ownership.

1. Gas Times -* 1st July, 1949, p.40.
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Table 50 Size and Annual Sales per consumer of
samples of gas undertakings. 1

Sample

Random saiqple of 53
undertakings

Anr.ua! salss per
consumer,1947* 

, . Therms
Average :;edian Highest Lowest

146*1 154.0 209.3 31*0

11 undertakings selling 
more than 10 million
therms In 1947 . 321.9

11 medium undertakings
selling 500,000 *
1,000,000 therms in 194r-' ISO.?

All local authorities 
(England and Wales) 186.8

All companies
(England and Wales) 182.9

177.6 177*6 138.4

152,1 223.1 99.2

•This table indicates that there is some degree of correla 

tion "between size and 'intensity* of demand per consumer. 

Of the 7 factors mentioned above, the price, salss to 

other undertakings, efficiency of sales policy, and possibly 

degree of industrial demand, might "be expected to cause the 

consumption per consumer to "be higher in the larger urrier- 

takings.

The relationship between industrial demand and 

total sales per consumer is examined in Table

1. Compiled from ; in. F.& P. Ret., 1947.
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Table 51. ladtistrial Sales and Total Sales of Large
Gag Undertakings ~ 19471

Undertaking • "irtWr&ge— sale 3 ;I>otal
per consumer Sales

Leeds

Nottingham

Qldham

Leicester

Bradford

Manchester

Coventry

Middlesbrough

Birmingham

St oke ~on-2rent

Eotherham

Gas f Ldght and 
Coke Co.

Sheffield Gas Co

(a) N©J/e.s

Therm®

136.4

151*0
155*0
156.2

159 *2
177*6
236.7 -.-

264.0

2?0*6

345*3

386.8

185*8

. 514.9
Rank is in

sales per consume 
industrial sales

Million
Therms

21.9
21.2

10*2

16,4

13*1
38.9
17*2

10.5
94.8

24.2

10.2

266.1 

61.8

Industrial sales
as j"?
salesijjjp. ii iiniiMr 1111.^1

19*8

14.6

22.3

17*2
28.0

23.8

37*0
14.1

34.1
55.9
5v .4

14.6 

67*3

of total

.v 1 Sales

1

i ...
*
4
5
i
?
$

t

10

11

I 

2

RankJ
fMWMMMMMM

4

2

5
5
7
6

9
1
B

10

11

1 

2

increasing order of arerage 
r and of proportion of 
to total sales.

a

1. Compiled from nin. F.& P, Ret., 1947.
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Inside this group of large undertakings (all with sales 
of more than 10 million therms in 194?) there appears to 
be no clear relationshipi in ranking f between the size 
of total sales and that of average sales per consumer 
corresponding to the correlation between large total and 
high average sales shown in the group averages in Table 
51 » 3?his Table indicates, as would be expected, that 
the proportion of industrial sales to total sales has 
some influence on the level of total sales per consumer. 
In this series there is a elear tendency for the percen-* 
tage of industrial sales to increase as average sales 
per consumer increases, though there are some exceptions 
to this ~ most notable being l-iddlesbrougfa* Using 
Professor Spearman's "Hanking" formula

* *2

p « .673
Off,

removing Middlesbrough from the table 

p » .915 

Calculation of the coefficient of correlation

1
n (x ~ x) (y ~

\ (x -5T | (y -
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average sales per consui&er, and industrial sales 
as a percentage of total sales gave the following result?

* 374______
x

1152*87/1- 
1394 ,075994
,8269807

This shows a fairly strong positive correlation*

The effect of industrial sales on total sales fer 
head is particularly noticeable in some individual com* 
parisons of undertakings of similar size, as shown in 
Table $2 f

Table 52 Industrial sales and average sales
of individual. Gas Undertakin_£sl

Undertaking

Rotherham
Rochdale
Swinton
Wath

No. of consumers

30,930 11,
31,071 4,
5,333 5,
9*918

Total
C ale 3
Therms

961 , 760
523,609
142 , 670

983*925

Average
sales per
consumer
ihortao
336*8

145.6

964.3
99.2

Industrial
sales as $
of total
sales £&

57.4
23.2
91.4
3.6

l t Compiled from Min. F*Sc P. Ret. t 1947.
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All four of the under takings in the above area were 

supplying industrial areas ~ Wath and Swinton supply areas 

actually adjoining each other* 2?his brings out the fact 

that it is only certain specialised industries which consume 

large quantities of gas - the chief being glass and pottery 

manufacture and some types of steel furnaces, 2hus in 

Stone -on-Trent, a typical region of hi^i desiajid, 04-5*3 

therms per consumer in 194?) the consumption of the ceramics 

industry accounted for 2,593 million cu* ft, out of a total 

industrial demand of 2,856 million cu. ft, in

increase from the 1952 figure of 8 million cu. ft.)* 

Similarly, in Hotherham the nature of the local Industry 

had an important influence on demand for gas* She chief 

industries in Rotherham ishich accounted for the heavy

industrial consultation of gas were nglass works, forge
2and rolling mills, and general heat treatment ©f metals"*

In Swinton and Mexborough twD very large industrial con 

sumers - a glass works, and a steel works, consume 80^ 

of the total output, thus accounting for the exceptionally
•z

high figure of sales per consumer. In Smethwiek the 

development of the industrial load was advanced in 1920

1« Ibid,, and Municipal Journal. 2.5.48.
2. Information obtained from the Sheffield and 

Eotherham Divisional Manager, last Midlands 
Gas Board, 23.11,50.

?.
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when an Aluminium Castings firm began to buy town gas 
for its reheating furnaces. Other industrial undertakings 
purchasing gas from Smethwick include a glass works 
(though this firm also made its own supply of producer gas) 
and hot brass stamping works*

The following Table (53) is similar to Table 50 f 
but the figures are for domestic sales only, so that the 
influence of sales for other purposes is eliminated*

Table 53 Size and annual domestic sales per o 
consumer of samples of gas undertakings

Group of undertakings Annual dorigatic sales per 
super • 194-7 (therms }

Median Highest, Lowest

Handom sample ©f 
33 undertakings
11 undertakings 
selling more than 10 
million therms in year
11 undertakings 
selling 500.000 ~
1,000,000 therms in 
year
All municipal under**
takings in England 
and /ales (1st.)(a)
All company under 
takings in England and 
Wales (Est.)(a)

104.3 10?*2 134,7 4-9.8

119,29 117.3 169*8 83.7

110.2 113.6 143.3 72.6

11.9

114*2 •* •» »

,.., . i Estimated at a standard 
calorific value of 450.

1. Information obtained in an interview with Mr L.H.Thomas, 
Engineer and Manager , Smethwick District t ^est Midlands Gas Board, 8.12*50.

2. Calculated from Min. F.& P. Ret., 1947*
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This shows that there is less variation ifc domestic 
sales than ia tot^l sales. 1'his is as might be expected 
since industrial demand varies very much in different 
areas while domestic demand per head is relatively uniform 
throughout the country-. As with total sales f thou^i to a 
lesser degree, there is a tendency for average demand per 
consumer to increase with the size of the undertakings in 
the sample*

There are several interesting questions about the 
relationship between sales and the price of gas f "but to 
pursue any of these very far would "be to go "beyond the 
scope of the present study* Without making a detailed 
historical investigation of each individual undertaking 
it is difficult to say whether low price encouraged a 
large industrial demand, or whether the existence of a 
high level of demand for gas from industry made a low price 
possible because of the economies of seals and the 
favour-able effects on load factors* It is certainly not 
possible to isolate the effects of managerial decisions 
on the level of industrial demand from other influences 
such as the nature of the industry in the undertaking's 
supply area and the relative cost of alternative fuels, 
fhis is not, therefore, a matter in which the results of 
private and public ownership can be compared.

In the case of domestic demand a positive correlation
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between low price and a high level of demand would be 

more meaningful since potential domestic demand is much 

more likely to be directly related to the population in 

the area than is Industrial demand* Even here, however, 

the coarplicating factor of the price of alternative 

sources of heat and lighting (particularly electric! ty § 

of course f ) exists. The following tables show the 

relationship between sales and domestic price only for 

small saraples of undertakings*

gable, 54 Pomestic_ Price and Average ffotal Sales per 
Gonsusjer f or LarRe ^as "under t akin^s . 1947r*

Hank*
per

Leeds
Nottingham
Leicester
Bradford
Manchester
Coventry
Middle sbrough
Birmingham
Stoke -on-'^rent

Hotherha®
(a) ISTote : 

price

consumer11 per consumer

11
9

§
7
s
5
4
3
a
i
Rank is 
per thexv

' 4 ' r\ JOT* TPI C2.-i. A.JH v3»JU ua&*?

138.4
155.0
156. a
159.2
177.6
236.7
264.0
270.6
345.3

386*8
"by decreasing 
m«

therm.
l^bmeWtlc
consuittsrs
d.per tn.

10,25
11.625
13.25
12.5
13.0
12.875
5.25

10.625
(3.^25-) 
7.625

10.0 
order of sales

5
7

11
s

10
9
1
6
5

4
and

Compiled from Min. ]?.& P. Ret., 194', and "Preston" 
Eate Return 1946*7.
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There appears to "be little connection in this sample 
"between price and average sales per consumer t thou^i the 
four undertakings having the largest sales per head do 
fall into the lower half of the price grouping. 0?he 
position of Middlesbrough in the table may be specially 
influenced by the unusually low price (the lowest in the 
country for many years) as its sales of gas to industrial 
consumers were a comparatively small proportion of total 
sales*

0?able 33 Domestic T:rice and Average Domestic Saleja
jjer Consumer for ^

Undertaking I;

Middlesbrough
Nottingham

Rot her ham
Leeds
Birmingham 
Oldham
Bradford
Coventry
Manchester
Leicester

1. Cf . 115.
2« Compiled

rice .- domestic
consumers

d* £ er therm

5.25
7*5
7*625
10.0
10.25
10.625 
11*625
12.5
12.875
13.0
13,25

from Min. F.& P

^arge Gas Under taking;**

Average sale
domest ic

& By price
C Lowest

consumers * 1)

fherms 

169*8

127*3 ,
126.4
90.16

157*6 
90.7
85*7 

137*0
101.0
11*2

. Ret., 1947

c
T

2 
3
4
5
6 
7
S
9
10
11

By
sales
2@r

onsus^er

8̂\
A. ^\

5 \ 5 \
10

'! , 2 
1 9
t:aii 3
: 8

|7
•\

\
and Preston \\Hate Return 1946-7. ' J

\\
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In this table the complicating factors of sales to 
other consumers, sales for public lighting, and sales to 
industrial and commercial consumers are eliminated by 
taking the figures for do uses tic consumption only. Never 
theless, there does not sppear to "fee sufficient correlation 
between low price and high average ©ales per domestic 
consumer to establish any clear relationship between them. 
Using Professor Spearman's formula, p * + .418. Calcu 
lation of the coefficient of correlation between price 
and average sales gave a figure of ~.55 showing a rather 
weak negative correlation*

fable 56 Domestic sales and price ~ random s©f
Undertaking

Bat ley
lendal
Beverley
Bone aster
Abertillery
Bar wen
Alkeston
Heywood
Blackpool
Colne
Goole
ghelmsf ord
Burt on
Birkenhead

i~;as under t ak ing s
Borne stic sales
$er consumerl-n'erms

49.8
77.4• ' 78.5 '
87.8
91.3
95.0
95.9
98.0
98.8

110.2
116.3
127.9
128.3

. 132.0

f T941/*
Price d.
per tnera

15.0
16.0
14.625
9.125

15*75
12.0
11*0
12.25
11.125
11.5
10.625
13.0
14.0
11.0

Bankin
Bj con
sumer

I •
M.
f4
Ii
7
0
9
10
11
12
13
14

gby #rice

1
1
%

14
2
8

12 and 11
7

10
913
i
5

12 and 11

1. Calculated from Kin. F.& P. Ret. 1947.
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This table shows some degree of correlation in 
ranking fchough the amount is relatively small. Using 
Professor Spearman's formula

pa +,4-594

Calculation of the coefficient of correlation between 
price and average 'domestic* sales per consumer gave a 
figure of -.4-1 showing a weak negative correlation* 
Combining the figures of 1'ables and the coefficient 
of correlation was calculated to be - ,57, 'Xhus price 
does not appear to have had a marked effect on the level 
of domestic sales of gas. These figures cannot be used 
as direct indications of the elasticity of demand (from 
domestic consumers) for gas, since they measure demand 
in distinct markets in which the conditions of demand 
may have been different, rather than the effects of price 
changes In the sam© market. Nevertheless, since variations 
in the conditions of demand from domestic consumers in 
different areas would "be unlikely to be sufficiently 
great to cancel out the effects of price differences if 
demand was elastic, these figures can be said to point to 
the conclusion that the 'domestic 1 demand for gas was 
inelastic over the price range covered*
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C» _ Coke-Oven

Some special attention was given to the use by gas 

undertakings of supplies of cake-oven gas* In particular, 

the effect of the use of this alternative source of supply 
on costs and price was considered*

The irimary product of coke ovens is metallurgical 
coke $ use€ chiefly for the smelting of iron-ore in "blast 
furnaces f As far as efficiency in manufacturing gas is 
concerned there is no significant difference between 
coke ovens and vertical retorts* 'The factor which has 
led gas undertakings to use retorts almost exclusively 
in their own works is that there is always a local market 
from domestic consumers and some industrial consumers for 
the coke which they produce, whereas the demand for hard 
metallurgical coke is very localised. Coke-oven gas is 
also of a high calorific value (about 550) and this must 
be reduced to the values generally adopted today before 
distribution* This can be done either by recovering the 

benzole from the gas or by mixing it with water gas» 
Birmingham gas undertaking did operate a co>e-oven plant 

from 19l2..Jmi?j,_3^jije_^e_ars of the depression, when it was 

closed down, A large coke-oven plant intended for the 
production of town gas has recently been opened. The

C shows the location of undertakings consuming coke-
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oven gas.
Local authorities have often entered into contracts 

with coke-oven owners for the supply of gas to supplement 

or replace that from their own gas works* Come local 

authority gas undertakings have in this way coiae to do 

little more than distribute gas manufactured by a colliery 

or iron company. Ihus in 1944 Middlesbrough Corporation 

had 1,854,181,000 cu, ft, of gas available, "but it made 

none of this itself, purchasing 3,037,000 ctu ft, from

another gas undertaking and 1,851, 144 ,000 from the coke-
2. -ovens of Messrs* D&eman Long and Company. 'J?he purchase

of coke-oven gas has, in the past, had one repeat advantage: 

the price charged "by coke-oven owners (to whom the gas 

might otherwise "be a waste product) has usually been low* 

Among the undertakings charging the lowest prices to the 

public for gas supplied, those purchasing coke-oven gas 

figure prominently. But there are also disadvantages. 

The undertaking has no control over manufacture and the 

supply available may not be sufficiently flexible for the 

needs of a distributing undertaking. A gas works ma/ have 

to be kept in order as a standby or to meet peak demand, 

The supply ±s also uncertain. fThen a contract expires, 

the coke-oven operators might cut off supplies while

1« Of, i^ap B.
2* Ministry of Fuel and Power ret* 1944.
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bargaining for a higher place, or might decide to use more 
of the gas manufactured in its ovm works. If the demand 
for pig iron and consequently for metallurgical coke 
declines the company may wish to reduce production in its
coke -ovens * All these contingencies could lead to serious

t 
difficulties for a gas undertaking with a statutory
duty to give a supply of gas to consumers* ™he exact 
relationship between the proposed Gas .Area Boards, the 
National Coal Board, controlling the coke-ovens formerly 
operated "by colliery companies, and the iron and steel 
industry's coke-ovens (whether controlled by companies 
or a national board), promises to be one of the knottier 
problems of nationalisation,

Th@ possible disadvantage of uaing coke-oven gas, 
which relate mostly to fears about the future, have not 
prevented the quantity of coke-oven gas bought by gas 
undertakings from expanding steadily during recent years*

1* See, for example,"Controversy about Coke% The 
Economist^ Dec, 15, 1951, PP. 1481-2.
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fable 57 Purchase ...of. coke-oven g*ag by statutory
gas under takins. in Great

Year No* of purchasing Quantity of coke-oven 
	undertakings gas "bou^it.

	1,000 cu. ft.

1921 14 1,325,02?
1926 22 2,321,850
1931 31 13,923»4.56
1936 40 24,329,216
1937 45 28 ,028, 288
1936 45 29,620,854
1939 49 . 33,010,050
1940 51 36,882,944
1941 ; 53 40,647,621
1942 5t 45 ,693, 357
1943 52 47,594,550
1944 52 49,318,916
1945 52 51,476,308
1946 52 52,924,256
1947 52 53,772,247

Of the 52 undertakings purchasing gas from 
coke-ovens In 1944, 21 were municipally owned. Included 

in this number were two joint boards (Acerington District 

aad Swinton and Me x"b ©rough). As migiit "be expected all 
the undertakings concerned were located on coalfields or 

in iron and steel manufacturing districts* Five were in 

the .Vest Hiding, three in Nottingham and in South Wales, 
two each in Lancashire, Staffordshire, and the ITorth

. ?*& P. Ret,, 1944 and 1947.
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Riding, and one each in Derbyshire, Co. Durham, Lincoln 

shire and Cumberland*

Table 58 

Authority

Municipal undertakings purchasing 
coke-oven feas t England anrf^ales. 1944

Total gas Coke-oven gas % of total 
available purchased represented

by coke-oven 
gas 

1000 cu.ft. 1000 cu.ft.

1. Fontypridd
TJ.B.C. 403.735

2. Rawmarsh UDC 98,813 
3* Sutton~in-

Ashfield UDO 189,916
4. Swinton and

?exborough J3 1,026,131
5. fombwell UDC 141,554
6. vorkington

MB 
6. Re dear MB
8. Middlesbrough 

OB
9. Rhondda UI)C
10. Darlington

CB 
11* Accrington

JB
12. Mansfield 

MB
13. Port Talbot 

IB
14. Ossett ^B 
15* Newcastle -

under-^Lyme ILB 507,481
16. Hothsrham CB 2,259,133
17. Chesterfield

MB 1,455,886 
18* Stoke-on-

Trent CB 3,739,263
19. Scunthorpe T,tB 206,188
20. Burnley CB l f 093, 553
21. Nottingham

345,193
299,744

1,854,181
350,238

1,127,475
1,003,454

525,973
677,096
233,678

403,735
98,813

189,916

1 ,026, 131
141,554
345,193
293,012

1,851,144
332,376

1,053,043
807,735
405,100

494,337
169,027

351,013
1,507,656

948,653

1,974,595
97,314
505,549

on-County Borough.

100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
97.7
95.3
94.9
93.4 

80.4 

77*0

73.0
72.3
69.2
66.7

€5,2

52.8
47.2
46.0

31.8
ii . u u. f-> ,j .1. J- ^^ si v i' \j u.iiVj' Jk J, . v.j^oinb jrioara. 03- County

1. or. iviap ii. uojoopilQcl rrom L net
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It appears that gas undertakings which do purchase 

coke-oven gas at all come to rely on it as their main 

source of supply* For 14 of the 21 local authority 

undertakings taking any coke-oven gas ia 1944, it consti 

tuted over 70% of their total supply*

The coke -ovens supplying coke-oven gas were owned, 

"before 194? , by chemical companies, collieries, and iron 

and steel companies* Cf a sample of 12 undertakings taking 

coke-oven gas, in 1948, three of the coke-ovens were owned 

by chemical and coke-oven companies, six by the National 

Coal Board, as successors to colliery cosipanies, and 

four by iron and steel companies. (One undertaking pur 

chased supplies from two distinct coke-oven owning com 

panies.)

Coke-oven gas is "bought by contract, and the terms 

of these contracts seem to vary conaiciarably* The prices 

charged to eight undertakings which answered a questionnaire 

on this subject were as follows;- (pence per 1000 cti.ffe.) 

7f 8 f ?5* 9 f 875 (crude gas) and 10,375 (domestic and
«

ordinary)! 10 and 19*5 (on supplemental agreement)! 

13.Of 14*?5| 19. oj 21.0. Most of the contracts contain 
a "coal clause" providing for a variation in the price 

charged according to the price of coal. Two examples 

were as follows: a variation of l/8d. for every 6d. 

variation in general price of coal; l/4d. per 1000 cu.ft.



variation for ever/ Is, Od, per ton rise or fail in the 

price of coal. Of eight contracts on which information was 

available, the periods left to run varied from five months 

to seventeen /ears. 'This information is all own in tabular 

form, below* (An undertaking was given not to disclose 

details of she contract of any individual undertaking.)

Table 59 Inu i vicl u al c oke ~oyen ea e con tract s

Undertaking Price of gas Source from Period for which
d./lOOOcu.ft. which obtained agreement re~

mained in force.

A
B 
C

F
G
H
I
J

7.0
8*75 
9.375)

10.375
10,0)
19.5) 
13.0
14.75
19.0
21.0
«*•

National Coal Bd.
national Coal Bd. 
National Coal 3d*

Coke & Iron Co* 
Chemical Co*
National Coal Bd.

.National Coal 3d.
National Coal Bd.
Coke Co* 
Coke Co. )
I ' — "*fc **» <tl** v*l» JMk. -*M« ^ffT j+i »

4 years
5 months 
17 years
11 years

7 years
10 years
3 years
4 years

K, «* Iron & Steel Co. 
L *> Iron & Steal Co*

l?he following discussion deals with the relationship 

between the prices charged by undertaking porcliasing 

coke-oven gas and those m&nufactaring (or purchasing)

1, Information, from Questionnaire, relates to October, 
W8.
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gas made in retorts. It is assumed that these prices
*& can "be taken as a guide to production costs* Jable

60 shows a comparison "between two large samples of all 
types of undertakings, and a sample of undertakings pur 
chasing coke-oven gas.

Table 60 Average prices charged to domestic
consumers "by a sample of undertakings 
purchasing coke-oven gas compared with

_ two eneral s.gBkE;leS. .96-?^

- Average domestic
price 

Hature of sample • . ft, per therm
25 company and municipal under- 

t agings purchasing coke-oven 
gas 9-72

291 company and municipal
unde r t airings 12 . 51

75 company and municipal under 
takings centred on County 
Borough areas 11*39

25 undertakings in the sample of those purchasing 
coke-oven gas (out of 50 undertakings making such purchases 
in 1947) all "bought more them 50% of the gas which they 
had available for distribution except 3» - Burnley (35»5% 
Nottingham (38,15$) and Sunderland (40. #;>•)• The other

1, Kates levied in various tpgns, 1946-7, and Kin. of 
Fuel and "Power Return, 194-7,
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samples, based on undertakings included iti the ''Preston 

Rat© Return*, include some f coke~oven gas purchasing 

undertakings 1 amongst the majority of undertakings mailing 

retort gas« The 'coke-oven gas purchasing undertakings 1

sample has a considerably lower price average than 

either of the ot : :er two groups* This bears out the 

conclusion that undertakings "buying coke-oven gas have 

usually had a cost advantage o^rer those baying to make 

their own sup., lies of gas* 1'here ia no reason to 

suppose that the ? coke-oven gas purchasing 1 undertakings 

Included in the sample (comprising 11 undertakings 

centred on Countj Boroughs, 10 on non-county Municipal 

Boroughs, and 4 on Urban Districts) had any special advan 

tage on account of size or low distribution costs. The 

'coke-oven gas purchasing group 1 were able to sell at an 

average price of 1.6V d per therm less than that jf the 

sample drawn exclusively from undertakings based on 

Count j Boroughs, which are generally the most favourably 

placed in regard t,o size aud distribution costs* She 

following table (61) shows a comparison between three 

further sarrrples, this time only municipal undertakings 

being included*
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Sable 61 ,• . Coniparison of prices charged to domestic
consumers by samples of municipal gas 

,. undertakings purchasing coke-oven gas 
______ with those supplying; only retort gas* 1948

Average domestic price 
Sample d» per therm____

T

12 undertakings "buying coke-oven gas 10.56

4 Urban Districts and 5 ] unicipal 
Borough under tailings supplying 
only retort gas 12*71

9 County Borough undertakings 
supplying only retort gas

The two samples of 'retort gas undertakings' were 

all of local authorities situated on, or close to, coal 

fields. This selection was made in order to test the 

possibility that the cost advantage of 'coke-oven gas 

purchasing undertakings 1 might be no HO T.ve than equivalent 

to the advantage possessed by all undertakings situated 

on coalfields, and thus having lower transport cost^ on 

their chief raw material* (All 'coke-oven gas purchasing 

undertakings' are situated on coalfields or near iron 

and steel works*) The evidence of the table shows that 

•coke-oven gas purchasing undertakings 1 can sell mo'tfe \ 

cheaply even than undertakings favourably situated on k
.1

coalfield. (The prices In this ta^le cannot be compare*!

1. Various gas tariffs for July 1948, \\v\
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with those shown in the previous table, as they relate 
to a later period f when general price increases had 

taken plaee in the industry,) Under takings pcaeefa. as ing 

coke-oven gas have t it would appear, generally "been able 

to purchase and distribute these supplies afe a lower 

price than they would have had to charge had they 
manufaetured the gas themselves*

P.« The Areas Problem . • -.• '.• .; : , : . ,.-,.
h •; •••.:•. • .-;'-•.': ;/ .-;•:* ' ' . •' \. \ ' , • • .' • : .

One of the chief problems affecting both the gas 
and electricity industries before nationalisation was the 
increasing difficulty of reconciling the optimum technical 
size of undertakings with the territorial restrictions 
iiqposed by the pattern of municipal and eotspany ownership 
existing in the industries. Although the problem was 
much more acute with electricity generation and distri-* 
but ion it was certainly not unimportant in the gas 

industry •
fhe areas problem is a result of twentieth century 

technique in supplying the public utility servicesf and 

the haphazard, unplanned growth of urbanism in Britain, 
with its accompanying unrealistic local government 
boundaries* 'The development of this problem first seems
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to have been noted by some of the critics of municipal 

trading in that period at the begi ning of the present 

eentury when local authority trading became a matter of 

keen controversy* The enemies of municipal trading were 

the first to see its possible weaknesses. Giving 
evidence before the Committee on Municipal Trading of 

1900-03» Mr Morse, Chairman of the Municipal Trading 

Ooiamittee of che London Chamber of Cosmerce pointed omt 

the difficulty of restricting municipal trading to a 

given geographic area. Mr Bmil Gar eke gave a practical 

example of the results of divided local authority control 

over transport - on a tramway route, run by a cosgpany 

in the Midlands with which he was connected, and passing 

through the areas of four local authorities, each authority

required a different type of tramcar. The matter could
2 only be settled by the arbitration of the Board of Trade.

Sir B. Browne f a Company Chairman, stated that municipa 

lities could not amalgamate , and that to have a number of 

small towns controlling trading undertakings was "going 

against the tendency of the age" . The natural course

was for such undertakings to be run by one company, which
5was not tied down by fixed boundaries, he argued*

X* Joint Select Committee on Municipal trading, 1900-03,q. 901.
1* Ibid., q« 1191. 
3* Ibid., Q* 1351*
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It is possible to distinguish two aspects of the areas 

problem in the industries with which we are concerned* 

There is the need to have a supply area with a demand 

sufficient to absorb all the output of a plant of optimum 

size, and there is the desirability of a supply system 

rationally planned in relation to local geography and 

population distribution. It is in the first respect 

that the gas industry was generally in a less difficult 

position than was electricity supply. This was because 

efficiency doe not increase with size in gas manufacture 

to the same extent as it does with electricity generation, 

and because, even where a gas works was below optimum 

size it was not always possible to do anything about this 

because gas could not readily be distributed from one 

works over a large distance as could electricity.

•The cost of distributing gas is too high to make a 

gas grid, comparable to the electricity grid, practicable. 

It may be economically desirable for a small country town 

to manufacture its own gas, whereas it would not be 

desirable for the same town to generate its own electric 

current. There were no developments in the gas industry 

between 1900 and 1939 comparable to the setting up of 

the Central Electricity .Board or the London Transport 

Passenger Board. It was in the conurbations, where 

districts which are geograp hie ally merely part of a larger
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town are often independent local government units, that 
municipal boundaries were most inappropriate as a basis 
for gas supplies. In London, the largest conurbation
of all, large company- undertakings already divided the

2area of supply between them. The only general legis 

lation relating to the areas problem in this period was

that (dealing with the "bulk supply of gas) the Gas Regu-
x 

lation Act, 1920* made it possible for local authority

(and coiapany) mirier talc ings to buy and, sell gas in bulk 

on receiving a Special Order fro™, the Board of 3?rade. 

Apart from this provision municipal undertakings could 

only deal with "boundary problems by obtaining private 

Acts. The Gas Undertakings not of 1934 enabled adjoining 

gas undertakings to give and take "bulk supplies of gas 

without further formality.

The figures of municipal undertakings in 1938 show 

that the main changes between then anct 1944- were in the 

disappearance of some of the smaller undertakings.

1* Of, pp.

2. Cf . Map A.

5* 10 and 11 Gee. 5, c. 23.
4« 24 and 25 Geo, 5, c, 28.
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Sable 62 Changes in numbers of Municipal Gas
______ Undertakings 1938*44*__________ '

Type of local Ho* of undertakings Decrease by 1944
authority in 1938 _____

County boroughs 39 

Non county boroughs 73 4- 

Urban district councils 102 . © 

Rural district councils 8 4 

Joint Boards 5 \

227 1?

» while the number of count?j borough undertakings 

remained unaltered during this period, the number of 

rural district councils declined by as much as J?0$* 

Without exception, the municipal undertakings which 

ceased to operate between 1938 and 194-4 were small 

or of medium size.

Compiled from Board of I'rade Returns 1938, and 
Ministry of Fuel and Power Returns, 1938-44.
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0?able 63

Undertaking

Size of Municipal Gas Undertakings absorbed 
or closed down - 1938 -441 Figures relate 
to 1938.

Biddulph U.DA-C. 

Calne M.B. 

Cheadle E f D f C, 

Chorley E.D.C. 

Coalville U.D.C. 

Denton U.D..C, 

Bukinfield M. 

Eye I.B. 

tishguard & G 

Glastonbury M 

Holmfirth U.»ij 

Horsham R»D»C 

Morley M.B. 

Newcastle P..B.C. 

Radcliffe J.3. 

Thurstonland & 

Tow Law U.D.C.

Total sales
1000 cu. !¥.

1C. 16,769

30,057

U 10,372

'• a

).C. 60,458

a
B* &

2.237
roodwick U*£«C* 3,051

;.B, 54,188

uo. 25,194
5,083

110,186

.0. 5,040

# ft

& Farnley IT. B.C. 1,191^

4,480

No. Of
consumers

1,507

1,357
695
A

3,850

5,186

5,468

164

298

2,837

1,940

316

8 f426

1,562

17,850
160^

460

Eotest
(a) Figures not included, or relate only to part 

of the year, in 1938 returns.
(b) These figures &re also included in those for 

Holmfirtb. T}.D.C. f which absorbed Thurstonland, 
before itaelf being absorbed by Hucldersfield.

1, Ministry of Fuel and Tower He turns, 1938-44.
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The only undertakings which approached even medium size 

were those of the Radcliffe and Little Lever Joint Gass 

Board, and of Morley Corporation. Of the 1? undertakings 

concerned- 12 were absorbed by a company undertaking 

(Biddulph, Calne f Cheadle, Chorley, Daaton, Dukinfieldg 

Fishguard and Goodwick, Glastonbury, Horsham, Morley* 

ffeweastle-under-^oraa, and Radcliffe and Little Lever)| 

three by another local authority (Coalville, Eolmfirth 

and Thursfconland and Farnley 'J?yas)$ and two were closed 

down (Bye and 'Tow Law). On the whola gas companies 

seem to have "been more vigorous in absorbing or combining 

with niehgbouring undertakings than do local authorities* 

In the case of the three undertakings absorbed by local 

authorities a small undertaking was adjacent to a large 

local authority undertaking, which was the obvious candidate 

to absorb it in any rationalisation scheme. Judging from 

a map of supply areasf however, Chorley, Biddulph, Benton* 

Dukinfield, £ewcastle«*under-£yme, and Radcliffe under~ 

takings could equally well have amalgamated with other 

ad^aceat local authority undertakings.

Some of the changes recorded were merely of owner 

ship, and did not represent a movement towards larger 

supply units* The only clear cases of the absorption of 

small undertakings by larger ones were the absorbtion of 

Biddulph by the Kidsgrove Gaslight Go* t of Newcastle-
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-under-I^rne E.D.C*, also by lldsgrove, of Coalville by 

Leicester Corporation, of Holiafirth and Thurstonland by 

Hud^ersfield Corporation and of Calne by the Bath Gas Co. 

Morley, Pishguard and Glastonbury undertakings were turned 

into companies supplying the same area, and Horsham R.D.C. 

undertaking was sold to the British Gas Light Co., a 

holding company without any other works in the same area 

(its undertakings were scattered about the country at 

Holyw&ll* Harwich, Ruth in, Trowbridge and Hull)* At 

this rate of progress the formation of more rational supply 

areas in the whole country would haw taken very many 

years to complete, ffhe rat© of amalgamation was somewhat 

more rapid in the years preceding the outbreak of war. 

Between 1931 and 1938 125 undertakings were amalgamated 

or merged in Great Britain* (This figure includes 

mergers between company undertakings. ) Many of these 

amalgamations were, however, merely an extension of the 

interests of a holding cozogpany, and did not necessarily 

involve physical integration. 21 mergers were carried 

out between 1939 and 194-4, including company mergers, 

suggesting that the rate of amalgamation was slowed down 

by the war.

The rigidity of gas supply areas has, to some extent,

!• 'jhe Gas Industry - Publication of the British Gas 
Council (1938 1 p.!5 f para. 38.
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beea reduced by the giving and taking of supplies of gas 

in bulk*1 In 1944 84 coiapany sad 49 local authority 

undertakings in England and Wales sold a total of 

9*588,572 thousand cubic feet of gas in bulk* In the 

same year 49 local authority and 110 oosspany undertakings 

purchased 9*606,445 thousand cubic feet. (The discre 

pancy between these figures may, presumably, be explained 

because (a) the returns of sales includes sales made to 

non-statutory undertakers; (b) the returns of purchases 

include gas bought from sources other than authorised gas

undertakings or coke-oven owners, e»g., non-statutory
55

gas companies| railway companies*) By giving bulk

supplies to other undertakings some local authorities have 

built up large "spheres of influence" outside their own 

statutory area of supply. In 194? Birmingham supplied gas

in bulk to Smethwick, West Br enrich, Oldbury, Dudley and
4 § Eromsgrow* Coventry supplied is bulk to Birmingham^

...... —— g —— , ————— .._..___....
and to Huneatoa in 194-7 » Besides supplying in bulk a 

number of the larger local authority undertakings supply

U Cf. pp.
2« From Ministry of Fuel and Power Returns 1938-44
I* Ibid .
*• Municipal Eeview, March 194?, p. 96*

&« Ibid., September 194-7 f p»?18.
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direct to consumers in areas outside their municipal 

boundaries. 'Thus Birmingham supplies to Sutton Coldfield, 

fednesbury, Bar last on and Coleshill consumers direct, 

Similarly among other examples, Nottingham, Leicester, 

Manchester, and Salford. (supplying Eccles) distribute gas 

directly outside their civic areas.
Some neighbouring gas undertakings not only give and 

take bulk supplies, but have made more definite .joint 
working arrangements* St. Helen's is the centre of one
such arrangement made by 13 local authority and 2 company

2. undertakings* During the recent war such inter -work ing
was encouraged by the government. Under government 
auspices a war-time gas supply 'pool 1 was formed covering 
a considerable area of Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire. 
Undertakings included were those of dhesterfieldf Derby* 

Mottingham, Mansfield and Clay Cross, some smaller gas 

undertakings, end all co lie -oven plants in the area having 
a surplus of gas for sale. 1'he main purpose of this

scheme was to ensure adequate gas supplies to war factories
3in the district • In 1948 the Work in r Party which was

appointed to consider the setting up of a gas grid in

1. Municipal ^ear Book, 19*8
2» Municipal Review, May 1946, p. 146.

3* Ibid., October 1946.
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South Jales, supplied by coke-oven gas, reported in 

favour of this project. It recoraraended that the following 

undertakings should be included in the area of supply - 

Garw and Qg&ore, Bridgend, Forfccawl, Glyneorrwg, Llynni 

Valley (Kaesteg) s Heath, ;-?awe Valley, Swansea, Pontardulais, 

Aiamanford, Go^/erton and Llanelly.
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CHAPTER II

Structure and .problems of the 
electricity supply industry 

befoi'e nationalisation.

Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of the 

electricity industry is that electric current cannot, 

economicallj, "be stored* The load factor, the relation 

ship of peak demand to average demand is therefore one 

of the main problems of the industry. This problem 

has "been of considerable importance in influencing the 

growth of the industry,
Electricity is generated in steam stations, oil 

engine stations, gas engine stations, waste heat and 

refuse destructor stations, and by ysrater power, The 

figures for these different sources of current are 

shown in the following table (64-).
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Table 64 Generation of Electricity,____

Type of station Uni t_s ge nerate d %-of total

Steam 38*934,340,972 96.92

Oil Hneine 69,147,175 0.17

Gas Engine 1,034,075

$aste heat or
.Refuse destructor 41,429 f 404 0.10

Water Power 1,126,201,704 2.81 

TOTALS 40,172,153,330 100.0

(jDhis table relate* to authorised undertakings only.]

Steam stations, using coal, coke or oil for heating the 

boilers, are thus of overwhelming importance in this 

country. Only in the Forth of Scotland and South

Scotland regions is more current generated "by water power
2 than in steam stations.

The actual quantities of fuel ussc! in 1942-3 were:-

Coal and coke m 20,866,003 tons

Oil fuel m 12 t 012 tons

Gas * 1825.8 million en.ft.

1. Electricity Commission lieturn - Generation of
Electricity in G.B., year ending 31st December t 1947*

2. Ibid. / ••

3. JBlectricity Commission - Return of Engineering and 
Financial Statistics relating to Authorised Under 
takings in G.B. 1938-9 - 1942-3.



In the markets which it serves electricity differs 

from gas in that the industrial damand, is greater than 

that from domestic consumers* The following table (65) 

shows the relative importance of the different markets 

for electricity in the four years 1920, 1938, 1944 and 

194?*

Table 63 Electricit^ Bales fcy_.Cla_s_3_ of Consumer .

Year Domestic Commercial Indus- Public Traction 'TOTALS 
and farm trial lifting

Million KWIi

1920

1956

1944

194?

297

5,561

7,835
12,728

398

3*10?
3,510

3,973

2,545

10 t 320

19,976

17,606

46

36?

29

190

419

1,249

1,169

1,361

3,70?
20,404

32,519

35,858

This table indicates that the change over from a war to 

a peace time economy betwean 1944- and 1947 was accompanied 

"by a fall in the total industrial demand and a considerable 

increase in the domestic demand,

The total number of authorised electricity under

takings in England and ,*ales in 1943 (at the vesting date
pfor nationalisation, 1st April) -vas 506. Of this number

1. CoHpiled from Kin. of Fuel and . ' ower Statistical
1948-9, Table 1C1.

2. 23rd Report of Elec, Conmissionsrs, 1947-8, p. 17.
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280 were only distributors of current, while 226 also 

generated some current themselves. 'The number of

generating stations in 194? was 286 in England and ./ales
2 (and 46 in Scotland). There was a very considerable

range in the size of generating stations in 194-7 f as is 

shown in Table 66.

Table 66 Size of Generating. Stations« G.B..,

Size (Units generated) Ho. Percent jercent of

Under
'

1.
2,
3,

10,
25,
50,

100,
200,
500,

ipoo,

1.
2.
3.

•

50,
50,

100,
250,
500,
000,
500,
coo,
000,
000,
000,
000,
000,
000,
000,

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

but
n

it

ri

«

tt

a

H

K

tt

1ft

11

S»

and

Calculated

Unit a ~

under
ft
it
n l

2
" 5
" 10
« 25
« 50
11 100
11 200
st 500
1,000

over
•TO?

of total

100,
250,
500,

,000,
,500,
,000,
,000,
,000,
,000,
,000,
,000,
,000,
,000,

ALS

from E.G. ~

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

Gen

6
22
14
28
14
24
19
27
^6
32
28
12
24
.36
22

334

, Slec.

6.
4.
8.
4.
7.
5.
8.
7.
9.
8.
3.
7.

10.
6.
1.

100.

194^

*
6
2
4
2
2
7
0
8
6
4
6
a
7
6
3

0

.

tot al cur lent
generated

*M

MM

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.

2.
2
8

27
33
23

%
-
...
01
01
04
07
25
44
31
56
.11
.43
.02
.93
.84

100.00

Ibid.
23rd Report of SI. Com. , P- 19.
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80.9% of th@ generating stations thus fell into the class 

generating less than 20° t 000,000 units in 194?, but 

these produced only 15,21$ of the total amount of current 

generated. 84.79$ of the current available in 194-7 was 

produced by the 19*1$ of stations in the three largest 

groups - of more than 200,000,000 units output. She range 

from the smallest to the largest stations was considerably 

greater than amongst gas undertakings. £he smallest 

gas undertakings produced less than 500,000 therms in 

194-7 but there was only one undertaking with an output 

of more than 100,000,000 therms. 1 These figures refer 

to the output of ga's undertakings while those for 

electricity relate to that of individual generating 

stations* The range of size of gas works would therefore 

be considerably smaller than the figures for undertakings 

given above since the larger undertakings owned a number 

of plants. G?hese figures reflect the facts that economies 

of scale continue to a larger siae in the electricity 

industry than in the gas industry and that electric 

current can be transported much further, economically, than 

gas.

•The following table (67) shows the changes in the 

number of stations falling into different size groups, 

since 1924. 

1. Of. p.
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Table 67 Number and Size of Generating Stations, 
G.B., 1924-481 \

Year

1924
1926 

1944
194?
194©

Under 
5000 EW

335
307 
227
166

156
149

Size

5,000-
25POOE7

117
118

92.
82

78

75

of station

25 , GOO-

29

36 

55
28

28

Over 
50.000KW

1**x

21 

48 

79
86

87

'Total icotal . Units
V \

\

'X 'V494'

482

421

362

348

339

Million KWh

6,022

\ 6,992 

\ 15,587 
V 38 ,245

42,693
46,493

table shows very clearly the results of the policy 

of concentrating generation in the larger stations which 

has been followed since 1919. She number of stations ;
\

in the two smaller groups (less than 25,000 111) has \
',

decreased steadily since 1926. ?he number of station^ of 

intermediate size (25,000 - 50,000 ICW) was still increasing
:,. \

in 193^» "but has since declined considerably. !Phe number 

of stations in the largest group has increased continuously 

during the "whole of the period. %e total number of \
\ \

stations has decreased from 494 to 339 while output has\ 

increased from 6 to 46 million units*

1. Min. of Fuel and Power Statistical Digest, 1948-9.
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Of the total units generated (by authorised 

undertakings) in Great Britain in 1947 (42,579,578,629), 

18,104,826,246 were produced "by Company undertakings and 

24,474,752,383 by Public Authority Undertakers. 1 The 

506 Authorised undertakings existing in England and

Wales in 1946 were made up as follows:-
2Companies 168

Public Authorities

Joint Electricity
Authorities 5

Joint BoardB of
Local Authorities 5 v

Authorities ' 330

50$

The Companies had a relatively lar^r- share of the \. 

generation of current than of its distribution. In a

Great Britain in 194?, 140 generating stations were ow^ed
•2 I

by Companies, and 194 by T ublic Authorities. *

The total number of undertakings generating current 

in England and . -ales was 226, of ^h ich 73 were CampaniasV 

and 153 Jubiic Authorities. The Public Authorities 

concerned were as follows:- •

1« 23rd Report of KU Com», p.18.
2* Ibid., p.17.
J* Ibid., _ .18.
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• Local Authorities 14?1
•%

Joint Boards of Local Authorities J

Joint Electricity Authorities 3

The Local Authorities ownin-g generating plant were 

classified as follows, in 1947:-

2County Boroughs 66
\
\ N on -County 3orotLi$is and
^ Metropolitan Boroughs 64

Urban District Councils 1?

/

The QOS ts of producing electricity may "be divided into - 

cost of generation? cost of administration; administra 

tion and rates; and loan charges. The costs of one 

undertaking per unit sold in 1946 and 194? are analysed 

in Table 68.

Table 68 .analysis of costs of alsall Electricity 5
______ _______________ _ _____ Undertaking
Expenditure 1946-194? 1945-1946

d. d.
Energy purchased .691 .696
Distriburioa .066 .0^2
management and estatlishiaent.076 .075
Rates .037 .041
Total Revenue expenditure .850 .864
Loan charges _..G8j .112

Compiled from I?.C. Gentle c. 194r .
Ibid.\
Report, to County siorou^i of ;alsall Electricity
Supply C ommi t te e , Get o"be r 194? .



(The Income Tax for 1946-7 - .015d. is omitted from 

above figures.)

Combining Rates with Management and Establishment, these 

figures may be expressed as percentages of the total cost,

as follows:- ^

Sleccricity purchased (=cost of generation) 71 »9

Distribution 7»1

Management, Establishment and Hates 12.1

Loan charges . 8.9

Comparable figures for a smaller undertaking in 1946-7 

weres-

Generation .92291

Distribution .1373

Administration, etc. .2171

Loan charges ±1667 
Total 1

Income Tax .0389

Total 1.4829

Expressed as percentages (omitting Income lax), these

figures were:-

1. Borough of Darwen, Treasurer's Account, 1946-7.
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Generation 63.9 

Distribution 9.5 
Administration, etc* 15.0 
Loan charges 11.6

100.0

There has been little increase in the number of 

local authorities with powers to supply electricity since 

1900 f though the number of authorities which have made 

use of their powers has grown considerably. Thus in 

1900, of 366 local authorities in Great Britain holding 

Provisional Orders, nearly two -thirds had not then "begun 

to supply. In 1938-9 local authorities (and five

3oint boards) were authorised to supply and only three
2were not exercising their powers. -The expansion in the

sales of electricity has been much more spectacular than 

the growth of the demand for gas and water.

1« Ball in. Organisation of 'Electricity Supply in 
Great. Br it ain. , p' •

2. Return of Engineering; and Financial Statistics,
relating to Authorised 'Undertakings in Gr. Britain 
for the five years 1938-9 to 194-2 -4-3- Electricity 
Commission, Table 1.
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Table 6 C) Units sold nby Municipal Electricity Undertakings 
1900-59 Car

Year Sales of Heetricity
__________________ Units _____

1900-01 68,000,000

1910-11 639,000,000

1921-22 2,023,653,696

1925-26 3 f 609 ,731, 268

1930-31 5,594,326,492

1931-32 5,963,913,696

1932-33 6,508,833,698

1933-34 7,304,747,183

1934-35 8,304,747,183

1933-39 15,232,471,000

Hote; (a) Figures are for Grea& Britain and 
in'cl ude joint boards,

Compiled from Finer, yunicipal Trading, p. 585, 
P»E,F. Report on supply of Electricity in G.B.'
p. 133, and Table 12 (1938-9-4.2-3)*
R.E.E.S*
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70 Units generated, and total number of consumers 
all authorised Undertakings in Great Britain1

Tear

1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1938-39

Units -ene rated

7,090,760,000
7t804,480,000
8,128,350,000
9,500,600,000

10,377,110,000
ll,436,600 f OQQ(a)
12,1^4, 910, OOO(a)
13,037, 810, C00( a)
14,570,940,000(3.)
16,138 f 400 f OOO(a)
24,809,652,000

ITo* of Consumers

2 f 007,604
2,297,199
2,599,617
2,993,939
3,471,607
4,014,895
4,64-6,509
5,336,847
6,109,595
6,952,714

10,113,452

Kote; (a) Figures relate to calendar years 1930, 
31, 32,33,34 respectively 
,al figures except for 1938-39 refer to 
steam generating stations only«

The mair< causes of the expansion of electricity 
sales (apart from the growth of the population) have

"been the taking over of markets formerly sup lied "by 

gas$ the greater use of household appliances consuming 

electricityi the use of electricity in new industrial 

processes; and the expansion of areas supplied. In

Compiled from r.E.P. Report, pages 132 and 133s 
and B.C. R.S.F.S. 1938-39-4^ 4-3° Table 18.
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competifcion with gas, electricity has come to be almost 
universally preferred for lighting purposes. ?or cooking, 
heating and various industrial purposes |jas probably at 
least hold its own* The radio and a number of domestic 
appliances such, as refrigerators, electric irons and 
kettles have created a demand for current which did not 

exist in 1900* lew industrial uses for electric current 
were - as power for machines5 for steel smelting (still 
only to a very limited extent in this country)} and for 
the manufacture of aluminium, '.There was a continual 
extension between 1900-39 in the area supplied by 
electricity. Like ?/ater, but unlike gas (to any marked 
extent), the electricity industry has been able fco 
expand from urban into rural districts. 1'hus the 
estimated number of farms supplied with current rose 
from 4,000 in 1930 to 25*000 in 1935. 2

The electricity industry continued during the war 
the expansion of pre-war years* The increased demand 
came, however, from the expansion of industrial demand, 
rather than from the increase of the domestic load which 
had been a feature of pre-^ar growth*

Cf. p. 98.

F.E.P. Report on Electricity,
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Table 71 Electricity Generated in Great Britain (a) 

Tear Units generated

1921-22 3,890
1938-39 25,058
1939-40 26,934

1940-41 2Q,3?.0

1941 -42 33 , 402

1942-43 35,4-36

1946-47 42,223

1947-48 42,895
..- Fibres for f r%ross public supply 1 . 

Figures for 1947-48 cover only 10% months for 
local authorities in Scotland

Output reached a wartime peak in 1944, declining 

slightly in 1945 with the end of the war, "but increasing 

again in 1946 with the growth of the domestic load. I'he 

chief difficulties in the way of 925) an ding the supply of 

electricity have been the short ags of coal, and of 

generating plant* i'he extension of generating capacity 

is limited "by the shortage of building materials, and 

especially of steel. -j?he 1943 Economic .Survey gave the 

estimated peak generating capacity for the winter of

B.C. -3.E.F.S. 1938-9 -42-3; Ei.F.&P. ~ 2.S.F.8. 
194r/-£j and 23rd Hei ort of Klec, Comnlssioners, 1950.
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194-7-8 as 9|530 thousand kw., with a peak demand of 

10,950 thousand kw* f leaving a deficit of 1,420 thousand 

kw. It was estimated that peak capacity would be 

15 » 780 thousand kw» and peak demand 14,890 thousand kw.

by 1952-53.

B» VariaGions in. consumption levels

total sales of current per consumer varied 

considerably from one undertaking to another in 194-7 -8 • 

The range of consumption per consumer (excluding bulk 

supplies sold to other undertakings) •</ as from 331 • 3 

uuits per consumer in Oginore and Garw U.D,0, ! s under 

taking to 61.510 units per consumer io Eewcastle-on- 

-Tyne, and 59 » 195 units per consumer in Fort Talbot*

The Newcastle undertaking was somewhat exceptional as it 

supplied only a small part of the town and its main sales 

were for transport purposes* The undertakings with 

exceptionally low (less than 500 units per consumer) or 

high (more than 10,000 units per consumer) sales were as 

shown in Table 72*

1. Calculated from Min. of 3'uel and Power E.S.F.S. 
1947-6.
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Table 72 Electricity undertakings with very ___,_,
______ or very low sales per consumer, 1947-6

Undertakings S ale s per c o nsume r

Cgmore and Garw
Bolsover 381.9

Dolgelly 385-3
lloriaanton 4-34-. 7
Amble N 450.4
Dearne 491.5

$• wcast le -on -tfyne 61,510

Port Talbot 59 t 195

Btbw Vale 21,622

Thoraton Clevelys 19 f 845

Morecamfce 10,921

Roth@rham 10,471

Other low sales undertakings selling more than 500 

but less than 1,000 units per consumer in 1947-8 were - 

Aberdare, :',dwick, Ammanf orcl , Eethesda, Oaerphillj, Calne, 

Caatleford, Connah*s ouay, Cwmbran, 1st on, G-uis"borou^i f 

Hindley, Llanfairfechan, Ljme P.e^is, KaeBteg, Henai Bridge, 

Middlesbrough, fountain Ash, rfynydrhislwyn, Padiham,

Calculated from Min. of Puel and lower 
1947-8.
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Penmaenmawr, Pontypridd f Redcar, Rbondda, Risca, Seaham, 
Skelton, Stanley » Iredegar.

Other undertakings with large sales per consuiaer 
(selling more than 5,000 but less than 10,000 units in 
1947-8) were - Kettering, Luton, St. Helens, Sheffield, 
Stretford euad 'olverhampton*

As was the case with ftas" industrial sales varied ' 
much more than domestic sales, and the undertakings with 
high sales p@r consumer all achieved their position because 
of high sales of power* Phis may be illustrated by 
comparing two 3outh -'ales undertakings, Bbbw Vale and 1 ' 
Sredegar. Their total sales per consumer in 1947-8 were:- 

Ebbw Vale 21,622 units4 
Txedegar 856 units 

2Jhis great difference in the level of consumption was 
caused entirely by Bbbw Vale's large power sales - notably 
to its great steel and tin-plate works. The power sales 
per head of the two undertakings weret«~

Ebbw Vale 21,048 units^ 

I'rede^ar 107 unitso

1. Calculated from I5in. of Fuel and Fov.-er R.£.F,3» 
1947-8.

2. Ibid,
5. Cf, p. n?.
4» Calculated from Hin. of Puel and ' r'ower R,E.?.S,

5-
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Their "domestic" sales, for limiting, heating and 

cooking were:-

Bbbw Vale 557.0 units1 

> ... Tredegar 737.3 units 

Thus Tredegar actually had higher -''domestic 1 ' sales than 
Bbbw Vale.

The following table (73) shows the "lighting heating 

and cooking"'* and "power if sales for undertakings in six 

regional groups.

Table 73 Lighting, heating and cooking .and power
sales per consumer of electricity under- 2 

______ takings in different regional RTOups«1947~6

Undertakings Lighting t he at ing^^and Power sales
cooking.sales per per consumer 

consumer

Units Units 
WEST RIDING

Keighley 931.5 1459.0
Bingley 1145.7 710.9
Shipiey 1585.4 1065.0
BEoadford 1626.8 1336.8
Halifax 1771.1 1323.2

MIDLMIDS

Cannock 1265.2 1444.5
West Bromwich 1272.2 3474,7
Walsall 1749.5 1313.0
Lichfield 1811.1 2100.7
WolvBrhampton 2011.4 3339.4

[continued overleaf]

1, Calculated from Min. Fuel and lower H.E.i'.S. 1947-8. 
2* Ibid.
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SOUTH WALES 

Gellygaer

Ebbw Vale 
Bedwellty
•Jredegar

SOUTH COAST

Hastings
Bexhill 
Worthing 
Eastbourne 
Brighton

SOUTH 'WIST

Plymouth
Flympton St. Mary
Tiverton
Bxeter
Torquay

OJBBSSIDB

Middlesbrough
Eston
Hedear
Stockton
West Hartlepool

GROU3? AVERAGES

South Wales 
Teesside 
South-west 
West Riding 
Midlands 
South Coast

355.1
557,0
676.7
737.3

Q1222. o 
1405.8

1844.1
3549 . 7

815-3
1148.7
1303.2
1505.9
1921.4

471.5
577.3
661,5

1135.1
1188.8

552,
806,

1338,
1412,
1621,

5
1
5

29.2
107.2

21048
92.5

107.5

293.9
101 .7
101.8
181.7
713.2

581.3
322.1
608.6
427*9 
275.0

399
64

218
592.6

3070.5

.1

.7

.1

1901.6

4276.9
869.0
443.0

1179.0
2334.5
278.5

On the basis of these figures some generalisations 

about the consumption of electricity may be made . The
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power sales per head were very much what would be expected, 

with a low figure for the non-industrial South Coast and 

South Western undertakings and higher sales in the indust 

rial areas. It is notable that with the exceptions of 

West Hartlepool and Ebbw Vale the undertakings in the two 

areas where the iron and steel and coal industries predo 

minate, South '//ales and 'Peesside, had relatively low power 

sales. If it were not for the large power sales of Sbbw 

Vale the South Wales undertakings would have lower power 

sales than the South Coast group. The coal and iron and 

steel industries generate most of the electricity which 

they require for themselves and do not rely upon public 

supplies. The engineering industries of the Midlands and 

the textile industry of the \.est Riding obviously consume 

considerable amounts of current.

3?he lighting, heating and cooking sales show some 

interesting variations. '-These were highest in the 

wealthy South Coast area, with its many large houses and 

hotels. The most interesting aspect of these figures, 

however, is the remarkably low sales in the Teesside and 

South Wales areas. To some extent it seems that this 

must reflect the relative poverty of these areas, although 

the fairly high "domestic" consumption of the -Vest Riding 

undertakings makes this conclusion somewhat uncertain. 

Special factors which way partly explain ths low "domestic"
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./

electricity consuinption of the South Wales and Teesside 
areas are the exceptionally lox^r price of gas in part of 
Teesside (particularly from the Middlesbrough undertaking ) 
and the widespread use of cheap coal which is granted to 
miners in South Wales. The earlier e^vent of darlmess 
in the South may also have an appreciable affect on the 
demand for lighting purposes though it can only be a 
matter of conjecture whether this may no; be counteracted 
by a greater need for current for domestic heating purposes 
in the North, Despite these qualifications it seems 
likely that an investigation of the consumption per head 
of electricity for "domestic" purposes and of the amount 
of income per head of the population in different areas 
would reveal a definite correlation between higfc incomes 
and a high level of electricity consumption for lighting, 
heating and cooking purposes.

The following table (74) shows the consumption of 
current per consumer, and per head of the population 
equivalent to those set up under the 194-/ nationalisation 
Act, These figures relate to former company, as well as 
municipal, undertakings.

1. Of. p. 115,121,
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Table 74. Total sales of current per consumer and per
* of population in regions now administered 

" a Boards t 194c~9.i

Region Sales per Sales per head of
consumer population
Units Units

South Western 2163 553

South Eastern 2229 638

London^ 2279 656

Southern 2491 649

Eastern 2684 704

East Midlands 3163 926

North Eastern 3699 888

Mersey side and N.iVales 3740 994

Yorkshire 3754 1006

Midlands 4195 1033

South Wales 5156 1100

(b) 

Notes;a Figures relate to 1947-8

b Figures for Horth Western Area not available

It is again obvious, for these figures of total sales, that 

the position of the different regions was determined by

1* Calculated from Electricity Supply Handbook (3rd, 
Edition) published by Electricity Times.
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their industrial sales, fhe sales per head of population 
is obviously closely linked to the sales per consumer, 
ffee only differences In ranking under the two headings 
are between London and Southern, and -East Midlands and 
North Eastern Areas. 3?he following Table (75) shows 
the list of Sub-Areas of the above Areas with sales of 
more than 1,000 units per head of population in 1948-9.

Table 75. selling more than 1, GOG units per 
he a of populatlonV 1948-9.^

Sub-Area

Chilterns 

Horthamptons hire 

Wolverhampton 

Birmingham 

Cardiff, etc. 

S.Staffs* etc. 

Coventry 

Swansea, etc. 

Sheffield, etc, 

Horthwich, etc.

Sales per head of
population 
Units

100? 
1008 
1008 <
1189
1214

1260

1290

1386

1710

I960

1, Compiled and calculated from Electricity Supply
Handbook (3ird Edition) published by Electricity Times
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The districts covered b/ these 3ub-^rsas were:- Tees - 

North Yorks and South Durham; Chilterns - part of 

Bucks, and Bedford including Luton and Watford; 

Horthamptonshire - Korthants; Wolverhampton - Cannock, 

Liehfield, falsall and Wolverhampton; Birmingham - 

Birmingham, solihull and sutton Coldfield; C ardiff 

(S.Wales Central) » Cardiff and East Glam,; s.Staffs 

and North Worcestershire - the Black Country, excluding 

Wolverhampton and Walsallj Coventry - Coventry; Swansea 

(S.Wales W»Central) - test Glam, and part of Carmarthen, 

including Llanellyj Sheffield (Yorkshire Ho.3) - Sheffield 

and Sotherham? Horthwich (Merseyside Ko.2) - Korthwich, 

Runcorn, St,Helens and warrington,

Each of these districts has important industries - 

particularly engineering of various kinds (Chilterns, 

Coventry, Wolverhaiaptoc, S.Staffs, and North Worcestershire, 

Birmingham), boot and shoe manufacture (Korthamptonshire), 

iron and steel and tinplate (Swansea, Cardiff, Tees, 

Sheffield), chemicals (Northwich, 8.Staffs., fees) and 

shipbuilding (3?ees). It is noticeable that of the larger 

cities (over 500,000) only Birmingham and Sheffield show 

a very high consumption of current per head of population.

The following Table (7&) shows the relationship 

between the number of consumers in the Electricity Areas 

which were formed under the 1947 -Act and the total
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population of these areas,

Table 76 • Ratio of Electricity congungre to total 
population in Electricity Apeas, 1949 .*

Area Total population
Ho. of electric itj consumers

South wales 4*68

Midlands 4.17

Horth Bastern 4,17

South Western 5.94

Southern 3.64

Eastern 3-81 

Mersey and Horth »ales 5.76

Yorkshire 3.73

last Midlands 3-49

London 3*47

Horth western 3.40

3?his ri?able makes interesting comparison with that of 

total sales per consumer and per head of population in 

the same area. It is notable that Areas with high sales 

per consumer and per head, such as South Wales and the 

Midlands show a relatively low proportion of consumers 

to total population. This would indicate that a high

I. Calculated from Electricity Supply Handbook, 3rd 
Edition.
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level of sales per head of population is obtained by 

having high sales per consumer rather than by having a 

high proportion of consumers in relation to the total 

population.

C .- Load Factor

As it is economically impracticable to store 

electricity, the incidence of the load factor is 

particularly important in this industry. The load factor 

shows the relationship of peak demand to average demand, 

or more exactly, the ratio of the total kilowatt -hours 

(units) used to the units which would have been used were 

the maximum demand in units sustained throughout the 

year. Maximum demand is equal to twice the largest number 

of units used during any consecutive 30 minutes period 

beginning or ending at the hour. It can be expressed as 

a formula as follows - Load factor »

Units used in year X 100 * 1
Maximum demand in units X 8?60 *

Thus the higher the figure for the load factor, the more 

favourable it is. In 1947-8 the combined load factor for

1, P.E.P. Report on the Supply of Electricity in G.B., 
p.41.
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all generating stations in Great Britain was 42.0%. The 

following Tables (77 and 78) show all municipal under 

takings with particularly adverse or favourable load 

factors*

Table 77 • Munic ipal electricity under takings with load
factors of less

Undertakings

Bolsover

Bar by

Tilbury

Shored itch

Bexhill

Colne

Skelton and Brotton

Ulverston

Hampstead

finchley

Taunton

Bex ley

Plympton
Hornsey
3t« Mary le bone
Dorchester
Atherton
Worthing

than 30%,^

Load factor

16,6

25-8

26.0

26,6

26.6

27.2

27.2

27.6

27.9

28.4

28.6

28.9

29.0
29.3
29.4
29.6
29.7
29.9

1. Min. of Fuel and Power R.B.F.S. 1947-8. 
2 . Ibid.
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Table 78. Municipal electricity undertaking-s with load 
ractora Q£ more than 50%* 1947-8. J

Undertakings Load factor
-..- , .., •• - • - . * -

Grave send 50.4

Ebbw Vale 50.5

Stretford 52.1

lettering 53,5

ftorksop 53.7

Leeds 54.7

Swansea 57.7

Clitheroe 59.2

lorecambe 59.7

Port Talbot 60.4

8t. Helens 60.4

Rotherham 62.7

Scunthorpe 64.0 

Thornton Cleveleys 73, &

The main factor likely to result in & favourable load 

factor (apart from the operations of Central Electricity 

Board in choosing some stations as "base load" stations 

for almost continuous operation) would be the existence of

1. Min. of Fuel ana Power R.E.F.S. 1947-8,



a considerable industrial demand falling at off-peak 
periods* The effect of industrial power demand on load 
factor will obviously depend upon the type of industry. 
Any industrial activity, such as a steel works, consuming 
current during the whole of the twenty-four hour period, 
will obviously be particularly advantageous in improving 
the load factor. The load factor may also be improved 
by the encouragement of off-peak domestic consumptions 
for purposes such as water heating. The following Tables 
(79 au<3 BO) show the ratio of sales of energy for power 
to sales for lighting, heating and cooking for the groups 
of undertakings with particularly adverse and particularly 
favourable load factors.
Table 79- Sales of energy for "power" and "lighting .heating

and cooking for
takings with load

Undertaking

Bolsover
Sarby
Tilbury
Shored itch
Bexhill
Colae Valley
Skelton and Brotton
tflverstou
Hampstead
Plnchley
Taunt on
Bexley
Flympton
Hornsey
St.Marylsbone
Borchester
Atherton
Worthing

municipal electricity
factors of less than

under- ,
iO% 1947-48*

Load factor Power sales
%

16.6
25.8
26.0
26.6
26.8
27-2
27.2
27.6
27-9
28.4
28.6
28.9
29.0
29-5
29*4
29.6
29-7
29.9

Light *he at and
sales

.09

.18
,04
.95
.07
• 52
.04
.54
.05
.21
.16
.02
.28
.26
.04
.11

1.6
.07

cooking

17 Min. or Fuel ana Power K.b-.J'.s. 1947-6
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ffable 80. Sales of energy for power and "lighting heating
and cooking" for municipal

1947*8.

Undertaking 

Grave send

Ibbw Vale

Stretford

Kettsring

Worksop

Leeds

Swansea

Clitheroe

lorecambe

Port Talbot

St. Helens

Rotherham

Seunthorp©

Thornton Cleveleys

with load factors
1 

Load factor
& Light

>0.4

50.5
52.1

... 53,5
53.7
54.7
57.7
59.2

59*7
60,4

60.4

62.7

64.0

73.8

electricity under-
of moire than 50%',

Power sales
.heat and cooking sales

.94

37.8
6.6

4.4

2.5
.7*

1.8
2.4 " " ' •• —'*:

3.3
76.3
2.8

8.3

4.6

9.5

These faoles support the conclusion that it is the 

undertakings with a relatively high industrial demand 

which have the most favourable load factors, The average 

ratio of power to 'lighting, heating and cooking" sales

1. Min. of Fuel and Power, R.l.F-S* 1947-8
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for the undertakings with a load factor of less than 

was .28, while that for undertakings with load factors of 

more than $0% was 11.7* It would also seem that there 

is a tendency for very small undertakings to have an 

adverse load f&ctor.

B, The Areas Problem

In ta© electricity industry the areas problem was more 
acute than in the other public utility Industries, and 
electricity had gone farthest along the road of transference 
to a public board by 1929- ^na Electric Lighting Act® of 
1882 and 1888, which encouraged each urban authority to 
form its own electricity undertaking were passed when 
the technical conditions of electricity supply made 
small isolated supply areas ac economically sound 
proposition. By the beginning of the twentieth century 
the technique of supply had changed very considerably, 
The invention of the Parsons steam turbine greatly 

facilitated the large-scale generation of current. 

The development of alternating oarrent supply msde it 
possible to use electricity for driving machinery. 
This meant that a huge new potential source of demand 
was opened* Bven before the end of the nineteenth
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century it became apparent that the development of the 

electricity supply industry now required large power 

stations and supply areas, i'he restrictions of municipal 

boundaries were a hindrance to the growth cf a cheap 

and widespread suppler of current. In 1898 the report 

of the Joint select Committee on electrical Energy 

(generally known as the Cross committee, after Its 

chairman, Viscount Cross) led to the approval by 

Parliament of private bills authorising the formation of 

power companies. Ifoese companies were not subject to 

the local authorities' right of compulsory purchase as 

they only sold bulk supplies of current and did not 

themselves distribute current to ultimate consumers* 

fhis is probably an appropriate point at which to emphasise 

the dual nature of the electricity supply industry. To 

a greater extent than in gas and water supply, the 

distribution of electricity can be regarded as a distinct 

process and may be under different management from the 

actual generation of the current. It Is possible for several' 

towns to draw their current from one large power station, 

owing to the comparatively low cost of distribution and

the elope correlation Cup to a point) hetweec the size
P of a generating station and its efficiency. 'Thus while

1. P.B.P. Report on Electricity, p.

2. Cf, p« 282 et sag.
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very few gas distributors do not also manufacture the 

gas supplied, it was quite common, even before the 

creation of the Central Electricity Board in 1926, 

for electricity distributors to purchase the whole of 

the current supplied from i=ome independent source, 

Since the building of the grid system it has been 

possible to distinguish a third section of the industry - 

high-voltage mains transmission (as distinct from 

distribution to the consumer).

At the beginning of the twentieth century, then, 

the structure of the young industry was of a number of 

local authority undertakings, mostly in bhe urban 

regions, and a slightly smaller number of companies (th@ 

proportions were roughly 3s2), the great majority of these 

undertakings generating and distributing current in areas 

of supply whose boundaries were defined in the ^Provisional 

Order or private act authorising the undertakings* 

Besides these were developing the power companies, which 

were not tied to rigid boundaries, but could only sell 

the current which they generated to other authorised 

undertakings- The power companies could often develop 

successfully in areas of company distribution, and might 

enter indirectly into distribution themselves by purchasing 

a controlling interest in authorised distributing companies 

By 1939 a number of large company undertakings were built
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up, mainly by absorption and the use of the holding 

company device. -These large company controlled under 

takings were cot, however, able to provide an adequate 

solution to the areas problem. Some of the companies, 

such as the North-Eastern Electric Supply Co., with 282,142 

consumers in 1939 and the County of London Electric supply

with 347|001 consumers in 1939 did supply an area fairly 

well integrated geographically. But many of the 

companies united financially through holding companies 

were not united geographically and could not take 

advantage of the economics of large scale production. 

For example, the Urban Electric Supply Co. was a 

subsidiary of Edmundson's Electricity Corporation. This 

Company was itself a holding company, but the geographic 

situation of the undertakings controlled provided little 

scope for any economic advantage in their amalgamation, 

3?he Urban Slectric Supply Co. controlled, among others, 

undertakings at Dartmouth and Klngswear, Grantham, 

Stamford, Eawick and (until 1st July, 1939) Glossop. 

With one undertaking in the North West Region, one 

in the South West, two in the Mid Sast, and one in 

South Scotland, the provision of current from one 

central generating station was obviously impracticable.

1, Figures from E.C. - R.E.F.S. 193fc-9 - 1942-3-
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fhe Electric Power Supply Corporation went tr. the 

extremes of geographical dispersion, within 1938, 

two undertakings in Central Scotland - Dumbarton and 

St* Andrews, and one in Cornwall - at Falmouth. Many 

companies seem to have been interested in controlling 

electricity undertakings as financial Investments rather 

than in achieving amalgamated supply regions with the 

resulting advantages of large scale generation, (Some 

economies, such as the unified purchase of equipment and 

unified financial management have been possible with 

geographically dispersed undertakings under the control 

of one company.) But even where companies have attempted 

to form themselves into a technically adequate area of 

supply they have often been greatly hampered by the 

existence of local authority undertakings which refaged 

to be absorbed. 'She areas controlled by local authority 

undertaking^ were generally densely populated urban 

regions which would have provided the necessary base 

load without which the building of a large power station 

was not an economically sound proposition. Thus, 

for example, the Lancashire Electric Power Co., with 

generating stations at Kearsley, Padlham and Radcliffe, 

Could not expand into the territories of the larger towns 

such as Manchester, Oldham, Bolton and Salford, where
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municipal unclertakingg were established, In 1939 the 

Company had only 59 » 5&6 consumers compared with 

Salford's 51»467 and Manchester's 184,681.* It would 

have been possible for local author-it leg to allow power 

coicpanias to build up technically adequate supply areas 

if they had been willing to take bulk supplies of current 

from the companies, and restricted their own activities 

to distribution. But generally local authorities were

unwilling to do this, preferring to operate their own
2 generating stations. One of the few cases in which

a power company did build up a large area relying on it 

for supplies of current was that of the London Power 

Company which sold 1,426,759 thousand units (net sales - 

1,386,035 thousand units) to its four bulk consumers in 

1939. (For comparison Birmingham sold 920,206 thousand 

units in the same year (815 f483 net),) Two of the London 

Power Company's six generating stations were included

amonr? the twenty-five most efficient steam generating
4stations in Britain in 1935.

1. E.G. - fi.E.P.S. 193&-39 - 1942-43.

2. See Ballin, Organisation of Electricity Supply in 
Great Britain, p.44.

3- Ibid,

4, P.£.P» Report on Electricity, p.132.
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: j } The existence of company undertakings did not, 
then, provide a solution to the areas problem of 
electricity supply. Local authorities themselves could 
not break out of their boundaries except to supply "fringe'1 
areas and give supplies in bulk. The electricity supply 
industry as it was established in Britain in 1900 was 
incapable of overcoming the areas problem by its normal 
growth. It was only after the structure of the industry 
had been materially altered by Parliamentary action that 
the problem could be tackled at all satisfactorily. 
The Electric Lighting (Amendment) Act of 1909 made 
possible the issuing of a fringe*1 Order by the Board 
of Trade* This allowed one undertaking to supply- 
consumers in the area of another undertaking who could 
be supplied more easily from the lines of the first 
company* Such an order would only be granted where the 
second company (whose consumers the first company wished 
to supply) could not, or would not, supply the consumers 
concerned. This procedure did something- to make 
electricity area boundaries less rigid and more rational. 
Under this ^ct undertakers were compelled to obtain 
the sanction of the Board ox Trade oefoie building 
a new generating station. The Board could also make 
a Provisional Order authorising the compulsory pur-chase

1. 9 Sd*7, Ch.34.
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cf land by an undertaking. The 1909 Act also put local 

authority and company undertakings on the same footing 

with regard to che giving and taking of bulk supplies 

of current (authorising the Board of Trade to permit any 

undertakings to supply in bulk).. Nevertheless the main 

problem remained practically untouched. England continued 

to lag behind most other industrialised countries in 

electrical development, Daring the 1914-18 war the 

demand for current increased greatly* Existing 

generating stations were inadequate to meet the demand, 

and the situation was me.de more difficult by a shortage of 

coal. Fo less than three cosiraittees were appointed to 

suggest reforms in the organisation of the industry - with 

the immediate object of improving power supplies in 

industry and economising resources of coal. The first 

committee was a sub-committee of the Coal Conservation 

Committee, set up in 1917* Its chairman was Viscount 

Haldane* fhe other two committees were the Committee on 

Electrical Trades, set up under the Chairmanship of 

Sir Charles Parsons in 1917* a ^d the Electric Power Supply 

of 1918, of which Sir Archibald Willlamson was Chairman,

The Williamson Committee made a Dumber of interesting 

suggestions. They were concerned that industrial consumers 

should be able to draw their current from the public 

supply, and not be compelled to gene ate their own
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current. They recommended dividing the country into 

sixteen districts, for generation purposes, each district 

to be organised by a district board. A central body should 

also be appointed, which would entrust generation and 

mains distribution to the district boards, supervise the 

exact organisation of each board, and arrange for the 

standardisation of frequency and voltage. The central 

authority were also to have powers to fix maximum prices 

and limit the dividends payable by company undertakings. 

The Parsons report was concerned with the development 

of the supply of current for power, without which the 

electrical equipment industry could not -row. The Haldane 

Report also advocated the reorganisation of the industry 

under a national board. A fourth Committee, that on 

Electric Power Supply, set up by the Advisory Council 

of the Ministry of Reconstruction (known as the Birchenough 

Committee) recommended a single, uniform national system 

of generation, owned by the state but operated on a 

"commercial basis". This Committee did not agree that 

merely regional reorganisation of veneration would be 

satisfactory. The main recommendations of the Williamson 

^eport were, with one vital modification, made into law 

by the .Electricity (Supply) Act, of 1919. 1 '-t'nis Act

1. 9 and 10 Geo.5, Ch.100.
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created a new central authority for the industry, the 

^lectricity Commissioners. The Commissioners were to
*

be appointed by the Minister of Transport, who now 

superseded the president of the Board of Trade as the 

Minister responsible for the electricity industry. The 

Commissioners were given authority to issue Special Orders 

permitting the formation of new electricity undertakings, 

these taking the place of the Provisional Orders issued 

by the Board of Trade under the Acts of 1888 and 1882. 

Special Orders were subject to confirmation by the 

Ministry of Transport and by Parliament. The consent of 

the Commissioners was made necessary for any extension 

or new building of power stations and main transmission
^

lines; for the giving or receiving of bulk supplies of 

current by undertakings; for changes in the type of 

meter used; and, in the case of local authorities, for 

the raising of a fresh loan for electricity purposes. 

'£he Commissioners were given the duty of collecting

statistics and certain judicial functions - as, for
T
example, decision on maximum prices fixed for undertakings.

The Commissioner;? were given powers to approve the 

formation of Joiat Boards of local authorities, and of a 

new type of organisation - the Joint Electricity Authority. 

The J-B.A. was intended to perform the functions of the 

District Boards recommended oy the Williameon Committee.
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The main duty to be laid on the J.E.A. wag the generation
-" .<-..> . •;,!..: •

of current and mains transmission. It could also distribute 

current in areas in which no authorised undertaking was 

already functioning. The Commissioners could also
t

approve the formation of Joint electricity Boards, which 

were amalgamations of two or more local authority 

undertakings. The great weakness of this part of the 

Act was that, contrary to the recommendations of the 

Williamson Heport, the Commissioners were given no 

compulsory powers to form Joint Electricity Authorities. 

To cope with the complex and urgent areas problem, 

all that the -Electricity Commissioners could do was 

to try to persuade probably reluctant company and local 

authority undertakings to form a joint authority to 

generate the current which they required. By the time 

of the creation of the Central Electricity Board In 1926 

only two Joint Electricity Authorities had been formed. 

These were the London and Home Counties J.E.A., which 

was set up in 1925, and the West Midlands J.B.A. formed 

in the same year. The only other JJ2.A. to come into 

existence was the North-West Midlands Authority, which 

was created in 1928. After the coordination of 

generation and mains transmission ..nder the Central 

Electricity Board was accomplished it seems that there
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wo aid have been little advantage in creating new Joint 

Electricity Authorities * The area covered by the London 

and Hoiae Counties J«B.A. included (in 1936) 45 local 

authority undertakings and 3& company undertakings. 

Besides selling current in bulk the Authority acted as 

a distributor in the Twickenham, Leather he ad, Dorkinar, 

Surbiton, Button and Weybridge areas, The West Midlands 

J.E.A., covered parts of Staffordshire, Shropshire, 

and Worcestershire . It supplied current in bulk to 

three local authority undertakings and one company 

undertaking - Wclverhaispton, Walsall and West Bromwich 

Corporation and the Midland .Electric Co., as well as 

distributing directly in North-east Shropshire. The 

North-West Midlands Authority also supplied in bulk 

and distributed directly in part of its area.

The Joint ^lectricity Authorities which were formed 

seem to have been reasonably successful. They formed areas 

comparable, in total demand , with the larger local 

authority undertakings. 9?his was achieved in areas which 

included large rural districts and which were divided 

among a large number of authorised undertakings. The 

generation of current in a few large power stations was 

thus made possible. This result, might, of course, have 

been achieved by the Central Electricity Board after 1926, 

though probably not so soon in the areas concerned.

1* P.S.P. Report on Electricity, pp. 156-9.



No. of 
Consumers Name

128,874 London and
Home Counties (

13,084 EY-V. Mid lands

17,437 W.Midlands

Table 81. Generation, Sale and purchase of
QnitsUnits Uniti"
Generated Purchased 'io direct
_____^__^^____ cpn."umar 
ThousandsThousandsThousands ~

635,814 143,799
C

C^VTTS

1C 160,614

506,200

17,645

24,191

204 

(Local authority undertakings of similar size for

164,881 Manchest

160,906 Sheffield

112,525 Nottingham

(S71»638A 622,387 478,956
686

( 2,457
( 17.0.36 597,433 551,988
(426 ? 227
(2_io i761

166,587 161,365
396

Notes A 

B

Local authority figures are for 1939.

Figures underlined in black are of energy generatt 
under the orders of the Central Electricity Boarl 
show energy generated independently. Only these * 
column "units Purchased" to give total available i 
total energy available was 635,857 thousand units.

Separate figures for each undertaking are for tha 
the undertaking.

1« Compiled from£.C. - H.JD.F.S, 1938-9 - 42-3.
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Bjaergy by Joint Electricity xiuthoritleg. 1936sola ''' """"

Tnousand s Tnous ana s

471,970 615,769

160,565 178,210

474,545 498,736

61,939 540,895

60 552,068

151,365

id at power stations by the undertakings concerned 
ahd which was sold to the Board* The other figures 
tigures not underlined should be added to those in the 
lor distribution. Thus for London J.S.A,

different generating stations owned by
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The London and Home Counties J.B.A. did not own any large 
power stations, purchasing all its current in bulk. Its 
two small power stations at Twickenham and Leatherhead 

closed down in 1939. The North #est Midland Authority 
owned one large power station (total capacity - 37 , 000 k») 

and one medium station (capacity - 8,600 JEW.)- ^n® large 
station at 3to&e was a selected station of the Central 
^lectricity Board, an indication that it was (in 1939) among 

the 11? most efficient stations in England and Wales. Of 

the five generating stations of the i^est Midlands J.E.A, 
four were selected stations - Ironbridge, Ocker Hill, 
Walsall and Wolverhampton, with capacities of 200,000; 

35,500; 171 500; and 45,000 lew. respectively. 1 The 
refusal to grant compulsory powers to the Electricity 
Commissioners in 1919 made it possible for the Joint 

Electricity Authority to provide the solution to the 
problems which beset the industry* Had It been possible 

to form Authorities throughout the country the story 

ml&t.t have been otherwise.
In 1922 the powers of Joint Electricity Authorities

owere strengthened slightly by the Electricity (Supply) Act

_____________ ___ _...... __.._ _... _. .... .... ._........ .1.. ... ._._.. _._.
1. £.0. - K.Jii.F.S. - 1936-9 - 42-3.

2. 16 and 17 Geo.5, c,Sl.
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of that year. The Electricity Commissioners were given 

some power to reduce the areas of supply of power companies. 

The Act also gave powers to J.S.As. to borrow money - 

subject to the approval of tbe Commissioners,

It soon became apparent that the Electricity 

Commissioners, under the limited powers bestowed upon 

them, could not perform the urgent task of rationalising 

the electricity industry in this country- In 1925 yet 

another committee - the "?eir Committee was appointed to 

consider the problem. The Committee discovered that In 

that year there was 572 authorised undertakings in Britain 

owning, in all, 438 generating stations, Of these 

stations only about 50 could be considered reasonably 

efficient by the standards of the time e The basis of the 

recommendations of the Weir Committee was the division 

of electricity supply into two parts - generation and 

mains transmission, and distribution, Generation and 

mains transmission were fco be entrusted to a national board, 

and organised on a national basis. The recommendations 

of the Weir Committee formed the basis of the Electricity 

(Supply) Act of 1926. A new Public Corporation - the 

Central Electricity Board waa created to control the 

generation of energy for the whole country. The Board

1. 16 and 17 Geo.5, 0.51
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was empowered to choose efficient "Selected Stations" in 

which generation should be concentrated. These stations 

were to remain the property of the existing local under 

taking, but operated under the orders of the Board. The 

Central Electricity Board were given powers to close down 

non-selected stations compulsorily only if they could prova 

that the Board could supply the current more cheaply than 

the existing station* In making this calculation, however, 

while the Board had to consider all its costs of production 

the existing generating station could exclude capital 

charges from its costs, 'I'bis was sufficient to outweigh 

the reduced cost of generation which the Board could show 

in its large and efficient selected stations. This weakness 

in the Board 1 s position led to the continued operation 

of many non-selected generating stations be long in •; to 

companies and local authorities which the Board might 

otherwise have closed. There was also a tendency for the 

Board to choose stations as selected Stations, not on 

grounds of efficiency alone, out because they could in 

that way obtain control of stations which would otherwise 

continue to operate independently. Thus in 1958 there 

were in all 133 Selected Stations (11? In England and Wales) 

instead of the much smaller number that had been intended.

1. The Grid System by R. Gabel, pp.28-32.
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The Board had a useful bargaining weapon in closing
* • •': •••-•..'•. '•' .-'. "•-'

generating stations under the provision in the Act which 
said that a bulk supply of energy mif;ht be refused to 
an undertaking unless that undertaking agreed to take all 
its current from the Board. The selected Stations of the 
Board were to be inter-connected by high-voltage transmission 
lines* This system of interconnection, which has come to
«» v t •. i--.t ; .-. ",,•,:.' '.., v •. •.-.:.,• • \

be known as the "grid", was begun by the Board in 1927 and 

completed in 193&- It has two great advantages - the 

peak load in one area can be supplied from stations outside
- !," •-, «.;.'....',; :. ' . •-'".

that area, whose peak may be at a different time; and 

supplies can be given over the grid to any district affected 

by a breakdown of its own local generating plant. The
, f.' ' •„. ' •!'" .. ,.

first of these has meant an improving of the load factor 

position, and a considerable saving in the amount of spare 

plant which is necessary. It is estimated that by 1938 the 

requirements for spare plant to meet pea& loads and 

breakdowns fell from &'*>% in 1921-22 to 19% in 1941-42 and 

\Z% in 1947-46. *

Another important duty entrusted to the Central 

•^lectricity Board was the standardisation of frequency -at 

50 cycles* This was practicably completed by 1936 at a 

cost of £16,000,000. ^ large local authority undertaking,

23rd and Final Report of the Jilectricitv Commissioners, 
published 1950, p.6,
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which changed its frequency from 40 to 50 cycles was that

of Birmingham. This reform made possible the standardisation

of equipment and electric motors throughout the country.

• The 1926 Act, in effect, nationalised one part of the 

electricity supply industry. It marks an important step 

towards the removal of trading functions from local 

authority control. Municipal electricity undertakings still 

owned their generating stations and carried out 'the 

distribution of current to the ultimate consumers. But 

their control of the actual operation cf tbe power 

stations was surrendered to the Board, except in the case 

of some relatively unimportant non-selected stations. 

Orders to light up or damp down boilers, and on the 

amount of current to be generated were given, not t>y the 

^lectrical Engineer responsible to the local electricity 

Committee | but from the Control Hooia of the Regional 

Office of-the Central Electricity Board. All the current 

produced in Selected stations owned by local authorities 

(and by companies) was sold to tbe Board, The undertaking 

could, however, buy back the car rent required for its 

own consumers1 from the Board. The price paid by the 

Board for the current was the Cost of Prodaction, this 

including all Overhead charges - rents, insurance, cost 

of administration, interest on c-pital, and allowances



for depreciation. For the repurchase of energy by a 

distributing undertaking there were three possible 

tariffs. ' Energy could be purchased ay all distributing 

undertakings at the grid tariff. T'his tariff was made up 

of two parts - a charge based on the peak demand, in lew., 

of the undertaking, adjusted according to the power factor 

and local rates; and a running charge per unit, adjusted 

according to the price of coal. The other two alternatives 

were only open to owners of Selected Stations, The 

distributing authority could repurchase the current it 

generated and soldi to the Board at cost of production 

plus a proportion of the Board's expenses in administering 

and operating the.Grid. A final alternative, open to some 

selected station owners was the hypothetical costs of 

production if the station had continued to operate 

independently. Selected station owners requiring 

more current than was generated in their own stations 

could purchase it from the Board at the Grid tariff for the 

Region.
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Current Generated and Purchased by Municipal 
llectrlcity Undertaking;:? owning selected stations

Undertaking 
and Scheme 
rea(a) ,JA.

Capacity of Units gen- Units gen- Units / 0> 
Selected , erated and erated for purchased^ ' 

k/ sold to own pur-
C.E.B. poses ______

kw. 
Sunderland E.fi. 66,000
Manchester K*$.

Thousands Thousands Thousands

Lincoln M.E. 
Derby,C. 
Norwich,®* 
West Ham S.B 
Cardiff ,3. W.

Barton - 
176,000 
Stuart St.- 
162,750
12,000
67,500
72,500
76,500
57,500

21,281 9,5 
671,658 Nil
136,666

64,316
622,387

17006,.
5,477 Ml

66,730 Mil
260,342 Hil
148,265 Nil
61,769 Nil

34,552
115,139
103,103
177,244
161

Ho teg; (a) Key to scheme areas - N.B. = Horth-^ast; N.W. =
North-West (England and K.^'ales); M*-^* » Mid -Bast j 

.... , . C = Centrals E = East; S.&. = South-^ast; 3.W. = 
South-West (Bngland and South Wales ).

(b) Capacity relates to Plant installed at 31st 
• • larch, 1943.

(c) This station worked independently for part of
the year 1936 -39 .

(d) Manchester Corporation also owned a non-selected 
station Bloom Street which generated 2 S 457 thou 
sand units in

(9) Including, besides energy purchased from the 
C.E.B. , that purchased from other authorised 
undertakings and from non-statutory suppliers 
such &s collieries.

1. Sources E.G. - B,£.F.o. t 193^-9 - 1942-3
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a « In the above Table the relation between the current 

generated and that purchased is shown for seven local 

authority selected station-owning undertakings - one from 

each of the Areas in England and Wales. The only 

Independent generation was at -Sunderland for part of the 

year, and in a non-selected station at Manchester, Four 

of the undertakings purchased more current from the Board 

than they sold to it, while three generated more current 

than they required themselves. With the continuance of 

the Board 1 s policy of concentrating production in large 

and efficient stations the tendency has been for the 

output of efficient selected Stations to be expanded 

beyond the needs of the owning authority, while the less 

efficient stations have been used less and less, being 

used to meet peak loads rather than as base load stations. 

By 1942-3 Suncierland Corporation's power station had 

expanded ite output so that it produced more current 

than the local undertaking required. The other under 

takings all retained tue same position ss net importers to f 

or exporters from, the Qrid, the prod action of Manchester 

Stuart Street, Lincoln, Derby, and Cardiff stations 

increasing. The output of energy of Manchester Barton 

station declined slightly (though it was up in 1940 and 

1941), that of West Ham and Norwich showing a continued 

decline throughout the five year period, These changes
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appear to have been in part the result of the effect of 

the war on the demand for electrical energy, especially 

in West Ham where the number of consumers declined from 

56,314 to 38,842 and sales from 163,924 thousand units 

to 125,028 thousand units in the same period (1936-9 - 

1942-3). If this station had been operated independently 

by West Ham Corporation the result might not have been 

greatly different. In Norwich the number of consumers 

and total sales remained comparatively steady (increasing 

until 1941-2), so that It appears to have been the 

deliberate policy of the C.E.B. to bring about a continuous 

reduction (from 260,342 - 189,142 thousand units) in the 

output of this station. The expansion of the Sunderland 

station, from an output of 30,763,000 units to 140,412,000 

(48,935*000 units more than those required by the 

Bunderland undertaking itself) is an obvious example of a 

change which would not have come about under independent 

local authority control. The effect of the Central 

Electricity Board's policy on the concentration of 

generation is discussed further in the section on 

Electricity. 1

It now seems that the virtual nationalisation of the 

generation of electricity was inevitable. Some large

1. Of. PO7? etseq.
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local authorities, like Birmingham, Liverpool and 

Manchester could have continued to give a cheap supply of 

energy to their citizens without the formation of the 

Central Electricity Board but in most of the country - in 

rural districts, smaller towns, and not least, in great 

conurbations, controlled by a multiplicity of local 

authorities, technical considerations made it essential 

for generation bo be concentrated in a few large power 

stations. The planning of the scheme Area, and the 

construction of the Grid would have been practically 

impossible except to a national board having the strength 

of compulsory powers.

The constitution of the Central Electricity Board 

allowed little room for the direct influence of local 

authorities on its policies. The example of the 

Metropolitan Water Board - a kind of super-;)oint-board, 

with representatives of e large number of local authorities 

sitting on it was not followed. The framers of the Act 

of 1926 abandoned the idea of a representative board in 

favour of the new conception of a Public Corporation - a 

small board of experts in administration. The seven 

members and the Chairman of the Central Electricity Board 

»ere appointed by the Minister of Transport - in making 

the appointments he was instructed to consult representatives
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of local authorities, the electricity industry, commerce, 

industry, transport, agriculture and labour. The personnel 

of the first Board appointed included one member who had 

had experience in a municipal electricity undertaking*

Some of the results of the national organisation of 

electricity generation and che building of the Grid can be 

illustrated by the savings in money made possible. These 

savings resulted mainly from the smaller amount of surplus 

plant required, and from the increased efficiency of 

stations, measured by the average fuel consumption per 

unit generated. The saving in the cost of generating plant 

to the end of 1935 was estimated at over £11,400,000, 

At the end of 1947, when the Board was absorbed by the 

British Electricity Authority the Grid system was estimated 

to be saving t27,000,000 a year. In 1921-22 the average 

price charged for current was 2.4S2d« per unit - by 1947-48 

this had fallen to 1.123 although the cost of coal had

increased very considerably (from 35s. to 49.4-3. per ton)
2 in the same period. At least while local authorities

retain their present boundaries the advantages of the 

organisation of electricity generation and mains distribu 

tion on a national _cale seem to be overwhelmingly strong.

1. P.I;.P. Report on electricity, p.31.

2. 23rd and Final Report of electricity Commissioners, 
1947-6, p.6.
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OHAPCTR I 

Efficiency

Before any attempt can be made to measure or 

compare the levels of efficiency achieved by municipal 

and. company gas and electricity undertakings it is 

necessary to clear the ground a little by some general 

discussion of what is meant by 'efficiency 1 *

'Efficiency? is, for the economist, both a dangerous 

and yet a fascinating word. It is dangerous because of 

the considerably variety of meaning which can be attached 

to it; fascinatingi because behind the word lies the 

idea of the relative merits of different methods of 

achieving the same material end, which is close to the 

heart of the subject matter of economic theory*

It is very apparent that in popular usage 'efficiency 1 

may mean almost anything, and often means almost nothing. 

If we read a reference in the press to 'the highly 

efficient British steel industry 1 this may reflect nothing 

more than wishful thinking or the impressions of a \ 

reporter who has been on a tour of Kargam or Corby$ it 

may refer to an engineer's estimate of the technical per 

formance or Open Hearth furnaces; or it may, though this
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is unlikely f relate to a comparison with the steal . \
\.

industries of other countries which has taken all the v > 
relevant facts into considerations, I-Tany statements on 
the relative efficiency of publicly owned industry and 
'private enterprise 1 are about as acceptable as would be 
a judgement on the quality of a book based on the number 
of words which it contained* Before a precise me an, ing 
can be given to the concept of efficiency two questions 
must be answered* These are - i! To what is the efficiency 
related?" , arid ''What is the end which the 'efficiency* 
seeks to achieve? r<

The first question does not raise any very difficult 

issues. It is obvious that efficiency is a relative concept* 
Watt's steam engine was efficient in conqparison with 

He^comen's, but would be inefficient \^hen compared with 

modern sources of power. Shere is no abstract or 

absolute standard of efficiency, the term must relate to 
a comparison with actual or hypothetical achievements made 

in the same industry or process. An engineer may state 
that an electricity generating station is '25 ' efficient 1 

(meaning that the calorific value of the out-puts of 

energy is 2J5& of that of the fuel consumed) but this does 

aot enable us to estimate its efficiency unless this 

result can be compared with those of other stations.

The second nuestion leads to some rather more
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difficult problems. If efficiency is to be judged from 

the widest viewpoint, that of a nation or community, 

then it is difficult to disentangle a judgement of the 

efficiency of the means from the desirability of the end 

achieved. If we agre$ that the increase of human wel 

fare* rather than additions to the total volume of pro 

duction, is the best criterion of economic progress, then 

it might be argued that ! ultimate efficiency 1 should be 

measured in the same way as effectiveness in adding t@ 

human welfare. Such a broad definition of efficiency 

would mean that it could never be Measured accurately at 

all| unless some way could be found of knowing the sub 

jective valuations made by individuals of the utiity 

yielded to them by increments of different commodities. 

It ?iould also be necessary to make allowances for any 

utilities or disutilities created for workers by a 

variation in the methods or systems of production* 

For practical purposes it is therefore expedient to omit 

any considerations of the amount of welfare 'created 1 

by different commodities and compare different units 

producing the same product, taking it for granted that 

the output of this particular good does in fact repre 

sent the "best possible use of the resources used up in 

making it. In studying levels of efficiency in the gas 

industry, for example, this would s©an ignoring all wider
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questions of fuel policy, such as whether the production 
of gas should be increased and that of electricity reduced, 
or vice versa, Efficiency may then "be reasonably taken 
to mean absolute success in achieving given ends and to 
exclude consideration of the ends themselves.

This attitude ean only be justified as long as it 
is remembered that the desirability of the ends must in 
fact be studied, though as a separate issue, which will 
normall involve 'non-economic 1 considerations* An exclusive 
concentration of efficiency thus defined would be 
made sir able . A process may be carried out by a comparatively 
efficient method, but the process itself may, in fact, 
be unnecessary. Organisation and Method experts have 
sometimes found that records were being kept efficiently, 
but that the need for the records had passed away. It 
is usually better (or is ultimately more efficient) to do 
the right thing inefficiently rather than the wrong thing 
efficiently.

Even ?/hen ends are taken as given, the problem of 
relating Efficiency 1 to eads is still not solved. The 
•end 1 of an industrial enterprise is not simply the pro 
duction of the relevant commodity, but is something more 
complex. It is possible to discover at least three 
ends or purposes which the economist might consider in 
measuring the efficiency of a firm or industry in producing
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a specific good or service (assuming for the sake of 
simplifying the present argument that the product is 
homogeneous). 'Efficiency may be judged from the 
viewpoint of the consumer, or of the producer of the good 
concernedj or in relation to the welfare of the whole 
community. These three 'aspects* of efficiency are 
here called 'consumer ? s efficiency', 'producer's 
efficiency 1 1 and 'community efficiency' respectively. 

To the consumer the purpose of efficiency in the 
production of a particular good will be the sale of the 
good at as low a price as possible (again omitting con 
sideration of variation in Quality from the discussion). 
If this end was considered to the exclusion of all 
others, then it would mean that the way in which the low 
price was achieved would be irrelevant, Ehus in the case 
of two monopolies supplying the same commodity in dif 
ferent markets, it could be said that from the consumer's 
viewpoint, the firm selling at the lower price was more 
efficient, even though it was able to do this because 
of some face or, such as an advantage in location, which 
was independent of the control of the management of the 
concern* . ith such a definition of the ends of efficiency 
it would be possible to state that one organisation was 
more efficient than another without implying necessarily 
any kind of judgement on the respective managements. In
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fact | adopting the price charged to the consumer as the 

sole purpose of 'efficiency 1 would mean taafc efficiency 

comparisons could only "be made in cases of imperfect com 

petition, since under conditions of perfect competition 

all firms would appear equally efficient* Under imperfect 

competition comparison would only be possible where fciaere 

were two or more monopolistic organisations serving dif 

ferent markets, or where a comparison could be made with the 

hypothetical price that would have "been charged if some 

other form of ownership had existed. By this standard 

of judgement a publicly owned monopoly would be more 

efficient than a privately owned one if it could sell more 

cheaply, even though this was only because no profits 

were distributed, and had nothing to do with differences 

in technical efficiency*

To the producer the purpose of efficiency, the 

objective which it is desired to achieve, will be the 

traditional maximisation of profits* (The producer may 

here be identified with the Ordinary shareholder of a 

^oint stock company.) Like the consumer, the producer 

will not be concerned to differentiate between the dif 

ferent ways in which the end may be obtained. 2he firm 

yielding the highest profit will have the greatest 

'producer's efficiency 1 whether this results from technical 

efficiencies or from having a cheaper supply of raw
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materials, or of labour or from some other fortuitous 
circumstance. An illustration of a possible conflict 
"between f technical* and f producer T s f efficiency is 
given below.

In making any estimate of 'economic efficiency 1 it 
is necessary to take a wider viewpoint than that of the 
good of either the consui-ier or the producer alone* The 
test starting point in seeking to arrive at a standard for 
'economic efficiency* would, appear to be what may be 
called f community efficiency *« Although, as it has 
already been argued, it is expedient to exclude comparison
of the amount of utility yielded by different goods* 

consideration of 'community efficiency 1 must involve con 
sideration of the general good in so far as is affected 
by material things* If the end of a particular produc 
tive process is taken as being desirable, then the main 
concern of the community will be the expenditure of 
scarce resources made to attain that end. Other things 
being the sane, the lower the consumption of resources 
the greater will be the degree of efficiency. 'There are, 
however, two * other things* which might vary t and invalidate 
this conclusion, and for which allowance must be made if 
any overall estimate of 'community efficiency' is to be

1, Cf . p. 2.1?.
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made. Firstly, the process of manufacture may involve 

the creation of some disutilities. It might be that a 

process which consumed less resources in relation to 

output also created more disutilities than an alternative 

method of manufacture, and this factor would have to "bd 

taken into consideration in making any final judgement 

about which was most efficient from the point of view of 

the community. This distinction is equivalent to that 

made by Professor Pigou between social and private cost. 

Secondly a complete estimate of * community efficiency* 

must include some allowance for the effects of the 

distribution of the profit product. If it is accepted 

that the welfare of a community will be influenced by the 

way in which income is distributed, and the aim of 

efficiency, under oirr present definition, is to promote the 

welfare of the community, then it follows that the 

wages and dividend policy of a firm will affect its 

efficiency. If the welfare of the community demands that 

income shall be more evenly distributed, then higfc wages 

and low dividends will normally need to be counted on the 

•plus 1 side in calculating a firm's 'community efficiency 1 .

Even the concept of 'community efficiency 1 , with the 

consideration of the desirablity of alternative lines 

of production excluded, described here, would be very 

difficult to calculate in any actual case, however.
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If 'economic efficiency 1 is to refer to any quality which 

can "be measured with any kind of accuracy, then it is 

necessary to give the concept rather more narrow bounds 

than those of Community efficiency 1 * 1?he best way of 

simplifying the 'community efficiency* concept would 

appear to "be to remove the influence of the two compli 

cating factors mentioned above | - "by assuming, that is, 

that the disutilities created, by different methods of 

manufacture will be the sane, a&d by assuming that the 

effects of varying forms of owner-ship on the distribution 

of income will be the same* These assumptions will not, 
of course, always be realistic, and mea& that comparisons 
based on f economic efficiency* alone will be incomplete*

5?he basis for actual comparisons or estimates of 

'economic efficiency* may thus be taken to be economy in 

the consumption of all scarce resources, or the relation 

of inputs to outputs. This concept maj be further narrowed 

down to consideration of production only (ignoring the 
'efficiencies' of administration) when it may be called 

'operating efficiency 1 , or raay be restrict9d to estimates 

of the 'efficiency' of one particular process, when it 

becomes equivalent to 'technical efficiency 1 . 'Technical 

efficiency' so defined may not, however, always be the 

same thing as the 'efficiency' of a particular machine 

or process when measured "by an engineer. This is because
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the engineer's measurements may not allow for the additional 

labour consumed in making the machine itself.

This part of the discussion may be summarised "by 

repeating the definitions of the six possible meanings of 

the word Efficiency 1 flhieh have so fair been distinguished. 

1 Consumer;* s efficiency f is effectiveness in serving the 

interests of consumers of a given commodity "by providing 

articles of high quality at the Iciest price* ^Producer * s 

efficiency* is effectiveness in achieving a net surplus 

of income over expenditure in the operation of an enter 

prise. * CoBBaunit.y ef f i.ci.eo cy * (which might also he 

called 'ultimate efficiency 1 since it? is the widest defi 

nition), is effectiveness in achieving a given material 

end in a way vhicn, will lead to the making of the 

maximum net contribution to the w If are of the community. 

(The meaning of the word f co immunity* say itself vary, 

of course. In the context of this definition it may be 

taken as being equivalent to ? nation 1 .) * Economic 

efficiency is effectiveness in achieving a gi^en material 

end in a way which will lead to the making of the maximum 

net contribution to the welfare of the cormaunity, excluding 

any possible affect on welfare caused by the creation of 

disutilities or "by the redistribution of income. A more 

concise definition, which amounts to the sane thing, would 

bej - effectiveness in attaining a given material end for
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the least possible eonsujjption of scarce resources.
1 Operating ef f ic iency* is effectiveness in completing 

the manufacture of a specific good for the least possible 

contumption of scarce resources. 'Technical afficiency* 

is the carrying out of one particular process of manufacture 

for the least possible consusption of scarce resources. 

These definitions do not, of course, by any means esrhaust 

the possible meanings which, can be, or have been given to 

the word *eff iciency f « In practice these concepts can 

be varied by making either explicitly or implicitly further 

assumptions, or by leaving some of the factors out of 

consideration. AS has already been pointed out, 
'technical efficiency 1 is often measured without making 

any allowance for the expenditure of labour involved in 

making capital equipment. Similarly estimates of the 
'operating efficiency 1 of a plant (a concept which is often 

not distinguished from the 'technical efficiency 1 of a 

particular process) may not make full allowance for all 

the relevant expend it ure of labour.

•The second part of the problem of efficiency measure 

ment is to consider the adequacy of the actual 'measuring* 

rods* which are available for this pur, ose. ?he measures 

of efficiency found in practice may "be classified under 
two headings, namely those relating to money costs, and 
those which depend upon measurements of physical inputs
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and outputs. The best known 'money 1 measurement is that 

of the average cost of production per unit of output* 

This standard has certain drawbacks as a measurement of 

'economic efficiency 1 . Cost of production figures which 

exclude interest payments are incomplete, since capital 

is certainly an input and must be allowed for* Similarly, 

the term 'cost of production 1 is normally taken to exclude 

the element of pure profit, but a complete estimate of 

inputs must include entrepreneurial effort* i more 

serious objection arises from the obvious difficulty that 

money costs do not always give a true ;. icture of real 

costs. Low production costs resulting from the ability 

to obtain labour or raw materials relatively cheaply may 

not indicate any greater efficiency in serving the 

community, ivne result of obtaining raw materials more 

cheaply than other firms will be to benefit the producers* 

and, possibly, consumers, but it will not be a sign of 

greater 'economic efficiency 1 unless the raw materials 

are bought from another * community 1 5 - i.e. imported from 

a foreign country* Lower costs resulting from, a superior 

location do, normally, represent higher 'economic 1 

efficiency since they mean a saving in the labour and 

raw materials used in transportation, -he loan charges 

paid by a firm will vary according to when the money was 

raised, and higher loan charges do not necessarily mean
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a greater consumption of capital. A difficult problem 

which arises in this connection is to determine whether 
a firm with more modern 'labour saving* machinery is 

more or less efficient then a firm using older machinery 

which cost less to buy and upon which the loan charges 

are consequently less* It cannot b© assumed that the use 

of new machinery will reduce *economic efficiency f merely 

because calculations show that the burden of additional 

loan charges will be greater than savings in the cost of 

labour and raw materials, and that therefore the oost of 

production will be Increased* This would only be true 

if the welfare of the community was identified with the 

short tern interest of consumers of the /rood concerned, 

(The qualification * short derm 1 must be used because it 

might be the failure to renew old machinery in an tafia* 

tionary period, would lead utlimately to still Higher 

loan charges when the existing machines finally wore out.)

VThen it can be made, the most satisfactory measure 

of 'economic efficiency 1 will be a direct measurement of 

the relationship of inputs to outputs. Unfortunately 

this measurement is often most difficult to make In 

practice, since units of different raw materials, of 

capital equipment, and labour, cannot be added together, 

and if money is used as a common unit then we are back 

again at cost measurement, with the disadvantages already
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mentioned. The physical measurement of efficiency which 

is most ooifiBionly used is that of output per man hour, i'his 

measurement is based on the tacit assumption that time and 

labour are the only scarce resources which need to be 

taken into consideration* Professor Boulding, in his 

well knovrn book 'Economic Analysis* f argues, for example, 

that "i'he most significant concept of economic efficiency 

therefore | is that of the production of utility per man 

hour of life". Since utility is not measurable, however, 

he concludes that* "A rise in output per man hour of 

human productive activity* therefore, may not unreasonably 

fee regarded as an expression of economic progress." It 

is difficult, however, to discover any real justification 

for this exclusive concentration on men and time as the 

•ultimate 1 scarce resources* Supplies of raw materials 

are not unlimited and their consumption should not be 

ignored in making estimates of 'economic efficiency*. 

It is possl/le that the farming methods which led to the 

creation of the 'Dust Bowl 1 in the U»3* might achieve a 

higher output per man hour of human productive activity 1 

than forms of cultivation .tiicb preserve the productivity of 

the soil, but it would seem strange GO describe them as 

having a Jhigher e^guaomic efficiency. The quickest way

. Boulding, or)«cit.« pp. 64-9-50.
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to harvest a crop of supples may "be to cut down the tree, 

but it would be taking a very short terra view to regard 

it as the most efficient one. The designer of a blast 

furnace which needed a smaller crew of men, "but consumed 

more coke and ore than existing types, would be unlikely 

to find much enthusiasm for his invention* Output per 

nan hour is, then, only a partial measurement of ? economic 

efficiency* as it is defined in this discussion, since 

it does nor; allow for the consumption of raw materials. 

As already mentioned, output per nan-hour figures may 

also, in practice, fail to "be wholly satisfactory "because 

they are not even a complete measure of the c ousting? t ion 

of time and labour. They may not allow for the man hours 

used in making and servicing the capital equipment used, 

and in providing the power required to run the machines. 

A possible complication 0f any efficiency comparisons based 

on the relation of inputs to outputs is that the proportions 

of outputs may vary from firm to firm, and thus involve 

the making of a judgement of whether, for example, greater 

consumption of oil in an electricity generation station 

is offset by reduced consumption of coal*

Some physical measurements of 'efficiency* relate 

only to the consumption of raw materials. Thus it is 

possible to measure the 'thermal efficiency 1 of a gas 

works or electric generating station "by calculating the
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ration of the total calorific value of the inputs to 
that of the outputs (making the assumption, in the case 
of gas that the by-products are all used for heating 
purposes).

When the concept of economic efficiency described 
here is related to the real world it becomes apparent that 
it is seldom likely that anything more than a very partial 
and imperfect measurement can be made. There are 
numerous pitfalls connected with the use of cost of 
production figures even when taese are vailaole on a 
comparable basis, ^part from the theoretical limitations 
mentioned above the output per man hour measurement may 
lead to practical difficulties* It may not always be 
possible to make the assumption that the quality of the 
output of different firms or units in the same industry 
is the same. The highly specific nature of much 
'technically efficient 1 machinery may Make it a use 
Uneconomic 1 where it cannot oe used constantly for pro 
ducing a standard product* An example of a conflict 
between 'technical* and 'consumer's efficiency 1 (and 
also probably oetween 'technical 1 and 'economic 
efficiency) is given in a statement made by a former 
chair:aan of the United tfbell Co., referring to 'efficiency 
plants 1 , - "Unless such plants can operate at f-all capacity, 
they are inefficient on the grcund of lost time, idle plant,
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and idle capital, and plants less elaborate and less 

moderni Taut which can operate more regularly, may really 
"be more efficient." (In this instance, cost of produc 
tion figures would prove a more accurate guide to 'economic 
efficiency 1 than would output per man-hour figures.) But 
though it may not "be possible to measure 'economic 
efficiency 1 it can be used as a standard in estimating 
the value of actual 'efficiency* comparisons and estimates.

It is now possible to pass from this general discussion 
of the meaning of efficiency to a consideration of the 
actual problems of making measurements and comparisons 
in the gas and electricity industries.

GAS

In the comparisons attempted in the gas industry 

efficiency is assumed to mean effectiveness in producing 
and distributing coal gas with the lowest possible con 

sumption or material resources (including labour and 
capital), or the relation of all inputs to a given unit 
of output. 'Phis excludes consideration of three main 
factors which would have to be allowed for in making a 
wider 'welfare' efficiency comparison. It ignores the

Mr. Hilton, former Chairman of the U.S.Co., cited 
in Andrews and Benner, Capital Development in oteel. 
IP.168-9.
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question of whether the production of gas is itself at».-• .' •»- -i • - ••••• ........

the Ideal level (whether, for example, welfare would "be

increased "by using some of the coal used "by gas works for/
the generation of electricity)* It also fails to take

r ,< •• *.. ' :•" . , -. • : ' '••

account of the disutilities created by different under 

takings and of the effects on distribution of income 

resulting from the different financial policies of former 

municipal and company gas undertakings.

., There are two advantages associated with the gas 

industry when attempting to make efficiency comparison 

measurements. Firstly gas, if measured by thermal content 

rather than "by volume, can "be regarded as "being, for all 

practical purposes, a homogeneous product. Secondly, it 

is possible to measure all the inputs and outputs in the 

actual manufacture of gas (apart from labour and capital 

equipment) in one common unit which does not suffer from 

the disadvantages which are attached to money measurements. 

'j?his ebiamori unit is that of thermal content.

As soon as we turn out attention to the actual 

making of comparisons, tbe very sere at difficulties present 

become apparent however. It is obvious that to make any 

significant comparison on an ownership basis the investi 

gation raust cover a considerable number of undertakings. 

The only figures which are available on a comparable 

basis for most undertakings are those relating to the
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price charged for gas, and those from which calculations 

of thermal efficiency can "be made,

There are many difficulties in the way of using 

price figures in the gas industry as a guide to efficiency, 

In the first place the relational)ip "between price and cost 

of production may be different for municipal and company 

undertakings. !£he policy on depreciation and reserves 

may differ, and local authorities are in a different 

position fron companies with regard to the raising of 

capital. The possible divergence of policy on the 

"building up of reserve funds and depreciation and renewals 

is less important than different "borrowing positions in 

the long run. If, as has sometimes been suggested, it 

is true that municipal undertakings make less adequate 

allowances for depreciation and renewals than do company 

undertakings, then this should result eventually either 

in the municipal undertakings having to raise fresh 

capital to renew their plant, with a consequent increase 

in the burden of loan charges, or in a deterioration in 

the quality of the plant with a rise in operating costs. 

In either case the lowering of the price made possible 

by having a smaller depi'eciation allowance should in the 

long run be counteracted by an increase in cost elsewhere. 

1'he different position about raising capital may give a 

real advantage to the local authority undertakings as a
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group. As this does not represent any saving of real 

wealth, but only a possible redistribution of income, and 

as the effects of the redistribution of income on welfare 

have beea excluded from the efficiency comparisons 

attempted here, then the ability of local authorities to 

raise capital more cheaply than companies (including both 

loan and share capital in this description) must be regarded 

as a bias in their favour. Since capital charges make up 

about 2*¥fa of total costs1 this is obviously a factor which 

might enable local authorities to charge lower prices 

than company undertakings, without reflecting any differences 

in efficiency, when that word is given the meaning assumed 

in this discussion.

Price will only represent real costs of production 

(or actual consumption of inputs) then with variations 

resulting from policj on depreciation and the level of 

capital charges (there may also "be minor variations 

resulting from differences in the policy on the hire and 

installation of equipment). But production costs them 

selves are likely to be an uncertain guide to efficiency 

for a number of reasons. These are as follows :-

1. 'anufacturing costs will vary with the cost of 

coal, which depends on the distance of the undertaking from

1. Heyworth Report, 194-5, para. 32. Gmd 6699.
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collieries supplying suitable gas coal. Coal transport 
costs make a considerable variation in the final cost of 
coal to gas undertakings, and a recent investigation showed 
that in 194-6-7 fuel costs amounted to 54.1$ of total 
revenue for a sample of 38 undertakings.

2, Distribution costs will vary with the density 
of population in the area served. 'The more densely popu 
lated areas with a higher ratio of consumers per mile 
of main have an advantage in this respect which under 
takings in more sparsely populated regions must do without.

3-# Distribution costs will also be affected "by 
what may be called, the 'intensity 1 of demand, i.e. - the 
annual consumption of gas per consumer. Intensity of t 
demand is largely determined "by the S±ZQ of industrial 
demand in the area, and thou^i it may "be influenced "by 
sales policy to some extent, this must be regarded as 
largely a fortuitous factor, ,

4» Storage costs will vary with the load factor. 
The greater the difference between t'he average and peak 
demand, the higher the expenditure on storage is likely 
to be.

5* ^&® cost of collecting payments may vary with 
the social and economic character of the area. The

sleernan, Municipal Gas Costs and Revenue./« The Man 
chester School of Economic and Social Studies, 
Jan. 1950, p.
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proportion of bad debts would be likely to be higher in 

'depressed 1 areas. Under present conditions, however, 

this factor is unlikely to be of much importance in affec 

ting total administrative costs.

6. There are important "by-products which result 

from the manufacture of gas, and the income from the 

sale of these will affect the cost of production of gas, 

considered separately. The size of this income may be 

influenced "by the condition of the local market for 

residual products. An undertakings which has an adequate 

local demand for coke, coal tar, and other by-products 

may have an advantage over an undertaking which has to 

go further afield to find a market for these products.

7. Some undertakings have been able to buy 

supplies of coke-oven gas at a low price, an advantage 

not available to the majority of undertakings.

It is apparent from ths above list of difficulties 

that a thoroughly satisfactory comparison of the efficiency 

of different gas undertakings, even with the restricted 

meaning of the term used here, is unattainable. In 

order to overcome some of the disadvantage of using prices 

as a guide to efficiency two methods are used. A few 

similar undertakings, in which as many as possible of the 

fortuitous factors were known to be the same, or could 

be allowed for, are co%ared| and comparisons are made
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"between large samples of undertakings in which the various 
fortuitous factors might be expected to cancel each 
other out.

The thermal efficiency comparisons are based on 
ths relation of inputs to outputs in the process of 
manufacture using the formula

100

where B * 194-7 thermal efficiency index
a « Coal consumed
b » Coal gas generated
e * Coke made
d = £sr made.
xi •-< x /L 3 thermal content per unit 
•Lt^fPt* (tons, gallons or 1000 cu.ft.)

Standard figures for the thermal content of the coal, 
coke and tar used, based on those used by the Smethwick 
undertaking of the ^est Midlands Gas Board in calculating 
its »^uel Expenditure Index 1 , Actual variations in 
the thermal content of the coal do not invalidate the 
calculations as there are corresponding vexiations in the 
thermal content of the coke made* Some figures kindly 
supplied to me by Mr H. Bates, the present Divisional 
Engineer of I?o« 2 Division of the '#est Midlands Gas Board, 
covering the No. 9 Region of the Gas Engineering advisory
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Board for 194-5 are also used, and are described as the 

'1945 index 1 . Owing to a slight difference in the 

method of calculation (an allowance for inputs of oil 

and outputs of water gas) undertakings tend to show a 

lower level of thermal efficiency on this index than 

on the 194V calculations. .•*.

The chief disadvantage of usin^ thermal efficiency 

comparisons as a guide to efficiency is of course, that 

they leave out of consideration such important, mattery as

the cost of distribution and storage, administration, fend
i- 

the burden of capital charges. According to figures v
igiven in the T Hey worth 1 £eport total costs are made up

approximately as follows*-

EaKufacture .....
Administration * * .
Distribution and 
Storage .......
Capfcal charges ....

1QQ5S

Operating efficiency will affect only the first of these 

four constituents of total cost. But even here variation 

in thermal efficiency will not lead to exactly equivalent 

variations in the manufacturing costs, i'he chie?

Eeyworth Report, para. 82. Cmd 6699
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manufacturing cost which will not vary with operating 

0fficiency t as measured by the Efficiency Index, is that 

of labour. Some works may, "by their layout and by use 

of such improvements as mechanical methods of handling 

the coal, cut down their labour costs (in relation to the 

quantity of gas made). But such economies will not be 

reflected in an Index seasuririg only the thermal efficiency 

of converting coal into gas and residuals.

The thermal efficiency index does not show any 

variations between different undertakings in the 'efficiency 1 

with which they produce different products, but only the 

total relation of inputs to the combined thermal content 

of all outputs. It might therefore happen that an under* 

taking could show a higher overall index figure if it 

varied the make-up of its output, but the state of demand 

might make this impracticable. Thus an undertaking 

meeting an increased demand for gas relative to coke mi$it 

produce more gas and less coke (from the same inputs of 

coal) even althou^a this lowered its overall thermal 

efficiency index figure, l^he following table shows the 

relationship between overall thermal efficiency, and the 

ration of coal consumed to the output of each of the 

three main products.
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Jj? -hermal efficiency indeceg. and
input-output ratios for 4""Was' undertakings*

Undertaking ?hermal 3£fficienc.y Qutput per ton of coal
Index cohsuroeS

C\ f\\ff\ "fl
Wfil

A. 64.1 71.6 77.458 .39965 16.709

B. 74.9 74*2 66,798 .50?29 10.808

C. 78.2 76.05 65.062 .52835 11.769

D, 79.8 84.2 80.392 .51646 18.576

This indicates that efficiency does not vary equally 

in relation to all three products. I'he undertaking with 

the lowest overall thermal efficiency had the second 

highest output of gas per ton of coal consumed. It would 

appear that variations in the output of coke are of most 

importance In determining rating by the thermal efficiency 

index. In order to test this proposition a further com 

parison of thermal efficiency with individual input~output 

ratios was made.

\
3U Calculated iron 1947 Kin. of Fuel and Power Returns 

and 'West Midlands Gas Board finures» f 1945.
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84 thermal efficiency indeces and input«•
output ratios

Wilder- ! 1945 Thermal 
taking Ef f ic ie acy Inde % *

/j 

» 79.5'f

d
H

I

J

E
I.
M

I

78.9
78.4

78,2

75-3
73.9
71.4
70.7
69.9

' 69.1

for 10 pjas

coal c
Coal gas
- therms

64-. 4

*9«5
83.5
72.0

66.5

35,6
66.5

79.0
64,6

72,3

uhde r$ akln^s . 1945'

Peruto«

Cobs
tons

.57

.49

.445

.505

.51

.41

.48

.41

.4?

.435

I

ffallonff

11.0

17.3
17.5
14.5
9.8

17.5
10.0

17.5
10.2

ioa

There was little difference in th© range of 
variation of the gas and coke ratios of the undertakings 
included in --his table* Expressed as percentages of the 
lowest figure the therms of gas per ton of coal ratio 
varied "by 1>2*%l and the tons of coke per ton of Goal 
ratio varied by 59«0^* An equal percentage variation 
in the coke output ratio and the ga $ output ratio would

1. 'W,Midland Gas Board figures' - 1945.
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normally mean that the coke figlares would have the 

greatest influence on the fuel efficiency index. This is 
because the thermal content of the coke is greater than 

that of the gas* In the sas^ple included in this table 

the lowest output of coke was .41 ton, and this would 

have a thermal content of about 107 therms, whereas the 

highest output of gas per ton of coal was 85-6 therms. 
The coefficient of correlation between the thermal 

efficiency index and the output of gas per ton of coal 
consumed for the undertakings in the above table was -

.. . • ' 1.221
" JJJ •"•""" M.III.. MM HI—————I, I, II..11111. II IM... •.!.-.-..——————————

¥14.863 X Y547414 

a + *042935

The coefficient of correlation between the index and 

the output of coke per ton of coal was -

•107341

?I4*863 

* + '53848

It is possible to calculate a theoretical relationship 

between thermal efficiency and cost (and price in so far 

as these two are related). Using the Heyworth Heport 

figures f about 75$ °f total costs is represented by costs 

of manufacture. But of total manufacturing: costs only about
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is represented "by the cost of coal. 

'•- The figures in the following table show the rela 

tionship between the two measurements used, price and 

thermal efficiency, for a random saisple of 14 formerly 

municipally owned undertakings.

Table 85 I rice and .I'hermal. Eff icienc.f of a 
sarnple o£ Gas Undertakings'.*

Undertaking; Price
(Domestic)

Efficiency
Index

Banking 
Eigji Low Fuel

Kendal
Abertillery
Bat ley
Sever ley
Burt on
Chelmsford
He/wood
Bar wen
Colne
Blackpool
like st on
Birkenhead
Creole
Doncaster

d. per therm

16.0
15.75
15.0
14.625
14.0
13.0
12.25
12.0
11.5
11.125
11.0
11.0
10.625
9.125

0!

61.99
73.16
72,31
66.53
78.82
76.62
80.25
78.17
80.10
73.37
76.16
82.59
79.51
88.47

Frioe

I -
2
5
4
5
€
7
a
9

10
11
12
13
14

Efficiency

1
4
3
a
9
7

12
a
u

5
6

IS
10
14

1. Compiled from Lin. F.& P. Ret., 1947; and from 
J?reston Rate Return, 1947-7.
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This shows a fairly close correlation between high 

price and low therinal efficiency, as close as might "be 

expected when allowance is made for the many other factors 

which can affect the price of gas to domsstic consumers* 

Calculation of the coefficient of correlation gave the 

result r = - *798, shov/ing a fairly strong negative 

correlation between higjb. price and high thermal efficiency. 

Some of the differences in the Efficiency Index in this 

sample are obviously too small to be reflected in the 

price charged* 'The influence of thermal efficiency on 

price is brought out clearly if the instances in the 

saqple are grouped, with steps of five points in the 

Index included in each group. This is done in the following 

table (86)*

G?able 86 Sample of Gas Undertakings srou?:.-e.d according
to

Index Group
* 

60-64-. 9
65-69.9
70-74.9
75~?9.9
80-84.9
85-89,9

Efficiency Index

Me.sn Price 
d.pe.r Therm

16.0
14.625
13.958
12.125
11.58
9.125

and conpa

Average
Index Ho.

61.99
66.53
72.95
77.86
80.98
88.4?

reel with Domestic^
j/rice

Ilo.of Sample
in this Group

1
1
3
5
5
I

1. Compiled from Min, F.& P. Ret. 194?; and ~reston 
Hate Ketum, 1947-7.
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,!Lfi! The figures in Table 86 show an increase in the 
price for each decrease in the Efficiency Index Group, 
or, in other words, that in this sample the price charged 
to domestic consumers falls as operating efficiency, 
measured by the Index, increases, 
t^IliSi. Darwen S$$m * 75-3$

, -<.'.K. .>.- Exeter
I* *>:,.< ?•-.-• ::••'••

0. EJ-S...--" Birmingham

It is through saving in the cost of coal that greater 

thermal operating efficiency will reduce manufacturing 

costs. Therefore the relationship of the Efficiency Index 

to price, if all other influences remained the same, 

would be;- 1% change in Index causes

^ x Tu§ x TOT ckange i& price « .245%

Some further actual relationships between the 

Efficiency Index and price are shown in the following

(87).

accounts of Exeter, Darwen and Birmingham undertakings, 
1947-4&, 1946-47, 1947-46 respectively.
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Pairs of Similarly .^oca

Undertaking

Hoy lake 
Birkenhead

Barwen 
Bolt on

Bone aster 
Goole

Leeds 
Bradford

St. Helens 
Warrington

Salford 
Manchester

Price
d .per
therm

12.875 
11.0
12.0 
13*625

9.125 
10.625
10.25 
12*625

12.5 
11.5

12.375
13-0

Bfficiericy
Index

73.62) 
82.59)

78.17) 
76.41)

88.47) 
79.51)

61.69) 
63.75)

78.35) 
83.88)

78.47) 
77.59)

ted Gas undertaKin.^s,

% Price
difference

17.0

17.0

15.6

8.7

5.1

% Efficiency 
Index
difference.

12.2

2.3

11.3

7.06

1.13

The pairs of undertakings in Taole 87 were chosen 

because they were located in the game area and therefore 

coal transport costs should be approximately equal. The 

price and Index differences are each measured as 

percentages of the lower figure, The evidence In the 

Table supports the conclusion that large differences in 

thermal efficiency are reflected in the price, but that 

with small differences of less than about 5;* other influences

1. Compiled from Min. F. & P. Set., 1947, and Preston 
Hate Return, 1946-7.
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will determine the "price ranking" of undertakings. In 

each of the five pairs of undertakings where greater thermal 

efficiency was correlated witc lower price, the percentage 

difference in price was considerably greater thao would 

be expected from the percentage difference in thermal 

efficiency. fhe average of the price and Efficiency 

Index differences (excluding Leeds and Bradford) shows 

a ratio of 12.68s 6-8 or 1.86 : 1 - compared with the 

hypothetical relationship, calculated above, of .245 • 1. 

This would indicate that other influences affecting price, 

such as price policy, managerial efficiency, and cost of 

distribution, tend to exaggerate the lower domestic price 

in undertakings with a higher thermal efficiency. In view 

of the exceptions - of Bradford and Leeds in Table 8? and 

of those in fable 85 this point cannot be pressed too 

far, however. It would seem reasonable to suppose that 

it is managerial efficiency, and efficiency of distribution, 

which are most likely to vary directly with thermal 

efficiency* It is difficult to see any reason why 

'fortuitous factors' influencing price should favour 

undertakings having a greater thermal efficiency.

The first actual comparison attempted is between pairs 

of undertakings which appear to be most nearly alike in 

respect to the 'fortuitous factors' affecting cost of 

production. $his method of comparison is necessarily 

restricted to a very few undertakings.



Table 88. Comparison of Price & charged by "similar" company

Undertaking

Rhjmney & Aber Gas Co. 

Pontypridd U.D,G a

Bud ley, Brier ley Hill & 
District Gas Co.

Walsall Corp.

Liverpool Gas Go. 
City of Manchester

Esrmouth Gas Co. 
Teife?nmouth G.D.C.

Derby Gas, Light 8e Coke 
Co.
City of Nottingham

Total gas 
available
ipoo cu.ft.

671 ,483b 

467.8S6b

1,099378 
1,311,720

10,656,845 

9.499,3X3

235,348 

138,292

3,948,791®
4«733,130f

Ho. of 
consumers

13,H5
8.893

26,148

as, 952

23fc,S53 

215*025
5 , 896 

3*118

66,138

136,015

""" ' '"^
Intensity 
Th.per coflg,

116.1 

176.3

176.4 

177.4

187-7 
177.6
173*1
160.2

•3 

205.4 

151.0 4

Notes; a Price shown is for ordinary domestic consumers 08 
for large consumers are Dot shown above 100 therms 
for prompt payment of accounts, this has been dedu<

b Coke-overn gas.

c Scale - up to 45 therms per quarter = 16 75<3. pe* 
refer to Dudley area,

d Scale - up to 2.25 therms « 12.43d; 2.25-45 s 10.9

e Of this total 2,250,826 (100 cu.ft.) was coke ot«B' - 
f Of thie total 1,308,285 (1000 cu.ft.) was coke ote

«>MMWMMM«MMM«WM«MMn«MWM»MW««MM>M»MMMMMM»mMMMM«MM«M^

1. statistics from Min.F. & P.Ret.for 1944 and 1947. Prices 
October, 1948.
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and local authority gas undertakings.

Miles of 
mains

103.75

55.5

172 
183

1371.25
1257.75

53.25

35.25

45^.75

- 736

Consumers 
per mile 
of mains

125.8
160.2

152.0 

158.2

174*0

170.9

110.7

123.6

145.4
184.8

FRIGS* 
d.per 
therm

12.7

12.0

16-75) c 
15.4 ) c
12.43 ) 
10.97 )<* 
10.725)

11.6

14.5

14.375
19.0

9.25
9.06

toi "flat" rate. Reductions in price 
& quarter. Where a discount is allowed 
t*d.

thena; 45-90 therms = 15.4d* Figures

7d.j 45 - 427.5 = 10.725<3.
gas.
fi gas.

answers to questionnaire, relate to
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— The basis of this comparison of a small group of 

undertakings is that each pair of municipal and company 

undertakings was in a similar, if not identical position 

in relation to coal supplies and had roughly equal supply 

areas. The figures for the consumers per mile of main, 

and for the consumption per head are given, so that, making 

allowance for these, it would appear that any large 

differences in price should reflect real differences in the 

level of efficiency achieved by the undertakings concerned. 

The only important item excluded from consideration 

altogether is that of capital charges and profits, this 

being reserved for discussion in the next chapter. For 

the purposes of the present discussion it is assumed that 

if an undertaking charges its consumers a higher price 

than another undertaking because it has higher 'total 

capital charges 1 , that this is a sign of lower efficiency.

Of the five pairs of undertakings compared in the 

above Table, there were what appeared to be significant 

differences in price in three cases. The two p'< irs where 

the prices charged to domestic consumers were very close 

together may be considered first.

1. Of..
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Rhymney & Aber Gas Co. & Pontypridd P.P.O.

Both these undertakings obtained their supplies of 

gas from coke-ovens so that they had no direct control 

over the efficiency of the process of manufacture. 2?he 

Pontypool undertaking, which had the advantages of a more 

densely populated supply area (measured as consumers per 

mile of mains), and a higher level of demand (measured 

as therms sold per consumer) sold its ~as slightly more 

cheaply - the difference being .?<3* per therm.

Derby Gag Light fe Coke Co. ...and City of Nottingham

Both these undertakings purchased some of their 

requirements from the owners of coke-ovens, and both had 

densely populated inner areas with a large outer supply 

area. Hottingham had more consumers per mile of main 

but Derby had a higher level of consumption. The price 

charged by the Nottingham undertaking was *19d per therm 

lower than that charged by Derby to ordinary domestic 

consumers.

In the remaining three pairs the difference in price 

was sufficiently large to afford prima facie evidence of 

some difference in the level of efficiency of the 

respective undertakings.
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Dudley & Brierley Hill Gas Co. - falsall Corporation,

Both these undertakings were operating under very 

similar conditions as far as consumers per mile of mains 

and demand in therms per consumer were concerned, Walsall 

Corporation was supplying gas to its* domestic consumers 

considerably more cheaply than was Dudley Brierley Rill 

and District company however. Consumers in the Dudley
• ••( :•

area were paying 16,75d. for the first 45 therms, and 

15.4d. per therm for the next 45 therms, while those in 

Walsall only had to pay 12,43d, for the first 2.25 therms, 

10.97d. per therm for the next 42.85 therms, and 10.?25d, 

per fcherm for subsequent consumption (up to 427-5 therms)

Liverpool Gas Go. •* City of Manchester.

Here again the conditions appear to have been very 

similar, the company undertaking having the slight advantage 

in the density of consumers and level of consumption per 

consumer. 1?he price charged by Liverpool was 2.9d. per 

therm lower than that charged by the Manchester undertaking 

to domestic consumers.

gxmouth Gas Co. - Teip;nmouth U.IKC,

,_...., The Sxmouth undertaking had fewer consumers per mile 

of mains but a higher level of demand per consumer. - The
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price of gas in JSarmouth was 4.625d. per therm lower than 

it was in Teignmouth,

**"'* The evidence of this small f pilot f comparison is 

then that two companies were supplying gas more cheaply 

than similarly situated municipal undertakings, one local 

authority undertaking was selling more cheaply than its 

company 'counterpart 1 , and in the other two instances 

similarly situated undertakings were charging about the 

same price to domestic consumers. Before any conclusions 

can be drawn about the relationship of high price to low 

efficiency, there are a number of further points which 

can be investigated relating to these undertakings. 

Firstly the point arises of whether the same relationship 

of high and low prices in these pairs of 'similar* under 

takings has existed ovar any considerable period of time. 

The following Table shows the domestic price charged to

consumers of 100 therms in 1935 and 1937-
Table 89. Comparison of prices charged by « similar*company ao3

municipal £aa underta£in;r g, 1933 and 19^7 • J"
Undertaking Price to consumers of 100 therms

d. per therm 
1935 1937

Rhymney & A'oer Co. 
Pontypridd U.T).C.
Dudley tfrierley Hill Co. 
Walsall Corp.
Liverpool Co. 
Manchester Corp.
Brmouth Co. 
Teignmouth u.D.c.
Derby Co. 
Nottingham Corp.

12.2 
1C.O
10.0 
10.3
7.4 

10.0
9.0 

11.5
7.0
7.2

12.2 
10.0
11.25
10,4
7.6

10.0
9.0 

11.5
7.5
7.2

1. B.O.T. Heturn 1935 and
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Th$se figures show that there were no great differences 

in the ralative positions of the undertakings, and indicate 

that undertakings falling into the f high price* category 

had been in the same class for a considerable time The 

price difference Detween the Shymney Co. and the Pontypri-'id 

U.D.C. undertaking was larger in both these earlier years, 

and the price charged by the company has only increased 

very slightly in 13 years. T'he Dudley company was 

actually charging slightly less than 7-elsall Corporation 

in 1955 , but the price charged by the municipal undertaking 

was already ,85<3. per therm lower in 1937* fl'^e difference 

in price charged by the Liverpool company and the 

Manchester Corporation undertaking was little different in 

these pre-war years. 3?he company charged 2.6d. per them 

less in 1935. 2.4d. leas in 1937, and 2.9d, less in 1948. 

The price charged by the Exmouth company was lower than 

that of the feignmouth U»D.C. undertaking in both 1935 

and 1937, but the difference was less than in 1948. The 

prices of the Nottingham and Derby undertakings were 

close together in both 1937 and 1935*

The next question which must be dealt with is whether 

the classification of some undertakings as charging 

relatively high prices on the basis of the charges made for 

gas consumed by domestic consumers alone may not be 

misleading. There are two obvious qualifications to the
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assumption that undertakings charging more per therm to 

ordinary domestic consumers are therefore relatively 

high-price undertakings. These are that differences in 

the meter rent charged mirht counteract high prices, and 

that undertakings charging more to domestic consumers 

mi^ht be charging less to industrial consumers. The 

following fable sbows the meter rents charged by the 

pairs of undertakings in this test sample.

Table 90* ComparisQn of jaeter rents charged by *
... -,.-' - company and municipal %a® undertakings. 1935 "and 

1937-1

Undertakings Meter rent per year. (For smallest
"" e r pr ov 1 d e<f j .

	1935 1937

Shyicney Co. 4/~ 4/-
Pontypridd "U.D.C. 4/~ 4/~

Dudley, Brierley Rill Co. 5/~ 5/-
Walsall Corp. tree Free

Liverpool Co. 2/8 2/8
Manchester Corp. Free Free

Exiaouth Co. 5/~ 6/-
Teignmouth U.D.C. 6/- 8/-

Derby Co. 2/- 4/-
Corp. 2/8 2/8

The only case in which a higher price undertaking was 

charging less for the hire of meters KgqsL than its lower

1. B.O.T. Ret. 1935 and 1937*
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priced counterpart was that of Manchester Corporation 

undertaking. The difference was not wry important, 

and (at 1935 prices) any consumer of more than 12 therms

a year vould still find that his gas cost less in
<• • <• 

Liverpool than in Manchester*

The next Table shows the prices charged to industrial 

consumers (of 5000 therms) in 1937 for the same pairs 

of undertakings.

Table 91. Comparison of prices charged to industrial , 
consumers by 'similar 1 .gas undertaklnss , 1937 *

Frie® » 
tinder taking d. per therm*

Rhymney & After Go. 5.65 
Pontypridd U.D.C, 4.56

; Dudley & Brierley Hill Co* 7.79 
Walsall Corp. 7.25

Liverpool Co* 4*5 
Manchester Corp. r, .16

Exmouth Co. 9.0 
(Teignmouth U.D.C. li.5

Derby Co. 5.5 
Hottingham Corp. 6.2

i'"

In every case (with the exception of the Nottingham 

and Derby undertakings whose prices for domestic supplies 

were closely related) the undertaking charging more for

1* B.O.T. Ret. 1937.
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domestic purposes was also charging more to industrial 

consumers. In the case of the Liverpool and Manchester 

undertakings the price difference to industrial consumers 

was even greater (2,56d. per therm) than was the difference 

in the price charged to domestic consumers (2.4d. per
if. -. •: ' . •

therm) .

Finally, the thermal efficiency of these groups of
undertakings may be compared with the prices charged.--? j-
by them.
•Table 92. Price s and Qperati n(g Efficie ncy of pa ir s of 1 

similar municipal and company gas under takings.
PRICS- '1947 Thermal 

Undertaking d.per Therm. Ifficiency Index'
Rhymney & Aber Gac Co. 
Pontypridd U.D.C,
Dudley, Brier ley Hill & 
District Co.
Walsall Corporation

Liverpool Gas Co. 
Manchester Corporation
Exmouth Gas Co. 
Teignmouth U.D.C.
Derby Gas Light & Coke 
City of Nottingham

12.7 
12.0
16.75 t> 
15.4
12.43 c 
10.97 
10.725
11,6 
14.5
14.375
19.0

Co. 9-25 
9.06

a
a

72.46 

78.56

82.07 
77.59
89.99 
68.07
76.76
83.91

jsotes:
a ITo Index can be calculated as these undertakings both

purchased all their gas supplies from the owners of
coke ovens.

b Scale - Up to 45 therms per Qr.» 16.75d.; 45-90
c Scale - Up to 2.25 therms m 12.43d.; 2.25-45th.=10.97d.

1. Figures calculated from Min.F,& P.Eet. 1947; Prices 
from 1948 tariffs.
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fhe figures in the above Table show that in each case 

the undertakings in each pair which charged the higher 

price had a lower thermal efficiency - though the 

difference in price was not proportional to the difference 

in thermal efficiency.

Iven if all the evidence had pointed the saa*e way, 

there would not, of course, be enough undertakings in 

the sample examined in detail above, to make any 

generalisations about the relative efficiency of municipal 

and company undertakings* But the conclusions drawn 

from this detailed comparison of a few 'similar 1 

undertakings can be used to test the reliability of 

conclusions based on much larger samples. This 

comparison does show that when all allowances are made 

for differences in the costs of different undertakings 

there are some undertakings which fall clearly into 

a relatively high price group. If these higher priced 

undertakings were in fact, similarly placed in regard 

to those factors affecting cost over which the management 

of the undertaking had no control, then they were 

operating at a lower rate of efficiency judged from the 

viewpoint of the consumer. The higher price of 

similarly placed undertakings must have resulted either 

from lower efficiency (either in manufacture, distribution 

or administration) or from the existence of a different
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relationship between high price and low thermal efficiency. 

The extent to which differences in price can be accounted 

for by differences in capital charges and financial 

practices is considered in the next chapter.

The first general comparison of prices charged by 

municipal and company undertakings shows the average 

figures for a large sample covering all parts of the 

country. This sample covers almost all county borough under 

takings in England and '"ales (75 out of the total of 8j5 

county boroughs) and most of the non-county "boroughs and 

Urban Districts included in the Preston 'Hate Return 1 sample

gable 93. Comparison of prices charged by company and
STnicipal gas undertakrjlj^8V_^n_a_ifferent local 
authority areas ••*•

Local No. ofCo. No.of L.a.
Authority under- under-
Area___ takings takings

County borough
N on -county 
borough
Urban District 
Council

in sample

4-1

10?

42

in sample

34

47

20

CS
«•»••*»• 

11

13

13

JL
.679

.23

.169

Iu

11

11

12

a.
.069

.79

•956

All 
Under 
takings
11.39

12.825

13.1

Total Sample 190 101 12.91 11.778 12.51

Notes: a. Prices are for domestic consumption of 'flat*
rate.

1. Calculated from figures given in ;:Preston .ate Return 3 
relating to 1946-7.
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Table 94. Price distribution of municipal and coapang.
gas undertakings*

Price
d./ therm

Under 6*5
6*6- 7*0
7.1- 7-5
7*6- 3.0
8*1- 8*5
8*6- 9*0
9,1- 9-5
9*6-10*0

10.1-10*5
10.6-11*0
11.1-11.5
11.6-12*0
12,1-12.5
12.6-13*0
13*1-13.5
13*6-14*0
14*1-14*5
14.6-15*0
15*1-15*5
15*6-16.0
16*1-16.5
Ov«r 16.6

County
Boroughs 
Go* L*a*

1
1
•MM

1

3
3
5
2
1
3
1
7
1
4
-

5
2
—
1
2
«
1

-
2
MM*

2
_
1
4
3
3
3
2
3
6
1
2
-
1
—
—
-'

—

Hon -County 
Boroughs
Go.

«.
«*>
—
1
HW»

1

5
3
6
7
9
5
6
7

26
4
9

11
1
4
2

L*a*

1
M*

-

1

4
3
1
1

5
5
5
c
6
2
2
«*

3
•<*
1
tut

1

Urban 
Districts
C o . L*,a.

«•>• #*
«M»

~

•

2
1
1
•»
2

2,-
3
i^
2
3
5
^
4W*

3

3
a
a
5

MM*

»
«•»

-
-
1
3
1
1
«p»

1
1
a
2
1
1
a
i
i
«*»
a

Total 
Co* L*a.

1
1
•»
1
6
4
5
7
6

11
11
20

8
13
12
35

6
12
1$

5
6
6

1
2
w*

3
4
5
8
5
9
8
8

10
14

5
5
1
6
1
a
»
3

TOTALS! 41 10? 42 20 190 101
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pas undertakings - %L

Price

d.per therm

Under 7.0
7.1- 9.0
9.1-12

12*1-15
15.1-18
18.1 & over

Total

Co.bor.

Co.

%
2,4

17.1

41.5

29.3
7.3
2.4

100.0

L.a.

%
2,9

11.8

47.1

38.2
.

—

100.0

N.C.B.

Co. L.a.

* *

2.1

.9 10.6

29*0 42.6

53.3 40.4

16.8 4.3

*••» *•*

100.0 100.0

U.D.C. Total

Co.

%
*.

7.1
28.6

40.5

21.4

2.4

100.0

L.a. Co.

% %
• 5

5.8

35.0 31.6
45.0 45.2

20.0 15.8

1.1

100.0 100.0

L. a.

*
2.0

8.9

42.6

40.6

5.9
-

100.0

la e ach case these figures show that the municipally 

owned undertakings sold gas more cheaply. The advantage 

was most marked in the case of the group of undertakings 

supplying non-county boroughs. It is interesting to note 

that the following price comparison "between municipal and 

company gas undertakings was given in evidence before 

the 1900-O3 Joint Select Committee on Municipal Trading -

Average price of local authority gas
undertakings = 3s. 0*4 d per

1000 cu.ft.
Average price of company gas

undertakings = 3s. 6.2 d per
1000 cu.ft.

1. Based on figures in Preston Rate Return, 1946-7.
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It was stated in explanation that local authority
V". • .4" *** :'t "'•>'

areas were "most populous and remunerative".

The next Table shows a comparison of the average 

domestic prices (to consumers in the inner area of 

undertakings of 100 therms a year) charged by random 

samples of 50 municipal and ^0 company undertakings for 

two pre-war years. - . , ; -

Table 96. Comparison of prices charged by
company and municipal undertakings in
and 1937*%

Sample Average domestic price

1935 1937 
d per therm

50 company undertakings 11,79? 11*653 

50 municipal undertakings 10.576 10.5968

Table 97 shows the average prices charged to 

industrial consumers (of 5000 therms per annum) by the 

same samples of undertakings as were included in the 

previous Table «

Table 97* Comparison of prices charged by samples of
"company and municipal undertakings to industrial 
consumers in l-;j^ Q-nd 193?.-? 

Sampl'e Averae industrial price

: d p er the rm .
50 company undertakings 9,528 9.194
50 municipal undertakings. _____ 8.2202 8.5133

1. Heport of Joint Select Committee on Municipal Trading, 
1900-03, Q.4-2 - evidence of Sir Courtenay Boyle, 
Permanent Secretary of the Board of Prade .

2* Calculated from B.O.T. Ret. 1935 and 1937. 
S* Ihld.
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The next Table shows a comparison of the average 

domestic prices charged by further samples of 30 company 

and 30 municipal undertakings, this time chosen from 

undertakings which had annual sales of more than one 

million therms in 1938. 1

Table 98. C omp ar is on of pr ice a charged by samp le s of large
lc ompany and municipal under taklngsin 1933 c^nd

Sample Average domestic price

d per therm. 

lc'35 . 1937 

30 larger company undertakings 3.395 9«5

30 larger municipal under
takings 8*91.6 8.903

>
Table 99 shows a comparison of the prices charged

by municipal and company undertakings in a number of 

regional groups. These groups included all those 

undertakings sufficiently close together to be in a - 

similar position as far as coal transport costs were 

concerned. This type of comparison was necessarily 

confined to those areas where there were a considerable 

number of both municipal and company undertakings existing

1. Of.

2. B.O.T. Ret. t 1935 a^ 1937.
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in reasonable proximity. Thus no such comparison could 

"be made in the London area because of the absence of 
municipal undertakings.

Table 99.

Area.

Goiaparli0ft of prices charged to domestic
consumers by samples of coggsany and municipal 
undertakins in different regional

ITo. of munici 
cipal under- 
takings.

Ho. of GO,
under-
takings.

Average price 
d per therm 

Cojft_ Munloi 
pany pal

South ?/ales coalfield
West Midlands
West Riding
S.Yorks coalfield

Derby -Bott ingham

N.Yorks - S, Bur ham

13
9

14

5
5
5

12

13

9
rr, s

6

8

12.44

10.19
10.25

9.4.
10.13

10.66

12.V7

9.7
9-29

10.1
9.81
8.39

The next Table shows the same comparison taking the 

price charged to industrial consumers (of 5000 therms).

1. Calculated from 3.O.T. Ret. 1937*
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Table 100. Comparison of prices charged to industrial 
• •••;•. consumers by company anrl municipal gas

.n d Iff*undertakings in erent regional groups. 1937*

Area.

South Wales

.of munic. No.of co. 
undert. undert.

Average price 
d per therm 

Company Municipal

coalfield

West Midlands

West Riding

S.Yorkg coalfield

Derby - Nottingham

K . Tor ks-S. Durham

13

9
14

5

5
5

12
13

9
5
6

8

8.75
7.12
5-82

5.65

7.0

7.71

10.87

7.56

7.42

5>34

7.25
6.64

The following Tables summarise the comparisons of domestic 

and industrial prices.

Table 101. Summary, of comparison of domePtic prices charged
b.y municipal and company gas undertakings ."2

Basis of sample. No.

Random, 1947 
Random, 1935 
Eandom, 1937 
Large, 1935 
Large, 1937 
Regional, 1937

Co, 
190

50
50
30
30
53

of undert. Price Amount by which 
d.per therm, municipal under

ta&insrs prices 
lower(-) or 
higher (+) than 

C. o. L. a ,L.a 
101 
50 
50 
30 
30 
51

12.91 11.778
11,797 10.576
11.653 10.5968
9,395 8.916
9.5 b.903

10.51 10.01

co.averages,
-.1.132
- 1.221 
+ 1.0562
- 0.379
- 0.597
-0.5

1. Calculated from .B.O.T. Ret. 1937
2. B.o.T. Ret. 1935 and 1937, Min.F, & P.Ret. 1947- '
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Table 102. Summary of comparison of 'industrial* pricescharged by municipal and company ^as under-",,. r . .,, . takings 7
Basis of sample No.of undert. Price. Amount by whichd per therm, la.undert.prices . , lower(-) or

higher(-f) than 
Co.averages. Co. L.a. Co. L.a.

Random,1935 50 50 9-528 8.2202 - 1.3078
Random f 1937 50 50 9-194 8.513^ ~ .6602
Regional,1937 53 51 9.01 7.51 * .5

In every case the sample of municipal gas undertakings 
was selling gas to domestic consumers at an average price 
lower than that of the corresponding sample of company 
undertakings. Except in tne Regional groups the municipal 
undertakings were also charging lower prices to industrial 
consumers. The price advantage of toe municipal under 
takings in the random samples was more than double that 
of the municipal undertakings in special sample of large 
(sales of more than one million therms in 1938) under 
takings. This suggests that the municipal undertakings 
in the random samples included a larger proportion of 
larger undertakings (.assuming that there is a correlation 
between large size and lew price) or that it was mainly 
amongst the smaller undertakings that municipal undertakings
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had a large price advantage. Tne price advantage of the 

municipal undertakings was also smaller in the regional 

groups of undertakings, This suggests that there were 

more municipal undertakings in the relatively favourable 

sites on the coalfields, and that part of the ability 

of local authority undertakings to charge lower prices 

was a result of their advantage in location,

Bven in these samples of large undertakings, or of 

regional groups, however, the' average prices charged by 

local authorities was lower. This indicates that they 

were operating with greater efficiency from the point

of view of the consumer » whether or not the lower
pprice indicated a higher economic efficiency depends

upon whether it was a result of some greater efficiency, 

and consequently lower costs, in manufacture, distribution 

or management, or a difference in the relationship 

between total operating cost and price - i.«.e • a difference 

in the amount of interest charges plus profits. Attention 

may now be turned to manufacturing costs, to discover 

whether it seems likely that the lower average price of 

municipal undertakings was a result of lower manufacturing 

costs. As already explained, the thermal efficiency

2. Cf. p. 205.
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measurement used only relates to raw materials consumed 

and does not allow for differences in labour costs.

Table 103 shows a comparison of two samples of large 

gas undertakings, using the '1947 Index* method of cal 

culating the thermal efficiencies.

Table 103. Thermal efficiency of large company and municipal
gas unde rt ak ing-s, 1947. ̂ -

'1947 Thermal 
Sample Sufficiency Index*

Average of 15 large (sales over 
6,000,000 therms per annum) 
company undertakings 83.23

Average of 15 large (sales over 
6,000,000 therms per annum) 
municipal undertakings 80.04

This Table shows that the company undertakings achieved 

a higher average level of thermal efficiency of 3*19.

The following Table (104) shows the average thermal 

efficiency of tisro further samples of company and municipal 

gas undertakings, this time using the T 1945 index 1 .

Table 104, Thermal efficiency of Samp le s of c omffany and 
municipal gas undertakings situated in the 
Midlands, 1945. 2

Average Thermal efficie- 
Sample ncj, ! 19^3 inde:r f_____

25 company undertakings 73 »3

___13 municipal undertakings__________73*1________

1. Calculated from figures in Kin. F. & I. Ret. 1947 .

2. Information received fron West Midlands Gas Board.



This sho^s that the level of thermal efficiency 

attained "by the two g^^ps was almost identical - the 

company undertakings having an average index figure only 

*2 higher than that for the undertakings managed by local 

authorities.

The next Table shows a further fuel efficiency 

comparison "between two random saisples of undertakings. - 

The calculations were "based on the '1947 Index 1 method.

Table IQfi . Thermal efficiency of random samples of municipal
and company undertaking

Sample -

20 compeoiy undertakings

20 municipal undertakings

1938.

64,99

84.92

Index 
1944.

86.71
85*01

These thermal efficiency comparisons are summarised in the

next Table,

Table 106. oummary of the.rmal ef f i cienc.y coiaparisons.

Sample Group of undertakings with
higher average thermal eff 
iciency and amount of Index 

advantage,
Random,25 company 15
municipa, 1945. Companies - 0*2
Sales more than 8 million therms,
15 co. and municipal. Companies - 2.19
Random,20 co. and municipal,1938. Companies - 0.7 
Handom 20 co. and municipal, 1944. Companies -1.7

1» Calculated from Min*P. & P. Ret. 1933, and 1944*
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The evidence of this comparison is then, that the 
company owned gas undertakings tended to have a slightly 
higher average level of thermal efficiency than did the 
municipal undertakings. The difference was, however, small 
and no generalisations about efficiency could be baaed 

on these figures alone* This comparison can, however, be 
reasonably interpreted as indicating that the ability of . 
municipally owned undertakings to sell at a lower price 
than company undertakings, was not a result of the superior 
thermal efficiency of their plants (and a consequent saving 
in fuel costs) .

The next problem which may be considered is that of 
the relationship of efficiency to size. If there are 
economies of scale accruing to a particular size of gas 
undertaking and a bigger proportion of municipal than of 
company owned gas works approxiiaated to this optimum size t 
then this would give them lower average costs and allow 
theia to charge lower prices,

Sise may be an important influence lying behind 
differences of operating efficiency, or of efficiency in 
distribution or management. Factors which may ba influenced 
by size include the operating efficiency of the plant, 
technical staff skill, general managerial ability, efficiency 
in operation and management of the distribution system, and 
the financial skill of the management, In a consideration



of the relationship of size and 'technical efficiency 1 the 

'efficiency factors' may be classified alternatively into 

two groups - 'efficiency' of apparatus (including both 

efficiency of manufacturing plant and of the distribution 

system), and labour skills (including various managerial 

and technical stills). (The * technical efficiency 1 of 

manual workers will also vary, of course, but this variation 

will be between individuals rather than between the whole 

labour force of different undertakings and can be ignored 

for purposes of comparison. Happier labour management 

relations might give to one undertaking an unusually 

efficient force of manual workers, "but this can be counted 

as a product of good management*)

There does not appear to be any firmly established 

relationship between the size of a manufacturing plant and 

its 'operating efficiency*. There is no close correlation 

between the size of a retort house and its ? technical 

efficiency' as there is between the size and efficiency of 

an electric generating plant. The efficiency (in terms of 

cost) of a distribution system depends more on the density 

of consumers psr mile of mains, rather than on the size 

of the undertaking. Larger undertakings may have some 

small advantage in being able to manufacture more by 

products, such as benzole and ammonium sulphate. '£wo reasons 

tend to give to the larger undertakings greater 'technical
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efficiency 1 of management* The larger undertaking can 

usually pay higher salaries and attract mot-e highly skilled 

managers. Secondly, a large undertaking provides more 

opportunity for the division of she managerial function 

and greater specialisation. The miters of the He/worth 

import suggest that the ability to employ a fully qualified 

technical staff gives an important advantage to the larger 

undertakings. On tfcuj other hand, certain parts of the 

managerial function are indivisible, and some undertakings 

may lose in 'technical efficiency 1 through being larger 

than the optimum managerial sice*

Opinion is not entirely agreed on the importance of 

size as a factor determining 'Technical 1 and ' op ©rating 

efficiency', Mr, Chantler, in his study of the industry, 

comes to the conclusion that "the evidence of statistics 

does not suggest any positive relation between the siae of 

existing gas undertakings and their efficiency of operation,"

He does believe, however, that many gains would arise from
pthe amalgamation of small works*

According to the authors of the r.E.P, Report on the 

Industry, published in 1939, there are no advantages to be 

gained by increasing the size of a gas undertaking beyond

1. The Gaa Industry, Ministry of Fuel and I ower Report, 
para.86,

2. Chantler, The British Gas Industry,
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an output of l f 000,000 therms a year. 1 A report of the 
"British Gas Council" states - "Size of itself is no 
absolute criterion of efficiency, rhere are many small 
undertakings rendering admirable service, there may "be
isolated cases of larger undertakings showing room for

2improvement," The framers of the Heyworfch .Report are
much more inclined bo find a correlation between size and 
'operating efficiency*. They state ".., we find, generally 
speaking, the order of efficiency of these groups of 
undertakings [referring to the following classification of 
gas undertakings;-

Output Ho. of
Unde r t akinp; s

Over 10 million therms per annum 30

w 5 " " " & not
exceeding 10 35

" 1.25 " " " " & not
exceeding 5 132

* *5 " " " Tl & not
exceeding 1*25 159

Not exceeding *5 million therms per annum 603] 
is a function of size, the other factors contributing to 
efficiency seldom exerting a predominating influence."* 
As mentioned above, it is through the possibility of

1* P.E.P. Report on the Gas Industry in G.B., p.119. 
2. British Gas Council - nfhe Gas Industry", para.36,
3* The G-as Industry - Ministry of Fuel and lower fieport, 

para*82.
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maintaining an adequate technical staff that the authors 
of this Heport consider that size affects efficiency. The
minimum size suggested for efficient operation is an output

i of 1.25 million therms a year.

whatever size may "be chosen as the minimum for 
•operating efficiency 1 it does not follow that ^as works 

with a smaller output are inefficient economically and that 
their existence is unjustified. It is generally agreed that 
gas cannot be transported economically over a long distance 
(more than about t wen fey miles) "by a grid system (except in
areas of very high demand or with available coke-oven

2 supplies) so that small isolated districts must continue

to rely on local works. It may thus be argued that, in so 
far as operating efficiency varies witl size, 1rie size of 
local demand is another 'fortuitous factor 1 for which 
allowance must be zaade in any estimate of * economic 
efficiency 1 ?

The preceding price and efficiency comparisons ha^re 
referred only indirectly to the relationship of size to 
efficiency. Tiros in Table 93 it can be assumed that the 
average size of County Borough undertakings is larger than

l f 1'he Gas Industry - Ministry of Fuel and lower Report,
. , para.87*

2. Of. p, 12J et & eT

3. Of. p. 209.
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that of non-County Boroughs, and that non-County Boroughs 

are larger than the undertakings owned by Urban District 

Councils, The average price charged by County Borough 

undertakings to domestic consumers was ,721d« per therm 

lower than that charged by non-County Boroughs and 1.88?d. 

per therm lower than the average price in Urban District 

Council owned undertakings. This particular sample is 

based on a few of the larger Urban Districts so that the 

difference in average size of the non-County Borough and 

Urban District Couacil undertakings was not very considerable. 

fith the company undertakings the average price in non- 

County Boroughs was slightly higher («llld. per therm) than 

in the Urban Districts, The local government status basis 

of classification tends to be less significant for company 

undertakings since they are more likely to supply g;as 

outside the minicipal boundaries. This same relationship 

is brought out in Table 96, showing the price distribution 

by percentages. Simplifying this Table by omitting company 

undertakings and reducing the number of price groups, 

the result shown in Table 1C? is obtained. 

Table 107. Prices charged and Local Government., .status, of

Price

9.0 &
9.1 -
15.1 *
Total

municipal
- d. per therm.

under
15

3 over

gas undert:
Co.Bor.

14.7
ci5«3

-
1CO.O

akiu-'s.-i
N. Co.Bor,

12.7
63.0
4.3

100.0

U.D.C.

lo'«9
63-2
5.9

100.0

1. 'Preston Hate Return', 1946-7.
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As we move from County Borough to non-County Borough to 

Urban District undertakings the proportion falling in the 

lowest price group becomes progressively smaller and that 

in the highest price group progressively larger, . 

r ,, , , In the following 'Table (108) undertakings are grouped 
according to total sales in 1947*

gable 108. Size (annual jsale) and domestic price of ^

Av, price of sample 
d, per therm

11,425 •
, r , :,..,

11.400 ; 

13.612 -
, - I* ': '

15*502

Annual Sales,
Therms .

5,000,001 and over 

1,000,001-5,000,000 

500, 001 -1,000 ,000 

500,000 and less

In each case a sample of 10 undertakings was chosen
at random, except that all undertakings purchasing cpfcs^

; '" iv

oven gas were excluded. The Table shows a distinct ,: -! 

rigs in price for each, of the two groups ot smaller uu^er- 

takings, the average price for the 500,001-1,000,000 t terms 

sold group being 2#212d* per therm, and that for fehe under 

500 , 000 group being 4»102d. per therm higher than the \ 

price in the 1-5 » 000*000 therms group, ihere is no further

1, Cori>iled from Min. P. & P, Ret. 194?, Preston Rate 
Return, 1946 -7i and individual gas tariffs, 1948,
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reduction in price with increased annual sales "beyond the 

1-5,000,000 therms per year group. In order to check this 

conclusion two further samples were taken from each of 

these groups of larger undertakings* (In the case of the 

over 5 i 000 ,001 therms group the two samples together 

include all local authority undertakings falling in this 

group in 194-7 with the exception of those buying supplies 

of coke-oven gas.) These are shown in the following 

Table (109).
. . •£' .*.,•:,' • ' ,'^t '.., ,. ' \

!£able 109* Size and doaestio price of larger gas under— 
., . .. - .• takins .

Annual Sales Av. price of sample' '
Therms

(Over 5,000,001 
A ( 

(1,000,001-5,000,000

(Over 5,000,001 
B (

(1-5,000,000

d* per therm.

11.089 

11.537

11.287 

11 .469

Ho. in sauap;

7
10 \

17
20

These figures show that the larger undertakings had 

a very slight price advantage, on the average of the two 

samples. They appear to bear out the conclusions of the 

Heyworth Report that there are no significant economies

of scale beyond a size of about 1,250,000 t&erjis sold p.er 

year .

1, Compiled from Kin, F. & P. Ret. 1947, and Preston 
Rate Return, 1946-7*

O (**•& T\2 * i^* ?•
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The effects of size can also "be measured by nieans of 
Thermal Efficiency Index calculations.

Tatle 11.0. Size and Thermal Efficiency of gas undertakings.

Th. Efficiency 
Group of undertakings Index.___

% Average of random sample
of 33 undertakings 74.65

Average of sample of 15 undertakings
selling more than 6,000,000 therms
in 194? 80.0*

Average of sample of 12 undertakings
selling less than 800,000 therms
in 194-7. 70.61

Estimated average of all local
authority undertakings 79.69 (at assumed

calorific 
value =450)

3?his 2able shows a substantial increase in thermal 
efficiency for the group of larger undertakings.

Table 111. Size and Thermal Efficiency of ^as undertakings,
19*7. * 

Annual Sales
Therms

5,000,001 and over

1,000,001-5,000,000
500,001-1,000,000
500,000 and less

1. Compiled from Min.

2. Ibid.
£l

A v. thermal
efficiency No. in sample

79.680 10

78.988 10

72.681 10

70.215 8

F. & P. Set. 19*7.
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In each case a random sample of undertakings was made, 

omitting undertakings buying supplies of coke-oven gas (the 

samples differ from those in the size -price comparison 

Table)* The results of this Table may be compared with 

those showing size - price comparisons.

This Table shows an increase of efficiency for each 

increase in the size group* Lite the size - price 

comparison it shows only a small difference between the two 

larger groups, but a considerable difference between the 

500,001-1,000,000 and the 1-5,000,000 group* !£he advantage 

in thermal efficiency of the 500,001-1,000,000 group 

compared with the smallest group was considerably less than 

the price advantage of the similar group in the size -• price 

comparison Table .

The following Table shows the relationship between 

size and operating efficiency using the '1945 thermal 

efficiency index 1 , and with different siae groupings* ) 

Table 112. Size and thermal efficiency of p:as undertakings .in'
Fo".^ (laid land) Area o:f Gas Engineer ins: Advisory
Joard • 194

Annual — tput.
therms

0-200,000
200,001-400,000
400,001-600,000
800,001-1,000,000
1,000,001-2,000,0002,000,001-3,000,000
3,000,001 and over

Total

S.2
No. in
sample

6
7

33
5
3
4

13m

Average thermal
efficiency

66765
67*46
68*90
71.60
76.87
76.75
75-67

1, Cf. Tables 100, 101, and 102.
2* Calculated from figures supplied by the Divisional

tnglieer tli.E. Bates, Esq.)/No,2 Division, .Vest Midlands 
as Board.
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These figures show a distinct tendency for thermal 

efficiency to increase up to the one to two million therms 

annual sales group. The small number of undertakings 

falling into some of these groups makes it impossible 

to draw any more rigid conclusions from this Table. Thus 

the apparently ^ood showing of the six to eight hundred 

thousand therms annual sales group was a resii.lt of one 

undertaking with a relatively high thermal efficiency 

falling into this group. The next Table (113) shows these 

figures rearranged into two larger groups.

Table 113. Size and thermal efficiency of two groups of gas
uncle r t ak ,'ing s • 19-^7^

Annual output* Thermal 
Therms.___ Efficiency.

_.!__,

1,000,000 therms or less 69,52

More than 1,000,000 therms. V6.06

Total average 72.50

These figures show that the group of larger undertakings 

with sales of more than 1,000,000 therms a year, had an 

advantage of 6,5^ in thermal efficiency. The next 'Table 

(114) shows these figures grouped in the same way as those 

in Table 104-.

1, Calculated from figures supplied by Div.^ngr. (K.E. 
Bates) Ho. 2 Division, west Midlands uas Board.
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Table 114-. Size and thermal efficiency of gas undertakings,
1945.1

Annual Output of Gas Ho* in Average thermal
Therms,_______ sample efficiency

5,000,001 and over 5 78.2
1,000,001-5 f 000,000 15 75*4
500,001-1,000,000 10 72.0
500,000 and less 14 67.7

There are a number of exceptions to the tendency for 
thermal efficiency to increase with size in the gas industry, 
and it is evident that, within limits, it is possible for 
small undertakings to attain a high level of efficiency. 
There is no such direct link "between physical size of the
plant and operating efficiency as there is in the

2electricity industry. Eor example the afcove saiaple
included the following figures:

Undertaking A - Total output 194-5 = 3,733»?97 therms^
Sales 19^-7 * 4,251,121 therms.

» 194-5 Thermal efficiency index 1 = 64
* 194-7 Thermal efficiency index 1 = 71,59$

1. Calculated from West Midlands Gas Board figures.

2. Of, p. 282- et _.8eg.«

3. Calculated from figures in Min. of Fuel & Power Report, 
and from 'W.Mid.Gas Board figures 1 .
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Undertaking B - Total output 194-5 » 2,176,159 therms
Sales 1947 - 2,053,143 therms.

'194-5 Thermal efficiency index* = 83.4;b 
'1947 Thermal efficiency index 1 = 63.53$

Undertaking C - Total output 1945 = 321,941 therms
Sales 1947 * 367,790 therms

'1945 Thermal efficiency index 1 « 78.4$
'194? (Thermal efficiency index* = 77-9* ;a

Undertaking A t with the largest output of the three, had 

a considerably lower thermal efficiency. As a general 

conclusion, however, it may be stated that there is a 

tendency for thermal efficiency to increase with size up 

to an output of one to two million therms a year. Beyond 

this size there is no clear evidence of any further 

economies of scale affecting thermal efficiency. Thermal 

efficiency normally drops eoaqparatively suddenly for the 

group of smaller undertakings with an output of less than 

about 100,000 therms a year.

We can now examine the extent to which the former 

company and municipal undertakings fell into the groups ! 

which were likely to have a higher or lower operating ! 

efficiency. Table 115 shows the average size of all • i 

statutory company and municipal undertakings in 1947. !

Table 113* Average size of municipal and company undertakings
1947.i

Sample Average siz-e. Therms sold
in

402 company undertakings 3,180,300 
212 municipal undertakings 2,854,900

1« Calculated from Min. P. £ P. Ret. 1947.
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next ll?afcle shows the distribution of samples of company 

and municipal undertakings into different size groups.

Table 116, Percentage of zaunicipal and compan.y gas under- ^
takings falling into different s izelroups, l53>b •

Sample. Size groups - Therms sold in 1938*
Under 100,001- 500,001- Over 
100,001 500,000 1,000,000 1,000,OCX'

100 coiapany undertakings

100 municipal under
takings

16

12

43

56

18

19

23

33

'Table liy* Percentage of municipal and company gas under -
if forent . size

Size ..group s_ - Therms sold in .19.47

Under 100,001- 500,001- Over 
100,000 500,000 1,000,000 1,000, OCX

100 coiapany undertakings 13 34 15 38

100 municipal under 
takings 3 34 19

This evidence shows that although the average size of all 

company undertakings was larger than that of those owned 

"by local authorities, there was a "big sr proportion of 

company undertakings in the smallest size group, and a

1. Calculated from Min. P. & P. Ret. 1938.

2.
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smaller proportion in the largest (over l,OGQ f OOO therias 

sold) group. The main reason for this was the existence

of a number of very large companies in the largest group 

(e«s. - The Gas, Light and Coke Co. sold 266 million therms 

in 194-7 )•

Since none of the price comparisons roads above were 

weighted according to the amount of gas sold by individual 

undertakings, it would seem that the municipally owned 

undertakings should have had a slight advantage from having 

more undertakings in the relatively low cost size groups 

and fewer in the group of small, high-cost undertakings* 

This factor alone would not account altogether for the 

ability of municipal undertakings to charge less for the 

gas which they supplied, and comparisons taken from samples 

of undertakings in the aame size group showed that the 

municipal undertakings still had a lower average price, 

though the difference was snaller than that when all size 

groups were included in the sample.

-The main conclusions of this investigation of the 

comparative levels of efficiency achieved by former 

municipal and former company gas undertakings may now be 

summarised, iiie efficiency comparisons must !>e based on 

the only evidence available figures of prices charged, 

reinforced by measfurenents of thermal efficiency* The 'pilot 

examination 1 of 'similar* gas undertakings illustrated the
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ntoaber of influences besides efficiency, which can affect 

the price charged * It also supported the proposition 

that there is a definite relationship "between high price, 

high cost and low efficiency* 2he price comparisons showed 

that the average price of all large samples of municipal ,. 

undertakings was lower than that of company owned 

undertakings. This price advantage of the municipal 

undertakings was reduced, but still existed f when allowance 

was made for the possible ad vantage of municipal undertakings 

in having, on the whole, more favourable locations* The 

lower price of municipal undertakings was not a result 

of greater operating efficiency* In most of the , 

comparisons made, the average thermal efficiency of the •: 

company undertakings was higher than that of those owned 

by local authorities, ^he local authority undertakings 

had a slight advantage in having a bigger proportion of ; 

their undertakings falling into the size groups which 

approximated to the optimum* but this again was insufficient 

to account for the lower average prices charged.

Since it does not appear that there were any other 

factors affecting the relationship between price, cost and 

efficiency, which were likely to vary according to the type 

of ownership two possibilities remain. IMther the lower
i

average price of the municipal undertakings was a sign of 

greater average efficiency, or it was the result of a



difference in financial policy. Perhaps this statement 
should not be made in this manner as though the possibilities 
were confined to a mutually exclusive 'either or 1 . Both 
factors might have some influence on the situation. It 
is also possible that the ability to finance its enterprices 
more cheaply might be a sign of superior managerial 
efficiency on the part of municipal undertakings. The 
differences in municipal and company financial practice 
together v/ith the question of their relevance to this 
efficiency cougarison, are eonsidered in the next chapter* 
For the moment it may be said that the Icwsr average 
prices of the former municipally owned undertakings 
indicated either that they were financed more cheaply, or 
that they achieved SOLB superior efficiency, ?/hich (since 
the evidence snowed that they did not operate at a higher 
level of thermal efficiency) must have been shown in lower 
labour, distribution, or management costs.



;._ ; Efficiency ia@asurement and comparison is in some 

ways an even more difficult and complicated business in 
the electricity industry, than it is in the gas industry* 

At first sight it appears that the opposite should be 

true, "because there is considerably more statistical 

evidence, presented in a mo: e convenient form, available 

relating to electricity undertakings. The Electricity 

Commissioners and the Ministry of Fuel and Power have 

published returns relating to the rihole industry showing 

both prices charged and cost of production. Figures 

showing the thermal efficiency of power stations have been 

worked out and published by the Electricity Commissioners* 

But the interpretation of these statistics and their 

relation to efficiency (which, is taken here as meaning 

effectiveness in producing and distributing electric 

energy with the lov/est possible consumption of material 

resources) is by no means an easy task. The main dif 

ficulty in making efficiency comparisons in the industry 

as it existed before nationalisation arises from the 

"break" between the actual cost of generating energy and

1. Cf. p. 209.
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the price paid by the undertaking for its energy which was 

caused by the activities of the Central Electricity Board. 

The following Table shows the relationship between the 

cost of production and the grid price paid by undertakings 

©wning selected stations which sold more energy to the 

C.S.B. than they bought back for their own needs, i*e* 

"export ing" stations, The undertakings sold all their 

output to the Central Electricity Board at a price equal 

to the cost of production t and bought back the current 

which they required for distribution in their own supply 

area at one of the grid tariffs available to owners of 

selected stations* The most conuaon tariff for selected 

station owners was cost of production (adjusted for load 

and power factors of supply) plus "the equivalent pro** 

portion of the Board's expenses iu providing maintaining 
and operating the Grid"*

1. R.Gabel, U:he Grid y.y.3tem« published by the 
Association 01 ^engineering and Shipbuilding
Draughtsmen.



Table 118 '.?he cost of production and purchase price
of energy for '^exporting municipal -,
selected station owner s t 1947-8

Undertaking Cost of production Purchase Excess of , urchaae
d./unit price price over cost of

; tariff' • !»\M.-f '• ^ ,-,.- • : ... 6

Southampton .72 - ,
']? or quay .^
Stepney ; .64
Croydon i61
Hackney .60
Port siaouth .60
Flynouth ,59
Bi'igliton .51
Halifax . .48
Woolwich .48
Bristol , .47
Manchester .47
Stockport .47
Worcester .47
Bolt on .46
Preston .'46
Birmingham .44
Gloucester .44
Burton ,43
Carlisle .43
Darlington .43
Liverpool .43
vYarrington .43
Leicester .42
Euddersfield .41
Leeds .41
Newport .41
Derby .40
Lancaster .40
S t alybr id ge . 39
Sunderl'ind .39
Blackburn .38
Cardiff .38
Hull .38
Nottingham .38
Sheffield . .33
Rotherham .35
Swansea .^3

•. .1 .•..•-. -

../unit cost of production

.74 .02

.78 .10

.89 .25

.75 -14

.74 .14

.75 .15

.76 .17

.73 .22

.66 ,18

.G4 .16

.71 .24

.61 ,14

.75 .28

.^ .26

.79 . .33

.62 .16

.56 .12

.74 »30

.65 .22

.77 .34

.65 .22

.S4 .11

.67 *24

.64 .22

.57 -16

.62 .21
,61 .20
.5? -17
.67 .27
.62 .23
.43 .04
.73 .35
.55 .17
.54 .16
.58 .20
.57 .19
.45 .10
.57 .34

1. linf Fuel and Power, 3.E.F.S. 1947-8.
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The figures In this Table make it apparent that there is 
no fixed relationship between the production costs of 

these undertakings (using "production costs" to mean the 

total costs of generation excludinfj loan charges attri 

butable to generation) and the price which they had to 

pay to the Central Electricity Board for the current ^/ 

they bought for distributing to the consumers in their 

area. The difference between the purchase price and the 
cost of production varied for these undertakings from 

*Q2d. to ,35d These variations were sufficient to 
counteract low cost of production in many cases. For 

example, Swansea, with production costs of »23d* per 

unit had to pay .56d. per unit for energy bought from 
the Central Electricity Board, while Birmingham, with 

an average cost of reduction of .44d. per unit had to 

pay only ,56d, per unit for its purchases of energy, 
The price charged by an undertaking will therefore reflect 

the cost to that undertaking of buying supplies from the 

Central Electricity Board rather than the actual cost 

of production. In these circumstances it is difficult 

to arrive at any satisfactory measure of overall 

£> community efficiency". Low pr oduction costs which may 
be the result of a fav urable load factor or of the policy 

of the Central Electricity Board in choosing some generating 

stations as "base load" stations which operate for most of



each twenty-four hour period (resulting in low average 

cost of production per unit) cannot necessarily be taken 

as an indication of higher operating efficiency. These 

production costs also exclude (unlike the total production 

costs on which the price paid "by the C.B.B. for purchases 

of energy fron selected station.owners was based) loan 

charges which mus-" be taken into account in estimates of 

efficiency, Two separate and more limited estimates of 

efficiency in the electricity industry are therefore made. 

The operating efficiency is rasas tared by the use of thermal- 

efficiency figures, and by making some reference to 

figures of cost of reduction. Secondly price comparisons, 

related to the rrice at which current vas purchased from 

the "grid" are used as a measure of the efficiency (from 

the "community viewpoint") of the distribution and admini 

strative organizations. This second standard may be 

called efficiency of distribution and reflects the 

efficiency in distributing current and in administering 

an undertaking for the lowest possible cost in the con 

sumption of scarce resources of labour and capital.

The following Table (119) shows a comparison of 

thermal efficiency and generating costs (excluding loan 

charges) for all municipally owned Selected Stations which 

were exporters of energy to the ''grid'11 (excluding under 

takings which only became exporters v/hen bulk sales of
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current to other undertakings were allowed for).

Tablellg The Thermal Efficiency and generating
cos;s or municipal Xv oiroed generating

ions wb: gc1^^w6rg_iije^Qrte]C's'Tof current; 
947-6.

Undertaking Cost of pro duct ion 
d./unit

Thermal efficiency

Southampton
Torquay
Stepney
Croydoa
Hackney
Portsmouth
Plymouth
Brighton
Halifax
Woolwich
Bristol
Manchester
Stociport
Worcester
Bolton
Preston
Birmingham
Gloucester
Burton
Carlisle
Darlington
Liverpool

Warrington 
Leicester 
Huddersfield 
Leeds

Newport
Derby
Lancaster
Stalybridge
Sunderland
Blackburn
Cardiff
Hull
Nottingham
Sheffield
Rotherham
Swansea
Notes

.72 

.68 

.64 
,61 
,60 
,60

•51 
.48
.48
.4?

.47

.47 

.47 

.46

.44

.44
• *3 
.43 
.43 
.43

.43

.42 

.41 

.41

.41 

.40 

.40 

.39
•B 
.38 
.38
.38
.38
.35 
.23

18.01
15.46
18.14
18,62
19.82
19.77
18.75
22.23
17.07
20.92
20.21
10,87

20.73
21.02
19.67 
20.00 
22.36) 
10.60)
24.53
19.41
21.75 
19.3* 
25.23) 
13.09) 
21.23 
'20.28
21.70)
10.51)
19.19
20.90
22.46
21.04
19.11
22.82
19.76
21.37^
22.96)
21.63)
22.25
19.21

The figure shown in the Return is ,16d., but this is 
an obvious error, and the figure of .45d. per unit was 
calculated from the figures of units generated and total cost.

1. Kin. of Fuel and -ower R.I.F.S., 1947-8, and E.G. 
Gen. E. G.B. 1947.
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fhe above Table does not disclose any obvious 

correlation between high thermal efficiency and low cost 

of production* The chief factors besides the thermal 

efficiency of the works which would be expected to affect 

the cost of production are the cost of coal, the load 

factor and labour costs. It seems likely that labour 

costs vsrould tend to vary with the thermal efficiency, 

while the other factors would vary independently, 

Variations in the cost of coal caused by differences in 

transport; costs are, of course, important. Thug in 

1948 the Exeter undertaking had to pay 10s« Od, a ton 

more in freight charges on its coal supplies than did 

the Bristol undertaking. 1 In the following Table (120), 

these undertakings ars rearranged into regional groups, 

in which coal freight charges mi?:ht be expected to be more 

nearly equal.

1» Information obtained in interviev; with Mr, A.Keet, 
M.Eng.j M.I.E.E. then electrical Engineer to 
Sxeter Corporation.
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Table 120. thermal effieiency load factors and
genera'.-'• • genera
prqu^s

Undertaking

South Coast
Southampton 
Torquay 
Portsmouth 
Plymouth 
Brighton

Average

London
Stepoay 
Croydon 
Hackney
Woolwich

Average

Northern Coalfield
Halifax 
Stockport 
Bolt on 
Preston
Warrington 
Darlington 
Lancaster 
Staly bridge 
Blackburn 
Sotherham

Average

Bristol Channel
Newport 
Cardiff
Bristol

Average

1, Min. Fuel and

u Hi ;-'-' C 0 £ if Q
tin,-; sta^I
, 1947-8.1

ofliiaiiic up ally
ons t arranged in

Cost of production Load 
de/unit factor

.72

.68

.60

.59 

.51

.62

,64 
.61 
.60 
.48

ob

s
.46
.47 
.46 
.46 
.43
.43
.40

,425

.41 

1 23

• 34

Power R.S

30.0 
32.8 
33.2
39*8

32 . 7

25.4 
31.6
32.3
30,2

*£ '"j . y

32.6
43.6 
35.4
32 „ 7

32^5 
•42,4
49.7 "8.5

43.8

41.9 
50.0

52 . 5

,F.S. 194—8 and

O'viiiecl
regional

thermal 
efficiency

18.01 
15.46
19*77 
18.75
22.23

16.64

18.14 
18.62 
19.82
20 . 92

19.4

17*07
20 . 73 
19.67 
20 . 00 
21 23 
19.34 
22.46 
21.64 
22.82

20 . 72

19.19 
19-76 
19.21

19.39

S.C.Gen.ii.1947.



Kven when some of the influence of fluctuation? in coal
costs is removed, by this regional grouping, the 
correlation between kigh thermal .efficiency ^.nd low 
production cos?t@ is not .,uite so great a® might, perhaps 
be expected. Only is che London group <!0e0 the ran king 
by cost of production correspond exactly with ranking by 
(iavsrse) thermal efficiency, Tfcm« in the above Table 
(120) Torquay ,in<I Southampton appear to be misplaced, 
since 3out&ampton &ad s higher thermal efficiency *md m : "= 

higher cost of production par unit, stockport despite its 
considerable advantage In thermal efficiency had a cost 
of production only «01d. per unifc less? than that; of 
Halifax, while Bolton, tfith a lower efficiency bad a 
low$r production co^t^ Similarly, stalybrid^e had ® 
lower production cost than would be expected from its • 
thermal offlciency and Load Factor. On© possible reason 
for these discrepancies is tbe use of a differeot form 
of fuel - particularly of the more expea^iv@ oil, instead 
of coal or co&o, for fir inn: trie boilerer. They ralj-ht 
also be a result of the coal freight co^ts not seine- 9 
in fact, completely equal, or mi^ht ue caused by fcbe 
influences el other factors maieing up "cost of production" 
which have not been allowed for* These other factors 
are labour coeta; coate of other materials? used (oil.
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water, and miscellaneous "stores")? a&'3 costs of 

$t$airs and maintenance of equipment. For the four
,,-- , 4 ., :.

undertakings Halifax, Stociqport, Soltoc .and staly bridge 

the cost of production was made up as follows -

Table 121, Cost of ̂ prod action of four "Northern
c olilf i"ela g^" und'e'r t'a&ih ?s « 194 7-5 ."i

Fuel Labour "Repairs, maintenance,
oil, water and stores"

A ._. £ per 1000 units generated

Halifax 1.7037 .16.524 .12914

Bolton 1,6601 .14946 .10817

Stockport 1.6911 .09266 .17623

Stalybridge 1.4900 .07126 .07295

Average 1,6362 ..11938 ,12134

These figures underline the dominating position o±* fuel 

costs, which, taking the average of the four undertakings, 

were 13*7 times greater than labour costs. They also 

indicate that each of the factors mentioned above had 

some influence on causing some divergence between the 

actual ranking bj cost of production of these undertakings 

from that which would exist if thermal efficiency was 

the only variable affecting cost of production Thus

1. Calculated from Min. Fuel and Power, H E.P.3.1947-8.
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Stockport had higher fule costs per thousand units 

generated than Bolton despite its greater thermal 

efficiency indicating that it raupt bave had to pay more 

for each ton of fuel consumed. The relatively low 

production costs of Stalybridge were a result of low 

labour arid "repairs and maintenance, water, oil and 

stores*' corts, as well as of it? low fuel costs.

The conclusion of this examination of the relationship 

between thermal efficiency and the cost of production 

of energy ip that the correlation only becomes very 

strong when the effects on cost of the variations in 

coal freights, and the use of different forms of fuel
- • •• . <•

for firing boilers, is eliminated. Thermal efficiency 

figures are the more satisfactory guide to "operating 

efficiency" since they are not affected by unavoidable 

differences in coal freights. They provide only a very 

partial guide to efficiency however, since they do not 

allow for labour or maintenance costs, or the consumption 

of materials other than fuel. Hone of the "efficiency" 

tests used here measures success in avoiding "unnecessary" 

coal freights (and water charges) or efficiency in 

choosing the optimum site for the location of generating
2stations. neither thermal efficiency nor cost of

1. Cf. p. 2./0 et seq. 

2* Of. P.37? et se.q..
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production figures can be used for any kind of efficiency 

measurement for the large number of undertakings which 

did not generate any energy themselves.

In the following Table (122) the thermal efficiency 

of all steam generating stations whose total hours 

of generation were not less than 2,400 in 1947, are 

compared on bases of both size and ownership. These 

stations include those owned by both company and municipal 

undertakings, and both selected and non-selected stations.

Table 122. Thermal efficiency of company and municipal
3 team generating stations f ^roi
to pize and owner ship, i9

Group 
Ho. 

Units generated

I
z
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

1,000,000,000 and over

500 f 000 , 000-999 , 999 , 999
200,000,000-499 t999t999
100,000,000-199,999,999
50,000,000- 99.999,999
25,000,000- 49,999,999
10, COO ,000- 24,999,999

5,000,rOO- 9,999,999
2,500,000- 4,999,999

Xo.
stat
Com 
pany

3
10

8

5
4

4

3
1
2

iped accordingiz-1
of Average thermal 
ions efficiency
ami- Com- Muni- 
cipal pany cipal

3
7

23
14

5-

16
16

2

^

/f
24.55

21.66

21.04

19.06
15 - 84

15.22

12 , 93
13*25

1C . 36

/*>
23-97
20 , 96

20.36

15.05

15.65

13.49
11.66

13.11

10 , 50

I. B.C. Gen* of E., 1947-
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Note to Table 122.

a Only stations operating the equivalent of "one-shift

operation" or 2400 hours generation, included. Where

one undertaking owned more than one generating station, 

"t each station was included separately, except where "A"

and ITB H stations existed on the same site, when the

average of the two was taken.

The figures in this liable show that in each size 

group except the smallest (Group 1) the stations owned by 

the company undertakings had a higher thermal efficiency 

than the municipally owned generating stations.
- -:-'?' - ..'• - , ' '." ;;•. ••-.•;•.-

The evidence contained in this Table also supports 

the conclusion that size arid thermal efficiency are correla 

ted. For both company a&d municipal undertakings the 

average thermal efficiency, with the exception of one 

group, increased wish the average size. The exception 

was the 5,000,000 - 9t999>999 group (6) which, for both 

companies and local authorities had a higher average thermal 

efficiency than trie next largest group (?) - 10,000,000 - 

24,999,999 units. As there were only three stations 

falling into the 5,000,000 - 9,999,999 units group, 

however, no particular significance can be attached to 

this discrepancy, which might be accounted for by the other
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main variable factor - the modernity of the plant. The 
Diggest differences in average efficiency were between the 
groups 4 and 5 (50,000,000 - 99,999,999 units and 100,000,000 
- 199, 999t999 units) and 1 and 2 (500,000,000 - 999,999,999 
units and over 1,000,000,000 units). The differences, 
taking the averages of the company and municipal under 
takings, were of 2.81$ and 2.95$> respectively. On the 
evidence of these figures it can be concluded that, 
within the existing size range of generating stations, 
thermal efficiency tends to increase with size.

''*'•' The relative inefficiency of those stations which 
fall below the average of tlieir group might be caused by 
their being the smallest stations in the groip, or by 
the lower operating efficiency of the plant, even where 
total output was the same. The size of the stations 
was determined by the number and demand of consumers in 
the undertaking's distribution area, by the policy of the 
Central Electricity Board (in the case of Selected Stations) 
and by the undertaking's own policy in concentrating 
generation in one station, or in operating more than one 
station. Only the last factor was under the direct 
control of the managements concerned. In the following 
Taole (123) the position of all the andertakings in group 3 
whose thermal efficiency was less than 20% and those in 
group 4 wnose efficiency was less than 16^ is analysed more 
fully.
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Table 123. Municipal generating stations wfth thermal
average5 for tbeir sizeeficiency below 

la 10471

Group 3 - 200,000,000 - 499,999,999 units

Undertaking Thermal Ho.of 
effic- con-
ieacy gumers

Total Total 
energy "home" 
generated gales

Average for group
Most efficient in group 
(Blackburn)

Hackney 
Portsmouth 
Cardiff 
Bolt on 
Norwich 
Barlington (Stuart Street) 
Manchester 
Croydon 
Bradford 
Coventry

Group 4 - 100,000

% 
20.36

22.82

19-82
19.77 
19-76 
19*67 
19-4? 
19-34 
19-14 
16.62 
16.13 
16.64

,000 -

1000 
units

38,772 395,908

53,175 203,056 
95,933 268,468 
61,340 273,557 
50,690 235,628 
67,207 235,590 
24,325 315,844 

210,562 479,029° 
69,170 206,331 
82,623 281,469 
74,385 349,897

199,999,999 unite

1000 
units

119 ,477
121,984 
189,284 
248,463 
159*646 
125,697 

83,440 
816,066 
146,820 
262,308 
336,223

Average for group 18,05
Most efficient undertaking
in group (stretford) 24.70 34,396 187,118 277,750

31,266 121,477 101,059 
26,656 110,093 89,039 
46,448 140,921 176,229 

219,999 116, 1300" 765,951 
332,836 104,754« 1,357,882

Halifax 17*07
Torauay 15-46 
West Ham 13-62 
Liverpool (Lieter Drive) 13-09 
Birmingham (Prince's 3treet)10.60

Rotes;
a. Only stations with thermal efficiencies below 20% and

18% respectively included, 
b. Including sales to the C.B.B. 
c. Total generated in three stations operating in 1947,

1,030,779 units, 
d. Total generated in four stations operating in 1947,

1,539,398 units. 
4. Total generated in three stations operating in 1947,

2,056,110 thou.units.

1. Min. of £u©l and Power R.E.F.S. 1947-8 and E.G.Gen. 
S.G.B. 1947-
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Two factors emerge clearly from the evidence in this 

Table. Firstly, the size of the generating plant was 

not determined solely by the number of consumers and 

the undertaking's own demand for energy - the variations 

in the sales more than counterbalance differences in the 

level of "home" demand in a number of cases. 3?hus 

Darlington, with 24,525 consumers and "home" sales of 

only 83,440 thousand units had a larger total output 

than Bradford with 82,623 consumers and 262,308 thousand 

units "home" demand*

Secondly, the relative thermal efficiency of these 

generating stations did not vary with differences of size 

within the group. Thus, for example, the smallest under 

taking in the group 3» Hackney, had the highest thermal 

efficiency, while the second largest, Coventry, had the 

lowest. It can therefore be assumed that the reason 

for the relatively low thermal efficiency of these 

undertakings 1 generating stations was the technical 

inefficiency of the plant compared with other works of the 

same size - _i£., technical factors other than those 

which were a direct function of size. Indeed the high 

level of efficiency attained by some comparatively small 

stations such as Stratford indicates that the higher 

average thermal efficiency of the larger stations may be 

a result as much of the fact that larger works generally
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having more up-to-date plant, as of the innate technical 

advantage of bignssa itself. This, however, is a problem 

for the electrical engineer rather than the economist,

A noticeable feature of this list of generating 

stations failing below the average efficiency of their 

group is that three of the stations belong to three of the 

largest municipal undertakings - Birmingham, Liverpool, 

and Manchester. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion 

that these large municipal undertakings have not taken 

fall advantage of tbeir size in concentrating production 

in large stations of the greatest possible thermal 

efficiency. Birmingham owned two stations at Hams Hall 

whose combined output put them in the largest group 1, 

of stations, but whose combined thermal efficiency was 

the lowest in that group (including company undertakings)* 

The other station, Princess or Hechells had the 

extraordinarily low thermal efficiency of 10.6$. 

Liverpool owned one reasonably efficient group 1 station, 

and two stations on the same site wboas combined output 

put them into group 4 and whose average thermal efficiency 

was 13.9* the second lowest amongst all municipal end 

company undertakings in this group. Manchester had one 

station in group 2, one in group 3 and one very small 

non-selected station. The group 2 station had the lowest 

thermal efficiency of any company or municipal station in
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this group while the group 3 station was well below the 

average for the group. These three large undertakings 

appear bo have had smaller scale stations than their size 

would appear to warrant, and to have had plant which was 

relatively inefficient compared with that of other works 

of the same sise. The latter point is probably the more 

significant since conditions since 1939, with the great 

increases of demand for current and the difficulty of 

building new stations hag made the continued operation 

of small scale stations necessary. This does not 

explain the low efficiency of the plant in these stations 

however. A comparison of Birmingham, Liverpool and 

Manchester with Sheffield emphasisea that it is the 

inefficiency of the plant for its size, rather than the 

unnecessary smallnese of scale itsslf which accounts for 

the comparatively poor allowing of these three undertakings 

This comparison, with a summary of tha figures mentioned 

above is contained in the following Table (124).
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Table .124 . The comparative thermal efficiency and produc 
tion cogtg of ^irmingham, Liverpool/ Manchester 
and ^.'•xf.ielrl .elec'tricitf •undertaking; '.s

g stations, 1947,1

Undertaking stations owned

Birmingham Hams Hall A

Earns Kail B

Average
Hams Hall A & B

Liverpool

Manchester

Sheffield

Output and Thermal Cost o 
size group effici- produc

enc.y
1000 units "%

tion
oTper 
unit

Prince's 

Clarence Bock

Lister Drive 
Wo.I

Lister Drive 
No.Ill

Ave rage 
Lister Drive 

I and III

Barton 

Bloom street 

Stuart Street

Blackburn
Meadows I

Blackburn 
Meadows II

Average Blackburn
Meadows I & II 

Neepsand

900,567(2) lb.71 )

1,053,145(1) 26.75

1,95^*712(1) 22.36

114,032(4) 10*60

1,398,696(1) 23.23 ) 

8,988(8)

117,238(4) 15.04

126 t 226(4) 13.09

.44

,43

) 

555*622(2) 16.34 )

1,387(10) - 

457,647(3) 19.14 )

3,634(9)

949,462(2) 23*14

.47 b 
[&.12] b

s

)
953,296(2) 22.96 ) .3&

)
326,711(3) 21.63 )

___ a Total working costs of generation, excluding 
——— capital charges.

b The figure .47d. excludes cost of generation at 
_______Bloom Street, which was 6.12d. per unit_______
1. Min. Fuel and Power R.3.F.S. and E.G.Gen, E. G.B.,1947-
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' : The following Table (125) shows a comparison 

between the operating costs of samples of 30 municipal 

undertakings and 23 company undertakings (a 100% sample) 

owning selected stations., Where one undertaking owned 

more than one selected station the average of the stations 

was taken.

Table 123• Operating; costs of samples of municipal and

1947

30

23

electric! t ,/ und e

Sample

municipal undertakings

company undertakings

rtakin^s,

1938

20

16

1947 i

Operating coets
d. per unit

1947 1938

.7763 .458

. 56174 . 397

This evidence bears out the previous conclusion that 

company owned selected generating stations tend to have 

a higher "operating efficiency". Th $re Is no reason to 

believe that the company undertakings as a group, were 

more favourably placed in relation to coal freight charges 

than the municipal undertakings.

The following Table shows a comparison of the 

generating costs of company and municipal undertakings 

with the costs averaged for three separate regional 

groupings in each of which coal freight costs could be

1. Calculated from Min. of F. & P. B.fi.F.s., 1947-8, 
B.C. R.E.F.3. 1936-9-
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assumed to be approximately equal, The relatively small 

number of company owned Selected Stations made it impossible 

to extend this method of comparison to other regions. 

Even in this grouping there were only two company under-
i • •

takings included in the Lane s.-W.Torks. area,

fable 126. Generating costs of municipal and company owned 
'electric pie negating stations in three regional"" 
groups 1947-8.1

Agea* No... of Stations. Average cost.
d ./unit .

Co. La, Co L,a.

Lanes. & W. Yorks 2 13 .405 .549

London 5 6 .64 1.098

Midlands 4 6 .455 -442

Apart from the slightly lower generating costs of the 

municipal stations in the Midland area, the company 

undertakings still showed lower average 'costs - in the 

London area the difference being greater than that between 

company and municipal undertakings in the general sample.

It is also possible that the company undertakings may 

have had lower generating costs because the Selected stations 

which they owned had, on the whole, more favourable Load 

Factors. In the following Table, therefore, the average

1. Calculated from Kin. P. & P. -R.I.F.3. 1947-8.
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generating costs of municipal and company undertakings 

wnich had similar station Load factors are compared.

Table 127- Average generating; costs of municipally and
company owned Selected Stetiong f-.ilj

Ownership

Company 
Municipal

C ompany • 
Municipal

Company 
Municipal

Company 
Municipal

C ompany 
Municipal

Company 
Municipal

Company 
Municipal

the same f Load

Load Factor 
Group

11 - 20

<. : . *:. - 30 ;

31 - 40

41-50

51 - 60

61-70

71-80

factor group' 1947 • Jl

$o. of Stations

4 
17

.--. - -. J ... '.-.-•••
. .-,;,. . 121 9 "." " ;..

17

9 
18

6

23 -

0

.ing into

Average 
generating 
costs
d. per unit 

.S57 
• 973
.63
.68

.53 

.553

.446 

.462

!447

.315
-33

.28

In this Table where one undertaking owned more than one 

Selected Station each station was included separately in 

its own Eoad Factor group. Stations generating current 

for less than 2400 hours in 1947 !̂ 'ere excluded. Stations

1. Calculated from Kin* F. & p. R.s.F.s. 1947-8.
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with Load Factors of up to .5 above the limit of each 

Load Factor group shown, were included in that group,.

The figures in this Table show that, while it was 

true that a larger proportion of Compaq owned Selected 

Stations fell into the higher Load Factor groups, this 

did not entirely account for their lower generating 

costs. In each Load Factor group, the average generating 

costs of the company owned stations was lower than that 

of those owned by municipalities.

Generating costs are made up of fuel costs, which 

will vary with the distance from the source of supply and 

the thermal efficiency of the plant; labour costs; and 

maintenance and miscellaneous costs.

0?he following Table (126) shows a comparison of 

the labour costs of random samples of 10 municipal and 

10 company selected station undertakings.

Table 128. Labour costs of generation of samples of 
~~~~~~~~~~"" municipal and company electricity undertakings, 

1947.1'

Sample. Labour costs
d. per unit

10 municipal undertakings .10550 

10 company undertakings .05276

1. Calculated from Min. of Fual arid Power R.E.ff 
1947-8.

.
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The average labour costs of the company undertakings 

were thug only slightly more than half those of the 

municipal undertakings. In order to confirm this 

relationship two further samples are compared iri the 

following Table (129).

Table 129* Labour cpgtg of generation of sampleg of
'municipal a ad company, electricity undertakings, 

r 1947 -A

Samples '" '""'"' Labour coets
d. per unit

10 municipal undertakings .11683 

10 company undertakings .06684

This Table again shows that the average labour 

costs of generation of the company undertakings was 

little more than half that of the municipal undertakings. 

The variation in labour co^ts between different under 

takings was remarkably large. Toe range was from 

£0.027006 per thousand units (or .0064815 d, per unit) 

to £1.5727 per thousand units (or .37745 d. per unit). 

TiiQ following Table (IJO) shows the sams samples of 

20 municipal and 20 company undertakings rearranged 

into size groupings and compared.

Calculated from Min. of Fuel and Power R.,E,P-3. 
1947-8.
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Table 130. Size and labour cpgts of generation of
electricity undertalcin 8/1947 -i

,. Size Group Average labour costs
1,000 units generated d. per *

0 - 10,000 .27146

10,001 - 100,000 iC8930

100,001 - 1,000,000 ,02682

*'"" 1,000,001 - and over .02362

The figures in this Table show a continuous decline of 

average labour costs witn increases in size. The high 

labour costs of the smallest group of undertakings 

generating less than tea million units in 194?. ig 

particularly noticeable. The average labour costs of 

the largest group, generating over a thousand million 

units in 194? » were very litcle less (only ,0032 d, per 

unit) than tiaose of the one hundred to one thousand 

million units generated group. Labour costs therefore 

appear to reach a minimum at an output of more than one 

hundred million units a year.

The relatively low labour costs of generation of 

the company undertakings shown in Tables 128 and 129 may 

be partly explained by their larger average size. Tat

1. Calculated from Mln. of Fuel and Power S-E.f.S. 
1947-8.
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size groupings of tne 40 undertakings included in the 

above Table, shown on an ownership basis, was as shown in 

Table

Table 131* Type of ownership ana .size groups of samples
^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^•^^^^^"^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^•^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^W

Size group
1600 units 

0

, 10,001
X 00 ,001

1,000,001

Total

of aiuniclpa
taiiin^sJ-

generated 

10,000

100 , 000

- 1,000,000

- and over

1 and company electrl

Bo,
Municipal 

4

10

6
•*>

20

icity under-

of undertakings
Company 

2

4

»-

5
20

Total

fc
14

15

5
40

The evidence thus shows quite clearly that the 

average generating costs of municipally-owned Selected 

stations were higher than the costs of those owned by 

companies. This evidence can only be used as an 

indication of comparable levels of efficiency with 

extreme caution however* By far the greatest number 

of electricity undertakings did not owo Selected stations, 

so that these comparisons do not relate to them at all. 

The Selected stations were operated under the orders of

1. Ibid.
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the Central ilectrieity Board and it is not easy to 

determine the exact influence of this body on operating 

efficiency. It is clear that some ^on-economic 1 

considerations influenced the -original choosing of 

Selected stations. A number of municipal!^ owned 

generating stations in particular were designated as 

Selected stations more in order to control tnem than 

because they were particularly efficient, Obviously the 

chance of which stations were 'selects:! 1 would affect the 

comparisons of operating costs and thermal efficiencies 

The selection of a bigger proportion of the less efficient 

municipal undertakings would create a bias against the 

local authorities in these comparisons of average thermal 

efficiencies and operating costs. The Influence of the 

Central Electricity Board on the building of new, and 

consequently more efficient stations is also another 

factor making for uncertainty. It would be possible 

to continue this comparison of operating efficiencies 

by considering non-Selected stations, but it does not 

seem that such a comparison would have sufficient 

significance to make it #orth while* The amount of current 

generated in the non-selected w&s relatively small, and 

the conditions under which they operated varied greatly, 

.majority of the non-selectsd <?t-3tions only generated
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current for very short periods (less than 2400 hours in 

1947) aad consequently had costs running as high as 18.07d. 

per unit generated (^illinghaia Corporation, 1947). A 

comparison of undertakings generating current for more 

than 2400 hours In 194? was made, but trie results are 

not g-ven here as they appeared to have no real 

significance. Although the stations were classified on 

t~e basis of their load-factor group, the small number of 

stations and the great variations in size made any 

conclusions impossible, some stations with a high 

load factor were extremely small and had higher generating 

costs than larger stations which only generated current 

for less than 2400 hours.

As has already been indicated comparisons of 

efficiency baaed on prices charged to the consumer lead 

to a number of difficulties. Price as an indication 

of "economic efficiency" is, in the first place, open to 

all the difficulties associated with cost of production 

figures. They are influenced by factors which :. re 

irrelevant to efficiency comparison and largely outside 

the control of the managements of individual undertakings, 

such as, to mention the two most important such influences, 

load factor and coal freights. The rel&tiocship of prices 

to production costs will be affected by price policy, and
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the interest rates which must be paid. The word "price" 

itself needs further definition - there are two main 

prices - the ''Lighting, Heating and Cooking", or, as 

it is called here "domestic" price, and the power or 

"industrial" price. Price comparisons are used here 

as a measure of efficiency in admicistretion and 

distribution only. The "grid" price paid by the 

undertakings for purchases of energy is taken as given A 

and the differences between this and the prices charged >*

is measured. By this raethod the effect of factors 

influencing cost of production, but not depending on
t

"efficiency" Is eliminated.

The following? fable (132) shows a comparison between
- 'H

ten large company and ten large municipal electricity 

undertakings, all of them being owners of Selected Stations.
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Table 132.

Undertaking

Statistics of price and size relating to 
large company and municipal electr icily 
undertakings, 1943-1

Domestic Power

Companies 
County of 
Derby and

4*

Lancashire 
Leicester and 
Metropolitan 
North Eastern 
Horthmet 
Shrop. 
South 
Wessex

Lond on
Notts.

arwick

and Staffs.

Local authorities
BIrmingaaia
Bristol
Coventry
Hull
Leed s
Live rpool
Manchester
Preston
Sheffield
Woolwich
Average - Companies
Average - Local authorities
Notes

rice 
7/unit

2.06
2.3
1.63
2.06
2.23
2.03
1,44
2.00
1.99
2.00

1.55
1.29
1,05
1.12

__ Grfd 
cS ./unit Dric*¥./unit

1
1
1

•7 r-
3.7
38 
56 
29 

.S3 
1,08 
1.976 
1.25C

.84 

.66 

.60 
.86

1.13
.62

1,12
.80 
.5o 
.98

.67

.83 
.62
.77 
-58
.62
.62 
.72
.47 
.95
.821
.6o5

.47 

.37 

.44

.49

.34 

.48 

.41

.62

.44 

.49 

.50

.42

.49

.46

.46 
,48
.38 
• 54 
.45
.466

Size
1600 
units

1652
529
822
317
726

1773
1110
738
742
414

1399
415
413
260
365
670
780
274
925
206
8t2.3 
570.7

price" was the average price per unit charged for 
energy sold for "Lighting, ^eating and Cooking" to both 
domestic acd commercial consumers.
The "Grid price" relates to tne price paid for bulk purchases 
of energy^ either from the Central Electricity Board or from 
other Undertakings. All of the Undertakings included in the 
sample sold the whole of the energy generated in their 
stations to the C.ji.B., and bought back the cur ent needed 
for their own consumers, with the exception of Manchester 
and Wessex. Both of these Undertaking's, although buying the 
bulk of their supplies of current, also had n small supply 
from their own nou-oelected Stations; amounting to 330,000 
unit? for Manchester and 10,530,000 for the Wessex Under- 
taking in 1943. __________ . _____________________

Compiled from B.C., 193 b-9 -
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In the prices charged to consumers the local authority 

undertakings ha3 a considerable advantage, both for 

Light, Heating and Cooking and for Power. The average 

"domestic" price was ,726d . lower for the municipal 

undertakings, and the average price for power was . 136d. 

lower* The average "domestic 11 price of the municipal 

undertakings was ,784d. per unit higher than the "grid" 

price paid, while the power price was ,2l9d* per unit 

higher. For the company undertakings the corresponding 

prices were 1.526d. and »3?ld higher than the "grid" 

price. One qualification must be introduced before 

deducing that the municipal undertakings were more 

efficient in their distribution systems or in raising 

capital however. This is the density of consumers per 

mile of main was probably considerably higher for the 

municipal undertakings, and the cost of distribution 

would consequently be lower* The Electricity Commissioners 

Returns 3o not show the mileage of mains so that no 

figures of onsumers per mile of main csn be calculated, 

'£he map of electricity areas, however, shows that the 

areas supplied by the companies were generally much more 

scattered than those of the municipalities. It was a 

feature of the structure of the industry that the densely

1* Ordnance survey, Electricity Statutory Supply Areas, 
1946, (two sheets).
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populated urban areas tended to be supplied by local 

authorities, while the rural areas of less intensive 

demand were left to the companies,

In the following Table (133) some pairs and groups 

of company and municipal undertakings are compared, in which 

the undertakings in each pair or group had areas roughly 

similar in size.

Ordnance survey, Jilectricity Statutory Supply .Areas, 
1946, (two sheets)
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fable 1^3. Comparison
undertaken

Undertaking Sisea
ISOD
unit 8

Wolverhampton 254,729

Midland *
Electric

Norwich

Luton
.

Northampton

Spald ing
ABoston0

Watford

Cambridge

Lancaster

Chester

Birke ahead
AMid '-Cheshire

dMersey

Battersea
.,

South London

Notes (a) Thi

328,779

100,957
248,899
165,754

6,342

9,412

96,663

31 , 162

82 , ,302

49,403

169,365

97,915
279,420

66,299

68,418

s figure

of Company and municipal electricity
rs with. a re as of a i mil -AT s ize ,

Domestic Power Ho, of

trice

1943.1

Grid 0 Domestic
price consuiaers price and power

/unit d./

1.31

2.13

1.69
1.06

1,44

1 . 93

2.73

1.07
2.04

1.20

1.48

1,52

1,58

1.74

1.91
1.90

refers

unit

.56

.67

1*08

.60

.87

1,27

1.78

.70
1.33'

.66
'-78

.62

.65

.67

,87

1,3
to the

46,790

69,848

60 S 645

41,087

56,944

6,419

6,936

33,134
22 , 384

14 , 572

22,901

51*946

17,192
26,517

30 , 555
43,810

*•./
unit

.47

.48

.49

.46

.53

.67

.65

.50

.75

• 53
.57
«59
.53
• 51

.65

1.0

total number of

price
Grid
d ,/un 
(0)
(P)
(D) 1
(P)
(TO 1
(P)

(P)

£P)
(B) 1
(P)
(B) 2
(P) 1
(D)
(P)(D; i(P/
(B)
(P)
(B)
(P)
(B)
(P)
(D) 1
(P)
(B) 1
(P)
(B) 1
(P)
(B)
(P)

units

s -
price

.84

.09

.65

.19

.20

.59

.62

.14

.91

.34

.26

.60

.08

.13

.57

.20 

.29

.58

.67

.13
• 91
,21
.93
.03
.05
.12
.23 
.16
.26
.22
,90
.30

generated and/or purchased in 1942-3
(b) Domestic price is average price received for 

"Lighting, Heating and Cooking"
(c) "Grid Price'' - average price paid per unit of

energy purchased . 
____( d ) C ompany und ertakings und er 1 iaed___________
1. B.C. - B.fl.F.S. 1938-9* 42-3-
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In the first pair, the municipal undertaking, Wolverhampton, 

added a smaller "margin" to the "grid" price for both 

domestic and power sales than did the company undertaking* 

The figures suggest that Wolverhampton had greater 

"selling" efficiency. In the second group the company 

undertaking had a smaller margin between "grid" and 

selling prices for domestic and power sales than Norfolk, 

but had a higher margin than Luton, The supply area 

of the Norwich undertaking appears to have been less 

densely populated with consumers than that of Northampton 

while Luton had a smaller and more densely populated 

supply area. These figures do not indicate any great 

differences of "selling efficiency" between these three 

undertakings. In group three Spaldins?, the municipal 

undertaking, had a smaller margin for botti domestic and 

power sales. The company undertaking had a larger 

supply area and more consumers. The figures suggest that 

Spalding undertaking had a higher "selling efficiency". 

In group four, ^atford, the municipal undertaking was able 

to sell current atalower margin over it? grid price for 

both domestic and power sales. The company undertaking 

had considerably fewer consumers in a slightly smaller 

area. Watford had much larger sales of current for power. 

In group five the Mersey company had the highest domastic
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price margin and the second highest power price margin. 

Its domestic sales were smaller than those of the Chester 

undertaking (20,282 thousand units against 26,011 thousand 

units). The two areas were very similar in size and 

population, so that it seems fair to conclude that the 

company undertaking served its industrial power consumer 

with greater "selling efficiency" while the municipal 

undertakings served their domestic consumers better, The 

most interesting comparison in this group is, however, 

between tha Mid-Cheshire Co., and the Lancaster municipal 

undertaking, as these operated under the most nearly 

similar conditions. There was little difference in the 

size of supply areas, the number of consumars, or 

''intensity" of demand (Lancaster energy available per 

consumer =5-9 thousand units, Mid Cheshire, energy 

available per consumer = 5.8 thousand units), ^he 

domestic price "margin 1 * of the municipal undertaking ;va0 

• 3fed. per unit lower than that of !:he company f while 

its power price "margin" was .Old, per unit higher. 

Lancaster also sold 24,504 thousand units as bulk supplies 

to other authorised undertakings at *59d- per unit. In 

this case the figures appear to indicate that the 

municipal undertaking was able to operate with slightly 

greater "selling efficiency" than was the company. In 

the last group the municipal undertaking had a higher
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domestic price margin but a slightly lower power price 

margin. Battersea had the advantage of a slightly more 

compact supply area and of a higher demand per consumer. 

The general conclusion of this comparison is that the 

municipal undertakings, judged by the price charged for 

"domestic" and power purposes, appear to have had a 

higher "selling efficiency" than similarly situated 

company undertakings,

The following Table (134) shows a comparison based 

on the prices charged to domestic and po.«'6r consumers 

and their relationship to the "grid 11 price for a larger 

sample of company and municipal undertakings. The 

sample was of 20 company and 20 municipal undertakings 

taken from selected station owning undertakings, 

excluding any which generated any current for their own 

direct use (i.e., in non-selected stations) as this would 

be a factor affecting production costs not shown in the 

"grid" price figure. The company "sample" covered all 

company undertakings in this? category. 

'Table 134. Price comparison between mnieip-sl and company
selected station owning undertakings. 1947.1

Sample

20 annicipfcfci 
undertakings

20 company 
undertakings

Average
"domestic"
price

1.263 

1*757

Avsrafse
power 
price

d . per

'1.057 

1.1615

j Grid
price

unit

• 6575

Average
"domestic"
price -
"grid "price

-5545 

1.0795

A v. power
price -"grid"
price

.3285

.504

1. Calculated from Min. Fuel and lower - H.E-F.3. 1947-8.
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next Table (135) shows a similar comparison for samples 

of undertakings not owning .selected stations (and also 

excluding those owning non-selected stations).

Table 135* Price comparison between municipal and company
electricity undertakings not owning generating

24Z*1

Sample A ye rape
..- domestic

price

Average 
power 
pries

tTGrid "
price

Average
domestic
price -"prrid. 11

Average 
power
price -''per id "

price price 
. per therm

30 municipal 1.60 
undertakings

30 company 2.007 
undertakings

1.243 

1,624

. 797 

.864

.805 

1,123

.446

.740

3?he evidence of the figures in Tables 146 and 147 supports

that of the previous Tables 144 and 145. The figures show 

that municipal undertakings were able to charge lower 

average prices to both domestic and power consumers 

than the company undertakings. The average "margin" 

added to the "grid!" price was ,525d per unit lower for 

domestic supplies sold by the selected station owning 

municipal undertakings, and ,17553 Per unit lower for 

.power supplies. For the undertakings not owning generating

1. Calculated from Min. Fuel and Power, H £.P 3. 1947-8.
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stations, the municipal price "margin" was ,320d. per 

unit lower for "domestic" supplies, and .294d per unit 

lower for power supplies. The company selected station 

owning undertakings had a slightly lower "grid" price as 

might be expected from the evidence on thermal efficiency. 

The sample of municipal undertakings not owning generating 

stations had a lower average "grid 1 ' price than the company 

sample .

It thus appears that on one test of efficiency - the 

thermal efficiency of the plant, the company undertakings, 

on the whole, have the better showing, while with the 

other partial efficiency test, that of "selling efficiency" 

the opposite is true. The superior "selling efficiency" 

of the municipal undertakings may be due partly to more 

favourable supply aceas (reducing distribution costs) 

and lower administrative costs, but the most important 

cause is probably the lower total outgoings or charges 

en the capital raised by municipal undertakings. This

proposition is diactussed more fully in the section on
2 • '$ finance, as well as in the general conclusions..

i« Qf • PP- 285 et sea.

2. Of. pp-214- et seq-

3. Of, pp,450 et
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fhe following Table (136) shows the movement of 

prices in the same sample of company and municipal 

undertakings as were included in the comparison in 

Table l».

Table 13€. Changes in prices charged for "Lighting,
'Heating and Cooking" oy municipal and company 
electric lty""under takings» 1^38-1^47 ,'1

Undertaking
1938 19?9 19401^41 1942 1947 Total Change

change in pur 
- chase

frlce 
.

A. Companies
Midland Elec.
Corp. for 2*14 2.06 2.07 2.11 2.16 1.56 -0.58 +0.21
Power Dist.
Northampton 1.66 1.58 1.58 1.47 1.44 1.24 -0.42 +0.27
Boston 2.65 2.85 2.69 2.73 2.73 2.23 -0.62 +0.24
Cambridge 2.71 2.45 2.26 2.07 2.04 1.65 -1.6 0.0
Mid-Cheshire 1.76 1.78 1.75 1.61 1.58 1.22 -0.54 +0.19
Mersey 2.26 2.07 1.90 1,78 1.74 1.3* -0',92 +0.17
South London 1.60 2.00 1.80 1.80 1.90 1.60 0.0 +0.15
B. Local authorities
WolvernamptonX7?0 1,39 1*42 1,37 1,31 l.GG -C.4 +0.24
Norwich 1.46 1.57 1.77 l- 67 1.69 1.46 -O.O +0.30
Luton 1.08 1.08 1.25 1.04 1.08 1.05 -0*03 +0.29
Spalding 2.10 1.99 1-70 1.86 1.93 1*59 -0-51 +0.24
latford 1.06 1.02 1.02 0.98 1.07 -93 -0.13 +0.26
Lancaster 1.38 1.35 1-27 1.13 1-20 .97 -0.41 +0.35
Chester 1.45 1-40 1.54 1,93 1.48 1.25 -0.20 +0.31
Birkenhead 1.60 1.56 1.50 1.51 1.52 1.27 -0.33 +0.26
Battersea 1.36 1.31 1.29 1.80 1.91 1.59 +0.23 +0.32
Note; In each case the years referred to are the calends 

""""* year ending on 31st December for company under 
takings, and the financial year, ending on 31st 
larch of the following year from year shown, for 
Local authorities. Thus "193b" is the year ending 
31st December, 1938, for companies, the year ending

____ 31st March. 1939. for local authorities.________
1. E.G. R.E.ff.S. 1938-9 - 1942-3 and Min. of Fuel and 

Power H.E.F.s.p 1947-8.
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This fable shows that electricity imaertakings have 

been able to reduce prices despite a considerable increase 

in the price which they have had to pay for energy. Bach 

of the undertakings in this sample had to pay a higher 

price for its energy in 194? than it did in 1938, but only 
one municipal undertaking charged a higher price in 194-7* 

Two undertakings, one company and one municipal, charged 

the same price to domestic consumers in 1936 and 194-7 while 
all the other undertakings had reduced their price in the 

later year, The main reason for this decrease of price 

has of course been the increase in total sales, making 

possible a decrea.se in total average cost of supply. 'The 

position of Bat terse a f the one undertaking charging more 

ia 1947 than in 1938 oan be explained by the relatively 

small increase In the demand for current, which is illustrated 

in the following comparison shown in Table 137*

•Table 137* Comparison of expansion of Eat terse a and Lut on
eleotricity undertaking's," 1938*4?•

Undertaking Total sales Ho. of consumers
1938 194-7 1938 1947

Battersea 65,998 69,174 34,436 37,144

Luton 139,356 238,431 37,977 45,764
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In the following Table (138) the percentage changes 

of "grid" purchase price and "domestic" prica charged for 

company and for municipal undertakings are compared.

fable 138.

Undertaking

Percentage changes in purchase price and 
• Tdoinesticrr3e): llng price of energy for ~lected 
municipal'^nd company electricity under takings 
1938-47

% change 1947/1938 
of purch ase pri co

d. per unit

% change • 1947/19381 of 
st icr selling price •
d* per unit

A. Companies

Mid. Slec. Corp.
Northampton
Boston
Cam "bridge
Mid-Cheshire
Mersey
South London

+48*8 
+56.0
+42.85 

0.0
+37.3
+39-5 
+21.4

-27*1
-25.3 
"«-l .8
-59.0
-30.7
-40.7 

0.0

B. Local authorities

Wolverhampton
Norwich
Luton
Sp aiding
Watford
Lancaster
Chester
Birkenhead
Battersea
Av. Co.
Av. l.a.
Av. l.a. excluding

Battersea

+64.9
+75*0
+80.6
+42.85
+72.2

+109.4
+79-5
+56.5
+64.0
+35.1
+71.7
+72.6

-28.6
0.0

-2r/. 8
-24.3
-12.3-29.7
-13.8
-20.6
+16.9
-29.2
-15.6

-19.6

1. E.G. iUE.F.S. 1938-9-42-3, Min,
194? of i'uel & Power H.E.F.S.
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The municipal undertakings in this saiqple thus had. 

to face a much greater increase in the cost of energy than 

did the companies. They ?/ere able to absorb the increased 

cost slightly more successfully than the colonies. Taking 

1938 as 100 the relation of the Index figures of Cost and 

Selling price were - Companies - •

Local authorities -

Allowing for the differences iu the structure of the 

two industries the general results of the comparison of 

efficiencies in the electricity industry may "be said to 

be similar to those in the gas industry. The average 

thermal efficiency of the Selected Stations ov/ned by 

company undertakings was a little higher, and the 

generating costs lower, than those &f municipally -owned 

undertakings. On the other hand, the prices charged by 

municipal undertakings showed that they added less to the 

cost of purchasing the current than did company under 

takings, and consequently sold current more cheaply, on 

the average, that did the company undertakings,
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CHAPTER II 

Finance

In making a comparison between the practices of 

local authorities and companies in financing the operation 

of gas and electricity undertakings there are three main 

questions around which the investigation centres. These 
are - : '' • 

1* To what extent was it true that local authorities

could "borrow money more cheaply than could companies? 

2. Apart from their possible ability to raise money more 

cheaply than companies, did the financial practices 

of local authorities result in more or less of the 

surplus being retained in the undertaking? 

3» What is the significance, from the point of view of 

the consumer and of the community, of any substantial 

differences between municipal and company practice 

revealed in answering the first two questions? 

Th© distinction between the first tiyo questions is a real 

one, but does, perhaps, require a little further explanation, 

Local authorities may be able to borrow more cheaply than 

can companies because of the security of the rate fund, or 

in recent years, because of the artificially low rates
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charged by the Public Loans Board. But they may also 
retain more of the surplus within the undertaking as an 
act of deliberate policy. This is because the local 
authority may not - to use the language of economic theory - 
seek any reward (or may be satisfied with a lower reward) 
for the risk bearing part of its entrepreneurial function. 
It has no duty, other than the fulfilment of its strict 
legal obligations, towards tbe people who lend capital to 
it* ThQ joint stock company, by contrast, has to consider 
shareholders as well as consumers. As far as the capital 
provided by Ordinary shareholders is concerned the sign 
of success of a company is to increase, rather than reduce, 
the dividend payable*

- Before further consideration of these questions, 
however, it is advisable to spend sorae time describing the 
methods by which companies and local authorities raise and 
repay capital. Tbe position of local authorities may be 
described first. Since the chief concern here is with 
the finance of trading undertakings it is the pre-war 
methods of raising capital which are of most significance. 
Subsequent changes, particularly those brought about by 
the Local Authorities Loans Act of 1945, only had effect 
during the last year or two of the municipal operation of 
gas and electricity undertakings. Local authorities have 
met capital expenditure both out of revenue and by raising
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loans* Revenue contributions towards capital expenditure 
have been made out of the surpluses earned by trading 
undertakings| and also, in some cases, out of special 
Capital Reserve or Capital Funds. These Funds were built 

mp under powers obtained ia local Acts, whieh usually 
specify the maximum amount of the Fund, and the maximum 
contribution which can be made from the rate Fund. 
-: There are a number of ways in which local authorities 
have raised loans to meet capital expenditure* Short term 

commitments can be met by arranging for an overdraft at 
the bank. for most types of capital expenditure a more 
permament form of loan is necessary however. There are 

three main methods by which local authorities have raised 
longer term loans. Many authorities have raised mortgages 

on their rates and revenues. The type of mortgage has 
varied according to the method of repayment. Some 
mortgages are repayable by instalments over a period of 
yearsi in which case repayment may be either by the Equal 
Instalments of principal method, when the actual payments 
made diminish as the amount of interest payable on the 
outstanding capital decreases, or by the annuity method 
whereby identical repayments are made over the who3& period, 
the amount of principal repaid increasing as the amount 
of interest decreases. The second jaethod is more con 

venient in providing a steady outgoing over the whole period,
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but entails a larger total repayment than the first method. 

Most mortgages are, however, repaid in a lump sum at the 

end of a period of years*

•••;-.• The other most important method of raising loans in 

the pre-war period was by the issue of stock to the general 

public. Powers to issue stock were given to all local 

authorities, except Metropolitan Boroughs and Parish 

Councils, by the Local Government Act of 1$$S* Previous 

stock issues were made under powers obtained in local acts* 

Only the stocks of the large authorities (boroughs with a 

population of more than 50,000), were given the status of 

trustee stock. Thus it was the larger authorities which 

could borrow most cheaply by this method and which made 

most use of their powers to issue stock,

v Finally, before the war, small local authorities, with 

a rateable value of not more than £200,000, could borrow 

from the government-financed Public forks Loan Board* 

$here pre-war issues of stock became due for redemption 

the local authority could make a new issue with consent? 

from the Treasury* Recently the right to make public 

issues of stock has been restored. She rates charged by 

the Public Works Loan Board have also been increased, thus 

removing the subsidy which the ability to borrow at 

artificially low rates from the F.W.L.B. had in fact given 

to local authorities in recent years. 1

1. See for example "Local Authority Borrowing", The Banker, Dec. 1 ——————~"
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**/.•• The local authority can deal in two rather different 

ways with the repayment of those loans (whether mortgages 

or stock) which have to be repaid in a lump sum at the end 
of a period of years* The main distinction between 

these methods depends upon whether or not a sinking fund 

is built up. If the sinking fund method is adopted then 

a sufficient sum is set aside each year to siaet (with 
accrued interest) the total sum borrowed when it falls 

due for repayment. fhe alternative is to pay only 
interest payments from revenue and to raise a fresh loan 

whenever an old one falls due for repayment* Aay sums 

which could have been used to form a sinking fund are 
instead used for further capital expenditure* !This 

latter procedure is now generally preferred, as it is 
considered unnecessary to raise loans on the one hand and 

invest sinking funds on the other. Good financial manage 
ment is also improved by having a Loans Pool of all loans 

raised by the Council* Stock issues cannot be merged in 

such a Poolt but the Institute of Municipal (Treasurers 
and Accountants has drawn up a model scheme for the management 
of a Loans Pool, including stock issues.

A company can finance its operations in three main 

ways, apart from 'ploughing back 1 profits. It may raise 
short term capital in the form of bank overdrafts, and it 

can issue shares to the public. Shares themselves fall into
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two main categories - Loan Capital, "bearing a fixed rate 
of interest, and secured by a mortgage on property and 
plant, but normally carrying no rights of control, and 
Preference and Ordinary Shares, the former with a fixed 
or partly fixed rate of interest, the latter having a 
rate of interest or dividend fluctuating according to 
the rate of profit. The really sigctif icant difference 
between the financial practices of local authorities and 
companies lies in the position of Ordinary shareholders 
and their attitude towards the repayment of borrowed 
capital. All loans raised by local authorities are ul 
timately repayable, although this may be only by the raising 
of another loan. fhe Ordinary capital of companies, on 
the other hand* is never repaid, and the amount of issued 
capital generally grows steadily with the size of a 
company. This means that the attitude towards the problem 
of the depreciation of equipment varies. A coinpany 
undertaking must set aside a sum each year to cover the 
depreciation of its assets. Local authorities, by 
contrast, repay the loan covering the cost of a piece of 
capital equipment, within the lifetime of the asset, 
fhis means that when the asset is worn out (or probably 
before, if it has been repaired or partly renewed by 
charges on revenue) the corresponding burden of loan debt 
is also extinguished, and a new loan can be raised to buy 
any new equipment required. The criticism of local
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authorities that they do not set aside sufficient reserve 

to meet depreciation of assets does not appear to allow 

for this difference between municipal and company financial 

practice! It; is possible, however, that SOBB local 

authorities have not made proper allowance for the 

depreciation of those assets which they have bought from 

revenue. ^he different financial structures of municipal 

and company undertakings may be illustrated by comparing 

a former municipal with a former company undertaking. 

The undertakings chosen for this eomparision were the 

Borough of Darwen Gas Department (year ended 31st March 

194-7) and Ixeter Gaslight and Coke Company (year ended 

31st December 1948)* ^he relative size of these two 

undertakings is shown "by the following figures;-

Gas Sold Ho. of Consumers Capital Expenditure
Therms^" 2.

Barwen 1,552,423 11,064 1967504

Sxeter 4,406,049 21,412 414,325

The following figures compare the indebtedness of the two 

undertaking®:-

£ . a. d. £. s. d.
Mortgage Loans 16,646*13. 6. Issued Capital 314,159.13- 8.
Amenities 20,452.10. 0. (plus premiums)

________ Overdraft 100,165. 7. 4.
Outstanding Debt 37,099. 3. 6, 414,325- 1. 0.
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> -••:-:.•-.v-v; Darwen « „ - - Exeter ^ _ A
"' ' "' ""• •"•••" gjt» S» U. • -' —-'•-• :rmT e£/ • S • U. •

-i- < • • 37 f 099* 3. 6. 414,325. 1. 0.

Debt redeemed 145 f 304*13» 5. 
Reserve Contri 

bution 13t550. 9. 5* 
Sundry Creditors 350* 0« 0. _________
Total Capital 1Q6 ^^^ 6 4 Total Capital 
Expenditure ^ >p * * Sspenditure

fhese figures illustrate one of the main differences 

"between municipal and company financial practice - that is, 

as already stated, that local authorities repaid the 

original capital raised to finance the undertaking, 

whereas companies did not* 2here are, of course, quali 

fications to this statement. All local authorities have 

not been able to make equal provision for the redemption 

of capital* Some companies (particularly the larger 

electricity companies) did raise a considerable part of 

their capital in the form of redeemable debenture shares. 

Bat this loan capital was generally only repaid by the 

raising of fresh loans, and the picture of co^anies with 

a constant or amount of capital raised 

contrasted with the local authority undertakings having 

loans outstanding gradually diminishing over the years, 

was generally true.
Attention may now be turned to the first of the 

questions asked - the degree to which local authorites 

could finance their trading enterprises more cheaply than
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could companies. It is obvious that a fair basis of 

comparison must include the payments made to those providing 

capital in both types of enterprise* These payments 

are here called "total capital charges". For local 

authorities this is taken as including all interest payments 

together with any transfers made in aid of the rate fund. 

Jfor companies th© term covers both interest payment on 

loan capital and dividend paid on Preference and Ordinary 
Shares. ' : 

r';•••• 2Jfct following table shows a comparison of these "total 

capital charges1* for 13 pairs of municipal and company 

electricity undertakings, each pair being of about the 

same 8i*9 ju&$&& by the amount of capital cue standing in 
1947-8* For the company undertakings the term "Capital" 

covers all loan and share capital raised, and includes in 

some cases reserves capitalised, Por the municipal 

undertakings the figure for "Capital 1' refers to the nett 

debt of the undertaking - i.e., the total of loans out 

standing less the balance of any Sinking JHands, Since 

separate figures of the amount of Sinking Funds are not 

available it is not possible to give exact figures of the 

actual amount of the loans on which interest was paid. 

This means that in some cases the figures of capital may be 

smaller than the amount on which interest was paid, and the 

interest rates somewhat higher than the true figures. The 
figures in the last column "Whole la. pool" show the average
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interest rate paid bjr the local authorities on all capital 
entered (for all purposes) in 1947-8. 1

Table 139. Loan charges and dividends paid by municipal.,
and company electricity undertakings, 1947-8

Undertaking Capital

Blandford Co. 16,000 
Caernarvon Corp . 16,438 
Ilfracombe Co. 50,000 
Dart ford Corp. 48,596 
Paignton Co. 100,000 
Aberygtwyth CCER 100 , 872 
Central £usggx 260,000 
Burnley Corp. 269,352 
Richmond Co. 310,000 
Brentford Corp. 300,092 
Isle of Wight Go. 450,000 
Bat terse a .Bor. 461,966 
Cambridge Co, 530,000 
Hastings Corp. 507,405 
West Kent Co. 1,000,000 
Plymouth C orp » 1 , 039 « 936

f 573,325 
. 1,697.368Coventry Corp 

Electrical
Dist. of
Torkshireltd. 

Portsmouth

Derby and 
Notts. El. 
Power Co. 

Preston Co: 
Lancashire uo 
Bristol Corp

>rp. 
rTTo

3,302,573
3,304,386

4,850,000
4,990,658

.7,267,495
7,136,175

Loan Rate Total Rate Whole

"but ion Charges

£

~ 596
** 511

3,404
845

12,847

9^053
187725
2,213

13,372

36,876
1,631

60,951

18,460 213,732

95,158

77,955 337,500
121,887
142,036 318,784
244,826

1,280
-

3,000
278

4,000:*•*
13,000

-
18,600

-.
34,500-
35,000

«.
72,500

-
94,399-

1,280 8.0
596 3.6 2.75

%000 6.0
* 789 1.6 3.19
4,000 4.0
3,404 3.4 "••• > <

13,845 5.3
12,847 4.8 3.46
18,600 6.0
9,053 3.0 3.47

34,500 7«7
18,725 4.05 3.91
37,213 7.0
13,372 2.6 2.76
72,500 7.25
36,876 3.5 2.83
96,030 6.1
60,951 3-6 3.38

232,192 7.0

95,158 2.9 3.01

415,455 8.6
121,887 2.4 2.82
460,820 6.3
244,826 3.4 8.26

1. I.M.T.A. Heturn of Outstanding Debt.
2. Min.Fuel and Power R.E.F.S.1947-8 and I.M.T.A. Return of 

Outstanding Debt, 1948. This table, and Tables 142,145 
and 146 are reproduced from my article "Public and Pri 
vate Financing of Industrial Enterprise" , EC.Journal, 
December, 1951* See also Appendix. ———————
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Table 139. 
(contd.)

Undertaking Capital Loan Rate Total Rate Whole
charge s contri- Cap it al 

but ion char gel Pool

£

o:T 
divIcLend

£
London Power

Co. 14,423,582 670,989 3,000 673,989 
Birmingham

13,806,159 4-75,736Corp.
Average - Companies 
Average - Local authorities
Municipal undertakings underlined.

475,736 3.4 3.09
6.46
3,25 3.16

Table 140 shows a comparison of the total capital charges 

for these same pairs of undertakings for the earlier years 

1938 and 1942.

Mo-



Table 140. f Total capital charges 1 of pairs

Undertaking,

Bland ford 
Caernarvon
Ilfracombe 
Dartford
paignton 
Aberystwyth

Central Sussex 
Burnley

Richmond 
Brentford

Isle of Wight 
Battersea

Cambridge 
Hastings

West Kent 
Plymouth

London Electric 
Coventry

El.Bist.of Yorkshire 
Portsmouth

Derby & Notts. 
Preston

Lancashire 
Bristol

London Power 
Birmingham

Capital

1938,

16,000 
45,640

50,000 
89,545

100,000 
118,565

260,000 
347,033

310,000 
389,939
450,000 
887,504

530,000 
701,792

500,000 
972,420

1,573,325 
1,921,641
3,200.000 
1,975,165

3,871,250 
1,855,244
6,280,955 
5,860,405

18,511,636 
11,331,319

1942

16,000 
29 , 869

50,000
47,105

100,000 
114,153

260,000 
373,372

310,000
356/046

450,000 
725,009
530,000 
572 , 864

1,000,000 
1,229,618

1,573,325 
1,848,988

3,283,333
2,045,649

4,348,900 
2,609,006

6,275,292 
6,138,657

17,947,111 
12,220,616

of municipal and
1938 and 1^2.' ~~

Loan charges

1938 194?
•» *»
1,173 i&ai
2,452 1,778

8 
3,196 4,13?

375 
H6,039 15,722

12^471 13,524
1,969

39,00^ 34,048

1,973 2,104 
: 33, 504 27,196

33,251 47,680

1,832 2,26? 
59,745 67,456
14,305 17,602 
79,667 79,982

59,604 56,524 
56,119 65,777

136, 5S2 106,354 
249,454 21*1,229

841,756 727,119 
461,619 471,034

1. £.0. -H.E.F.S. 1938 and 1942.
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company electricity undertakings, 

Rate oont« or f Total capital
dividend

1,280

4,66?

4 10, 000

9,778 
•c 4,600

21,700

34,500

-, 35,000 
, 3,000

40,000

111 , 882

207 t 000

&0,000

277,068

3,000

*1942

1,280

3,500 
900

10,000

-11,700

18,600

34,500

35,000

62,500

68,176

209,500

272,000
«*

317,250

3,000

cftarges 
1938 1942

1,280 
1,173
4,667 
2,452

10,008 
3,196

9,778 
20,639
22,915 
12,471
36,469 
39,003

36,973

40,646 
33,251

120,714 
59,745

221,305 
107,167
299,604 

56,119
413,610 
249,454

844,756 
461,619

1,280 
1,128

3,500 
2,678

10,000 
4,139

12,075 
15,722
18,600 
13,524

34,500 
34,048

37,104 
27,196

62,500 
47,680

70,443 
67,456

227,102 
79,982

328,524 
65,777

423,604 
241,229

730,119 
471,034
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Table 141 shows these total capital charges as percen 

tages of the total capital in 1938 and 1942 respectively*

Table 141. ''Total
capital

Undertaking

Blandford 
Caernarvon
Ilfraeombe
Deptford \ :
Paigntoa
Aberystwyth
Central Sussex 
Burnley
Richmond 
Brentford
Isle of Wight 
Bat terse a
Cambridge 
Hastings
West Kent 
Plymouth
London Electric 
Coventry
Elect. Dist. Yorks. 
Portsmouth
Derby & Uotts. 
Preston
Lancashire 
Bristol
London Power
Birmingham
Averages - total 
- Companies 
- Local authorities

capital charg
employed. 19

Total cap

1938
8.0 
2.6
9.3 
2.7
10.0 
2.7
3.8
5.9
7.4 
3.2
8.1
4.4
7.0 
5.5
8.1
3.4
7.7 
3.1
6.9 
5.4
7.7 
3.0
6.6
4,3
4.6 
4.1
5.59 
7.3 
4.0

;es f as percentages of
£8 and 1942!
ital charges - rate

* 1942 
8.0
3.8
7.0 
5.7
10.0
3.6
4.6
4.2
9.4 
3.8
7.7 
4.7
7.0 
4.7

* 6 '2'' 3.9
4.5
3.6

. 6.9 w' 
3.9
7-5 
2.5
6.7 
3.9
4.6 
3.8
5.47 
6.9 
3.9

1. Calculated from E.G. R.E.E.S., 1938 and 1942.
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Table 142 shows a comparison of the 'total capital 

charges' of random samples of 33 municipal and 33 company 

undertakings, in 1948-8*

gable 142 . * Total, capital charges' of raadpm samples of
municipal and company electricity under takings

Loan Hate Fund gotal Rate % of
Sample charges or Capital Capital capital

Dividend a {/barges charges

£ & £ £
33 company
under
takings 72,821 653,182 7236,003 11,456,637 6.3

33 municipal
under
takings 329.563 246,673 354,236 10,405,589 3.4

'lable 143 shows a summary of these figures comparing 

the 'total capital charges 1 of municipal and company 

electricity undertakings*

1. Ministry of Fuel and Power, R.E.F,S., 1947-8.
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Table 143. Summary of comparison of 'total capital charges'
of company and municipal electricity undertakings

Sample and Year

13 'pairs' 1938

13 'pairs' 1942

'pairs' 1947

33 random
undertakings. 
194? ,

Average rate of total
capital charges

Co*

7.3 

6.9 

6.46

6.3

L,a*

4.0

3.9 
3.25

Amount by which
average of mun ic ip al
undertakings lower*

3.3
3.0 
3.21

2.9

The evidence of these tables clearly establishes the 
fact that the 'total capital charges' of municipal under 

takings was considerably lower than that of company under 
takings, The total outgoings of the municipal undertakings 
was about 3 (%) less than that of these owned by companies. 
There appeared to be little difference in this relationship 
at different times in the period 1938-4?. The advantage 
of the municipal undertakings in this respect was less 

noticeable with some of the larger undertakings. This may 
have been partly because of the ability of the larger and 
better known companies to borrow more cheaply, but was also
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a reflection of the tendency of some of the larger companies 
to have a larger proportion of their total capital in the 
form of fixed interest debenture or preference shares.

fable 144 shows the same comparison for samples of 
municipal and company gas undertakings.

Table 144 • JT o t al c ay i t al ch arge s of co mp any and
municipa." gas undertakings

Sample Total capital charges

20 company undertakings 6*09 
20 municipal undertakings 3»306

^ ''

These figures show a similar relationship to that 
existing "between municipal and company electricity 
undertakings.

It is apparent that this comparison of 'total capital 
charges 1 calculated as a percentage of the amount of capital 
outstanding, do not tell the whole story. 1'his is because 
the total of outstanding debt may not bear a constant 
relationship to the actual size of undertakings. Leaving 
Aside for the moment the problem of whether the undertaking

1. Calculated from B.o.T. Returns 193? (Pt.II).
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owned any generating plant, the amount of outstanding 
debt (using this term to include the Ordinary capital of 
joint stock companies as well as loan capital) would vary 
according to the policy of the concern in repaying debt 
and 'ploughing back* profits over the years* It should 
therefore be useful to compare company and municipal 
undertakings on a basis of the relationship of f total 
capital charges* to size rather than to outstanding debt* 
One measure of size v/hich may be adopted is that of the 
total annual sales of current.

The figures above show only the relation of total 
interest payments to outstanding capital, and do not 
necessarily reflect the relatsionshop between the size of 
the undertaking as measured "by its sale of energy and 
*total capital charges'. This is because the amount of 
capital outstanding does not always vary directly with the 
sales of the undertaking. Some undertakings owned genera 

ting stations, which would obviously make their capital needs 
greater than those of undertakings concerned only with 
distribution. tflfch most company undertakings some capital 
expenditure has been made out of revenue surplus fp loughed 
back 1 into the concern. The local authorities have also 
made some capital payments out of revenue, and more 
important, have often repaid a considerable amount of the
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loans raised, so that the outstanding loans do not reflect 

the actual size of the undertaking* It is therefore 

useful to make a comparison between the total capital 

costs and the electricity sold by company and municipal 

undertakings. Generating stations own ing undertakings 

cannot be conveniently compared even vd.th each other on 

this basis of total sales and total capital costs, since 

the size of the generating station and the sales do not 

necessarily vary together. Undertaking '"A" may have 

smaller total sales than undertaking H B% but om a larger 

power station vtfiich exported part of its output over the 

grid system* 'The following comparisons are therefore 

confined to undertakings which did not own generating 

stations of their own in 1938-9* The relationship of 

"total capital charges" to units sold is not, of course, 

a completely satisfactory way of measuring ths relative 

cost of borrowing capital by municipal and company under 

takings, i'his is because the capital cost of the distri 

bution systen will not always vary with the size of sales. 

Some will have higher sales per consumer, or a more 

favourable ration of consumers per mile of mains and con 

sequent lower capital costs in relation to the units sold. 

This makes individual comparisons possibly misleading, 

but in the following comparisons catween ten companies and



ten municipal undertakings (£able 14-5) there is no 

reason to suppose that either the municipalities or the 

companies are more favourably placed as a group in these 

respects* A comparison between 194-3-8 and 1938-9 is given 

in each case for two reasons. Firstly it is possible to 

check whether either group has increased its sales more 

proportionately than the other - a factor which would tend 

to give it lower capital charges per unit sold since these 

costs are likely to increase more slowly than sales once 

the main distribution system is conrpleted* Secondly, the 

year 1947-6, as the last year of independent operation 

before nationalisation f was to some Extent abnormal, since 

some undertakings appear to have departed from normal 

practice in keeping prices artificially low, or in paying 

unusual sums in aid of rates in this period. This latter 

factor would of course inflate "total capital charges".



electricity undertakings f not
bavin

Undertaking

Companies

Bournemouth
Central Susses:
Chesham
Colne Valley
Egham
Electrical

distribution
of Yorkshire

Electrical
distribution
of Iv.iVales

London Electric
Supply

Metropolitan
Electric
Supply

Mid -Cheshire

TOTALS 1 ,

Local authorities

Ay le s bury
Bir&enhead
Bermo^dsey
Cannock
Cheltenham
Ohichester
Clitheroe
Baling
East Ham
W ol ve r hamp t o a

TOTALS

•% sales exceeding

Units sold

1947 1938
156,624 66,599
46,583 23,3^6
30,032 12,118
83,884 37,771
89,294 33,705

150,394 60,709

57,965 18,791

36b,082 3^4,556

826,430 479,755

56,647 17,845

666,135 1,135,235

34,444 25,417
199,819 127,223
33,786 31,211
34,106 15,537
43,562 16,121
46,919 21,970
36,264 23,8/1
42,977 27,438
46,257 34,037

291,028 178,636

831,164 501,461

30.000,

Loan

1947

16,160
845
699
608

1 S 312
16,460

12,425

1,631
92,678

3,749
148,567

6,440
29,660
6,043
3,926
5,93^
9,619
3,165
•? , 869
6,927

21,516

101,303

being? owners of scan
000 units "I

charges

1938

14,926«.
330

1,527
486

.. 14,305

13,625

1,632

57,276

8,609

112,916

7,654
30,658
15,684
7,521
6,585
8,385
3 , 746

18,304
13,613
34, $88

147,038

n 1947-ff

Rate*
divide 

1947

108,012
13,000

9,636
27,600
51,614

213,732

115,691

94,399
292,500

59,066

985,290

2,590
16,500
-
2,294—
4,200
1,401
-

16,248
10,776

54,009

1. Ministry of Fuel ar.,d Power - luE.F.s. 1947-8, and E.G.,
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municipal and company
stat long . ana

aid or Total capital
c a a r ge s 

1947 1936

126,656 124,172 141,562
9,778 13,845 9 • 776

21,723 10,335 22,053
17,690 28,208 19,217
74,974 52,926 75,460

207,000 232,192 221,305

25,441 128,116 39,066

111,682 96,030 113,714

382,500 3&5.176 439,776

39,821 62,815 46,430

W,465 1,133,617 1,130,381

2,173
12,308
-
-
2,500
-

500-
5,289

12,521

35,291

9,030
46,160

6,043
6,220
5,938

14 , 019
4,566
7 , 869

23,175
32,292

155,312

9,827
42,966
15,684
7,521
9,085
8,385
4,246

18,304
18,902
47,409

182,329

.s. 193^-9 - 1942-3-
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fk - Vhia fable shows that both municipal and company 
undertakings were able to expand their 3ales considerably 
between 193$ aaol 194-7 without any corresponding increase 
in a total capital charges". The percentage increase of 
sales for the sample of company undertakings was 64.4 
while "total capital charges" increased by only .3%« 
The municipal undertakings increased their sales by 39 •*}% 
while their "total capital charges" decreased by 14.8>e on 
the 1936-9 figure. The municipal undertakings paid mora 
in aid of rates in 1947-8 than in 1938 -9§ but reduced loan 
charges very considerably. The increase in payments in 
aid of rates may be partly explained, as mentioned above, 
by the fact that 1947-8 was the last year of independent 
operation before nationalisation, and soias local authorities 
seem to have been tempted to make the most of their last 
opportunity to relieve the rates by transfers from elec 
tricity profits. The relationship of "total capital 
charges11 to units sold for the above undertakings is saowri 
in more concise manner in the following Table (146).

Table 146. "Total capital charges" per thousand units of
ener 
elec
energy sold for samples of municipal and company 
lectricitj undertakings 195&-Q and lQ4'/-8l

Sample 1938-9 "Total capital charges" 194-7
10 companies 19s. 10.9?d* 12. 1.82d. 
10 loc.author. 7s. 3«26d. 3s. 8.85d.
1. Min* of F.& P., l.E.F.S. 1947-8 and B,C. R.l.I^.S. 1938-9-42-3.
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Thus the advantage of the municipal under talc ings in respect 

to "total capital charges" is greater when this is measured 

in relation to the total units sold than in relation to the 

total capital raisad* Another criterion of size which may 

be adopted t and for which comparable figures are available 

for electricity undertakings, is that of the total of 

expenditure charged to capital account. In the next Table 

the relationship of ''total capital charges' 1 to total capital 

expenditure are shown for two samples of municipal and 

company electricity undertakings.

Table 147• "Total capital charges" and total expenditure
of municipal and
tak'inga-i 

Sample

10 companies, exporting more 
than £ 1m*

10 l*a. exporting more than
£ 1m*

10 companies exporting less 
than £ 1m.

10 l.a. exporting less than 
£ l.m.

company electricity under-

"Total capital charges'1 as
% of

1938

5.09

2*12

5.63

2.17

total expenditure

1943

4.17

1.85

3.03

1.82

1. Calculated from B.C., R.E.F.S. 1938 and 1943.
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These figures thus support the conclusion already formed 

on the evidence of the sales-capital charges comparison,

that the advantage of the municipal undertakings in relation
j / 

to the level of "total capital charges51 was even greater /
/.*

in relation to the size of the undertakings than when the
-• - • • . i1 -

basis of comparison was outstanding capital or debt* '}

This of itself does not necessarily mean that the answer
/ 

to our second question is that municipal undertakings/
.-•• •.'.:•• • • ' • • • • .-.: . -, '. ti

did retain more of the surpluses which they made than did 

those owned by companies* Although it is evident that 

municipal undertakings have generally reduced the amount 

of outstanding loans steadily over the years, while the 

outstanding capital of companies has remained the same or 

increased f this does not prove that local authorities have
<••'"•••'• ' • \ • ;

"ploughed back" more of the revenue surpluses into the\

undertakings than have the companies* Instead of repaying
\ 

capital the companies could have built up bigger reserve \
I funds or made more generous allowances for depreciation \

than the municipal undertakings. Separate figures of thei 

reserve funds of gas and electricity undertakings are not \ 

available on a comparable basis, but the Ministry of Fuel 

and Power Returns relating to electricity undertakings do 

show the amount of revenue not earned from sales of 

current, which covers mainly the income from investments.
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It seems reasonable to assume therefore, that the amount of 

this "other revenue" should vary with the size of the 

reserve fund built up "by an undertaking. Table 148 shows 

the size of this other income for samples of municipal and

company electricity undertakings* in relation to the amount
^ of current sold.

•i " • ' '- - '" . '• • .

Table 148 . " Other income" of electricijby under takings
in relation to current sold-''

Sample "Other incoige" per 100 f OOP
unrbs of enery sold

30 company undertakings, 1939 6.0941
30 municipal undertakings, 1939 12.9376
30 company undertakings, 194? 10.5788
30 municipal undertakings, 1947 13*1837

Both in 1939 and 1947 the average income resulting mainly 

from income on reserve funds and investments was higher, 

in relation to the energy sold, for municipal undertakings 

than for those owned "by companies. Table 149 shows the 

relationship of the total of provisions for depreciation 

and transfers to sinking funds for samples of municipal 

and company electricity undertakings to sales of energy.

1. Calculated from E.G., R.l.F.S. 1939 and Min. F.& P. 
R.B.F.S. 1947.
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gable 14-9

Sample

Depreciation allowances plus transfers to 
sinking funds per .100 « OOP units of energy 
sold for samples of municipal and company 
electricity undertakinp;s« 1938-1

Depreciation allowances + transfers to
sinking funds per l6o.Q06 units of energy sold

10 company undertakings 
owning Selected stations
10 municipal undertakings 
owning Selected stations
10 company undertakings not 
owning generating stations
10 municipal undertakings not 
owning generating stations

128.137

110.575

164.. 623

162.268

The evidence of these smaller samples is thus that 

when depreciation allowances were taken into account, the 

companies were providing more under these two headings in 

relation to sales of energy, than were the municipally 

owned undertakings.
The evidence of these last two Tables tends to support 

the conclusion that company undertakings may have transferred 

more of their surplus direct to depreciation funds "but that

1. Calculated from E.G., K.E.F.D. 1939 f and Min. F.& P. 
R.E.F.S.
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municipal undertakings may have, in effect, done the same 

by building up larger reserve funds or by making a bigger 

allowance for the redemption of outstanding debt?. This 

measurement in relation to energy sold is not, however, 

particularly satisfactory. The total of capital expenditure 

will vary with the date of the undertaking and the degree 

of mechanisation, as well as with size as measured by 

sales of energy, A more complete comparison can be based 

upon the disposal of the gross surplus of company and muni 

cipal undertakings. For the purposes of this comparison 

th© gross surplus is taken as being the surplus of income 

over expenditure when all operating costs have been met, 

and income tax paid, but before the payment of any loan 

charges* This differs from the normal accountant's concept 

of gross surplus in deducting incoiae tax payments, but 

this is necessary in this comparison, as these payments 

are compulsory and differences in their level do not reflect 

any difference in the financial practices of companies and 

local authorities. Tables 150/5 show the figures for the 

amount of gross surplus distributed by the undertakings 

for samples of municipal and company electricity under 

takings in 1938. The part of the surplus which is counted 

as being distributed is that paid as dividends, loan 

charges, or in relief of rate funds (i.e. the equivalent
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of the "total capital charges" already defined above )• 

The part of the surplus retained in the undertaking is 

taken as the total of depreciation allowances, transfers 

to reserve funds, revenue contributions to capital, and 

transfers to sinking funds and debt repayments. Two of 

these items, revenue contributions to capital, and debt 

repayments are not, of course, literally retained in the 

undertaking, but they do help to improve its financial 

position, either by increasing the amount of physical 

capital, or by reducing the burden of outstanding debt, 

in a way in which payments to share- or bondholders, or 

in relief of rates, do not.

Table 130* Disposal of gross surplus, sample of ten
company elecVricity under takings. 19'

Sample % of gross surplus paid out
Unwe i gh t e d iffe ight e d 

average average

Companies 52.8 56*15 

Local authorities 29.7 32.56

1. Of. p. 32-2-.

2. E.G., R.B.F.S. 1938.
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gable 151 » Disposal of gross surplus ̂  all public
and private under takings in Great ^

Ownership % of gross surplus pa&fl out (weighted average)

Coif^any 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942
Company 56.6? 56.43 52.08 50.75 50. 52
Local
authorities 32,96 33.82 33.17 30.52 32.18

l!hese figures show quite definitely that the amount of 

gross surplus distributed to those providing the capital 

(whether in the form of Ordinary or Loan capital) by company 
undertakings was considerably larger for company under 

takings than it was for those owned by local authorities. 
Q?he figures for an abnormal year, 1947, when nationalisation 

was iirnninent, show that this position could readily be 

changed by municipal undertakings when they so wished. 

These figures are shown in fable 152*

Table 132« Disposal of gross surplus, company ->
municipal electricity undertakings", 1947

Sample % of gross surplus paid out
Weighted Unweighted

All companies 46.97
All i.a. 37.1
10 companies 46.3 39*3
10 I.a. 43.4 41.2

1. E.G., R.E.F.S, 1938, 1939, 1940 f 1941, & 1942.

2. Min. F.& P., R.E,F.S. 1947.



These 194? figures show that local authorities, 
stimulated by the proposals for the nationalisation of the 
electricity industry, with compensation paid to the 
owners of municipal undertakings "based on the amount of 
outstanding loan debt, paid much larger sums in relief 
of rates, and in many cases reduced the size of reserve 
funds*

There is still one point which must be investigated 
before the unqualified statement can be made that the 
average "total capital charges 81 of municipal gas and elec 
tricity undertakings were lower than those of company 
undertakings. The figures for municipal undertakings 
are in one sense incomplete, since they do not show any 
transfers from rate funds to meet working expenses or loan 
charges where revenue or reserves were insufficient. If 
this burden was considerable, it would mean that, although 
it would be true to say that the *fotal capital charges" of 
municipal undertakings were lower, this woold be at the 
expense of the ratepayers. The following investigation 
deals only with electricity undertakings, but what figures 
are available indicate that the position cf gas undertakings 
was very similar. It shows the occasions on which under 
takings made a loss which entailed reduction or suspension 
of divident or loan payments, or in the case of municipal
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undertakings, the making of transfers from the rate fund.

.In recent years there are very few cases in which 

municipal electricity undertakings have found it necessary 

to draw on the rate fund to make good deficits. The 

following list (Table 153) shows all the cases occurring 

in the period 1938-9 - 1942-3 and 194? -8.

Table 153* Municipal electricity undertakings drawing on the
rate
and

Undertaking

Bexhill it

Clacton ft
it

Cwmbran ji
rt

.ffaversham

Gellygaer

Ley ton

LI anf a irf e chan

Middle ton

fund to meet deficit
194-7 -6 J.

Deficit

Year 
(ended 31st Karch)

(1942
(1943
(1941 
(1942 
(1943
(1939 
(1940
(1941
1948

1940

1948
1940

1948

s. 1958-9 - 194^-3

- years and amounts

Amount
£

13.515 
10.501

7,380 
6,342 
9,182

966 
841 
936

537
330

76
101

1,100
[continued overleaf

1. E.G. s It.S.F.S. 1938-9 - 42-3, and Ministry of Fuel and 
lower R.E.F.S. 1947-8.
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[continued from preceding page] 

Undertaking Year

Hew Mills 
it

Poplar

Reigate 

Southend
n

Southwark it

Stepney

Stoke Kewington

Thurrock
w
n

burton 

Woolwich

(1942
(1943 
(1948

(1942 
(1943

1939
(1942
(1943
(1943 
(1948

1943
1943
(1939
(1940
(1941
(19421943
(1942 
(1943

Amount £

662
609
403

69,199
69,068

1,216

13,240
53,215

14,324
7,682

54,691
10,223

2,594
3,118
1,881
1,228
1.345

995
1.346

11,391

The reasons for some of these deficits seem clear. 

In the case of Bexhill, Clacton, loplar and Southend and 

Stepney undertakings there was a considerable fall in sales, 

presumably caused by evacuation. The figures for Stepney, 

were, for example :-
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u ' 1939

Total sales,
thousand units 111,465 71,921
Number of consumers '44,180 28 § 488

In other cases the deficit was probably caused by an error 
in pricing. Llanfairfechan's small deficit in 194-0 followed 
a reduction in domestic price, and the price was raised 

again in 1941 t Seagate's 1939 deficit disappeared after 
a price increase* The fluctuations in the domestic price 
charged by the New Mills Undertaking suggest difficulty 
in finding a satisfactory relationship between price and 
cost of supply. The domestic prices (lighting, heating and 
cooking) charged were 8

2 ' ' Tear
d. per unit

1.87 1939 (including power)
3.01 1940
3.06 1941
1.99 194.3
2.07 1943
1*57 1943

1. E.G., R.E.F.S. 1938-9 - 1942-3 and Ministry of i'uel 
and Power, R.E.F.S. 1947-8.

Ibid.
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The Stoke Newington undertaking suffered some dimi 

nution in demand between 1939 and 194-3 so that working 

expenses increased while revenue remained almost constant, 

in 194-2 and previous years the gross surplus was not suf 

ficient to cover both interest payments and transfers to 

Sinking Funds and Hepayment of Loans, "but no drawing on 

the rate fund was necessary as the balance on net revenue 

account was decreased. In 194-3 t however, with a slightly 

Improved gross surplus, £ 27,514 ( the entire balance in 

hand) was transferred from the depreciations, Renewals and 

Reserves Funds, there was a rate subsidy of £ 10,223, and 

the Balance on Net Revenue Account was increased by 

£ 28,036 which ;just covered outstanding deficit. 3}hus 

this rate subsidy was to meet an accumulated deficit caused 

by a war-time fall in demand. Woolwich was unique in 

making a substantial deficit in 1938 despite an increase 

in sales over the 1939-4-3 period, The 194-8 gross surplus 

was larger than that of 194-3$ but in the former year the 

Balance on Net -Revenue account was decreased by £ 27,272 

while in 1948 it remained constant.

Evidence of the reluctance of municipal undertakings 

to increase prices in 1946, presumably because of the

1* E.G., H.B.F.S. 1938-9 - 194-2-3, and Ministry of Fuel 
and Power, R.E.P.S. 194-7-8.



approach of nationalisation, even when the current price 
was obviously too low, is given by the number of under 

takings whose revenue did not even cover working expenses 
during this year. The following undertakings had a deficit 

on working expenses in 1948:-
Aberdare, AShton-under-Lyno, Barries, Bedwas and Machen, 

Bedwellty, Bridlington, Buxton, Canterbury, Cardiff H.D.C., 

Crewe, East Dereham, Ebbw Vale, Exeter, Collygaer, Gilling- 

ham, Haiapstead, Eobden Reyd, llorsham, Leek, Marlborougfc, 

Menai Bridge, Mountain Aah, Skelton and Brotton, Tunbridge 

Wells, Ulverston, Willesden.

In the whole of the period 1939-4-3 only one under 

taking, Barnolswick U.D.C. managed to achieve a deficit on 

working (in 194-3)• Some of these undertakings, by means 

of raiding Reserve and other Funds, actually made contri 

butions in aid of rates, even although their revenue did 

not cover working expenses. Aberdare, for example, had a 

deficit of £ 16,000 on the working account and transferred 

£ 450 in aid of rates. 2

Four undertakings went to the extreme of generosity 

in 194?-8 "by selling part of the energy which they purchased 

at less than the price which they had to pay for it. These

1. Ministry of Fuel and , ower, R,E.£.S. 194-y.
2. Ibid*
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are shown in Table 154*

Table 154 • Undertakings with "pov/er" selling price
less that ^FTd17 urchasing price-'-

Undertaking Buying price for energy Selling price*
pov/er

•-•.•'•.-•::• ' d. per unit d* per unit

Ibbw Vale .66 .65

Hampstead .93 .77
Tunbridge fslls .86 .83
Ulverston 1.09 -52

An example of the attitude of some local authorities 
is provided by Hhyl U.B.C. which proposed to transfer 

£ 15» 071 from the electricity undertaking to the general 
rate fund. This sum represented the total payments from

the rate fund to the electricity undertaking since its
2 inception in 1901.

It is difficult to coropare the number of company owned 

electricity undertakings making a loss with the figures 

for municipal undertakings owing to the different methods 
of finance. Company undertakings having raised most of 
their funds as share capital could reduce dividends in a bad

1. Ministry of Fuel and Power, K.S.3.F. 194-y.
2. Municipal Journal, 23. V.



year, without showing any signs of an actual deficit. 

Municipal undertakings, on the other hand* having fixed 

loan charges to be met, were less able to adapt their 

financial structure to a decreased surplus, -j}hus it would 

not "be an adequate "basis of comparison to compare the 

number of municipal undertakings having to draw on the 

rate fund for a subsidy with those companies which paid 

no dividends at all* Some account of the fluctuations of 

company dividends must also be taken* The actual financial 

position of a number of company undertakings cannot be 

determined accurately owing to the merging of the accounts 

with those of other activities (besides electricity supply) 

of the same or of a holding company*

'•'•?. 2he clear causes of companies which passed over divi 

dends altogether in the period 1938-4-2, snot 194-7 

shown in Table 155.
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Table 155 Electricit 
1938-42 an

companies "passing" dividends 
194-7

Undertaking Year s in which Ordinary 
Dividend massed overl

Askrigg and Keeth Co.
Bedford, Cambridge and Huntingdon Co*
Borth and Ynyslas Co.
Burnham Co.
Cark Co.
Chipping Eorton Co.
Craven. Hydro-Electric Co.
Bownton Co.
Folkestone Co.
Frinton-on-Sea Co*
Horley Co.
Isle of Thane t Co.
Monmouth Co.
Hotting Hill Co.
Peacehaven Co.
fiamsgate Co.
oedtergh Co.
Tadcaster Co.
•Ihornbury Co.
ffisbech Co.
Woodstock Co.
Bude Co.
Chudleigh Co.
Hoisworthy Co.
Mid-Cumberland Co*
North Lincolnshire Co.
Ormskirk Co.
lenrith Co.
Ringsier Co.
Settle Co.
Welwyn Garden Citj Co.
West Devon Co.

1936-^2, 
1938-41
1938,
1942
1933, 1940-41
1938-42
1938-42, 1947
1938-42
1940-42
1940-42
1938 
1940-42
1938-42
1939-42 
1938-42, 1947 
1940-42
1938-39 
1941-2, 1947
1938-42, 1947
1939-42, 1947
1938-39 
1942, 1947
1938, 1947 
1947 

• 194? 
1947 
1947 
1947 
1947 
1947 
1947 
1947

1. E.G. H.E.F.S. & .i'lJ£,L & POWER H .
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These undertakings may be classified into three main groups 

according to the apparent reasons for the inability to 

make a distributable surplus. Firstly, as with the muni- 

ci^al undertakings needing rate subsidies, some suffered 

through war conditions and a reduction in demand for current. 

Folkestone, Frinto-on-3ea, the Isle of Tbanet, Notting Hill 

and Ramsgate Cos, fall into this category. Secondly, there 

were a small number of undertakings which were chronically 

unable to make a profit, presumably through the "uneconomic" 

nature of the supply area. This group includes Askrigg, 

Borth, Cark, Chipping Norton, Craven, Bownton, Monmouth, 

Peacehaven, $hornbury, Wisbech, Bude and Chudleigfr. The 

remaining undertakings showed an inability to pay dividends 

in one or more years for reasons which are not wholly clear 

from their accounts. Padcaster was unable to pay any 

dividend in 1941-2 after paying 44.4f» in 1936-40 after a 

reduction in the selling price of energy. 1'he North 

Lincolnshire Co. had a larger gross surplus in 194? than 

in any of the previous years during which dividends were 

paid, but for some reason this was used to increase the 

size of the Balance on Revenue Account instead of being 

distributed to shareholders. The Qrmskirk undertaking 

with reduced prices in 194-7' was not able to increase its
:','.'''.'•'.'•'. ....... • i <k

revenue in the same proportion as the increase in working
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expenses. The same applies to Velwyn Garden City under 

taking* No company, during the period under examination, 

had a deficit on working alone.

Apart from those companies which passed dividends 

altogether many undertakings showed very considerable 

fluctuations in the dividends which they paid. Soiae 
examples are given in 3?able 156.

Table 136. Electricity coiopanies showing considerable ••
fTuc-cuatfons in divide iris paid. 1553-4-2 &"1947'L

Ordinary share
UUUC-L U CUxXUK

Slectricity Distribution
©f North Wales

'

Pontypool Co.

tfelwyn Garden City Co.

JLWcXf

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
i25ii
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1547

1938
1939
1940
1941
19421947

dividend

-.. 6.36
77.74
11.76
20.49
23.40
29.00

13*79
15.37
17.39
27.00
25.00
54.50
6.9
9.0

25.4
20.0
45.0
0.0

1. 3.0. f E.E.F.S. 1938-9 - 1942-3 and Liin. Fuel & Power, 
R.B.F.S. 1947-6.
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; Generally the larger companies had a much more steady 

rate of dividends than this, however, e.g. Horth-Eastern 

Electric Supply Co. paid 7% throughout 1938-42 and in 1947.

'The above facts about the financial position of 

OOiapany and muaioi^al electricity undertakings are summarised 

in the following $al>le (157).

Table 157« Municipal and company electricity undertakings
drawing on the rate f u n d's , sh owing a de £ i c it 
on work ^ orking; ace gnat, or ^passing" divide nds^^"Tgte~3. "194T-61

got.al no. of Rate Fund
undertakings" 
in

Deficits
Ordinary Divi-
de noTs "Passe"y P

No.Occasions No» Occasions Ko. Occasions

Companies 183

Local 
authorities

335 18 33 27

Thus during the six sample years, out of 183 company 

undartakings (existing in 1938) 32 passed dividends on 

Ordinary Shares on 92 occasions. Of the 335 undertakings 

owned by local authorities in 1933-9, 18 drew on the rate 

fund on 33 occasions, and 27 had a deficit on working account

1* E.G., R.E.P.S. 1938-9 - 1942-3 and Min, Puel & Power 
H.E.F.S. 1947-8*
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<m 27 occasions during the same six years. (In no case 

was there any overlap between the municipal undertakings 

having a deficit on working account and those drawing 

on the rate fund. 'The deficits on working account were, 

with one exception, a phenomenon of the year preceding 

nationalisation, and the subsequent deficits were met 

by drawing on reserve funds.) As has already been 

pointed out, it is difficult to find a common basis for 

comparison of the tendency to make losses of municipal 

and company electricity undertakings. To compare the 

occasions on which the gross surplus for companies 

was insufficient to pay any Ordinary dividend with those 

on which municipal undertakings had a gross surplus less 

than the amount of sinking fund and loan charge payments 

means a bias in favour of the companies since the local 

authorities could not reduce their loan payments while 

dividends were variable. On the other hand a comparison 

of the number of occasions on which companies passed 

dividends with the number of drawings on rate funds 

might favour local authorities since they seem to have 

been more ready to draw on reserves to inset deficiencies, 

With this qualification on the strict comparability of 

municipal and company financial results, some conclusions, 

or tendencies can be pointed to* 

\ Under the economic conditions of recent years, the
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great majority of electricity undertakings have found 
no difficulty in making a net surplus, tfhere this has 
not been the case, the most important reason, for both 
coiopany and municipal undertakings, has been the fall in 
the demand for current in some areas caused by war time 
circumstances.

Other undertakings have failed to achieve a surplus 
on some occasions through mistakes in pricing policy.

A few small company undertakings api ear to have 
been consistently unable to achieve a surplus.

The experience of the last working year before 
nationalisation was exceptional, A number of municipal 
undertakings incurred losses on the working account 
by what must have been to some extent, deliberate policy.

In so far as their records are comparable, municipal 
undertakings were at least as successful as the companies 
in avoiding a net deficit. 'Phe actual burden falling on 
rate funds as a result of their 'bearing the risk' of 
enterprise, and having to make good payments on loans 
when the gross surplus was insufficient to cover these, 
was very small,

The general result of the investigation is to show 
that public and private ownership of the ?:as and 
electricity industries did result in quite distinct 
patterns of financial organisation, The Jifferenoes
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centred around two main points. Firstly, the 'total 

capital charges 1 of the municipally owned undertakings 

were considerably lower, QJhere were two distinct reasons 

for this. The local authorities could "borrow more 

cheaply, on the average, than could companies, because 

of the security afforded by the rate fund. I'his advantage 

tended to vary inversely with the size of the company 

undertaking arid was not important where the larger 

company undertakings were concerned. Apart from its 

ability to borrow more cheaply, the average municipal 

undertaking reduced 'total capital charges* by distributing 

less of the net surplus than company undertakings. 

Transfers to rate funds were less than the difference 

between the rate at which companies could have raised 

loan capital and the actual dividends paid to the owners 

of Ordinary shares. This relationship remained true 

even whan allowance was made for drawings on the rate 

fund to meet losses.

'The second major difference between municipal and 

company financial practice was more technical, and related 

to the use made of the gross surplus (apart from the 

amount distributed as ^profits' - a word which can here 

be taken to mean the surplus remaining after the minimum 

necessary payments to obtain working capital had been 

made). I1he most important point here was the existence
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of different methods of allowing for depreciation, 

The municipal practice of repaying outstanding loans 

made it easy to confuse provision for depreciation, 

and the establishment of sinking funds. Part of the 

repayment of loans by municipal undertakings was in fact 

a method of dealing with depreciation. The charge 

that local authorities did not make proper allowance for 

depreciation, sometimes used to explain their ability 

to charge lower prices, does not appear to have any 

foundation.

The results of these different forms of public and 

private methods of financing enterprise are discussed 

in the broader framework of the national economy, in 

the final conclusions*
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k * CHAPTER III
'•*-'."'

Location

, The exact meaning of the word ! locafcion j in relation 

to the gas and electricity industries is not always clear, 

This is because there is not such a clear division "between 

manufacture and distribution as there is in most industries* 

The same undertakings were responsible both for manufacture 

or generation, and for the distribution to the hoiaes 

of consumers. This means, for example, that statistics 

showing the degree of localisation of these Industries 

can be misleading,because they are usually based on the 

figures of,the total number of workers employed* It is 

as though those working in tobacconists' shops were 

included in the figures of those employed in the tobacco 

industry 'used as a basis for calculations of its degree 

of localisation, Thus Professor Sargant Florence f s 

Coefficient of Localization shows that the electricity 

industry, with a figure of »14 is more widely dispersed 

than the gas industry with a figure of ,23. But this 

Coefficient is based on the following formula - "When 

workers are divided region by region as percentages of
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the total in all regions, the coefficient is the sum 

(divided by 100) of the plus deviation of the regional 

percentage of workers in the specific industry from the 

corresponding regional percentage of workers in all 

industry." For comparison, a very highly concentrated 

industry like jute had a coefficient of .91. For the 

purposes of this study location is taken as meaning the 

location of isanufacture or generation, rather than that 

of all sections of the industry*

5h0re are two main questions which can "be raised 

about the effects of public and private ownership on 

the location of the gas and electricity industries. 

Firstly it may be asked whether the type of ownership 

had any effect on the degree of concentration. Is there 

any evidence that either public or private ownership was 

more successful in concentrating production in works of 

optimum size?

Secondly, the effect of ownership on the choice of 

sites for building gas and electricity works might be 

considered. It would be very interesting to know Aether 

either companies or local authorities were more successful 

in choosing sites which were the best available for 

manufacture when all relevant factors were considered.

A consideration of the relationship between the 

type of ownership and location soon reveals the fact
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that a definite answer cannot be expected to either of 

these questions, There are a number of reasons for this. 

The location of many gas and electricity works has been 

determined by what is little more than historical accident, 

forks have developed on their original sites which were 

chosen in the first place with little if any consideration 

of the economic advantages of the site. Any comparison 

between municipal and company location policy is mada 

difficult by the fact that a considerable number of municipal 

undertakings were first started by companies and later 

purchased by a local authority. On the other hand it has 

always been open to a progressive undertaking to abandon 

an unsuitable site and build a new works elsewhere. In 

the electricity industry individual undertakings had little 

freedom of choice in determining location policy after the 

setting up of the Central Electricity Board In 1926. The 

difficulties of comparison are aleo considerable, since the 

circumstances and choices open to individual undertakings vary 

so considerably. A comparison of the results on location 

policy of, for example, the company owned gas undertakings 

of London with those of municipal ownership in Birmingham 

would be very difficult, because the situation in London, 

where the advantages of large works situated on the oanks 

of the Thames are very obvious, is quite distinct. When 

all these problems have been faced t; en, it is obvious
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that a comparison between the results of municipal and 

company ownership on location must be restricted to a few 

general points, in fact the most important proolem 

relating to location has been the inability of either 

local authorities or companies to deal with this problem 

adequately because of their restricted and often irrational 

supply areas. Some attention is t erefore ^iven to a 

comparison of the actual pattern of location which grew 

up under the local authority - company system of ownership 

which existed before nationalisation witb whafc might be 

considered to be an 'ideal 1 distribution of these two 

industries.

^efore considering the industries separately some 

general principles which should determine an 'ideal 1 

location policy, and which, ace common to both industries 

may e laid down. Th«pe are:-

1* Availability of the raw materials, Botb industries 

are dependent on supplies of coal f and works must 

therefore be situated near to the most convenient 

and cheapest transport route. The electricity 

industry also needs large quantities of water, both 

for the boilers, and if possible, for cooling. 

Electricity generatin.5 stations built by a river 

do not need to orect cooling 'towers.
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2* Both industries need to cover a considerable acreage 

of ground and tne ^orks site should allow room for 

expansion.

3. oome attention must be paid to the 'pull of the market*. 

This is much more important with the gas industry, as 

gas cannot normally be transported over any considerable 

distance at ac economic cost,

4. Both industries are decidedly conspicuous, and tne 

siting of works in relation to the canons of town 

planning is important* Protests against the siting 

of gas and electricity works on aesthetic grounds are 

coimnon today.

5- The problem of location cannot ae completely separated 

from that of optimum siae. Production should be 

planned so teat it can be concentrated in works which 

are, as far as possible, when tbe other factors 

mentioned aoove are considered, of the optimum size 

for the industry concerned.

The attached map A shows the distribution of gas

undertakings in England and -"ales, ^nd she pre -national! sat ion 

1. Cf. Maps A and G.
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authorised area? of supply. This map shows quite clearly 

that municipal and company undertakings were not distributed 

at random but that some areas showed a definite concentration 

of either local authority or company control. The London 

area was obviously the great strongbold of the companies, 

particularly of a few very large companies - the Gas, Li^ht

and Coke (46,818,349 1000 cu.ft, available is 1944); 

South Metropolitan (11,412,127 1000 cu.ft. availaible in 

19^4), Wandsworth (6,974,96? 1000 cu.ft. available in 1944); 

Tottenham (6,541,472 1000 cu.ft. available in 1944); South 

Suburban (3,045,156 1000 ccuft. available in 1944) and 

Croydon (5,314,768 1000 cu,ft. available in 1944)* 1

The nearest municipal undertakings to London were 

Chelmsf ord, southend and .oittingbourne. The chief centre 

of municipal ~as was Lancashire, though the concentration 

was not so great as tliat of the companies around London - 

Liverpool in particular, representing an important company 

interest in this area. In fcbe Lancashire conurbation few 

of the undertakings supplied very much more?, than their 

own municipal areas. In the rest of ti;e country the 

pattern i.<= more haphazard. The Sheffield GompsLV, with its 

gaa grid, supplied a considerable area of the South

1. From Ministrv of Fuel Het«, 1944.
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Yorkshire coalfield. (Gas available 1944 = 15,100,660 cu.ft.) 
Tynegide was a wholly company supplied area, baaed on the 

large Newcastle and Gateshead Company. Both the Black 

Country area and the South /tales coalfield had a number of 
both company and local authority undertakings, while tbe 

South-West was chiefly responsible for the large nuiaber of 

small non-statutory company undertakings. Some local 
authority undertakings did supply an area considerably 

larger than that covered oy taeir municipal boundaries' 

Particularly noticeable are large areas supplied by Leeds, 
Birmingham, Nottingham, Chesterfield arid Leicester.

Anothsr noticeable feature of the map is the considerable 
differences uetween the authorised areas of supply and the 
actual areas supplied. Many companies and municipalities 
obtained powers to sup-ply mucL larger areas than those in ' 
which they had actually laid pipes by 1945. Amorgst the 
municipal undertakings come of the nost obvious examples 

of this were Penrith, Darlington, Hetford, Saffron ^alden, 
Chelmsford and 3palding. The map also shows that considerable 
areas of the country were not included in any authorised 

area of supply. This was so more particularly, as would ' 
be expected | in the rural areas, sue;: as Hast ^n

1. prom Ministry of Puel Ket., 1944.
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Northumberland, Central Wales, and the South $

The actual pattern of location of ~as under takings 

and the degree of coincidence between authorised gas 
areas and the boundaries of local authorities can be seen 
when a small area is studied in detail Worcestershire 
contained, in 1948, 21 local authorities - 2 County 
Boroughs, 7 non-County Boroughs, 4 Urban Districts, and 8 
Rural Districts. There were 19 different; gas undertakings 
supplying areas within the county, Each of the urban areas 
(i.e. County and non-County Boroughs and Urban districts) 
was represented by at least one distinct gas undertaking. 
Table 13b« Gas Supplies in Worcestershire , 
Urban areas in •Vorcesterghire Gaa under takings suplyin

Dudley C.B. Dudley, Brierley Hill & District
Co.

Worcester ^.C.B, Worcester Co.
Bewdley N.C.B. Unauthorised Co.
Bromsgrove O.D.C. Bromsgrove Co.
Droitwich N.C.B« Droitwich N.C.B.
Eve sham N,C.B, Jive sham II « C.B.
Halesowen N.C.B* Halesowen Co, )

Cradley Heath Co.)
Kidderminster W ,C.B. Kidderminster Co.
Malvern U.D^C, Malvern U.D.C.
Old bury N.C>B. ' Old bury N.C.B.
•^edditch U.D.C. Redd itch Co.
Stourorid^e fl ,C«B. Stour bridge ^.C.B.
Stourport O.D.C, Stourport Co

Municipal undertakings underlined in red.
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The other undertakings supplying parts of Worcestershire ' 

were - Upton Non-Statutory Co.; Cheltenham Co., supplying 

parts of the Rural Districts of Fershore and Eve sham; 

Bidford Hon-Statutory Co, supplying parts of Rural District 

of Eve sham; Tenbury Non-statutory Co.; and Birmingham 

Corporation supplying a small part of the Bural District 

of Bromsgrova. This is a fairl;~ typical structure - the 

development of large unified undertakings supplying several 

urban areas is exceptional in Britain, In Worcestershire 

only two of the undertakings - Droitwich and Jive sham, 

coincided approximately isith municipal boundaries. In 

most cases (e«^. Malvern, Kidderminster) the a thorised 

area of supply was considerably larger than that of the 

urban local authority in the area. The framers of the 

Heyworth Report considered that - "in areas of lii^h rras 

demand there is little or no justification for fche continued 

survival of ^rnall wor&0 serving districts within easy trans 

mission range of one or more large units." "Easy transmission 

range" is not defined, but if we assume that this would cover 

all cases where areas supplied by different undertakings 

adjoin each other, then there would appear to be soffle small 

works in Worcestershire which sbould oe closed, If the 

Heyworth Report's minimum ?iz@ for normal efficiency of

1* 'Heyworth* Report, Par.90.
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operation is taken as a basis (i.e. 1,25 mill, therms ), then 

in the following cases there would appear to ae a prima facie 

case for considering amalgamation because the output of gas 

is below this minimum and the area supplied ad .join? that 

in which the mains of another undertaking are already laid:-

1. Eyesham - Cheltenham. - Bidf ord

The respective sales of these undertakings were, in 

1944" Eve sham - ,6 mill, therms; Cheltenham - 5-4- 

therms; Bidf ord - 13,098 thousand cu.ft. Some degree 

of amalgamation was already achieved in this case 

as Bidf ord took bulk supplies of gas from Cheltenham.

2. ?aalvern - Cpiwall

The sales of these undertakings in 1944 were: Malvern 

I.e. 5 mill, therms; Colwall .1 mill, therms.

3. Kidderminster - Stourport - Sewdley

The sales in 19^4 were: Kidderminster 1.4; Stourport 

.4; Bewdley 22,509 tho-JS. cu.ft.

4. Hedditch - Bromsgrove

The sales in 1944 were: Ite^ditch 3.7^; Bromsgrove 1.1 

mill, therms.

5- Halesowen.- Cradley Heath -

The sales in 1944 were: Halesowec 1.0 mill, therms; 

Cradle^ Heath 1.1 mill, therms; Stour bridge 2,7 mill.
2therms .

. P OT? au sei . 
2, Ministery of Fuel and Power Returns, 1944,
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Whether the closing down of the smaller gas works in the 

above examples would actually be justified would, of course, 

depend on a number of additional factors:- the possibility 

of extending the larger works, the condition of the plant 

in the smaller works, and the ease with which the mains 

could be interconnected. Worcestershire is fairly typical, 

in the number of cases where the amalgamation -f existing 

undertakings seems desirable, which it provides. The area 

in which there are the greatest numoer of small works with 

adjoining areas of supply is South Lancashire. The following 

Table shows the number of separate undertakings existing 

in the area between Manchester and Liverpool all with 

supply areas touching those of one or more of the other 

undertakings in the list,
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Table 159. Gas undertakings in area between Liverpool and
Blanc ue star.

Undertaking

Middleton
Hey wood
Bury
Bad cliff e
Woraley
Salford
Stretford
Altrincham
Atherton
Leigh
Goloorne
okelmersdale
Hind ley
Ke^ton-le -Billows
Ashton-in-Bfiakerfield
St. Helens
figan
i" id 00 s
West Ho^gkton
Lymm
Warrington
Tyldesley
Chorley
Prescot

Undertakings falling 
size are underlined

Sales - Mill
^henap, 1%4

1.2
0.9
2.4
2./
0.1
7-6
9,4
2.5
0.4 
1.6
0.1
0,1 
0.4
0.7
0.5 
6,9
3.4
2,7
0.1 
0.1
5*2
0.3
1.5
1.2

below Heyworth 
in red ,

s. of Co. or l.a.

L.a.
L, a .
L«a
Co,
L.a .
3u*a,
I». a <
L » a ,.

Xj » S V

L.a,
Co.
L.a, 
L.a.
L,a.
L.a. 
L.a.
L,a
L.a.
Co, 
L.a.
L.a,,
L.a.
L.a.
Co, 

Report minimum

1. Ministry of Fuel and Power Returns, 1944.
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Thus in this area 13 out of 24 undertakings were below 

the minimum size though forming part of a large industrial 

area throughout which gas is supplied, ^orsley did not 

produce its own gas but bought this in oulk from the 

Radeliffe Co.

/It might be supposed that company undertakings would 

be / more free to extend supplies outside the original centre 

'of the undertaking than those operated by local authorities 

but an examination of the map indicates that on the whole 

this does not appear to have been the case The larger 

urban undertakings mostly supplied considerable quantities 

of gas to consumers in adjoining districts irrespective of 

whether the undertaking was owned by a company or a 

municipality. Company undertakings were not noticeably 

more successful in building up supply areas outside the 

municipal boundaries of the original andertaking than were 

local authority owned ones. A possible exception to this 

was Sheffield, which did have a very large supply area, but 

this unrlertaking was peculiarly favourably placed for such 

expansion, because of the possibility of developing a gas 

grid based on coke oven supplies. In the London area 

large districts were allocated to a few companies by the 

Act of I860, but there was no further amalgamation of note.

It does not seem to be worth while to attempt any 

definite measurement of the comparative geographic expansion
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of municipal and company undertakings (based for example 

on the relation between the population of the 'home town 1 

of the undertaking and the total number of consumers, or 

miles of main) because the conditions for such expansion 

vary considerably. All that can be done ia f as already 

stated, to use the raap as a basis of comparison, paying 

particular attention to pairs of company and municipal 

undertakings which appear to be roughly in the same 

situation in regard to the potential demand from surrounding 

areas (e.g. - Nottingham and Derby, Leicester and Northampton, 

Malvern and Worcester, Stratford and .Warwick, Preston and 

Bolton).

SLECTSICITT

The only important raw materials required in the ?lect~ 

ricity industry are coal (or coke), oil and water. Apart 

from hydro-electric stations generating stations can thus 

be built wherever fuel and water can be supplied. Since 

there are greater economies of scale to be reaped in 

electricity manufacture, as compared with the eras industry, 

and current can be mora readily transported than can gas, 

it might be expected that electricity »erJ;-.-ration would be 

more highly localized than gas manufacture. On the other 

hand, the grid system makes it possible for power stations
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to be built at a distance from the chief centres of demand 

while gas manufacture is confined to the urban areas 

in which it is supplied.

The total amount of current generated in 1947-8 in 

England and #ales was 39,&93»775 thousand units. This 

total was made up as follows: ~

Local authorities 21,212,011 thoasand units 

Other public authorities I,5&2,b6& M '* 

Companies I7,0t8,696 " " 

TOTAL 39,893,775 

The local authorities thus generated rather less current 

than the extent of their distributing areas would suggest. 

(Total net sales G.B. 1947-8 - Public authorities 21,670,917; 

companies 14»072,057.) In 1947-8 public authorities 

undertakings purchased 2,296,567 thoasand units as direct 

bulk supplies from company undertakings and companies 

bought 1,129,246 thousand units from public undertakings, 

(this excludes all operations of the Central .Electricity 

Board).*

Electricity undertakings may be divided into three 

groups on a oasis of their position in venerating current - 

those which consumed more energy than they generated and may

1. Compiled from Min, of £uel aad Power R.E.tf.S. 1947-8.

2. Ibid.

3- Ibid.
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be called "importers" of current, the few undertakings 

which were just self-supporting, and those undertakings 

which generated more curre&t than they consumed and may 

be called "exporters". It is this last class of exporting 

undertakings which is obviously of most interest in 

considering the location of electricity generation, The 

exporting undertakings were slmoet all owners of "selected" 

stations, and the greater part of the current exported was 

accounted for uy the difference between the total sold to the 

Central Electricity Board and the amount bought back 

from the Board. There was also 9 considerable export as 

bulk sales to other authorised undertakings, and a few 

undertakings which would fall into the importers group are 

revealed as "net exporters" of current when these bulk 

sales are taken into consideration. The following Table 

(16Q) shows the local authority undertakings which were 

net exporters of current in 1947-8.
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(Cable 160. Local authority o lee trie ity iincl er takings_ « . „,

ortina current in 1942
Underbakings Surplus(+)or defitle(-)

total generated loss 
total requirements

Birmingham
Blackburn
Bolton
Brighton
Bristol
Burton
Cardiff
Carlisle
Croydoa
Darliaftton
Derby
Fulhais
Gloucester
Hackney
Halifax
Huddorstield
Hull
Laae aster
Leads
Leicester
Liverpool
Manchester
Bewport, Mon.
Berwick
Nottingham
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Preston
Hotherham
Sheffield
Southampton
St airbridge
Stepney
Stookport
Sunderland
•Swansea
Bwindon
Torquay
Warrington
Woolwich
Worcester
OOJESP. PUBLIC

* 537,566
* 264,484
+ 60 f 782
4- 180,897
^ 400,560
+ 49,360
* 1^4,376
* 309,950
+ 45 f 0?6+ aa? f4a?
* 42,9^8
4 I t662 t030
4 97»026
* 65,763
* 17,884
* 65,129
4- 120,89?
* 114,320
* 3-24,314
* 63 f 062
+ 724,336
*t- 120*897
* 107,710«• 90,005
* 343,020* 74t7Sa
* 34,453
* 45,727
* 184,307
* 353,351
4- 12,604
*r 244,48o
+ 60,569
+ 152,914
+ 49,966
+ 521,793

	30,374
4 10,577
4- 72,633
*f 6,621
* 50,051 

UNDEaO^ ~ "

6r' ,448 
Central Electrlcltj Board

'Biousand

Bulk sales 
to other
authorised 
undertaldnga
units
30,254
17,043
50,232 
75,-"

24,774
3,982

26,442
36,6^5 
14,601

121,'
123

2,915

21,520
216,464

9,070

20,123 
Jt9*i

48,6433e,ooa 30,023
103,213

6,661

952,102

Totel
net
exports

617,620
281,52? 

60,782
231,129
475,7*7
56,846

134,942 
310,061
45 t 0?6 
227,427
42,936 

1.
97,026
90,537
21,866
65,129
149,339
152,945
339,115
63,062
724,386
242,566
107,833
92,920

243,020

^;?,pyy
353,351 
32,72?

244,488
66,510

190,2?4
49,966
570,436

7,634
40,600
72,638 
109.834
56i912

864,654

^CoEgdled from Min. of Fuel and Power, B.E.F.S.. 1947-6.
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NOTE ,

a - 3?his figure represents difference between amount of
current generated at the Board's station at Earley and 

•?, direct sales to consumers (for transport purposes), 
allowing for "units used on works 51 at Ear ley "but not

y,.? for "units lost and unaccounted for".

The following Table (161) shows the BB.WB figures for coiapany 
undertakings.
Table 161 * Company Electricity Undertakings O3cportin>.:. current

in 1947 ~8« •*•
!* ... •„ , -

Undertakings Surplus(+) or deficit(-) Bulk sales ^otal 
_, .•' ; :v total generated less to other net

total requirements authorised exports
t. • ,. :. .-•'; . . . .. undsr- 

taliing s
Bedfordshire
Cornwall
County of London
Derbyshire
Isl© of .fight
Kent
Lancashire
London Power
Mersey
Borth Eastern
KorthaEpton
Shrops, ,worcs. ,

and Staffs.
South Wales
Yorkshire

4-
—
+
4-
4-
4-
4-

4
4-
«.

+

—
4-
4-

309,902
13,557

363,158
167,917

2,543
272,405
79,405

1,351,489
131,012
137,139
50,195

35,254
367,439
227,299

39,036
30,103

902,036
277,323

«.
80,354
339,644

1,760,540
39 , 663

296,704
40,643

51,668
233,491
432 , 700

348,938
16,546

1,265,194
445,740

2,54-3
352,759
413,884

3,112,029
170,675
119,565
91,038

16,434
600,930
659,999

These tables show that the municipally owned :?£narating 

stations which were built up as exportej^s of c^orrent by 

the Central Electricity Board were almost exclusively those

1. Calculated from Min. P. & P. R.E.F.S. 1947-3.
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of the larger urban undertakings. When the list of municipally 

owned exporters is compared with that of coinpany exporters, 

and, bearing in minct economic factors likely to influence 

the location of the industry, it seems reasonable to assume 

that the participation of local authorities in the electricity 

industry has resulted in a greater degree of concentration 

of generation in or close to the largest towns, than might 

otherwise have been the case. Table 162 shows the changes 

in the position of "exporting" stations in the period between 

1939 and 1948. It is based on stations which were exporting 

to the grid ( i, e >, excluding those which only became 

exporters when bulk sales to other undertakings were taken 

into account; in 19^7-48 *
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Table 162. Generation and home consumption of energy by
i-.i n v^ *i f'*""! ~Y^~"c^"l' s g> <*yv^ '•'vy* 4* "i f\ O* 1 '* / > ' i • 
lUUZULO 4.^5^-L__ ^^lA^J^-^^^*feL_-^_^~iL

Undertaking

Birmingham
Blackburn
Bolton
Brighton
Bristol
Burton
Cardiff
Carlisle
Croydon
Bar ling ton
Derby
Fulhan
Gloucester
Hackney
Halifax
Huddersfield
Hull
Lancaster
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
Manchester
Newport, Mon
Norwich
Nottingham
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Preston
£otherham
Sheffield
Southampton
Staly bridge
Stepney
Stockport
Sunder land
Swansea
Torquay
Warrington
Woolwich
Worcester
Hotes
a-Inclucling

the year.

Energy generated
1000 unit

1939
1,220,089 2 f

33 , 660
36,757
515,167
607,185
14,121
61,769
55,962

256,477
a 26,427

66,730
964,203 1,

1,698
' 188 , 309

82,378
64,022

366,754
5,505

439 , 176
188,887

1,113,887 1,
b 1,008,344 b 1,

123,234
260 , 342

b 395,598
76,131

102,453
149 , 049
157,980
754,024 1,
299 t 989
126,120
78,825
77,435

a 30,783
356,933
43,235
1,638

90,634
b 3,243 b

B

1948
058,110
395,908
235,828
37b,296
879,334
145,315
407,933
367,873
206,331
315,844
237,852
735,292
162,909
203,056
121,477
260,860
519 , 588
226 , 149
76r̂  ,649
333,794
539,398
029 , 692
228,210
235,590
547 , 531
182,896
268,468
4-31 , 688
553,782
276,429
174,855
387,295
153,416
289 , 364
162,458
706,135
110,093
240 , 698
249 , 994
121,431

generation as non -select 9*— »

b -Excluded energy generated in small

Home consumption
1000

1939
920,206
61,968

116,513
133,939
334,994
56,016

161,899
37,351
125,786
51,341

115,139
61,337
^9,528
101,572
66 f 640
103,524
25&, BS1
69,218

298,092
176,412
584 , 162
622,387
63,451

103,103
186,587
62,375
153,762
193,211
172,867
597,433
109,902
79,969

127,611
91,593
64,316
276,501
56 , 588
64 , 227
181,045
38 , 022

d station f

units
1948

1,470,744
131,424
175,046
197,399
478,774
96,455

273 , 557
5?, 923

161,255
38,417

194,916
73,262
65,883

137,293
103,593
195,731
398,691
111,829
443,135
275,732
869,012
886,295
120,500
145,585
304,511
108,098
214 , 015
365,961
369,475
923,078
162,251
142,607
92,847

136,450
112,492
184,340
99,516
167,360
243,573
71,360

or part of

non-selected station. __
1. Min. of Fuel and Power R.E.F.3, 1947-8.

E.G. -.£l.E.*,S. 1938-39 - 1942-43.
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Table 163, shows the changes in the size of the actual 

export surpluses of the same undertakings.

Table 16ft. Changes in size of "e^ort surplus" of nnnicipal
electric i launder taking , 1939-4-8. 1 —

Undertaking; >ort surplus ( *) or Increase 
deficit '(-) or d

Birmingham

Blackburn 
Bolton 
Bright on
Bristol
Burton
Cardiff
Carlisle
Croydon
Darlington
Derby
Fulham
Gloucester
Hackney
Halifax
Huddersfield
Hull
Lancaster
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
Manche star
Kewport, Mon.
Norwich
Nottingham
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Preston
Rotherham
Sheffield
Southampton
Stalybridge
Stepney
Stoclqsort
Sunderland
Swansea
Torqu^
Warrin^ton
Woolwich
Worcester

in _surplus 
1939 i2i§ 
299,883 + 567,366 * 387,483

28,308 4
79,756 4

176,226 4
272,191 + 
41,895 •*• 
80,130 4 
18,611 4

130,691 *

4

4

-S- 
4-

48,409 4
902,816 4
27,830 4
86,737 + 
15,738 4 
39,502 4
107,873 + 
63,710 4

144,084 4
12,475 +
529,725 +
385,957 +
59,783 +

157,239 *
209,011 4
13,756 4
56,309 4
44,162 4
14,887 +
156,591 +
189,996 4
46,151 •»• 
48,786 4 
14,158 4 
33,533 4 
80,432 4
13,353 +
62,589 + 
90,211 4

264,
60,

180,
400,
49,
134,
306,
45,

227,
42,

1,662,
97,
65,
17,
65,
120,
114,
324,
63,

724,
120,
107, 
90,

243,
74,
54,
45, 
184,
353, 
12,

244,
60,

152,
49,
521,
10,
72,
6,

50,

484
782
897
560 4360 4- 
376 4 
950 4 
076 -
427 +
936 4
030 4
026 4
763 4
884 4
129 4
897 + 
320 4 
514 4
062 4 
336 4 
897 -
710 4
005 - 
020 4 
798 4
453 4 
727 -i-
307 4
351 4
604 - 
488 4 
569 -H 
914 4 
§66 4 
793 4 
577 4 
338 4 
621 4
051 4

292,792
140,533

4 , 66fi
123,369
91,255

214,506
288,339
85,615

252,341
91,345

759,214
125,036
20,974
2,146

104,631
13,024

176,030
180,430
50,537

194 , 661
265,060
49,927 
67,2;>4
34.009
61,042

110,762
89 , 689

199,194
196,760
177,392
198,337
109,355
165,072
83,499

441,361
23,930

135,427

Thermal

84,830

iciencj

18.71,26.75
10.6
22.82
19.67
22.23
10,87,20.21
19.41
19.76
21.75
18.62
19.34
20.90
26.32
24.53 
19.82 
17.0?

22.08
22.46
21.70,10.51
20.28
23.23,15.04
18.34,19.14
19.19 
19.4?
21.37 
IB.75
19.77
20.00
22.25
23.14,21.63
18.01
21.64
18.14
20.73
19.11
19.21
15-46
21.23
20.92
21.02

and Kin. of Fuel and Power E. 
V-43; and E.G. Gen. Elec. 194?.

- and
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Note.
a - where more than one generating station was owned the 

thermal efficiency of each station is shown. 'Biase 
figures relate to the year ended 31st December, 194-7*

These figures show that the number of exporting undertakings 

increased considerably during this period. Nineteen under 

takings which were importers in 1939 had become exporters 

of energy in 194-8. There were only two municipal under 

takings (not shown in the Table) which were exporters in 

1939 but had ceased to occupy this position "by 194-S* These 

were Oldham and Swindon, both exporting only a small amount 

of the energy which they generated in 1939. Of the 21 

undertakings which had an "export surplus" in both 1939 

and 1943, 1? had increased the size of their surplus by the 

later year, while four had smaller exports in 19^8. The 

main results of the policy of the Central Electricity 

Board appear to have been to increase the capacity of the 

selected stations of the larger urban undertakings more 

than the growth of their home demand, (er.g«, 3*ulham) and. to 

allow the construction of new selected stations by some 

of the medium size urban undertakings (e«g>, Gloucester, 

Worcester)* The four cases where the export surplus 

decreased were all large undertakings with, stations of 

relatively low thermal efficiency for their size* In 

three cases the number of units generated decreased
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absolutely (Croydon, Norwich, and Southampton) while in the 

fourth the units generated increased less than home 

consumption (Mane! ester).

The fact that (apart from the London area where cheap 

transport of coal via the Thames has been the chief localising 

factor) the company owned exporting stations were mostly 

situated away from the large towns (e,o;. t Hayle, Little 

Barford, Stourport) is not in itself very strong support 

for this conclusion since the company supply areas do not 

usually include the larger towns. But it is difficult to 

"believe that generation would have become so largely 

localised in the larger towns on economic grounds alone, 

and without the influence of municipal control strengthened 

by the historical fact that the larger towns were generally 

those first supplied with energy and in which the larger 

powez* stations were naturally first built.

An examination of the actual sites of soise of the 

more modern generating stations shows that the tendency 

is for them to be built oust outside rather than actually 

in the larger towns. This is presumably a result of higher 

land values and congestion in the centres of most large 

towns. Examples of this tendency are the Iiams Hall station 

at Castle Bromwich on the outskirts of Birmingham, the 

Coventry station at Longford, and the Bristol station at 

Portishead. nationalisation may well strengthen this
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tendency to site generating stations away from the larger 
towns.

Although the municipal exporting generating stations 

are mostly those of the larger urban undertakings, the 

proportion of energy exported does HOT; vary in any obvious 

relationship to fc^e size of the station or of the local 

supply area. j?he following 'Table (164) shows all those 

undertakings exporting more tlian 5'-/6 of the energy generated 

in 194-8-9.

Table 164 . Municipally -owned generating stafclons exportin

Undertaking

Blackburn
Brighton
Bristol
Carlisle
Darlington
Fulham
Gloucester
Lancaster
Plymouth
Preston
otaly bridge
Stockport
Swansea

more than J?0£j of

Total generated

395,908
373,296
379,334 .
36?,6?3
315,644

1,735,292
162,909
226 , 149
182,896
431 , 638
;>87,295
289,364
706,133

energy peneraifed

Total exported

261,527
231,129
4?5,747
310,061
227,427

1,662,030
97,026

152,945
96,318

262,191
244,486

. 190,2?4
570,436

-*.n l$48-#.l

Total sold in
own supply area

102,434
130,844
362,226

50,471
83,440
62,992
60,248
68,964
77,812

153,456
130,343
90,927

124,285

The actual balance between exporting and. importing under 

takings can be illustrated by considering two areas in

1. Mln. of Fuel and Power, fi.fc.F.S. 1947-6.
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detail. The first area chosen corresponds roughly to that

of the South Western Electricity Board. The undertakings

included were:-

Companies Cornwall, Urban Electric, St. Austell, 3ude,

Holsworthy f West Devon, Bideford, Ilfracombe , Lynton, 

Sxe Valley, Minehead, Wellington, Culm Valley, 

Teignmouth, Chudleigh, Dawlish, Sal combe, Brixrham, 

Paignton, East Devon, Seat on, Burnham, Bridgwater, 

South Somerset, Weston, North Somerset, Mid Somerset.

Local authorities Plymouth, Plympton, Torquay, Exeter, 

Tiverton, Barnstaple, Taunton, Bridport, Lyme Eegis, 

Bristol, Bath,

Th* position in regard to generation and sales was as

follows:-

Companies

lumber of undertakings - 27 

Number of undertakings generating some current - 13 

lumber of undertakings having exportable surplus - 1 

Humber of self-supporting undertakings - 1 

Number of w holly -imp or ting undertakings - 

Total current required - 587,056 thousand units

Bulk sales to other authorised undertakings
- 16$,764 thousand units

Het sales to own consumers - 423,292 

Total generated - 188,036 

Net deficit - 235,256 

1. Min. of Fuel and Power, R.E.P.S* 1947-8.
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Local authorities

H umber of undertakings - 11 

Number of undertakings generating some current - 8 

lumber of undertakings having exportable surplus - 3 

Number of wholly importing undertakings - 3 
Total current required - 998* 702 thousand units 

Bulk sales to other authorised undertakings - 244,34-5 

Net sales to own consumers - 754,557 thousand units 

Total generated - 1,210,047 thousand units 

Net surplus - 455*690 thousand units

TOTALS

Total net sales - 1,177$64-9 thousand units 
Total generated - 1,398,083 thousand units 

Total net surplus - 220,434 thousand units
The other area chosen was that of the lost Midlands, and

the undertakings included were:-

Companies West Gloucester, Thornbory, Chepstow, Monmouth, 

Stroud, Shropshire, Worcestershire and Staffordshire, 

Midland Electric, Chasetown, Trent Valley, Market 

Drayton.
Local authorities Connie ton, Leek, TTewcastlo, Stoke,

Stafford, Stone, Lichfield, Cannock, Wolverhampton, 

Walsall, West Bromwich, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham, 

Worcester, Llandrindod v/ells, Malvern, Gloucester, 
Cheltenham, is/armley.

It Min. Fuel and Power, H,E.F.s. 1947-8.
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Joint L"lectric Authority North West Midlands, Vest Midlands,
* The generation and sales position was as follows: -

Companies

Number of undertakings - 10 
Number of undertakings generating some current - 4- 
lumber of undertakings having exportable surplus - 1 
Huiaber of wholly importing under takings - 6 
Total current required - I,255,o26 thousand units
Bulk sales to other authorised undertakings

- 6? f 1?8 thousand units
Net sales to own consumers - 1,188,648 thousand units 
Total generated - 761,110 thousand units 
Net deficit - -4-27,538 thousand units 

Local authorities and Joint Authorities
Number of undertakings - 21 
Number of undertakings generating some current - 10 
Number of undertakings having exportable surplus - 3 
Number of wholly importing undertakings - 11 
Total current required - 4,081,652 thousand units
Bulk sales to other authorised undertakings

- 1,299,528 thousand units
Net sales to o#& consumers - 2,782,324 thousand units. 
Total generated - 3,400,531 thousand units. 
Uet surplus - 618,207
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TOTALS

Total net sales - 3,970,972 thousand units 

Total generated - 4,161,64-1 thousand units 

Total net surplus - 190,669 thousand units 

Both sample areas thus had H net surplus of energy generated. 

in each case the Coragpany undertakings required more current 

than the/ generated "but this was mor^ than toade up by the 

surpluses generated by the local authority undertakings* 

Out of the total of 1,398,083 thousand units generated 

in the Southwestern region In 1947-8, 1,344,149 thousand 

units, or 96*1% was generated by the four "exporting" 

undertakings. The geographic location of generation in 

this region was thus as shown in Table 165*

Table 163. Location of .9Qj»..lff .of energy generated, bj exporting
undertakings in' oouth Western area^ 19^-8 A

Undertaking Location of station(s) Stations total
'as % of total*" 
energy generated 
iri area

Cornwall Electric Eayle 12.$ 
Power Co* fforth West

Cornwall
Plymouth County Plymouth 13.1 

Borough Council
Torquay Borough Hewton Abbott, 7*9 
Council S.Devon

Bristol County l.Bristol(40 millionunits)8-
2.Portishead (847 million

unics) 3-

Total
Kotes a- Figures relate to 1947 and are to nearest 100,000. 

b— Error of .1 as figures sho-vn to nearest first
_______ decimal place, _________________ .^.^^ . ______
1. Calculated from Min. Fuel and Power K.E.F.3. 1947-8 and 

E.G. Gen. of Elec. 1947.
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Of the total of 4,161,64-1 thousand units generated in the 
Midland area in 1947-8, 4,039,090 thousand units, or 

9?«1# were generated by the five "exporting" ondertakings. 
fhe exact geographic location of generation in this area 
is shown in 'Table 166.

Table 166, Location of 97*1/* of energy genr rated by -i
'"exporting" undertakings in Midlands area. 1947-8 •

Undertaking Location of station(s) Stations total
'•-.3 y; of total 
ge ne r ate d in are a

Shropshire, 'tforcs.and Stourport, 17.5 
Staffs. Electric Worcs. 
Power Co.

West Midlands Joint l.Ironbridge, 
Electricity Authority Salop .

(758 million unlts)a ; 
2.0cfeer Hill, )

South Staffs. ? )
(34 million units)* } 

3* Shrewsbury )
(2 million units)a ) 23.5 

4.Walsall 0
(35 million units)a

(151 million
Birmingham County
Borough Council 1. Hams Hall .,.)

(1,959 million units)a )
2. Hechells „ )

(114 million units)* )
Gloucester County Castle Meads, 3*9 

Borough Council Gloucesstor.
Worcester County 1. Hylton Road, 'orchester)

Borough Council ^^1 million units) a ) ^ o
2. Powick, '.:Vorcs. a ) •> • 

(.3 million units. )
Total 97.1 
Note a-Figures relate to 1947 and are to nearest 100,000

1. Calculated from Llin. of Fuel and Power li.S.P.S. 1947-6 
and B.C. Gen. of Elec. 194-7*
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Coal is conveyed to the power stations by rail, ship, canal 
and road (mainly coal from opencast sites). The following 

Table (16?) shows the use made by these methods of transport 

in supplying all the stations in what are now the Midland 

and South Western Divisions of B f E.A. in 194?. 

Table 16? • Transport of Solid Fuel, South v/estern and Midland
i-reas 194/-

Metnoa or srar 
Area Hail Ship Canal

isport 
Road Total

Thousand Tons 
Midland 2,529 - 30? 305 3,141
South western 239 630 869

The relative importance of the different means of transport 

in the caso of the individual "exporting" stations listed 

above is given in the following Tables (166 and 169)* 

Table 168* Approximate japortance of different transort
mefchods used to supply coal to "export iiig' 7
elactncity stations in Midland area, 1947 »^

Area

Ironbridge 
Ocker Hill
Walsall
W olve rhaiop t on
Hams Hall
Nechells
Castle Meads
Worcester
Stourport
Notes a- tfor

b- ?0#
c- 10#

Method of transport
Kail Ship Canal Eoad

80, -, 20a70° - ?o° 30
- c 95 510° - 90
95 5*
64-32 4

100
100 -

60 - 25 15
opencast supplies, and supplies from
rail and canal combined
rail and canal combined

Total

100 
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

small pits

1« Information received from British Electricity Authority,
22. v.51. 

2. Ibid,, 4-.vi.51-
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Table 169. Approximate importance of different transport
merhods uaed to $ uppl, : 'exportiEK " electrieit.y 
stations in South Western Irea«

Means of transport % 
Station Rail Ship Total
.HM»^ai^MaB^M««M*M^KMA -Mil •- - II - -1- —

Hayle -

Plymouth

Newton Abbott 100

Bristol

Portishead 20

100

100

-

100

80

100

100

100

100

100

fhese Tables show that rail and canal were the predominant 

roeans of transport in the Midlandg t while gbips were easily 

mo«t important in the south West. Some of the 194? figures 

must be regarded as abnormal, as owing to the shortage of 

coal it was necessary to draw on supplies of coal from 

places other than those anticipated when the stations were 

built. Thus the use of road transport was largely a 

result of the need to draw on coal from opencast sites. 

The 2C$> of coal brought by rail to the Portishead station 

was carried from the Midlands owiog to the shortage of 

Welsh coal.

The economic factors of water aud coal supply do not 

appear to have been wholly responsible for deciding the 

location of power stations. The early development of

1* Information from B.E.A., 4.vi.Sl,
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electricity supply in the big towns has resulted in a 

greater concentration of generating stations in densely 

populated regions than would be justified on purely 

economic grounds. The pull of the market is less important 

theoretically than it has proved in fact. This conclusion 

is supported by information obtained from the British 

Electricity Authority which icseludes the statement ... 

"The location of the generating plant existing in 19^7 was 

irifluenced by factors other than purely economic considera 

tions, such as the size of the Undertaking, the local demand 

for electricityt the relations between the undertaker and 

the neighbouring authorities and the basis of trading 

between the owner of a selected station and the Central 

Electricity Board as laid down in the Electricity (Supply) 

Act of 1926, The prestige value of owning a "selected" 

generating station was very considerable."

The main conclusions of this investigation of some 

general problems relating to location are then, as follows. 

%ere is no eotieeable difference in the success of 

company and municipal gas undertakings in crossing municipal, 

boundaries and in expanding supplies to neighbouring areas. 

It seems probable that municipal ownership has led to a 

Digger concentration of electricity generation near to the 

large urban centres than would otherwise have been the

1. Information from B.E.A. f 4,vi-51«
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case. (Bo investigation of the actual siting of individual 

gas works has been mad© because nearly all works have been 

built in or very close to, the urban areas which they 

supplied f and it seems unlikely that it would be possible 

to point to any real difference resulting from the different 

types of ownership.)

It seems to be established that both in the gas and 

electricity industries, the location of manufacture or 

generation was planned less satisfactorily than it would 

have been under a different form of organisation. This 

was particularly true with electricity, where the optimum 

size of a power station was too large for the needs of all 

but a few of tfaf? largest undertakings, Sveri after the 

formation of the Central Electricity Board in 1926, and 

the semi-nationalisation of generation, the location of 

generation does not appear to have been determined by 

economic factors alone* In the gas industry economies of 

scale were much less important, but even 00 there were 

undoubtedly a number of unnecessarily small and inefficient 

gas work,? kept in operation as a result of fche existence 

of so many Independent company and municipal undertakings. 

This was particularly true in the Lancashire and West 

Ridin"; conurbations.
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CHAPTER IV

Admin1st ration

There are two main aspects of the administration 

of publicly and privately owned gas and electricity 

under takings which ma,y he compared. fJ7hese are the actual 

form of administration - the machinery through which the 

undertakings wer: managed; and the underlying assumptions 

guiding those responsible for makinn decisions* In this 

chapter attention is concentrated on the first of these 

arid only passing reference made to the second, which is 

considered against the wider background of nationalised 

industry, in the firal conclusion,

l^he most important part of the municipal form of 

administration of gas and electricity undertakings was 

the Committee. The Committees were composed of about 

fifteen councillors, and were usually responsible for 

making most of the decisions relating to their undertaking, 

though they could not raise a loan or levy a rate them 

selves* Their resolutions needed to be approved "by the
\

Council, "but in the great majority of cases bh is approval
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was automatic* (The results of an investigation of the 

attitude o£ Councils to the resolutions of their trading 

committees is given below.) Most gas and electricity 

committees met once a month as a matter of routine, with 

an occasional special meeting should circumstances demand 

this. £he main link with the staff of the undertaking 

was the chief officer - the Gas or Electricity 2ngiaeer f 

who would "be available to give advice at all meetings of 

the appropriate committee* It is not ;,<ossible to 

generalise about the length of service of individual 

councillors on these committees, i?here was a tendency 

for some councillors to specialise, and to remain xosmbers 

of one committee for a number of years. Often the Chairmen 

of gas or electricity committees had "been members of their 

coi&iiittee lon^ enough to obtain a really intimate knowledge 

of the problems of the industry. On the other hand the 

development of party politics in local government tended 

to work against continuity of service in many areas.

The body in control of the administration of gas and 

electricity joint stock companies was the ;ioard of 

Directors, r:ost boards had about eight members and net 

once a month. They were ultimately responsible to the

1. Cf. p.4Z3 et sag.
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shareholders, to whom they had to report at the an anal 

general meeting of the coiapany. r£he reality of the 

control of shareholders depended mainly on the distribution 

of the ownership of shares. Only where a small group 

of shareholders owned a considerable proportion of the 

Ordinary shares (it has "been argued that, where the rest 

of the shares are widely divided amongst a large number of 

shareholders, a holding of 20£ of the Ordinary capital 

is sufficient to give working control * were they likely 

to exercise effective control, Bven where there were 

a few very large shareholders control may still have been 

with the Board of .Directors since the large shareholders 

may themselves have been directors. fo?he connection. 

between the Board -and the staff varied to so sac "extent 

between different companies. .oome companies had a 

Managing Director who was both a member of the Board and 

in charge of the staff, ' In other cases the chief official 

was the General luanager, who might be consulted by the 

Board but was not himself a mei-iber of it. Host commonly 

the directors of gas arid electricity undertakings retained 

their office for a number of years*

Before attending t;o compare the probable results of 

these differences in the administrative machinery of company 

and electricity undertakings, there is one fairly obvious,
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but important, point which must be made. 3?he administration 

of any undertaking is "based upon personal decisions made 

by individuals. Bais makes generalisations exceptionally 

dangerous here. It is not sate to assume that the form of 

the machinery of administration will always impose bhe same 

pattern of behaviour upon those responsible for making 

managerial decisions. Thus, for example, even though we 

may conclude that it should be easier to make speedy 

decisions in a joint stock co Erf any than in a municipal 

department, it is evident that the management may either

overcome the difficulties of their situation, or neglect 

their opportunities, as the case may "be.

There are a number of points where the administrative 

machinery of the municipal and company undertakings may be 

compared* Firstly the position of the directors and 

committee members may be considered. Directors normally 

had the advantage of a more secure position, with the 

possibility of obtaining a greater knowledge of the under 

taking than the average councillor. On ths other hand, 

it was probably easier for councillors to have a daeper 

knowledge of local affairs and needs, This would, of course,

1. Sargent, Florence, The Lo>.-:io of British and 
Amerlean, Industry, p. 127 et
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depend partly on the size of the company owning the gas 

or electricity undertaking. <vith the smaller companies 

the directors may well have been local inhabitants, but 

in many cases their interest in the company would be 

purely financial* The considerable groi^th of holding 

colonies in the gas and electricity industries exemplified 

by such companies as Edmundsons Electricity Corporation, 

controlling undertakings spreading from Cambridge to 

Cornwall, obviously tended to make it difficult for 

directors to have much local knowledge. Not only was the 

final power of control removed from the Boards of the sub 

sidiary companies, but also very often the same directors 

were appointed by the controlling coi^any to the Boards 

of a considerable number of subsidiaries. It is not 

possible to make any judgements on the probable managerial 

ability of directors and councillors as a class without 

discussing the question of motives which, as already ex 

plained, is reserved for treatment in the conclusions. 

Since company directors are, presumably, chosen from those 

who would be expected to be successful in controlling an 

enterprise, (allowing of course for nepotism and the effects 

of Inheritance) whereas electors do not normally have the 

success of any particular enter rise in mind when they 

choose their councillors, it might be argued that the
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average director is more likely to "be a good manager than 
the average councillor* In an article of the Public 
Corporation >ir Henry Bunbury made the criticism of the 
municipal committee system n 'Bie municipal set-up of an 
executive technician working under the direction and super 

vision of a lay committee of councillors, chosen for all 
sorts of irrelevant reasons and frequently changing, is 
obsolete, at any rate under modern technological conditions. 
It belongs to a simpler age. Many years earlier Mr 
Bernard Shaw had written of " *,. petty shopkeepers and 
employers whose cramped horizon and short-sighted anxiety
to keep down the rates at all costs are trie main stumbling

2 blocks in the way of municipal enterprise."
These rather gloomy pictures of the qualities of local 

councillors cannot be accepted unreservedly, however.
A comparison of the officials employed by company 

gas and electricity undertakings reveals a rather different 
situation from the director-councillor comparison. QJhe 
chief officials of company and municipal undertakings are 
much more ;likely to have had similar backgrounds and 
training than councillors and directors. The same professional 

bodies included both municipal and company e%loyees in

1. Bunbury, y.rie 1 ubl i c C or c or at i on, ublic -dmini strati on, 
winter 1944/5,

2* Shaw, Common oense of Municipal Trading;, p. 110.
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their member ship, and officials could quite easily pass from 

company to municipal employment, and vice versa, (the only 

"barrier of importance 'being the provisions of superannuation 

schemes)* Although administrative ability is not capable 

of any direct measurement itself some comparison of the 

possible level of quality of the managerial staffs of 

municipal and company undertakings is possible* In any 

attempt to compare the quality of the officials of muni 

cipal and company undertakings there are two distinct factors 

to be considered: technical knowledge and administrative 

ability* in the smaller undertaking both of these would 

need to be combined, theoretically, to make a good manager* 

How far it is desirable to have a chief official in a large 

undertaking who is a pure administrator, relying on 

technicians for advice is of course a very debatable 

issue. In practice all municipal undertakings, and most 

company undertakings, appointed trained gas engineers to 

the chief executive posts. Only in a few of the larger 

company undertakings was room found for the pure admini 

strator. Thus out of all the advertisements for managerial 

posts appearing over a period of eighteen months (194-5-6) 

in'the Gas Journal, nearly all specifically asked for 

technical qualifications, and only two made it clear that 

these were not essential. These two, Brighton and Croydon,
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wero both amongst? the larger eoiapanj undertakings. 
.Brighton coa^any called for a General Manager (at £ 1600) 
with "administrative ability" and statadL that technical 
qualifications were not essential* '.fihe Crqydoa Gas Co*
advertised for a General Manager (at £ 22^0) with commercial 
and industrial experience* aad stated ''knowledge of the gas 
industry an added qualification"*

4 stucfy of all the vacancies advertised in the 
Gas Journal In the saia® period (19^5 •* »i^ 19^3) A owed 
that (witb the except ion noted above of the chief managerial 
posts in two cov^my undertakings) co^panj an-1 municipal 
undertakings required the same technical ,.i,ualifioatioas for 
similar ^osts* 'Ih© saain qualif icatiou 1^9quired from gas 
engineers, according to the'^rada of |>ost t were - the 
Institute -of Gas Engineers Ordiaary Gr«do Certificate 
(for $uoh posts as junior ^technical Assistant) the Irstitute 
of Gas Sagiaeera niglier Grada Certificate (which could 
relate to manufacture or distribution) f (r'mainly for Technical 
Assistant and :Vorks Kaaager posts) and associate and 
Corporate ^mbershii/ of the Institute of Gaa Engineers 
(for the higher grade ..oats}*

There was no api-aresit difference between the staffs 
of municipal and coi^any undertakings as far aa basic 
technical qualifications wer© eoacorned. .An eacamination
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of the advertisements for managerial posts in the electricity 

supply industry over a period of a year (1946) showed that 

the position was the sarne as with the gas industry as far 

as basic technical qualifications were concerned. No 

cases were found in which technical qualifications were 

not asked for, but the sample contained relatively few 

Company undertakings.

It is evident, however, that the quality of staff 

having the sasae technical qualifications can vary very 

considerably. The only objective measurement of possible 

quality, imperfect though it is, is that of the salary 

paid* If, as has sometimes been suggested, company 

electricity and gas undertakings paid higher wages to their 

chief officials than it is reasonable to assume that they 

would attract staff of a higher quality. The following 

Table shows the average starting salaries for the managers 

and assistant managers of gas undertakings included in the 

Gas Journal sample.

Table 170* Salaries for managerial vosts in municipal
and comany, gas jinc!ertakinp;s I

Post Aver a^e s t art im : s _
C om an le s local auth or i t ie s

Manager £ 881 £ 1195 
Assistant Manager £ 4?8 £ 690

1. Calculated from advertisements in the ^as Journal, 
1945-6 .
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It is necessary to treat these figures with considerable 

caution. Managerial salaries vary with the size of the 

undertaking as well as with ownership, and therefore the 

existence of a relatively large number of small municipal 

undertakings would tend to reduce the average level of 

salary paid .». also the chief managerial posts in 

company and municipal undertakings did not necessarily cover 

the same range of duties. Some of the managers of company 

undertakings may have had to perform duties which in muni 

cipal undertakings were carried out "by the Clerk or the 

Dreasurer. inhere was a Scale of oa&ries drawn up by the 

Institution of Gas Engineers which related sales of gas 

to the minimum commencing salary* i?h.is scale was 

approved by the General Purposes Committee of the Association 

of Municipal Corporations, but it was not compulsory, and 

to judge from the advertisements studied it was not very

widely adopted. It is interesting to note that the 

details of the Bpale (dra/na up in December 194-4) state 

that ?f ... the above scale should a^ly to Chief Gas 

Engineers only and should be adequately increased to cover 

additional duties such as those as General Manager and/or 

Secretary".

1* Information supplied to me by Dr W f Braunholtz, 
Secretary of the Institution of Gas Engineers.
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Subject to these qualifications, the evidence indicates 

that gas companies were more generous in the salaries which 

thoj paid to the chief officials than were local authorities 

In some cases the provisions of municipal superannuation 

schemes, and the possibly greater security of municipal 

employment may have offset this salary differential.

The authors of the Uleyworth' Report .states that 

"The salaries paid to trained gas engineers are, in many 

instances, materially below those paid in other industries 

for work of equal responsibility. In this connection 

the municipal undertakings afford too many examples of 

Inadequate salary scales."

The position in the electricity supply industry was 

rather different* The industry was one of the first to 

adopt the ""hitley system of oint Industrial 

and scales for all posts up to that of a deputy 

official, were laid down by a National Joint Board (the 

salaries being graded according to tbe nature of the post 

and the size of the undertaking) for both municipal and 

Company undertakings. Writing in the Electrical Times« 

Mr W. Arthur Jones stated that there was "little to choose 

between the company or the local authority" from the

1. Hey worth Report, Cmd 6699* -par 164.
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employee's point of view."*" For the chief managerial 

posts there was a scale drawn up by the Association of 

Municipal Engineers and the Electrical Power Engineers 

Association (and approved by the National Joint Committee 

of Local Authorities and Chief Electrical Engineers), 

This scale was not legal! compulsory, but there was an 

agreement to ;oycott any post advertised at rates below 

those of the scale. Thus in 1946 a notice was inserted 

in the Electrical Times stating that a post advertised 

by Walsall Corporation did not comply with the scale, and 

that no electrical engineer should accept it. In these 

circumstances it is not possible to make any meaningful 

comparison between the wages paid by company and municipal 

electricity undertakings,

The chief official of a company undertaking was 

responsible to the Board of Directors, who were themselves, 

in theory, if not in practice, responsible to the share 

holders. In local authority undertakings the gas or 

electricity manager was responsible to his committee which 

was itself ultimately responsible to the electorate (not 

to consumers as such). In both private and public under 

takings the effectiveness of management clearly depended

1. W, Arthur Jones, Electrical Times. Feb. 1946.
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on two parts of the line of control - the officials and 

the Board in the case of companies, the officials and the 

committee with the local authorities. i'here was, however, 

some difference in the relationship between these two 

parts of the administrative machine. 5he main differences 

were (to make a generalisation to which there may well 

have been exceptions) that the municipal committees were 

more prone to intervene in the routine matters of admini- 

stration t while on the other hand they are sometimes supposed 

to have "been more in the hands of their officials, '.These 

two points have some causal relationship, since it is in 

the routine of day to day administration, more than with 

decisions of policy, that the technical knowledge of the 

engineer is most likely to carry the day with the laymea 

on the committee * i'he decisions taken by the "boards of 

electricity and gas companies have not been studied, but 

the assumption th t they did not normally concern them 

selves with routine administration appears to be fairly 

safe. On the other hand examination of the records of 

business of municipal gas and electricity cosaaittees shows 

that matter was often discussed which can only be described 

as routine. For example, a considerable number of 

resolutions dealt with the purchase of quite minor items 

of eq.uii;aent. Some committees have sub committees whose
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task it was to inspect every account payable by the 
undertaking. Even the uninformative wording of committee 
resolutions a one times show the dependence of the committee 
on their officials for these routine matters. One gas 
committee in a typical re solution instructed its engineer 
to buy a weighing machine and to obtain "the best machine 
for the purpose". Nobody but the engineer was likely to 
be in a position to know whether this condition was 
fulfilled.

Whether, as has sometimes been suggested, municipal 
committees were more dependent upon their manager than were 
coispany boards must remain something of an open question. 
Quite obviously personalities would affect this, and 
there could be no general rule applying to all company and 
municipal undertakings* The general influences which 
can be determined do suggest that committee boards may, 
on the whole, have been more independent.

The likelihood that directors would retain their 
office longer than councillors would give them a greater 
opportunity to obtain that expert knowledge which would enable 
them to make independent decisions* It is, on the whole, 
more likely that some directors would have a background 
of technical knowledge than it is that councillors r,vould 
"be found with these jialifxcations. The directors may
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also have been more easily able to escape being controlled 
by their employees because of the more obvious* criterion
of success available to then. They could normally ju$ge

\
the desire ability of a given policy by its estimated 

effect on the rate of profit, 'The lack of such a cl^ar 
cut objective probably mads it more common for councillors 
to be swayed by the arguments of their technicians. \

•'1

Again speailing in general terms and allowing for \ 
individual exceptions it seems likely that the time |
required for Taakin^ decisions was less for company undexv

j 
takings than for those controlled by local authorities. \

\ [If the previous generalisation that municipal undertaking
\

delegated less authority to make decisions to their ^
^officials than did the Boards of company undertakings f thea\

\

it follows that there would be a greater number of matters 
in which speedy decisions and quick action were possible. 
Even for those matters which had to "be approved or 
decided by the boards of companies the company machinery 
would sometimes have worked more quickly, since all the 
resolutions of coiaffiittees had to be approved by the 
council, and this would cause extra delay for chose matters 
arising in the interval (in many cases not more than a week) 
between the meeting of the committee and of the council. 
(It is assumed that boards of directors and councils both
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met ivith the same frequency - usually monthly.) This 

matter of speed is obviously one in which the qualities 

of the administrators at both official and coiamittee- 

board level would be more is^ortant than the nature of 

the decision making machinery,

Part of the efficiency of an administrative machine 

v/ill depend on scale. The larger undertakings could 

achieve a greater degree of specialisation amongst their 

staff « '£h@y could also reap the full benefits of 

indivisible factors of production such as mechanical 

aids to accountancy* On this count both types of owner 

ship had their own particular advantages* Coirqpany under 

takings could be made part of a large organisation through 

the holding company device* This meant that as far as 

financial organisation was concerned the benefits of 

scale could be obtained. The special advantage of muni 

cipal undertakings was that they could gain some of the 

advantages of scale by cooperating with other services 

(both * trading 1 and 'social') run by the same local 

authority. Thus expert legal advice was available in 

the Clerk's Department, and the Treasurer's Department 

could provide advantages on the levels 'both of routine 

accounting and of financial policy*

One advantage of the municipal co^crol of gas and
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electricity undertakings was the possibility of coordination 

with other services. Where sucli services as housing, 

transport, roads, gaa, water and electricity were all 

managed by the same authority there would obviously be 

room for some degree of coordination in the operation of 

the services. For example, the electricity and gas 

undertakings could be aware well in-advance of future 

deiaands likely to result from the council's housing 

activities. On a lower plain such activities as the 

digging up of streets to lay or repair mains could be 

coordinated. Of course, such coordination could take 

place between local authorities and companies but it would 

probably be less effective.

It is also clear that local authorities did not 

always make full use of their opportunities for the coordi 

nation of different services - a fact which was brought 

out in the '.Treasury investigation of the administration of 

Coventry City Council,

The last factor which v/e may consider in this examina 

tion of the administrative machinery of municipal and 

company gas and electricity undertakings is accessibility 

to the representations of consumers. In the broader 

sense of public accountability or the duty to the community 

as a whole this is considered in the final chapter, but
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the actual services with which consumers could effect 

decisions and make known their grievances may be discussed 

here* On the whole it would seem that municipal under 

takings were more accessible to consumers than were company 

undertakings, though there is something to "be said on 

both sides* The argument that any lack of consideration of 

consumers would result in a loss of profit, and that the 

directors of company undertakings would "be more sensitive 

to fluctuations in the rate of profit than would the 

members of council committees cannot be said to apply fully 

in the monopolistic gas and electricity industries* There 

was, of course, competition, of a quite keen nature in 

some spheres, between the gas and electricity industries 

themselves, but it can hardly "be argued tbat this was 

sufficient to safeguard consumers interests completely* 

Consumers could not turn from one service to the other as 

easily as they could alter their taste in tooth paste or 

soap powder. An electricity undertaking which indulged in 

frequent supply breakdowns, or wide fluctuations in the 

voltage of the current it sent out, would no doubt, lose 

part of its heating and cooking load to the local gas 

undertaking* But for less serious matters, and in cases 

of unfair treatment; of any kind, the consumer could not get 

redress sizaply by transferring his custom fco a more amenable
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or efficient supplier. It was therefore mainly a matter of 

chance - of the personalities of the directors, and whether 

they were local men, which would determine the effectiveness 

of consumer representation at the level of the "board of a 

company undertaking. (The asisumption, whic is believed 

to be realistic t is here made that consumer representation 

means in practice, the response to complaints rather than 

the consideration of any positive saggestions likely to 

be made by consumers.) Consumers had no means of compelling 

attention to their suggestions or protests*

With municipal undertakings the situation was rather 

different* Consumers who migfrt never see any of the 

directors of a gas or electricity cornyany f would see and know 

something about their local councillor, (Whether or not 

he was a member of the relevant comiiiutee would not par- 

tic ularly matter for this purpose,) What is more they 

had at least one weapon which would help to ensure that 

he listened to them - they could vote against him next 

time he sought election, (The qualification ought perhaps 

to "be made here that the recent growth 6f party politics in 

local government has weakened the influence of local events 

in local elections - but still they cannot be altogether 

ignored.) It does seem reasonable to assume, therefore, 

that the average municipal gas or electricity undertaking
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was more likely to be responsive to consumers than was a 
company undertaking. Again the warning must be repeated 
that there could easily have been exceptions to this 
generalisation which is based 155on purely a priori 

arguments. Some of the more routine matters connected 
with relations with the consumer were settled at the 

level of the officials who met the consunjers, and would 
depend upon their quality rather than on the attitude of 
the directors or committee members.

Closely connected y/ith accountability to the consumer 
is the possession by councillors or directors of local 
knowledge* Knowledge of peculiar local circumstances 

and needs, ^hat Professor Laski called the "genius of 
place", can only "be gained by living and working in the 
place concerned. lu is evident that local councillors 
are again lively to bs better equipped than company 
directors in this respect. 'They are bound to have either 
residential or business connections with the area concerned, 
and Y?ere usually people vfho had lived in the area for many 

years, often, indeed, all their lives. 'Ihis miriit also 
be true of the director of a gas or electricity company, 
but there w.->s no guarantee that he would have any direct

1. Laski, Grainmar of Politics, p. 410 ot seg..
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connection with the area at all. In fact, in the cases 

of many of the smaller companies, the directors were local 
men, but with the bigger company tinder takings these local 

connections very often did not exist except by accident, 

•Ihe growth of holding companies, often having the same 

directors on the boards of a large number of subsidiary 

companies, and with ultimate control in the hands of the 

holding company board, the influence of local knowledge 

Could not be great. ?wo examples from the gas industry 

may be cited here to illustrate the impossibility of some 

directors having any real local knowledge of the districts 

peculiarities in which the companies of which they were 
directors were situated. £wo of the directors of the 

South Western Gas & Water Corporation, a holding coiapany 

directly controlling 29 gas and water conzpanies before 

nationalisation, were Hr Eosewarne and Mr tfhittington* 

Mr BoseY/arne was also director of the Bude, Gamborne, 

Falmouth, Lostwithiel, lewquay and District, Okehampton, 

Fadstow & St Golumb, St Austell, St Blazey, and 'Sruro 

has companies. &r Whittington was director of the Aberdare 
& Aberanan, Aylesbury, Bedford District, Dorchester, Dursley, 

Glastonbury and District, Leighton Buzzard, Llanelly, 

Mertiiyr, iiidsoiaer Norton, Rhymney & Aber, and .Veils &as 

Companies, as well as of the U. £• Gas Gor^oration and



four other companies.

To summarise this comparison of the administration 

of municipal and company gas and electricity undertakings 

certain general points may be repeated ,t though all of 

them are likelihoods rat hex* fcuan certainties and admit 

of many exceptions. It seems likely that company under 

takings could obtain the bost men at the highest level 

because they were willing to pay larger salaries for 

their posts. on the director - councillor comparison 

it nay be said that councillors were more prone to 

consider routine matters of adiainist;ration and »vero more 

likely to have a local knowledge and to be available and 

accountable to consumers than were directors. technically 

qualified men were more likely to be found amongst the 

ranks of directors than ox councillors. Comparing the 

actual machinery of administration the jnunicipal system 

allowed for some scale advantages and for the possibility 

of coordination with other services whilst the company 

administrative machinery would normally function with 

greater speed.

^t is evident that all these considerations are not 

of eq.ua! iiapQ.i/fcanee. Indeed some of fcheia may bo of little 

or no significance at all in operation of gas or electricity 

undertakings* In order to investigate this matter further
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certain actual business done "by a number of gas and 
electricity co imittecs was studied* Table 1?1 shows 
the subjects of the decisions ^ada in the periocs studied f 
and the number where more than one similar resolution 
was passed.

Table 1?1« Decisions "-ad ^solutiQ.ias made "by the -,
Coaiait'teee ol"1 .^..unic'ipal' ^as under. tai:Tngs

Subject of deci3ion Ho. of decisions made
Allocation of profits 1
Allocation of management charges 1Consideration of Engineer's Report 2Provision of public lighting 2Purchase of new equipment 9Repairs to etj.uipr.iant and premises 4Continuation of I'ar Pool Agreement 1 Agreement with railway on cost of repair

of gas works siding 1Alteration in salary scales 1Change in constitution of Committee 1
Staff appointments 6Applications to borrow capital 4-Adverfciserasnt of staff vacancy 2
Grant of use of land 1Extension or enlargement of mains 2
Alteration in wonting hours 1Changes in tariff J> Exceptions to Council*s Standing Orders.

about the acceptance of Tenders 1 Payment of cost of gas mains to new
housing esbatQ " 2

TOTAL

1* One Urban District - 2 years 8 months period? one 
County Borough - 2 years period; one County 
Borough - i year period.



Table 172. Resolutions made by ::unicii)al
"* Electricity

Sub t1e c t of re so 1 at ion !To» of resolutions

Works report 5
Use of profits 3
Goal sap;, lias 4-
Bulk supply agreement 1
Extensions of mains 12
Allocation of management charges 1
Erection of sub-stations 3
Salary scales 1
Purchase of land 3
Change in constitution ox Committee 1
1-ur chase of equipment 9
Staff appointments 2
Tariff changes 2
Travelling allowance to employees 1
Free lighting of public buildings 2
Application to "borrow capital 1 
Election of representative on District

Industrial Council 1 
Resolution on > urchase Tax on

electrical equipment 1
Agreement on street lighting 1

Total 52

The statistical analysis of the resolutions passed 

cannot be pressed very for, since it; is obvious that the mere 

number of resolutions passed does not necessarily give any 

indication of the importance of any one type of decision. 

One decision on a change in tariffs may ohviously be more

1. One County .Borou^i - 2 years; one Urban District
- 2 years 8 months; one County 3orou$i - 6 months*
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important and significant than a number of decisions on 

the purchase of equipment. The following analysis 

attests to snov/ the a-went to wLic'a the decisions made by 

the cotimittses investigated appeared to demand four 

of the special 'qualities 1 mentioned above - two in 

which the municipal system was considered to have 

the advantage (local knowledge and coordination) and 

two in which com, any undertakings ^ere more likely to 

be favourably placed, (speed in making decisions and 

technical knowledge of directors).
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Table 1^,3 • . .ualitie.s and loaowledge relevant to
the ""cle c i si on s made by th o c oomit tees 
of municipal trading un.derFal-;in^s

Decision Local ('oordi- Speed ge_ohnical
know- nation Soiled ge

GAS

Consideration of
Engineer's Report 

Provision of public
lighting x 

Purchase of new
equipment — «» X 

Tar Pool *igreement - - - 3C 
Grant ox use of land x x -* 
Extensions of mains x x x — 
Chsm^es in tariff x • - - «* 
Cost of gas mains to

new housing estate x x - **

Consideration of 
Engineer's Report - -

Bulk supply agreements st - x?
Extensions of mains x x x
Erection of sub 
stations X

Purchase of land x - -
Purchase of equipment - - -
Changes in t.-ar'-.ti' x - *
Free lighting of 
public fouildings x

Provision of 
public lighting x x?

Kote x signifies that the 'quality 1 in that column applie 
to the decision, - that it does not. x? signifies 
that there is some do lib* or qualification about the 
relevance of the quality concerned. Decisions for 
wiiicii none of the 'qualities 1 appears to be relevant 
are omitted from the Table.
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The elassification in the above Table is somewhat
,r'"'

tentative, and does not apply to all the decisions which 

are made under each heading. For example, a decision on 

public lighting might be a purely routine matter of 

approving some long-standing practice, and not require 

any special 'qualities 1 at all. The position is examined 

more fully in the following consideration of the position 

of individual services. The division between the Different 

•qualities 1 themselves is not rigid in e^ch case. This 

is particularly true of the distinction between ability 

to coordinate with other services and f local knowledge 1 , 

since the former might often be an aspect of the latter.

With the gas industry 'local knowledge* was considered 

to be relevant for 5 types of decision, coordination for 4 

(including 1 doubtful), speed for 1, and technical knowledge 

for 3* The main details of an Engineer's Report, such 

as total output and sales did not need any special technical 

knowledge to make them comprehensible. There were other 

details which were included ia some reports, however, which 

could not be fully understood without at least a small 

knowledge of the technical problems of gag manufacture. 

Most important of these were statistics relating to the

efficiency of the plant, such as those showing the gas made: ' : -*-'- •"••-" 1 
per ton of coal carbonised. This is a point of some

!• iii. • g •. i County Borough of Yalsall,Annual Heport, 1946-7.
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importance, since, if the assumption that councillors 

generally lacked this minimum of technical knowledge, is 

correct, then it iieans that they were not in a position 

to know whether their works were being operated with 

reasonable efficiency (in comparison with those of other 

undertakings). It has already been shown that price 

comparisons are an uncertain indication of operating 

efficiency, and councillors could not therefore fall back 

on these for guidance. It seems likely that most 

committees were very much in the hands of their chief 

officials in this matter, and not in a position to form 

an independent judgment on the efficiency of their 

undertaking*

Most of the decisions relating to public lighting in 

the sample studied were fairl? routine. The main points 

at which local knowledge and coordination would seem to be 

appropriate were in extending lighting to newly developing 

areas. The purchase of new equipment is perhaps the most 

obvious case in whi^h some technical knowledge would 

appear desirable* Without this knowledge committees must 

have depended entirely upon the judgment of the engineer. 

The case already cited of a resolution instructing a 

gae engineer to buy a weighing machine and to obtain "the 

best machine for the purpose" was an example of this. 3oue

1. Cf. p. 219 et seq«
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technical knowledge would also appear to be useful in 

approving agreement made about a Tar Pool (for the 

selling of coal tar). In making grants of the use of 

land to other services some local knowledge, and ability 

to coordinate, would have oeen useful. In fixing tariffs, 

local knowledge would appear to be the most important and 

relevant factor (apart of course from general administrative 

ability and business sense which is excluded from 

consideration at present). Local knowledge of the needs 

and demands of local industry must have been particularly 

useful in fixing industrial tariffs and, as many undertakings 

did, in arranging special tariffs for individual works 

The most important application of local knowledge was, 

almost certainly, in the extension of supply mains, with 

which may be linked the special problem of allocating the 

cost of gas mains between the housing and gas departments. 

Coordination with other services must also have been 

important here. The extension of mains often needs 

to be planned ahead of new industrial or housing development, 

and the provision of the different utility services must 

be coordinated.

The relevance of the different •qualities 1 to decisions 

made by electricity industries was as follows - Local 

knowledge - 7, Coordination - 2 (1 doubtful), Speed - 2 

(1 doubtful), Technical knowledge - 3« The position in
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relation to the Engineer's fieport, bulk supply agreements, 

purchase of equipment and changes in tariff was similar 

to that for gas. The extension of mains and providing 

of extra supplies was a matter in which local knowledge 

and coordination with other services was often of 

particular importance. fhis was especially true in 

industrial areas where local needs could change quite 

rapidly, A feature of the resolutions of the electricity 

committee of one industrial count/ borough were the 

approval of extensions to meet new factory development, 

and provisions for increasing the supplies to existing 

works. An example of coordinated action which might have 

been missed with a different administrative set-up was the 

resolution of one electricity committee to use the 

opportunity of the paving of a road to lay electricity 

cables. Local knowledge (in choosing a site particularly) 

and technical knowledge may have been appropriate in 

decisions relating to the building of sub-stations. Local 

knowledge would obviously be important in making decisions 

on the granting; of free lighting to public buildings. 

Although local knowledge was certainly a useful 

quality in the administration of gas and electricity 

supply it is probably true to say that it was less 

important than with some other municipal services. With 

road passenger transport in particular, awareness of
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local needs is especially important.

In concluding this examination of company and municipal 

administration some in ntion must be made of part of the 

municipal s stem which aas, so far, been larsrelr ignored.
t

The Council itself, which appoints the committees and has 

to approve their decisions, has some part in the pattern 

of municipal administration of gas and electricity 

undertakings. 1*he following Table (174) shows, for two 

count,/ boroughs and one urban district, the number of 

occasions when committee reports were-adopted without 

alteration, and those when there was some alteration made, 

or pome instruction given to the committee* For purposes of 

comparison ths decisions of other 'trading coramitties are also 

included.
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Table 174, Treatment by Councils ox the reports of
C?ommlttee8 of 'trading* undertakings'"

Humber of No. ae~ No. not
reports cepted accepted

Committee in sample. unchanged • unchanged

COUNTY .bQHOUGH A.

Navigation
Market & General Purposes
Transport
Electricity
Estates

COUNTY BOROUGH B.

Mar Ice ts
Transport
Electricity
Water

URBAN DISTRICT

Gas & Electricity
Gas
Electricity
Civic Restaurants

•

a
5
3
3
3

23
23
23
23

16
5
4
11

2
5
3
3

21
23
23
23

11
4a
9

-——•*»•«*

t«..
M*

9l
fa

The first conclusion which can be drawn from the facts 

in this Table is that the;/ support the generally accepted 

belief that in the great majority of cases Councils do not 

interfere with the decisions of coimaittees. The figures 

shown relate to reports, each of which usually contained 

a number of resolutions, but the number altered by Councils

in any way was very small. The second conclusion is that
''"? ., 

there is no noticeable difference between the different

committees in this respect, but that one authority shows
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a larger number of 'alterations' for all committees, than 

the other two. Since this is a matter which must vary 

considerably with the personalities of councillors and 

the accidents of local politics, it #ould, however, be 

dangerous to generalise, even on the basis of a much larger 

sample. It is perhaps significant that the two county 

boroughs were divided on party lines, whereas the urban 

district had no rigid party organisation. The existence 

of party organisation and discipline is likely to make it 

easier for the majority party to make sure that committee 

decisions are accepted by the council. In order to 

discover the kind of issue on which councils did interfere 

with the decisions of committees, it is necessary to 

examine the details of the 'alterations 1 .

The two 'alterations 1 in the report of the Markets 

Committee of County Borough B both related to the same 

resolution. The Committee wished to eliminate infringements 

of their market risrhts by a stricter control of licences. 

This involved preventing traders from selling goods in 

the gtreets* The traders mainly concerned were the flower 

sellers, and they were to be confined to the Corporation 

market itself. This proposed banishment of flower sellers 

from the streets caused something of a popular outcry. 

The flower sellers presented a petition to the Council, and 

the Report of the Markets Committee was referred back.
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The Committee decided to restrict the ban to the streets 

immediately surrounding the market, and this compromise
'**

was accepted by the Council, with the added condition that 

any trader should have a right of appeal against the 

decisions of the Committee, 2?his seems to be an example 

of the useful working of the Council's power of veto in an 

exceptional case, in which the decision of the Committee, 

concerned only with the prosperity of the market, overlooked 

other implications of its decision, which would harm the 

interests of flower ?ellers v and, as was pointed out by 

objectors, make the town less attractive by removing one 

of the few remaining evidences of the countryside . One 

Report of the $ater Coimaittee of this county borough, 

although it was eventually accepted unchanged, did cause 

consideraole debate io the Council meeting. This was on 

the controversial issue of the 'Closed shop 1 . The 

Resolution of the Water Committee provided for the excusal 

of three workmen from the requirement to join a union. 

This resolution was used by some councillors as an 

opportunity to attempt to abolish the 'Closed shop 1 rule 

altogether* This is, of course, an issue which is usually 

a 'party 1 matter, some of the 'alterations' made by the 

Urban District Council were more routine and were more 

reconsiderations by members of the appropriate committee 

of their own decisions, than the alteration of those
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decisions by councillors who were not members of that 

committee* 0?h© 'alterations' made by the Gas & Electricity 

Committee were:- the addition of a recommendation on the 

payment of fche expenses incurred by the Gas Manager; the 

instruction (relating to a resolution to prepare public 

lamps for the resumption of street lighting) that only 

60^ of public lamps should be lit; an instruction on the 

payment of an indemnity to the Great Western Haiiway for
%

repairing the sidings belonging to the gas undertaking; 

an instruction to carry out further discussions with the 

^lectrieity Commissioners on a scheme to take farther
•?F->2~

bulk supplies of current; and the referring back of a 

resolution relating to the appointment of a chief clerk. 

A resolution of the Gas Committee (after the Gas & 

Electricity Committee was divided) about the pension of a 

retired clerk ^as varied (being made more generous)? and 

the Electricity Committee was instructed to reconsider the 

choice of a site for the erection of a sub-station; and 

to consider the use of sirens for f ire~warnings. The 

Civic Restaurants Committee was instructed to send a copy 

of its accounts to every member of the Council; and the 

resolution approving a wage increase for a cook was 

referred back, Thus this Council, despite the 

qualification mentioned above, showed a greater readiness 

to interfere with its Committees, particularly in matters
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relating to the staff, than those of either of the County 

Boroughs. In smaller councils without any party discipline 

there tend to be certain matters which will always raise 

some degree of opposition in the Council. In the case of 

the Uroan District quoted, an examination of the records 

over a longer period than that shown in the Table indicated 

that the conduct of the business of the Civic Restaurants was 

frequently a matter for debate, as some Councillors appear 

to have been opposed to the very existence of the restaurants.

Requests and petitions which related to the operation 

of trading services could be laid before the Council, but 

these were generally referred to the committee concerned. 

For example, a request to a County Borough Council for 

improved bus services in one part of the town was referred 

to the Transport Committee, when decisions of a 'trading 1 

committee involved the raising of capital it was isually 

necessary for them to ob ain the approval of the Finance 

Committee, and often also of a government department (The 

Electricity Commissioners in the case of the pre- 

nationalisation electricity industry) and this provided an 

important control over the activities of committees and 

probably considerably reduced the number of occasions on 

which it was necessary for the Council to interfere with

decisions.

Generally speaking it may be said that the function
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of the whole Council ^vas to intervene only where the gas 

or electricity committee took some action which had 

political repercussions or aroused some unexpected public 

reaction.
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CHAPTER 5. 

Conclusions•

In these conclusions the main results of this investi 

gation of company and municipal ownership in the gas and 

electricity industries are summarised and then their signi 

ficance in relation to other forms of public enterprise is 

discussed*

The development of the gas and electricity and of the 

other public utility industries in the nineteenth century 

illustrates that pragmatic approach to problems of govern 

ment which is supposed to be typically iiritish- »Vith the 

growth of the gas and water industries in the new towns 

created by the industrial revolution it became apparent 

that unrestricted private enterprise would not meet the 

needs of the community adequately. (The lesson was later 

applied to the newly-developing electricity supply indus 

try) . Because free enterprise did not work in these in 

dustries and because the services supplied were of an essen 

tial nature some action had to be taken. This action was to 

control existing private undertakings and to allow public 

bodies, mostly municipal borough councils, to provide 

supplies. The main reason why unrestricted private enter 

prise did not work in the gas and electricity industries 

was that the techniques of supply made them into natural
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monopolies. But there was i second reason which ^aa ruore 

obvious with arater supply than with ^aa and alectricitj 

out ^aa present to doaje extent wi th ill UK; ^ubiic utility 

industries. Thi 3 relates to a defect of private enterprise 

itself, whether under perfect competition, monopoly, or 

any intermediate state, when it deaia with services of an 

'essential' nature. There are sometimes groups of ^eople 

or individuals who, because oi thair income levej. or their 

geographic location, or for SOITO other reason, provide an 

unattractive market to those *ho are guided only uy the 

profit motive. This second factor, that some would-bo 

consumers will not provide a profit and therefore will not 

be supplied by private enterprise motivated only oy the 

desire for profits is one of the factors leading to the 

blurring of the division oetween 'social' and 'tradlne ' 

services.

The investigation of the difference between 'social' 

and 'trading' ^unicip'ii service a showed that there was no 

really valid distinction oetweer. the nature of the services 

provided except in the one issue of finance. : istinctions 

which refer to 3Otae activities using of an 'industrial* 

or 'economic* nature have no va r^ aounr logical uasiu, and 

it was in the decision as to whether or not a particular 

enterprise should L-e financially self-support in^, th -t the
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wua found. Even in a service #hicti ^aa not dependent upon 

tax support something of the character of u social service 

could be introduced by the subaidi gallon of so&e consumers 

at the expense of others. A3 soon as the posaioiiit^ of 

con altering the neads of the consumer, and refusing to be 

guided solely by his ability or* willingness to pay an 

'economic' price, arises, then even the most obviously 

'industrial* or 'trading' enterprise pay be run in a similar 

manner to a social service. The implications of this point 

are worked out more fuiiy belo** in the consideration of 

the purpose of public enterprise.

The conclusions of the central part of this study on 

comparable levels of efficiency nay be expressed in the 

broadest terms by saying that the company undertakings 

reached a slightly higher average level of operating effi 

ciency while the iDunlcipal undertakings sold gaa 'in elec 

tricity more cheaply to consumers*

In the gas industry, samples of cornpan^ undertakings 

#ere found to have a very slightly higher average level of 

thenr-al efficiency than thair n.unicip 1*! counterparts. This 

remained true even whan allowance was rrndo for variations 

depending upon size. In fact there were rather icors muni-
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cipai undertakings falling into Lho optiaaai low coat size 

group. The evidence relating to the selling price was 

more definite and unequivocal than that rttj.itin^ to oper 

ating efficiency. The average prices charged were lower 

for all large samples of municipal undertakings than for 

those operated by companies. This wa3 true both for the 

prices charged to domestic and to industrial consumers. 

A consideration of factors otnor than the form of ownership 

which alight influence L ne level of prices - incidental 

charges; regional variations in fuel costs; anrt size; 

indicated that none of these could account for the lower 

average price level of rtiunicipal undertakings. (There 

was some evidence that municipal undertakings were, on the 

whole, more favourably placed in relation to fuel * trans 

port costs).

In the elQCtricitj Industry the picture #aa generally 

the sai.8, though there Jirere considerable difference3 in 

detail, and the activities of trie Central i.lectricit^ isoaivl 

introduced a complicating factor not present in the case 

of gas. The advantage in operating efficiency of the 

company ownsri generating stations was greater than the 

corresponding advantage of company ^a3 undertakings. Thia 

advantage was apparent both in comparisons of the thern;al
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efficiency of stations an<1 with that of • e,e ie rating costs. 

Allowances for variations in fuel costs, aize, ir:H load 

factors did not i^aks it nece^jary to chan^a this conclusion* 

The average selling price of current both for domestic an"1 

industrial purposes was lower for all samples of municipal 

undertakings than for those o«nec) by companies. Th^t this 

*as not the result of different fuel coats, niore favourable 

size, or better load factors was demonstrated by a study of 

the relationship of the actual coat of the current to each 

undertaking (that is the price paid to the Central Elec 

tricity Board for the purchase of energy), to the selling 

price. This shoved tr.it t ie average difference cotween the 

selling price and trie 'grid' purchase price was considerably 

leas for municipal than for company undertakings. The ox- 

planation of this ability of municipal undertakings to ael* 

both gas and electricity more cheaply, oven with, higher 

production cost a was found when the financial policies of 

the two types of undertakings were at jrliad.

A stud;/ of the financial policies of municipal ^n 

conpany gaa and e^ectrici ty undertakings, showed that the 

results of the t.vo types of ownership were sufficiently 

different to enable the municipal undertakings, despite the 

generally poorer showing of the] r undertakings as regards 

operating efficiency, to supply consumers of t-.-is and olec-
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triclty (both industrial and domestic; at distinctly lower 

average prices than their company counterparts•

A atud^ of both ^aa ana electricity undertakings showed 

that in the perio*' invaatigated the company undertakings 

were pacing around 6^ on -ail outstanding capital (Loan -*nd 

Ordinary/ while local .Authorities were on the average onj.y 

paying about 5- on their outstanding loans. There were two 

distinct reasons for this state of affairs. rlrstly, the 

security of the rate funri gave even the analxer local 

authorities the ability to "jorrow at r^tea of Interest 

available only to the largest company undertakings- (This 

position was exaggerated during the post-war period by the 

action of the Public orka Loan a i.x>ard in lending to local 

authorities at rates below those they would have had to pay 

on the open i^riietj . secondly, the company undertakings 

had no incentive to reduce the payments on that p^rt of

their capital *h.lch was in t ho form of Ordinary shares. i
In their case an increaae of dividends rather than a reduc 

tion of payments was taken to be a sign of auccesa. Thus 

even those larger companies #hich could borrow ^.oan capital 

at a rate approximating to that paid by local authorities 

did not raise ail their capital in this way because of the 

fun dame ntao.j.y differe-jt position of a joint atoc., company,
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prise, existing to meet the needa of consumers.

Thfc* jiOAtfr 'total capital charges' oi the isunicipal 

undertakings *ere not only tha result of the ability (whether 

by choice or not; to borrow at i lo^er rite of interest- It 

was aho*n that in an investigation of thd elactriclt^ Inlus- 

try the advantage in having lo#er 'total capital charges 1
•*

*as greater when calculated in relation to the units of 

electricity supplied than it was in relation to the amount 

of capital outstanding* In other tforda, local authorities 

did ciore to reduce the Ajaount of outstanding debt thin did 

companies. This again was a result of the different nature 

of tne enterprises. This fact regained true when allowance

•rsia aiide for payments to depreciation ana reserve funds of 

various kinds. incidental^} when :iiju the factors were 

taken into consideration no real evidence #st3 found for 

the contention t .at municipao. trading undertaxin^a did 

not make proper allowance for depreciation. Another way of 

looking iit the differin^ positions of municipal and company 

undertakings was to exairina the di3|X>3al of tha ^rosa 

surplus. In al^ the years examined, except for the aonorwal 

year immjdiatdly before tne nationalisation of the elec 

tricity supply industry, the companies #ere paying out 

around 50 or oiore of the rosa surplus while local auth-w« *
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ority undertaking were only tranaferriL^ to thoae outside 

the undertakings about 30;-.

.Ye can now consider the significance of these differ 

ences in the financial policies an^ practice:-? of company 

and rujnicipil undertakings, differences which, have proved 

to be tr-e chief practical result of the differing forma 

of ownership. In effect the municipal undertakings were 

apparently financing themselves n.ore cheaply than company 

undertakings because the public type :f organisation pro 

vides for the risk bearing function at a lower cost. If 

we think of the variations in the rates of interest or 

dividends paid as depending on the variations in the legree 

of risk borne, then we get the well ^noon result, in the 

case of company undertakings, that loan capital which bears 

tre least ri ak id ^iven the surliest regard, whilst the 

owners of ordinary capital, bearing the greatest p-art of 

the risk of the enterprise are given the largest propor 

tional reward* In iiiUnicipal undertakings all the issued 

capital, was equivalent to debentures and the slightly lower 

interest rates paid were, as already stated, made possible 

by the security of the taxing power of local authorities.

The next question which a.ust uri se i roix tbls is the 

actual weight of the burden of rl sV. bearing, rir! the rate 

payers and srareholcer^ in fact hive to face pr-riods of los
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electricity companies show a thut losses were ver^ much the 

exception. This i 3 of course what «oulr? i» expected «ith 

a monopolistic industry providing an 'essential* service- 

During noriLul tiroes trie burden of the risk in either the

gas or the electricity industry is ver;> small though of
i 

course future developments might change this situation.

(The development of an alternative source of po#er ami 

heating such as atomic energy could make investment in gas 

or electricity plant l^r&eJ.^ valueless;. uut in the situ 

ation which has so far existed it doss seem thut it n;ay be 

cone In-led th*t there was no real burden on the ratepayers 

of local authorities which operates &a3 or electricity 

undertakings. in othar words, it can b& 3^ii:l th it the 

shareholders of company underta.ki.g3 received in excessiva 

reward for the iutiea which tho^ performed. (excessive, 

thut is, in relation to *hat was jtricti^ necessary - no 

value judgment on the level of reward to investors ia in 

tended) • The lower 'tot.il capital chirgos' of municipal 

undert«iklnfc s did not implj anj- real saving of resources. 

What it did do ^s to favour on^ class of the cojno.unity, 

those who consumed «.as and electricity, at the expe-^o ol 

another class, those who ^ent capital to these in lustries- 

Ho» far thi^ inco^^e transfer effect was desirable n.uat
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depend upon some unknown factors such as the uae to which 

these classes would put the amounts of incomo of which they 

were deprived, or which they were ^iven, by differences in 

company and municipal financial practice. It is of course 

obvious that the transfer from 'lenders of capital 1 to 

gas and electricity consumers would be a movement towards 

the more equal distribution of income.

The main lesson of the investigation of the effect of 

ownership on location was that municipal ownership did in 

some cases result in the location of gas manufacture and 

electricity generation, nsore particularly the latter, 

different from that which *ould have resulted frorr, a con 

sideration of the economic factors only.

It i 3 a peculiar problem of public ownership that it 

la likely to ue subject to political preaiures in planning 

the location of now Industrial development •

The examination of the administrative patterns of 

municipal and company gas and electricity undertakings 

showed that both aspect for more or leaa the sane qualifi 

cation., fro j their staff, but that the companies paid, on 

the average, rather rnore to their chief officials. Gome of 

the larger companies fie re prepared to appoint n&nagars .vho 

did v not possess technical qualifications. The company type 

of administrative n-achlne seeded »-ore likely to make speedy
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decisions and actions possible, while the chief advantage 

of municipal administration lay in the local knowledge of 

the councillors, and their contacts adth consumers. These 

conclusions clearly do not necessarily apply to other forms 

of public ownership. '^

i»e have now reached the point where these conclusions 

can bs rounded oi'f and this study completed by applying what 

has been loarned abo'jt the records of public and private 

ownership in the gas and electricity industries to the 

future; the future that la of municipal 'trading 1 and of 

the state ownership of 'Industrial 1 enterprise- Looking 

back at the comparative records of these two Industrie3 

under controlled private and under municipal ownership it 

is impossible to be very partisan in supporting either type 

of ownership. The extravagant and politically Inspired 

attacks on what has bee-i called municipal socialism were 

quit© clearly not justified. The. local authorities on the 

whole have done a sound and competent job in the provision 

of gas and electricity supplies. But on the other hand 

company undertakings, prevented by the state froac abusing 

their monopoly position, have also operated satisfactorily*

(1) por their relevance to a discussion about 
different fon a of public ownership aee pp
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Generally speaking, the operating efficiency of company 

undertakings .vaa alightlj higher in both industries. The 

only real achievement of municipal onterpriae, if achieve 

ment is the right word for a result jrhich came about rLore 

automatically than with conscious effort a ad planning, 

has been what may be called the elimination of profit. Gas 

and electricity consumers have benefited from municipal 

ownership tfhere local authorities have borne the risk of 

enterprise at less cost to the consumer than have company 

undertakings •

It is not relevant hare to do more than mention the 

more general arguments for public o#',er3hip which can apply 

to municipal trading but which nowadays are u^ed mainly to 

support nationalisation. These arguments are that for aoma 

special reason private enterprise i-3 not working properly in 

a particular industry (because of monopoly condition a or its 

opposite, cut-throat competition]; in order io bring about 

a more equal distribution of income; or the desire to con 

trol Industry and thus make possible the planning of the 

nation's economy. There are four arguments a.ore relevant 

to a growth of municipal trading enterprise. Firstly, 

there is the contention that certain industries are 

unattractive to private enterprise, or have been for aoE-e 

reason neglected, and that these services should therefore
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be supplied by locai autnorities. The wartime development 

of Civic Heatauranta was a case in point. ?fow that the 

special wartime need for this type of conununal restaurant 

has disappeared #e have the interesting position that there 

is a local authority service competing on rrore or less 

level terms with private enterprise. Private enterprise 

can and does compete with the regaining n.unicipal restaurants 

in the provision of such 10* coat catering services as are 

still required in peace tl*r,a.

Closely allied lo this possible reason for a future 

growth of municipal trading enterprise (a field which rcust 

be very restricted us initiative in starting new and 

financially risky enterprises cannot be said to be the 

strong point of n.unicipal or any other form of public 

ownership; ia the probably rjore fruitfuj. ^pher. of those 

services which are on the border line between being of a 

''trading' and of u. 'social service' nature. This applies to 

cany present municipal -activities in the sphere of enter 

tainment. Some of theae entertainment services cO-ilc! be 

provided by private enterprise but the pos»aibJ.e rewards are 

not great enough to make widespread private provision 

likely. With these service 3 ^municipal orchestras, swim- 

icing poola, etc*} there may be a financial return to the 

town in the? forro of isonoy spent in it a shops and restaurants
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which would not show up in the accounts of the particular 

undertaking itself. Then thirdly »ve have those services 

which are trading or self-supporting, but which are closely 

connected with some other distinctly social service activity 

and develop froa it. 4n interesting example) is the extrac 

tion of grease from the waste of woollen mills in Bradford 

and ii'orley - a development from the social service of 

sewage disposal. To 30 e extent this applies to Civic Res 

taurant services which are often run in conjunction with the 

social service of providing meals t school children. A 

last argument for the extension of trading in the municipal 

sphere is the desire lo atrangthen and encourage local 

government for its own sake. Most students of government 

would agree that local democracy does servs * most useful 

purpose in itself by providing many .rore people than could 

hope to enter rarlianient .vith the chanca to play sojr.e part 

in the political life of the nation. It rr,ay possibly be 

argued in the future that certain services of a trading 

nature should be entrusted to municipalities not because 

they do them particularly well, cut aecausa local auth-
* « . . _ '»

orities do need 3Oir.e functions if the^ are to continue to 

hold any interest for people or to be in any seise training 

schools for government. Of the possible reasons for a
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future extension of municipal ownership the most likely is 

that the services are of a aerai social service nature. 

This brings us uo the question of «hat particular 

features »e a,ust look for in any industry which might be 

considered as a candidate for municipal ownership- Firstly, 

there must oe no econo&iea of scale #hich cannot oe reaped 

by the fairly small unit which local municipal control 

necessitates* Sot only coast there oe no economies of 

scale which are to be lost at the time of the transfer to 

public ownership out *lso the possibility of technical 

changes making necessary a larger scale of operation than 

that which moat local authorities can provide niuat be 

considered. The history of the electricity industry in 

this country provides a very clear example of the lag in 

development which &ay occur *hen an industry is cast into a 

rigid i.,,oulc which cannot readily be changed to meet changed 

technics ± conditions- Secondly, the Industry must be 

suitable lor thy municipal type of adminiatration- To say 

precisely what this n.eans would entail a far mare thorough 

study of municipal administration and its potentialities 

than has beer, made here. Just what services i local auth 

ority couiid administer, satisfactorily if it were given the 

opportunity, ia one of those hypothetical questions which 

cannot be answered with certainty, it can be reasonably
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argued, however, that there are some industries whose nature 

clearly makes them unsuitable for municipal ownership, 

or for the ounicipax pattern of control. Leailn^ with the 

organisation of London's transport servicej, Vr. Herbert 

Morriaon, in apito, or perhaps because, of hi 3 experiences 

with the London Country Council, wrote inat "....it is not 

certain that such a huge commercial enterprise would be 

appropriate as part of the ordinary machinery of local 

government • "CD Those industries which are necessarily 

of a competitive nature, which depend upon changing consumer 

tastes, either in the home or export market, would appear 

obviously unsuitable for municipal attain! at ration- Thirdly 

we may turn from these negative stale&enta to a positive 

one. Those industries #here local knowledge ia important 

are particularly auitaole for ajunicipao. control, other 

things bei.n^ the same. Aith neither of the industries 

dealt «irith in this study is it possible to argue that this 

local knowledge ia especially important. It ^a^ no doubt 

useful where it existed before nationsliaation, out it is 

difficult to see any great differences between the needs 

of gas and electricity consumers wherever they might live.

J Morriaon. "How Greater -London is Governed." p.130.
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This point mu3t be diatinguiahed from the question of 

consumer relationships which is closely allied to it. The 

distinction is somewhat fine, of course, but it is there. 

There is a difference between trying to rceet the needs 

of, and dealing with, the complaints of consumers in general 

and oetween seeking to adapt a service to tho special 

requirements of local or regional groups. The local auth 

ority may have ueen getter placed to do both of those things 

but its advantage in the second respect is more important 

since the representation of consumers? on a national level 

should be possible even though at the moment the problem 

has not been solved. ' It seems likely thai in the road 

passenger transport industry this adaptability lo local 

conditions and peculiarities, which may themselves change 

quite rapidly, is JLUC h n*ore important than in tho relatively 

homogeneous gas and electricity industries. A matter which 

profoundly affects those speculations on the future of 

municipal trading activities 1:3 the re fora; of AOCS! «,ovem- 

asent areas and structure. A rationalisation of local gov 

ernment boundaries wo aid ^raatiy improve the chances of 

enaollng them to partake in tho proviaion of this type of 

service.

Florence and Maddick.
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Some consideration may now be ^.iver; to thO3e more gen 

eral issues arising from this study which apply to state ua 

well as to municipal public enterprise and to other indus 

tries besides gas and electricity supply. The main iJaueti 

concerned are;- the problem of consumer relations, trie 

significance of financial procedure, *nd the question of the 

difference of purpose of pubxic and private enterprise (in 

cluding the problem of the deliberate making of A loss by a 

puulicly o*ned undertaking) «

The policy of nationalisation weighed the scales heavily 

in favour of optimum size for technical operation, an<1 while 

there is no rea^ doubt tha- this should bo the overriding 

consideration, relationships with consumers and knowledge of 

local needs *re by no c.aans without importance. ^o far the 

national!sec industries have found nothing to replace, what 

*as perhaps rather ta«ten for granted under auniclp^x owner 

ship, LT^ ability of local cooauxera to conduct their xocal 

councillor, »r,oa thej could know, whenever tr.ey r^d any 

request or complaint to cake acout the relevant service It 

vouid '&« possible to argue on t.ils coant tnat the 

tiao of gas an~ e^sctricit% couli b« retjrr.ei t^ tr.a 

of reforsec loca^ aotborlLies. Mr* I*II*D* Little, In hie 

ree«ct cook on fjel policy,^ ' argues ID favour of the retaro

(Ij ilit_e, 'Tte« Frice 2: u-^~,
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to local authorities of tre duties of Telling appliances, 

wiring or laying pipej inside promises, reading meters, 

sending out accounts, anc' collecting; payraenta. (Though hla 

suggestion that there woul* be advantages In the joint 

rendering of accounts Is debatable since it ia possible to 

reap economies of seals In the shape of mechanical account 

ing and the continuous use of staff when this job la 'lone in 

an area the size of that of a regional gas o r electricity 

boaro, #hich would be lost In the relatively ana 11 area 

of moat local authorities).

There are really two distinct problems arising from 

the ability of a public bociy to borrow more cheaply than a 

private undertaking an ' frou-; the elimination of the divisi 

ble profit. A problem which h*s emerged, in national public 

undertakings, and which ha a received some attent2on fr^m 

economists, is that of the implications of the Treasury 

guaraitee In maklnt it po^siule to borrow at the aaae rata 

of Interest for very different purposes- Since, howeve**, 

this point does not arisa directly frow a atudj of ruunicipal 

public enterprise (though It -»as true in a much more 11 miter) 

aonae of the activities of j.ocal authorities; It need not 

be di3cu33ed hsre in detail. The only point ffhich perhaps 

is worth n.akin^ Is that the suggestion th-it tho artificial 

equaliaution of intere-it ratea for investment for different
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purposes was bad, because it does not enable the market to 

make a judgment on the differe-.t degrees of risk involved 

(and by implication of the desirability of alternative 

forms of investment) la baaed on the assumption that Inves 

tors are competent to judge oetwaen alternative lims of 

capital expenditure. if it should be accepted that invest 

ment can be plumed ruore effectively by ths state than it 

can be determined by tho market, then of course these 

objections to the effects of the Treasury Guarantee largely 

fall to the ground. In other words it is not relevant to 

use arguments relating to a 'free' economy, to one which 

is, in this particular, planned.
*

The second pol-it which ia more directly connected with 

the 3 tu d.y o f inuni cipa 1 en t erpri se, a nri s,<?hi ch c © rt al nly 

applies to state public sntorprla© aa well, is the con 

sequences of the adoption of risk bearing and the abolition 

of the distribution of jurpius which results from public 

ownership. If we consider the who.1.0 range of nationalised 

Industry then the position is a. little moro complicated 

than it i a when *e loo^ only it the gas and electricity 

industries. Auere there are no losses to be met, which 

may be taken to be uhe normal state ot the gas and electri 

city Industries AL preae-it, then, us has ulre-id.y been
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pointed out, the result of public ownership is in effect 

an income transfer from lenders of capitaj. (there is no 

really adequate «o rd to describe this class of people iince 

tho word 'capitalist* has acquired ji rather misleading 

connotation) to the conaumera of tha products of the 

service or commodity concerned. On the whole, this result 

appears to be desirable at leaat 30 long ag we assume that 

under present conditions a npre equal distribution of incon;e 

(which does not 'ouve any really adverse effects on tha 

•lenders of capital 1 } la to be desired. lor any commodity 

or service which la in -.vide a pro ad demand this la likely to 

be the result of the iowsr public interest rates. If public 

owrerahiy was to extend to luxury goccls which «ere consumed 

only DJ the upper incorr«e £roupv<3, this vvould of course no 

longer remain true- Inriead, in tho unlikely event of the 

puolic supply of A conmocllty conaun.od by a ^roup of people 

aim Her in numbers an-'i richer than the group of those who 

lend capita., tha result of public financial policy *\fouid 

be to make Income distribution less even amon^at the -^ela- 

tively am^ xj. number of people concerned- If we pres-j! the 

analysis of the results of public ownership on incomo 

distribution, then it becorooa evident that this picture of 

a tranafer from capital ^.enders to consumers is not culto
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the who0.0 3Lory- There n,ay also be some transfers within
»

the &roup of laidera of capital. The simple tranafer only 

takoo place if those who hole! the shares in a company 

undertaking oefore it passed into public ownership now 

hold corresponding government stock. This may of course 

not al.vays be ao, 9i .ee those y»ru:> invented, for example, in 

the Ordinary jharea of *n electricity company, may not be 

content to hold British Electricity stock instead, but may 

switch their holdings into aoire other joint stock enter 

prise. But to follow these aiovemdrits must taxe us Into the 

field of con jocture, an:? 3ir;ce the transfer of an Industry 

to ^ublic o-vnorship Joe3 u«ean the repiricemont of large hold 

ings of shares by govoniiient atock for the 'lenders of 

capital' a^ a group, ;. hen the broacl picture of this type of 

IncOHO redi 31 rl out i or. ir.us t reajain L ruo •

'A'here as in so.no of tho operationa of the oritish 

Transport Commiaaion a persistent loss occurs, then the 

taxpa^era as well as consumers and lenders of capital 

are brought into trie Income redistribution pitiern- The 

precise nature of thi-j reJistributian depend a upon the terms 

of compensation lo the former ahareholdera in the national 

ised industry, and upon the pattern of taxation. /isaurning 

the kind of corr-pen sation that has ueon common in this coun 

try, *ith the issue of fixed interest % governn.ent stock,
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then -A paraiatent loss entails an irieGiue transfer from 

taxpayers to the 'lenders of capital' class. ..-nether or 

not this would be a n.ov,-.-,• ent towards the leas even ^iatri- 

bution of incase depends upon whom the extra uurden of taxa 

tion necoa.*iry was marie to fail. It fui&ht be that with 

just the ri^nt cogues of projjreaslvonsss in *•*•••- taxation 

ay a tern there #ouln b^ no appreciated rod!atrib <t ion at all. 

The result could fee juat a caaa of "out of on^ pocket into 

another". ihe position of the consumer In this Jituitl~n 

oepenns obviously upon pricing policy. It may #ell b^ that 

in this ins tan co ixiblic ownership er.taij.fa a higher price 

to the conauioer (if he Is expected to bear cart of the 

burd.en uf th.3 fixod in t@ re at stocky than he h^-: to pay under 

private ownership. Thi:; would, however, oo onxy a short 

tam effect* Private «rterprit?e would not have continued to 

uear a 1033 indefinitoa.j an'^ ;3O uncier ,_.rivaie ownership the 

service or commodity v/oul-' eithsr h^ve c-iftjea to e^ist (or 

the commodity to be supplied) or the price woulr! hive 

risen. It is po aible though th-it the short ran in this 

context n:i^ht h j.ve ccverod a periorl of a nurnt« r of j-aar3. 

A company could, -is n^ny dia, continue in exiat«nca for a 

considerable ti;>.e, without paying any return to the holders 

Of Ordinary or indeed of r reference and rebenture shares.
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It is this disappearance of the will ing ness to accept no 

reward at .11 in ba H yeara yirtiich means that public rlak 

bearing *ilx not alwa., :* be oi advantage uO the eonaumsr-

Lastly we may turn to tho fundamental and jet rather 

neglacted question of purpose. Mo -t of the.* controversy 

about public and private ow.iarahip Has central around the 

issue of efficiency (that '«ord oaing used in approximately 

the ?a..r5 30n3e as that ^ivan to 'operating efficiency 1 in 

this study. (**) The inat ructions ^iven to the new Fublic 

Corporations in the nationalisation legislation cio not go 

very far beyond this limited conception of purpose. The 

Klectricitj Act of 194"?, for example, imposes on the Brit 

ish Electricity Authority the duc^ of attempting to 

"develop and maintain un efficient coordinated and econo- 

aioui syateaa of electricity supply" .(^ Since the 

achieveiuent of a high level of operating efficiency Is ob 

viously a co inn on purpose of both public and private enter 

prise this has tended to hide the fact that in other less 

important, but by no rt:eana insignificant way a, their objec 

tives may differ-

Although Kiodif ietl by ^overnmont con, re 1'^ or» by the 

fear of controls, and by ita ow f social conscience 1 it la

(1) cf • p.SlO. ,..,, - . ,

lectricity Act, 1947, 10 & 11, Ueo-6-, Ch.54. c-l-I.
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still true Lh.it private enterprise can decide most Issues 

by the relatively simple criterion of t::e ultimate effect 

on profits. Public antorpriaa is in a ver;v different 

situation. In aome ways It is bounc3 to meet con si derations 

of welfare and to have to make some value Judgments- ^-ven 

if a public enterprise decides to at lei: ri^iiily to a 

po^icj, of fui-i. average coat pricing It will a till act In 

son;*; «aya in a different manner fix>ir; private enterprise. 

Instead of considering the financial well-being of share- 

holrlera, public eriterpriaea must ir-ake the welfare of- workers, 

conaumera 'arci the conirr.unity MS a whole their concern.

There are two auln .-»ajs in which this basic difference 

in purpose might oe expecie^ to ! : rive practical results in 

the Jictu-il f one-it ion of policy* These are in labour relations 

and in what ina.^ c,o under the general heading of 'finance*. 

(The different aims of pjbiic -AHH private ownership wight 

also result in different policies toward a location ?An:: this 

level of Investment in the industry concerned. !"ver the 

limited Investigation of rrunicipal arx^ coc-.pany o,»""-^rshlp in 

the electricity industry nr-de in thia atuc;, ppjr'uce::! 20ice 

evidence of f political' con aic'erat ions which n&y influence 

public enterprise in taking location decisions.' But 

both locution an investK.er.t policy have now largely oacotoe 

Diattera which are decided outside the industry concerned.
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In ao far as the state has taken over the guidance of the 

location of new industrial enterprise and the determination 

of investment priorities this means that the motives of 

public ownership will prevail in these respects, whatever 

the form of ownership may be)• In fact this study did not 

show any significant difference, in their attitude towards 

employees, between the publicly and privately owned sectors 

of the gas and electricity industries. When we turn to 

the broader sphere of public ownership in general, there 

are, of course, a number of problems connected with labour 

relationships, such as the position of trade unions in the 

nationalised industries, and of tho existence of possible 

political pressure which did not develop in the limited 

area of municipal ownership. But to say any more about 

these issues would oe to go outside the ucope of this study. 

The main issues relating to financial policy which have 

already been discussed In these conclusions are the actual 

differences between company and municipal practice in the gas 

and electricity industries^' and the significance of these 

differences in the whole sphere of public enterprise! 2) Under 

the present discussion of purpose a further point arises:- 

when may a public undertaking decide to cross tha border

(1) Cf. pp.454-439
(2) Cf. pp.443-455
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between a 'trading 1 and a 'social' service^; in its pricing 

policy, and deliberately fix prices which are below the cost 

of supply?

In the basic matter of the relation of the charge made 

to consumers to the coat of supply, there are two ways in 

which the 'social purpose' of public ownership can lead to 

a departure from the practices of private enterprise. The 

industry as a whole may be subsidised from tax revenue, and, 

even where an overall surplus is achieved, some) classes of con 

sumers may be favoured in relation to others by a form of 

cross-subsidisation. The Acts setting up most Public Corpora 

tions lay down that a net surplus of total income over total 

expenditure must be achieved whenever possible* This means 

that there is no immediate possibility of a subsidised supply 

of gas or electricity, or even, when it can be avoided, of 

transport services. t3ut the record of municipal 'trading 1 

shows that tho borderline between a wholly self-supporting and 

a partly subsidised service is easy to cross. A very con 

siderable degree of subsidisation has been accepted in the water 

industry in the more sparsely populated areas, although this 

industry began as a fully self-supporting enterprise in the 

towns. Although subsidisation is not an immediate, or even a 

distant prospect, in the gas and electricity supply industries,

(1) Cf. pp.431-?-
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in other n-i-tion^iised industries, notably transport, it 

already present* Son>e consideration HMV therefore be ^ 

to the inoiiven behind juch au^didi satlon, or the reasons 

justifying the making of a loss by a Public corporation or

other form of puoiic ownership, as a rcatter of deliberate
» 

policy- There has been a tendency for loss making by a

nationalised industry to be condemned whatever the circum- 

atancea by those on 003 aide of the political watershed of 

our time3, while those on ths other soffittin03 dismiss the 

wholo basins* a a of achieving a surplus or a loss aa alto 

gether irrelevant.^

There are five possiole ar^umenta A'hich may b3 used to 

justify the aakir»£ of a. 'planted 1 loaa by a nationalised 

undertaking- ThQ first two naed only b» mentioned briefly, 

•ince they did not apply to municipal 'trading 1 >md thore- 

fcre did not arise directly In this stud 3-. \ newly estab 

lished industry f;.aj- tai;o .:oo^e tin^a to achieve a surplus- 

earning position, a;-;d so It i-3 rea^oridble to allow ^ 

Bufcsidiaation until the industry has becos:^ establ 

.Even a nowly-forced company may oe prepared to i.os® n;oney 

at first. The atatutoi^ provision for Riminiahin^ losses

(1/ooe, for example, debate on Finance Bill, Pnd Heading, 
Houje of Commons. l'3th May, 1949-



in the oariy years of -ti r transport is an example or this 

type of planned ioaa. Secondly, there iJ the 'autarchy' 

argument, that some indU3trle3, such as rail transport, 

must be kept operating, even If this demands persistent 

subsidisation, because they'are essential in tiro* of war. 

The last tbrea ar^uiijenta can alao be aeon In the development 

of subsidisation oy locaj. authorities. The meeting of part 

or ail the cost of a service from taxation may bo justified 

aa the coat affective -*aj of collecting payment* It -vould 

be difficult to apportion the cost of public lighting or a 

sewage scheme equitably amongst all those who jene fitted
>

from it, so It ia much eaviier ana .more efficient to finance 

it out of taxation funr?s. rayment through taxation also 

make a possible the introduction of the 'insurance principle'
9

into meeting the cost of supplying those service'? which are 

only needed occasional.^. Lo 3t people .vouid prefer to support 

r the police force out of a very amail addition to the bur-Jen 

of taxation paid by them, rather than to facft the possibi 

lity of verj? heavy charges #hen their riouae happened to be 

burgled or they needed any othor special police a^siatance. 

There la an intermediate :r iaie between supporting an in 

dustry from taxation an; fro in charges niarJo to individual 

consumers cased on cost, which is exeii plifiel in , hs usual 

methor" of charging for waier supplies. That i ;: to b^ae the
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charge not on the amount of consumption bui on some other 

consideration, such as the size of tha ho j & supplied, which 

does not necessarily bear any relationship to the cost of 

supply- The aaae principle has no* beei introduced into 

the determinate on of the. slanging charge In electricity 

tariffs.

The supply of a particular service may be subsidised aa 

a ffieand of redistributing income. -.3 we have already aeen, 

the result of trie different financial policy of municipal 

gas ana electricity undertakings, as compared with those 

ow. ed by companies, was a redistribution of income in 

favour of the consumers of those services. If a sei*vice 

or commodity ij sup^iiec; at a price xower than average 

total coat, and t;0 difference uiet from taxation levied on 

a progressive oaais, then the net result is an income 

transference from the upper income groups to Lhe consumers 

of the commodity concerned, it nay be doubted another this 

motive ilona /4fill uo vary important in future, it !•• an 

inefficient way of redistributing income ^ince tho consunjera 

of a particular commodity saaat comprise an indetanninate 

and changing group of people. Tbere 13 already plenty of 

acope for income redistribution through progreasiva taAa- 

tion and transfer payments without e>:te .din^j the subsidi 

sation of particular servica-3 or cojmi.oditias.

The last motive for making ^n ovenui io^i In a publici
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consumption. Public? Authorities In fact assumd that In 

son« reaped3 consumer.* cannot ue ai.Io*e<1 ** free choice as 

to the wa^ In which they wll^ a pen 1 their inconiea. This 

motive la often confuse**? adth income redistribution since 

ths approach taken oy public oodiea ij not that they know 

better than consumers ho# they ougi^t to spend their incomes, 

but that toe re are certain essential goods an<5 sorvlcoa, 

liirie t-.:llk for school chllriron, of ;4hlch no one rnuat be 

deprived on account of Inability to pay. But it is evident 

that this form of .subsidisation wool- continue even if an 

optlrauB vii^tribut; on of incoc^ wore to oe achievoa. "any 

parents would not freely allocate to their children a 

sufficient aujii to buy them an adequate midday ajoal, even 

if their incomes *«ere large enough, so that -chad re-aIs 

are provided by local authorities and are snjbuiciaecU If a 

charge equal, to the cosst of the aervico »aa .ni^e to ail 

those borrowing book*? from a public library, instead of 

providing th«i service f fre© 7 and raising the necessary raoney 

by compul^oi^' rates, tn»n it i^ clear that ^or.e --ateijayera 

v?ouid not une the extra incon«e left to theu, f-^oa; th^ lower 

rat-3 charges to pay for bo Trowing bouka- Uit woula choose 

30r.;e tiiternativ-3 forn •->]" consumption. Vh^. ar*3 not cornpoil 

to borrow booka, but tr:ay are ^uidod in that rtiroctlon by
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the method of financing the service. (The provision by a 

public undertaking of supplies at less than coat price is 

of course akin to the subsidisation of private industry in 

the supply of some commodities such as foodstuffs). This 

'consumption, guidance* principle has been an important force 

in transferring soce services from a 'trading' to a 'social 1 

nature. It is not, however, likely by itself to be used to 

justify an overall loss in any cf the industries now oper 

ated by state as distinct from municipal enterprise- It is 

probable, though, that it. may be important in causing the 

second type of subsidisation which must be riiscuaaed here,*- 

that of special classes of consumers.

Even while they are able to show ar overall surplus, 

publicly OAT ed industries may bo able to c-trrv out u con 

siderable amount of croaa-subsidisati on of selected consuiaera. 

This is already a conn.on practice .'/here charges have been 

made ciubject to ' poat'*li3at '.on' • Those #ho live in country 

districts are subsidised in receiving postal services, 

water supplies (whore deficits ire met from the Exchequer 

as well as from the local rate fund; and in soiuc cages :.vith 

their transport facilities. In some case3 postaliaation may 

be the result of the inconvenience of any other method of 

collect ing payment, rather than of any 'social policy', and 

in this form can occur under private aa well as public
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ownership.

It is not necessarily iriconaiate.-,t with the proi'it 

motive to supply individual con an pie ra at a price 1033 than 

coat since tr-e coat of distinguishing these consumers might 

be greater than the loss incurred ay supplying tnem on a 

standard tariff. Under public enterprise the situation is 

changed* tro 33-subsidisation may still exist merely as an 

accidental result oi the convenience of standardising 

charges but it nay also be the result of deliberate policy- 

A public authority n?ay use the word 'ought' in considering 

its policy; - it a;ay uac other criteria than the coat of 

supply in deciding tnat sorre classes of consumers ought to 

be favoured or encouraged, and others penalised-

An exair;pie iTom municipal enterprise ij the provision 

of free or cheap travelling facilities on busea to old ago 

pensioners. Tho adoption of similar tariffs over wiaa areas 

for gas an^' electricity supplies implies a subsidisation of 

those who live at * distance from the coalfields at fie ex 

pense of those who live rioar to them-'-^ It is ^oasible t 

envisage bigger future developments of this kin^ of cross- 

subsidisation. It might, for example, bo decided to sell 

gas or electricity supplies it ^peoially favourable

(1) 1'he British electricity vuthorities Bulk Supply
tariff is discussed in the light of these remarks in 
Appendix A.
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co some classes of industrial consumers («•£« in a 

reveiopLent Area, or 10 ihe 'small loan') as a matter of 

social poiicy*

The growth of the public ownership of industrial 

enterprise is undoubtedly one of the oasic fac.ors in the 

economic and political history of our times. The Issues 

connected with the desirability of public ownership itaelf 

and trose which arise when industry is put -under public 

ownership, have created a whole new body of problems, both 

in the sphere:-, of economics an) of government* This study 

has touched upon thoae Halt ad aspects of these problems 

which are corriirion to different forma of public ownership. 

In bringing this study to an end the main points of the 

conclusions say be underlined.

Although no direct comparison hu.3 been wade between 

municipal an:? othar fonna of public eiterpriae, a study of 

municipal enterprise must raise the question of whether, in 

recent years, tha pendului wuy not have av/un.*, too far in the 

direction of the Public corporation type of public owner 

ship, ^hiiat the fatau. dafacts or the restricted areas of 

loc^ii authorities for ^erieritin^ electricity, and to a much 

leaser exte-it, in ai^nufact jrin^ ga •-, were n;a^e cie-ir, on the 

other hand it aeoins that there niay have baerj some advantage a 

of iiiunicipal ownership -.vUich the public Corporation does not
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possess. The moot in port ant #as flexibility to meet dif- 

ferent local conditions and in the whole luittor of relations 

with the consumer-

Much of the controversy about 'private enterprise 

ver3U3 public ownership 1 today centra3 around Lkie i3sue of 

'efficiency'- The atte.rpt :nade here to compare the perfor 

mance of local authorities and companies in the gaa and 

electricity industries has shown vvhat un indeterminate and 

even misleading concept, this may b©• It was, In fact, 

impossible to find any great, difference between the average 

company and the average municipal performance in relation to 

operating efficiency, though what advantage there was lay' 

with the companies- It la -apparent Ihtit concentration on 

this ijsue of operating efficiency, important though it may 

be, has diverted attention fro a other significant differences 

between public and private enterprise. In particular the 

poasibl" effects of the different purposes of the t#o forms 

of ownership need to be considered more fully and deliberate 

ly.

it is not enough to assume, as soras writers have clone, 

that public enterprise ou0ht always to keep the aarae rules 

as private ownership. There are, of course, not a few dan 

gers involved wren trie restricted, but relatively clear cut
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motive of private profit la replaced by the uncertainties of 

'social purpose'. But public enterprise la entitled to
•

develop a policy of its own which is llicely to differ more 

an j more frorc that of successful company operation. Few 

public undertakings are likely to decide that they ought to 

behave like the shareholders and directors of a joint stock 

company in seeking a reward for their entrepreneurial 

functions. Similarly, the board of a public undertaking 

may not always accept the rule that consumers are the best 

judges of their own' interests, anrl that if they can find a 

satisfactory method of basing price on cost, then economic 

welfare will be automatically maximised. If they do not 

mako this assumption th^n they surrender their power to 

shape policy in any very important Ratters according to any 

further 'welfare' considerations, and like municipal gas 

and electricity undertakings, will only differ from com 

panies in their dealings with consumers through their borrow 

ing powers arc 1 the elimination of divisible profit. If 

this premise about the relationship of cost, price, and 

welfare is accepted then the problerr.3 of pricing are purely- 

technical ones such as those which have been -Hscuased, 

for example in 'the marginal cost controversy.

Alternatively a publicly owned industrial enterprise
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may reject the notion that prices oaaed on cost are x 
to produce the irjaximuii; decree of economic welfare, although. 
the rublic corporations *;.ay ba ^iven the statutory duty to 
raise sufficient revenue to meet all their coats, thia does 
not rule out the po sal bilities of the development of this 
second approach- In .loma cases the statutory provision may 
in fact be ignored if it la politically expedient, without 
any retribution falling upon the Corporation concerned- It 
is not immediately likely that the railway system In this 
country will uo reduced to those routes -which are entirely 
financially self-supporting. Furthermore, a great deal of 
deliberate croa a-subsidisation is possible, without in 
curring an overall loss, it 9-? end clear that public enter 
prises wil-L not be bounrl In their actions by the limita 
tion of basing prices on coats at all times and in all cir 
cumstances. This being so, it la of ^reat iraportaice that 
they should becoo.e more aware of thoir o.vn iv.otivsa in de- 
partlng from this cost pricing principle-

It is here, particularly, that positive Ouidance, as 
well a3 warnings about the tankers involved ara needed. 
There may oe some case i »vhen it i3 desirable for- the pricing 
policy of a public enterprise to oa used as a n:eand oi' 
rettt at ri outing income. Money coats of production may not 
always represent full f aocial f costs o^ be -in Infallible
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guide towards the ueat U3e of scarce resources. The free 
choice of consuiflora need not invariably result In the 
greatest amount of welfare* for themselves and ths community- 
If it is accepted that public enterprises can have a social 
purpose different, from that of privately owned industry, then 
they nay be encouraged to work out the implication of this 
in a leaa haphazard manner than at present- The problem 
of puulic otiinorship is not only that of operating efficiency; 
of trying to do exactly the same thing as private enter 
prise; there are also many fresh dangers and possibilities 
inherent in the obligation of public enterprise to take 
as its objective the economic welfare of the whole community •

THa END-



APPENDIX

... THE BULK SUPPLY TARIFF OF THti BRITISH ELiiCTU1CIT'Y. 
,"" AUTHORITY.

The great mass of the voluminous discussion of the 

problem of charging for supplies of electric current has 

centred around the examination of retaij. tariffs. (Recent 

examples are the articles appearing in the ' Lconois ist f on 

June 14 and June 21, 1952, entitled "The Price of Electricity", 

and Wr.H.S.Houthiikker' a article in the March 1951 'economic 

journal' - "Electricity Tariffs in Theory and Practice.") 

The purpose of this Appendix is to consider the Bulk Supply 

Tariffs on which the British electricity Authority bases 

the charges made for current supplied to the (irea Boards. 

These charges, AS the principal item in the costs of the 

Area Boards, roust obviously have a ^reat effect on the 

of prices which the Area boards charge to consumers.

In making this examination of the b.Ji.'k. bulk Su 

Tariff it id assumed that one objective of the tariff must 

be to cover all the coats (excluding interest payments) 

of the B.E.^V. in providing the current. ^The statutory 

duty laid on the B.E.A. by Section 36 of the Electricity 

Act is that it should "secure that the combined revenues of 

the Central iiuthority -in^ ill the Area Boards ta'-cen together 

are not less than sufficient to meet their combined outgoings



property chargeable to revenue account taking one year with 

another'') • This assumption leavets one basic problem to bo 

solved. This is the decision as to whether or not any 

differences in the cost of supplying current to different 

Area Boards should be allowed for in the bulk oupply Tariff. 

The B.ii»A. could adopt the principle, sometimes called 

1 postalisation' , by which the total cost of supply is 

averaged out over the whole country, and the sanie price 

charged everywhere, regardless of the actual coat in 

different areas. This practice in followed by the irea 

Boards themselves in their tariffs, which, in effect, 

overcharge consumers living in some districts (mainly in 

the urban areas with a high ratio of consumers per mile of 

mains) and subsidise those living in others. alternatively 

the B.fi.A. could attempt to base the tariff for each Area 

Board on the actual cost of supplying current to that 

particular Board*

There are three main factors (excluding variations in 

transmission costs] which might make the cost oi supplying 

current to one *rea board different from that of supplying 

another. These are -

1. The costs of transporting fuol to the power stations 

situated in the different Generating Divisions of the B.^.A.



(which correspond to the areas of the Area Boards) vary. 

These coats will depend mainly upon the distance from 

suitable coal supplies, and on the u^ethod by which coal 

can be transported.

2. The average thermal efficiency of the power at itiona 

from which the different Area Boards are supplied may vary-

..„, 3- Some Area Boards may have more favourable Load 

Factors than others, thua reducing the average cost to the 

B«i£.A. of the current supplied to them.

The B.E-A. Bulk Supply Tariff takes some account of 

factors 1 and "6 in varying the price charged to different 

Area Boards, but none of variations in the efficiency of 

power stations. The allowance made for differences in the 

Load Factors r;,ay be considered first, as this is, perhaps, 

the least controversial and most straightforward part of 

the tariff. There can be little 'iouot that the tariff 

should provide aone positive encouragement to area Boards 

to improve treir Load Factor. The Bulk -Supply Tariff 

provides for the supply of current at a cheaper rate to 

those Area Boards which have more favourable Load } actors 

through the method by which the fixed kilowatt charge, which 

forms one p.irt of the tariff, is calculated. This kilowatt 

charge is based upon the 'simultaneous maximum demand' of



the Area Boards for current. This T simultaneous maximum 

demand' is defined as -

"twice the largest number of kilowatt-hours supplied 

by the Central Authority to the urea Board during any 

half-hour between 7.0 a.m. and 7.0 p.m. on any Monday, 

Tuesday, rfednesda;/, Thursday or Friday, or between 7.0 

a.m. and 1? noon on any Saturday in the year of account, 

and one-third of the number of kilowatt-hours (if any) by 

which tA'ice the largest number of kilowatt-hours supplied 

by the Central Authority to the Area Board, during any 

half-hour as aforesaid, is exceeded by twice the largest 

number of kilo^att-houra so supplied during any other 

half-hour during the year of account."

The beat way to test this formula seems to be to 

compare the actual variations in the fixed charges to dif 

ferent Area boards which result from its operation v/ith 

variations in the Load Factors of the boards. The follow 

ing table is based on figures given in the Fourth Report, 

1951-52, of the B.£.A. (p.50 and 156-7) aid sho^s the 

Load Factor and the fixed charge per million units supplied 

for five Area Boards.



Load factors and fixed charges of five ;\rea boards.

Fixed charge per million 
units sold supplied by Load 

Board» Central Authority___ Factor
£

London 1116.6 42
South .Veatern 1019-5 46
Worth sestern 934.32 43
Midlands 981.8 43
South Vales 746.38 63

The next table ahowa a comparison of the position of 

the other Area Boards #ith that of London. The percentage 

differences in the Load Factor and in the fixed charges 

are both measured as percentages of the higher figures.

Percentage differences in Load Factor and fixed charge3 of
Lo n •-i o n and other A re a Bo a rd s .

Amount by .vhich fixed
Load factor advantage charge per million units 

board. compared with London. supplied was lo;ver than
_____ ________________ __ for Loxidon.______-• ' •<

fL »

South Vestern 9.1 3.6955
North Western 12.5 11. SOI
Midlands 12.5 12.071
South .Vales 33.3 33.154

This table shows that in the cases investigated there 

is a close relationship between variations in Load Factor 

and in the amount of the fixed charge made in the b.fi.A. 

Bulk Supply Tariff.
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The second part of the B.E.a- tariff consists of a 

runnir.g charge of .33d per kilowatt hour supplied. This 

running charge is varied .for each ^rea board according to 

the average coat of fuel in its area. A variation of 

.OOOVd for each penny by which fuel coats per ton above 

or below 3B/- is made in the running charge. This p-.irt of 

the Bulk Supply Tariff gives rise to the obvious question 

why should the charge to different Area Boards be made to 

vary according to regional differences in fuel costs but 

take no account of actual cost of generation in each (Jrener- 

ating rivision? In the book "Electricity Supply in Great 

Britain" by ^ir Henry -Jeif, the Vice-Chairman of the B.^.A., 

and Elizabeth Watson, it is stated that - "Apart from fuel 

costs and, to a .Lesser degree, some other costs, it is 

hardly possible - even v/ere it expedient - to distinguish 

variations in the overall economy of interconnected gener 

ating and transmission systems, in on*- p^rt of the country 

as compared with another." (p.179). It Is argued thut the 

tariff should not os related to generating cost& because the

current supplied to a particular Area board ma} not neces-»
sarily come from power stations situated within its area, 

and because "the .Location and numbers of points of supply 

in e-ich area are largely an inheritance from pro-vesting



days." (y. 130 op.cit.j. The argument concludes "'Thus 

even if it were practicable on other grounds to adopt a 

tariff which purported to reflect the coats of generation 

and transmission incurred by a particular board, such a 

tariff #ou.i.d be bound to ^ive rise to rrany anomalies." 

(p.130, op.cit-). The results of this policy are shown in 

the following table which compares the average works cost 

of generation in the different Divisions with t he> running 

charge per unit made to the corresponding Area Board. The 

figures are taken from pages 51 and 99 of the 1951-2 b.t,.A 

Report.

Vlr'orks cost of B«!i» A. Generating Li visions and Running 
Charges made to Area boards in ^n gland and vale a, 195 1-g

Effective unit
Area Board charges in Bulk tVorks cost 
or i ivision. Su pply Ta ri f f .

	d. d.
South Wales .4077 .4290
cast Midlands . -4511 .4651
Yorkshire .4559 .4497
North Eastern .4574 .4640
North Ye s tern .5003 .5309
Midlands .5035 .4344
Mersey £ N.;Vales .5267 ,5559
South Western .544? .6275
Eastern .5799 .5733
London .5313 .6147
Southern .5333 .5970
South eastern .5397 .5754
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The arguments for varying the Bulk Tariff running 

charge according to fuel coats rather than according to 

works costs of generation cannot be said to be very con 

vincing. If the operation of the Grid system does in fact
s •,

make it impossible to identify the sources of supply of an

individual Area Board then it seems to follow that a price

variation based on the cost of fuel inside that Area is
!*•••

illogical. If the current used in the Area was not 

generated in that district then the cost of fuel in the 

Area is hardly more relevant as a factor in the tariff 

than would be the price of cabbages. If it is anomalous to 

consider the historical accident of the siting of the more 

efficient power stations, is it not equally anomalous to 

make allowance for the geographical accident of the location 

of the coalfields?

The only purpose of a differential tariff must be to 

relate prices to actual coat of supply and to encourage 

consumption in those Areas where the cost is lowest. From 

the point of view of tin© national economy it i? desirable 

that the average cost of generating current shouici be as 

low as possible. In terms of real resources this means 

economyln the use of machinery (affected by the load factor), 

labour, fuel, and transport facilities. If there is a 

sufficiently close relationship between the area of an



Area Board and the sources of its supply of current to make 

it relevant to vary the tariff with fuel coats then it would 

seem to be more appropriate to consider works cost of 

generation. This would allow for difference.! in labour 

coats and efficiency in using fuel, as well as for differ 

ences in the cost of transporting fuel. It might be in the 

national interest to transport coal a greater distance to a 

power station with a higher thermal efficiency rather than 

consumejt it in a station situated on the coalfield but 

with a lower thermal efficiency. The present tariff allows 

for d iff era nee a in tranaport costs but ignores thermal 

efficiency altogether. The -affect of this i3 to penalise 

Area Boards with relatively hl^h fuel tranaport cost 3 and 

stations of a high level of thsnnal efficiency, and to favour 

Areas :/aer3 fuel transport .costs are low, even though the 

stations situated in their -irea are of a relatively low 

thermal efficiency- Thus in the above table the Midlands 

Area Board had to pay .0241d per unit more for Its running 

charge than the average works cost of gene rat lor, in the 

corresponding B.£»A» generating division, whereas the South 

Western Board (presumably uecauae of the low cost of trans 

porting coal from South '/v'alea by sea; paid .0333 per unit 

less U an the works cost of generation.

In conclusion, it seoir.s that the present B-:..\. Bulk
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Supply Tariff falls between the two stools of complete 

'postali sat ion' and relating price to the actual cost of 

supply for each Area Board. If differences in cost are 

to be considered, then this could be done more satisfac 

torily by basing the variation in the tariff on the average 

works cost of generation in each Division, rather than 

on fuel transport costs alone.
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FINANCING OF 
INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE

THE purpose of this article is to compare the positions of 
public and private enterprise in relation to the cost of raising 
capital, and to consider the significance of the generally accepted 
fact 1 that a public undertaking can finance its operations more 
cheaply than can private industry. After the introduction a 
comparison of the actual " total capital charges " of public and 
private undertakings in the pre-nationalised electricity industry 
is made, and the article is concluded by a more general discussion 
of the significance of the different positions of public and private 
enterprise in financing their activities. The term " total capital 
charges " is used here to include both interest payments and the 
payment of dividends, or their equivalent. For companies 
" total capital charges " includes the interest on loan capital, and 
the dividends paid on all forms of share capital; for public 
authorities it covers loan charges and any transfers of surplus 
" outside " the undertaking in which it arises—e.g., from a 
nationalised industry to the Treasury or from a municipal under 
taking to the General Rate Fund.

There are two reasons why a public undertaking might be 
expected to finance its operation more cheaply than private 
enterprise. First, it can guarantee interest payments from public 
funds and, because of the greater degree of security resulting, 
borrow money at a lower rate of interest than most companies. 
Secondly, any profit or surplus need not be distributed to share 
holders, but can be retained within the undertaking. On the 
other hand, public enterprises must pay fixed interest charges in 
both good and bad years, whereas companies can reduce or suspend 
dividend payments. As is shown in the following investigation of 
electricity undertakings, a straightforward comparison of " total 
capital charges " in relation to the capital outstanding does not 
" tell the whole story " about the relative positions of company 
and public undertakings. This is because the capital outstanding

1 Under the 1926 Electricity Supply Act, for example, local-authority 
electricity undertakings were allowed to transfer surpluses amounting to not 
more than 1£% of outstanding loans in aid of rates. This was supposed to be 
equivalent to the advantage of local authorities in raising new capital.
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does not always vary directly with the actual physical size of the 
enterprise. Some undertakings, both public and private, may 
have been developed by ploughing back profit, or surplus, rather 
than by raising fresh capital. Some public enterprises, 
particularly those owned by local authorities, have repaid a 
considerable proportion of the loans which they have raised. 
Both these factors would mean that the capital outstanding did 
not represent the size of the undertaking, and that to measure 
" total capital charges " solely in relation to capital would be 
misleading.

For a practical examination of the " total capital charges " 
of public and private enterprise the electricity industry before 
nationalisation has been chosen for the following two reasons. 
First, both public and private ownership existed at the same time 
so that there is no difficulty about comparing different periods 
of time. Secondly, the statistics published by the Electricity 
Commissioners (and latterly by the Ministry of Fuel and Power) 
make a comparison of a large sample of undertakings relatively 
easy. There are certain difficulties in relation to the ownership 
of generating-stations, mentioned below, but these can be elimin 
ated for a reasonable number of undertakings. Other practical 
difficulties of comparison are probably no greater than they would 
be for any other industry.

The first basis of comparison is that of " total capital charges " 
in relation to the amount of capital outstanding. A difficulty 
arises here in that for the municipal undertakings the only figure 
of outstanding capital is that for " Net Debt " which is the 
balance of outstanding loans, minus the balance of any Sinking 
Funds. Since separate figures of the amount of Sinking Funds 
are not available, it is not possible to give exact figures of the 
amount of the loans on which interest is paid. This means that 
some of the figures of capital may be smaller than the amount on 
which interest is paid, and therefore the interest rates shown for 
municipal undertakings may in some cases be higher than the 
true figure.

The table on page 806 shows a comparison between thirteen 
pah's of company and municipal electricity undertakings of similar 
size (judged by the amount of capital outstanding).

With each of these pairs of electricity undertakings of similar 
size the municipal undertaking had lower " total capital charges," 
the largest difference being 6-2 and the smallest 0-5. The difference 
between the average rate for all the municipal undertakings in the 
sample and that for the companies was 3-21.
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Total Capital Charges of a Sample of Company and Municipal 
Electricity Undertakings, 1947-48 la

Undertaking.*

Blandford Co. 
Caernarvon

Hfracombe Co. 
Dartford

Paignton Co. 
Aberystwyth

Central Sussex Co. 
Burnley

Richmond Co. . 
Brentford

Isle of Wight Co. 
Battersea

Cambridge Co. 
Hastings

West Kent Co. . 
Plymouth .

London Electricity 
Supply Co. 

Coventry

Electricity Distribution 
of Yorkshire Co. 

Portsmouth .

Derby and Notts Elec 
tric Power Co. 

Preston

Lancashire Co. 
Bristol

London Power Co. 
Birmingham

Average : 
Companies 
Local Authorities

Capital."

£ 
16,000 
16,438

50,000 
48,596

100,000 
100,872

260,000 
269,352

310,000 
300,092

450,000 
461,966

530,000 
507,405

1,000,000 
1,039,936

1,573,325 
1,697,368

3,302,573 
3,304,386

4,850,000 
4,990,658

7,267,495 
7,136,175

14,423,582 
13,806,159

Loan 
charges.

£ 

596

511

3,404

845 
12,847

9,053

18,725

2,213 
13,372

36,876

1,631 
60,951

18,460 
95,158

77,955 
121,887

142,036 
244,826

670,989 
475,736

Bate 
contri 
bution 
or divi 
dend.

£ 
1,280

3,000
278

4,000

13,000

18,600

34,500

35,000

72,500

94,399

213,732

337,500

318,784

3,000

Total 
charges.

£ 
1,280 

596

3,000 
789

4,000 
3,404

13,845 
12,847

18,600 
9,053

34,500 
18,725

37,213 
13,372

72,500 
36,876

96,030 
60,951

232,192 
95,158

415,455 
121,887

460,820 
244,826

673,989 
475,736

Rate of 
interest.

or /o8-0 
3-6

6-0 
1-6

4-0 
3-4

5-3
4-8

6-0 
3-0

7-7 
4-05

7-0 
2-6

7-25 3-5

6-1 
3-6

7-0 
2-9

8-6 
2-4

6-3 
3-4

4-7 
3-4

6-46 
3-25

1 Compiled from Ministry of Fuel and Power, Return of Engineering and Financial Statistics relating to Authorised undertakings in O.B., 1947—8." Year ending December 31, 1947, for companies, March 31, 1948, for local authorities.
* Municipal undertakings in italics.
e Net Debt for municipal undertakings, total of loan and share capital for companies.
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The following table shows the same relationship between " total 
capital charges " and " capital " for two random samples of thirty- 
three company and of thirty-three municipal electricity under 
takings.
if; !i f r.'lf> •)'!,'!>[ V (V'i •"•'.': ' •;'(•;•" '••• . :

" Total Capital Charges " of Random Samples of Municipal and 
!>• ,• Company Electricity Undertakings, 1947-48 x

1 *>•:'? Sample. 
i

33 company under 
takings 

33 municipal un 
dertakings

Loan
charges.

£ 

72,821 

329,563

Rate 
Fund 

contribu 
tion or 

dividend.

£ 

653,182 

24,673

"Total 
capital 

charges."

£ 

726,003 

354,236

Capital.

£ 

11,456,687 

10,405,589

Rate 
%of 

capital 
charges.

o/ /o
6-3 

3-4

This table supports the evidence of the previous one, showing that 
there was a difference of 2-9 between the average rate per cent of 
" capital charges " for the municipal and company undertakings. 

These figures show only the relation of total interest payments 
to outstanding capital, and, as explained above, do not necessarily 
reflect the relationship between the size of the undertaking as 
measured by its sales of energy and " total capital charges." It 
is therefore useful to make a comparison between the total capital 
charges and the electricity sold by company and municipal 
undertakings. Since electricity undertakings owning generat- 
ing-stations would need to raise more capital, in relation to 
sales of current, than undertakings engaged solely in distribu 
tion, the following comparison is confined to undertakings which 
did not own generating-stations in 1938-39. The relationship of 
" total capital charges " to units sold is not, by itself, a completely 
satisfactory way of measuring the relative cost of borrowing 
capital by municipal and company undertakings. This is because 
the capital cost of the distribution system will not always vary 
directly with the size of sales. Some undertakings will have higher 
sales per consumer, or a more favourable ratio of consumers per 
mile of mains, and consequent lower capital cost in relation to the 
units sold. This makes individual comparisons possibly mislead 
ing, but in the following comparison between random samples often 
companies and ten municipal undertakings there is no reason to

1 Ministry of Fuel and Power, Return of Engineering and Financial Statistics, 
1947-8.
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suppose that either the companies or the municipalities are more 
favourably placed as a group. Figures for 1938-39 as well as for 
1947-48 are given for two reasons. First, to provide a check on 
whether either group has increased its sales more proportionately 
than the other—a factor which would tend to give it lower capital 
charges per unit sold, since these costs are likely to increase more 
slowly than sales once the main distribution system is completed. 
Secondly, the year 1947-48, as the last year of independent 
operation before nationalisation, was to some extent abnormal, 
since some undertakings appear to have departed from normal 
practice in keeping prices artificially low, or in paying unusual 
sums in aid of rates in this period.

Comparison of Sales and " Total Capital Charges " of Municipal 
and Company Electricity Undertakings, not being Owners of 
Generating-stations, and having Sales exceeding 30,000,000 
units in 1947-48. *

10 companies . 
10 municipal undertakings

10 companies . 
10 municipal undertakings

Units sold (thousands). 

1947. 1938.

1,866,135 1,135,235 
831,164 501,461

Rate-aid or dividends. 
£ 

1947. 1938.

985,250 1,017,465 
54,009 35,291

Loan charges. 
£ 

1947. 1938.

148,567 112,916 
101,303 147,038

" Total capital charges." 
£ 

1947. 1938.

1,133,817 1,130,381 
155,312 182,329

This table shows that both municipal and company undertakings 
were able to expand their sales considerably between 1938 and 
1947 without any corresponding increase in " total capital 
charges." The percentage increase of sales for the sample of 
company undertakings was 64-4, while " total capital charges " 
increased by only 0-3%. The municipal undertakings increased 
their sales by 39-7%, while their " total capital charges " decreased 
by 14-8 on the 1938-39 figure. The municipal undertakings paid 
more in aid of rates in 1947-48 than in 1938-39, but reduced the 
loan charges very considerably. The following shows the " total 
capital charges " per thousand units sold for the same sample of 
municipal and company undertakings.

1 Compiled from Electricity Commissioners and Ministry of Fuel and Power 
Returns, 1938/9-1942/3 and 1947/8.
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" Total Capital Charges " per Thousand Units of Energy Sold for 
\ Samples of Municipal and Company Electricity Undertakings, 

1938-39 and 1947-48. 1

'•? { }"•'• -: •'• '•.''• . ' •

-\.-\ •; t> h'V ' '." ; , ••

10 companies .... 
10 local authorities

" Total capital charges " per 
thousand units sold. 

1938-39. 1947-48.

19*. 10-97d. 
Is. 3-26d.

12s. l-82d. 
3s. 8-85d.

Thus the advantage of the municipal undertakings in respect to 
" total capital charges " is greater when this is measured in relation 
to the total units sold than in relation to the total capital raised.

One of the implications of the power of public authorities to 
borrow capital at a low rate because of the security of public 
funds, is that the theoretical function of the rate of interest as a 
means of allocating new investment according to the expectations 
of the market, disappears. As the risk involved in all forms of 
public investment is made the same artificially, it will no longer be 
reflected by the interest rate. This could result in an over- 
expansion of one particular public enterprise, or of all public 
enterprise, at the expense of private industry, compared with 
what would occur if the ordinary forces of the market were not 
disturbed. In an economy where the main decisions on invest 
ment are made by a planning authority of some kind, and not left 
to the decision of the market, there seems to be little point in this 
criticism of one aspect of public borrowing. One may, or may not, 
wish to challenge the basic contention that a central planning 
authority can make investment decisions which will benefit the 
" public interest " more than would those made in a free market. 
But within an economy where, for better or worse, the main 
course of investment is planned, there would seem to be little 
purpose in sighing for " free " interest rates in public enterprise.

The fact that public enterprise can finance its operation more 
cheaply than private industry is not necessarily an advantage. 
The lower interest rate does not reflect any direct superior physical 
efficiency. It may result in a lower price being charged for the 
commodity being produced, but this does not mean that there is 
any real economy in the use of goods and services. The main 
results of lower interest rates paid by public bodies, and of the 
elimination of a divisible profit, will be a distribution of income 
different from that which would result from private ownership. 
There are four groups of people whose incomes might be affected

1 Compiled from Electricity Commissioners and Ministry of Fuel and Power 
Returns, 1938/9-1942/3 and 1947/8.
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where an industry is financed by " public " methods. These are 
the workers, the consumers, tax-payers (including rate-payers) 
and bond and shareholders. In order to simplify the situation 
two assumptions are made. First, workers are excluded from 
the discussion, since, under present conditions, it is very unlikely 
that their wages would be affected by the lower " total capital 
charges " attributable to public ownership. In industries which 
have been partly publicly and partly privately owned the'same 
wage-rates have generally applied in both sectors. It is quite 
clear to-day that there is little remaining possibility of increasing 
wages at the expense of shareholders. Secondly, it is assumed 
that the class of people who provide the capital for a public 
enterprise are the same as those who would finance a private under 
taking. For the sake of brevity, these people, whether they owned 
Debenture, Preference or Ordinary shares in a company, or the bonds 
of a loan raised by a public authority, are called here " lenders."

These assumptions having been made, the effects of " public " 
financing can be illustrated from the electricity industry. Where 
there was no transfer to or from the rate fund, the result of lower 
" capital charges " in the publicly owned sector of the electricity 
industry would be equivalent to a redistribution of income in 
favour of consumers of electricity and at the expense of " lenders." 
If part of the surplus was transferred to the rate fund, then both 
the rate-payers and (or) the electricity consumers gained, again at 
the expense of the " lenders." Where there was a deficit which 
was made up from the rate fund, then the " lenders " gained at 
the expense of rate-payers, while the position of consumers was 
no different from what it would have been in a company (in which 
the shareholders would have borne the loss by foregoing their 
dividends).

The result of public financing is, then, that risk-bearing is 
transferred to the tax-payer. If the tax-payer receives no reward 
for this in the form of transfers from surpluses to reduce rates or 
taxes, then he will, at best, gain nothing, and when deficits occur, 
he will lose. 1 The consumer will gain, through lower prices or 
improved services, so long as the tax-payer receives a smaller 
reward for risk-bearing than did the private investor. If it is 
assumed that there is a net financial reward for bearing the 
greater financial risk of private industry (i.e., that the net yield over 
a long period covering both good and bad years is higher for 
owners of shares in private industry than for holders of public

1 Cf. Lord Brand, " Private Enterprise and Socialism," ECONOMIC JOUKNAL, 
September 1948, Vol. LVIII.
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stock), then " lenders " lose financially, though they may gain in 
peace of mind. The position of " lenders " where an industry 
(as a whole or over a long period) makes a deficit can best be con 
sidered in the following discussion of the effects of " public " 
financing on the equality of income distribution.

The methods of financing public enterprise will not necessarily 
lead to a more equal distribution of income than would those 
adopted by private business. The effect will depend upon how the 
class of " lenders " is made up, who are the consumers of the 
commodity or service produced, whether any losses demanding 
subsidy from public funds are made and where the incidence of 
extra taxation necessary to make a subsidy falls. If it is assumed 
that the group of lenders is made up mainly from the higher 
income groups, that the commodity concerned is widely consumed 
and that extra taxation, whether central or local, will fall on the 
whole community roughly in proportion to income, then the 
following conclusions can be made. Where there is a net surplus, 
then public financing will tend to a more equal distribution of 
income, as consumers pay less while " lenders " receive less, and 
the level of taxation is not affected. (If there is a transfer to 
public funds the effect on distribution will depend on which 
taxes are reduced.) In the electricity industry in the years 
investigated there were few drawings on Rate Funds. (During the 
whole period 1938/9-1942/3 and 1947/8, eighteen municipal elec 
tricity undertakings required subsidies on thirty-three occasions. 
The number of undertakings existing in England and Wales at the 
beginning of the period was 335.) It may therefore be concluded 
that the lower income groups gained where public ownership 
meant lower " total capital charges " in this industry. Where 
there is a deficit for an industry, taken as a whole, and that deficit 
must be met from public funds, then, on the above assumptions, the 
distribution of income is made more uneven, since the incomes of 
" lenders " are maintained at the expense of tax-payers. Thus 
any state-subsidised losses in the railway industry would involve 
a distribution of income more favourable to the upper income 
groups than that which would have resulted if the same losses 
had been made under private ownership.

In conclusion, it may be stated that public ownership resulting 
in lower " total capital charges " is likely to benefit consumers, but, 
wherever there is a deficit, this will be at the expense of transferring 
income from tax-payers to the class of " lenders " of capital.

C. H. SHARP 
Birmingham.
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